
























Executive'Summary'Business! transformations! are! beyond! incremental! change.! They! can! be! described! as! the!orchestrated!redesign!of!the!genetic!architecture!of!a!corporation!(Morgan!&!Page,!2008),!where!the!resulting!outcome! is! fundamentally!different! than! its! initial!state.!Business! transformations!are!typically!driven!by!value!deficiencies!experienced!and/or!anticipated!by!the!business,!which!commonly! occur! in! periods! of! crisis! or! growth! (Rouse,! 2005b).! In! attempt! to! transform! the!business,! corporations! typically! turn! to! Information! Technology! (IT)! as! a! key! enabler! for! the!transformation!of!an!enterprise.!The!deployment!of!an!IT!artifact!can!transform!the!business!to!perform!current!work!differently,!or!perform!different!work!(Rouse,!2005b).!For!instance,!a!longZestablished!enterprise!that!seeks!to!overhaul!its!aging!legacy!systems!that!have!reached!its!endZofZlife,! is! reported! to! yield! numerous! operational! and! strategic! benefits! (Gregor,! Martin,!Fernandez,!Stern!&!Vitale,!2006);! the!new! IT!platform!will!not! just! to!carry!out! the!dayZtoZday!business!operations!in!an!efficient!or!effective!manner,!but!also!to!attain!a!competitive!advantage!such! as! innovating! solutions! for! customers! via! digital! technologies,! which! its! aging! IT!infrastructure!otherwise!would!not!have!been!able!to!support.!!
Research' Problem.!While!various!methodologies!exist!on!how! to!manage! such! initiatives,! the!reported!failure!rate!is!alarmingly!high!whereby!up!to!70%!of!business!transformation!initiatives!fail! (Ashurst! &!Hodges,! 2010).! The! reasons! for! this! low! success! rate! spans! across! both! socioZbehavioral! and! technical! aspects,! such! as! inertia! (Besson! &! Rowe,! 2012)! experienced! by! the!organization’s! employees! and! unforeseen! technical! complications! that! arise! amidst! the!transformation!journey,!among!others.!This!suggests!that,! in!spite!of!the!numerous!studies!that!have! been! conducted! to! date,! we! still! do! not! have! an! understanding! on! how! business!transformations! are!managed,! particularly! ones! that! are! enabled! by! IT,! and! that! perhaps,! the!BTM! body! of! knowledge! may! benefit! by! adopting! a! new! paradigm! to! address! the! research!problem.!
A'Metaphor'Approach.!This!study!employs! jazz!music!as!a!metaphoric!vehicle! to!explore!and!describe!how!ITZenabled!Business!Transformations!(ITBT)!are!managed.!Metaphors!are!known!to!provide!the!vocabularies!and!images!to!represent!and!express!organizational!phenomena!that!are! typically!abstract!and!complex! (Cornelissen,!2006b),! such!as! that!of!an! ITBT.!This! study! in!particular! uses! the! jazz!metaphor! to! articulate! how! organizational! resources! that! provide! the!managerial!capabilities!necessary!for!a!business!transformation!are!composed!and!orchestrated!in! the! management! of! such! initiatives,! viz.! Business! Transformation! Management! (BTM).! The!underlying!conjecture!is!that!BTM!requires!a!plethora!of!managerial!capabilities,!stemming!from!various! management! disciplines! and! management! personnel! (e.g.! Change! Management,! Risk!Management,! Strategy!Management,! Program!Management,! Project!Management,! etc.),! akin! to!that! of! a! jazz! ensemble! requiring! a! myriad! of! tones! from! various! musical! instruments! and!musicians.!!
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Composition' of' Management' Services.! Similar! to! a! jazz! orchestra,! where! different! musical!instruments!and!musicians!are!to!be!composed,!the!different!types!of!MS!in!BTM!require!a!form!of!composition'or!structure!(John,!Grove!&!Fisk,!2006).!Composition!can!be!seen!as!the!process!of!creating!a!particular!piece!of!music,!encompassing!the!way!the!sounds!are!structured!such!as:!the!ordering!and!disposing!of!several!tones!known!as!the!melody;!the!compatibility!of!two!or!more!sounds! simultaneously! that! is! pleasant! to! the! ear! known! as! harmony;! and! the! pattern! or!placement!of!those!sounds!throughout!the!duration!of!the!music!in!times!and!beats,!dubbed!the!
rhythm.! In! BTM! the! act! of! composing! for!MS! is! akin! to! that! of! identifying! and! configuring! the!required!resources!that!provide!the!managerial!capabilities!for!a!business!transformation.!!
Orchestration' of'Management' Services.!The!orchestration!of!MS!on!the!other!hand,!refers! to!process! of! executing! or! delivering! those!managerial! capabilities! both! in! realZtime,! and! in! line!with!the!composition!principles!of!melody,!harmony!and!rhythm.!Similar! to!orchestrating! for!a!jazz!ensemble,!one!can!expect!a!certain!degree!of!improvisation!in!the!endeavour!as!it!is!unlikely!that!the!initiative!will!proceed!as!planned!in!its!entirety,!which!reflects!the!act!of!improvising!for!the! different! jazz! genres,! namely,! classical' jazz,! swing' jazz,!bebop' jazz'and!post'bop' jazz'(Zack,!2000).! The! one! thing! to! note! is! that,! improvisation,! like! any! creative! process,! requires!constraints.! Without! boundaries! or! structures! improvisation! is! not! successful! that! is! evident!
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from! its!deviation! from!the!melody,!harmony!and/or!rhythm,!all!of!which!are! the!principles!of!composition.!In!other!words,!composition!and!orchestration!are!interdependent!of!one!another,!both!in!jazz!and!BTM.!
Exploring'BTM'Case'Studies'Using'the'Jazz'Metaphor.!In!this!research,!the!candidate!explores!the!application!of!the!jazz!composition!and!orchestration!principles!in!BTM!via!three!qualitative!and! descriptive! case! studies.! Across! all! three! cases,! twentyZeight! semiZstructured! interviews!were!conducted!with!management!personnel,!who!were!involved!in!and!in!part,!wer!accountable!for!the!respective!transformation!initiatives.!The!interviews!were!then!interpreted!and!analyzed!using!the!grounded!theory!coding!technique!(open,!selected!and!theoretical!coding!approaches),!whereby! the! interview! findings! are! then! triangulated! with! those! obtained! from! direct!observation,! documentation! and! archival! analysis.! Then,! the! case! study! findings! are! outlined!based! on! the! guidelines! for! theory! building! using! metaphors,! as! this! enables! to! construct! a!rigorous! framework! that! can!guide! the!development!of! theory! for!BTM!as!part!of! future!work.!The! candidate! also! adheres! to! the! guidelines! for! qualitative! research! to! ensure! dependability!(aka! reliability),! credibility! (aka! internal! validity),! confirmability! (aka! measurement! validity),!transferability! (aka! external! validity),! and! also! importantly,! plausibility! of! qualitative! research!approach.!
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What! this! study! also! observed! was! how! the! MS! bears! Transactional! and! Transformational!attributes.! Transactional! MS! (TA! MS)! provide! operational! capabilities! and! reuses! existing!routines,! while! Transformational! MS! (TF! MS)! provide! dynamic! capabilities! that! reconfigure!routines.! These! two! different! attributes! of! MS! subsequently! determine! the! composition! and!orchestration!of!MS,!which! is! informed!by! the! context! in!which! the! triggers! (invoking! the!MS)!occur!across! the! four!waves.!Based!on! the! case! studies! and! literature! review,! this! study! found!that!ITBT!could!be!seen!as!unfolding!in!four!waves,!namely,!Wave!1!Concept!Development,!Wave!2! Blueprint! Design,! Wave! 3! Solution! Delivery! and! Wave! 4! PostZTransformation.! It! is! the!composition!of!these!four!waves!that!shape!the!sequence!of!invoking!the!MS!(melody),!which!also!require!integration!among!different!MS!(harmony).!Also!notable!was!how,!throughout!the!entire!cases,! TA! MS! plays! a! prominent! role! (rhythm)! in! order! to! ensure! momentum! and! that! the!deliverables! are! realized! throughout! the! entire! initiative! in! accordance! with! the! structures! in!place,!e.g.!method,!time.!With! regards! to! the! orchestration,! this! study! noted! how! the! different! contexts! (Snowden! &!Boone,!2007)!in!which!the!triggers!occur!in!each!wave!inform!the!type!of!genre!that!the!MS!are!orchestrated.! Transforming! enterprises! that! orchestrate! for! classical' jazz! do! so! for! ‘simple!contexts’!where! the!cause!and!effect! relationship!between! the! triggers!and! the!MS! invoked!are!known.! As! such,! enterprise! tend! to! reuse! existing! routines,! thereby! invoking! TA! MS! to! apply!established! approaches,! as! improvisation! is! minimal! within! the! predefined! structure.!Orchestrating! for! swing' jazz! is! applicable! for! ‘complicated! contexts’! where! there! is! a! need! to!reconfigure! existing! routines,! yet! within! an! established! structure.! For! this,! improvisation! is!constrained!where! TF!MS! are! invoked! to! identify! new! approaches! in! response! to! the! triggers!while! also! invoking! TA! MS! to! adhere! to! existing! routines.! Transforming! enterprises! that!orchestrate! for! bebop' jazz! require! reconfiguration! of! existing! routines,! as! improvisation! is!extensive!yet!applied!within!a!basic!and!adaptable!structure.!Bebop!jazz!has!a!‘complex!context’,!where! TA!MS! are! invoked! predominantly! to! ensure! adherence! and! regular! communication! or!interaction.!The!Postbop'jazz!genre!for!orchestrating!MS!implies!a!‘chaotic!context’!or!dubbed!as!the! ‘realm! of! unknowns’.! In! order! to! identify! and! explore! new! opportunities! for! growth,!Transformational!MS!is!applied!where!improvisation!is!maximal!within!its!emergent!structure.!
Contribution'to'Theory.!This!study!has!several!implications!on!the!academic!body!of!knowledge!in!BTM.!Among!the!selected,!key!contributions!include!the!following:!1. This!research!is!a!first!to!undertake!the!jazz!metaphor!approach!to!illustrate!the!process!of!composing!and!orchestrating!for!BTM,!whereby!a!fundamental!outcome!suggests!that!managing!business!transformations!is!based!on!the!very!act!of!improvisation!embedded!within! the! orchestration! mechanism.! However,! improvising! for! BTM! orchestration! is!only!made!possible!due!to!the!constraining!structures!necessary!for!the!composition!of!BTM! –!this! insight! is! derived! by! means! of! analogical! thinking! that! enables! creative!problemZsolving,!which!has!been!loosely!discussed!in!metaphoric!research!approaches,!let!alone!in!the!research!and!practice!in!BTM.!
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2. The!concept!of!MS!extends!the!RBT,!wherein!the!theory!is!amalgamated!with!the!SOV!of!the! enterprise,! subsequently! contributing! to! the! revitalization! of! the! RBT! in!contemporary!studies.!!3. The! resulting! framework! that! emerges! from! this! study! can! be! used! to! guide! future!theory! development! for! BTM,! whereby! the! validation! of! this! study’s! framework! can!inform!a!Type!II!Explanatory!Theory!in!Information!Systems!(cf.!Gregor,!2006).!
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1.1 Chapter'Introduction'Business!transformations!are!described!as!the!orchestrated!redesign!of!the!genetic!architecture!of! the! corporation! (Morgan! &! Page,! 2008).! They! typically! imply! fundamental! changes! to! the!organization’s! work! operations! and! business! processes,! IT! infrastructure,! organizational!structure! and! human! resources,! business! models! and! perceptions! about! the! business! itself!(Rouse,! 2005b).! Such! changes! are! typically! more! prominent! as! the! company! evolves! over! a!certain!period!of!time,!resulting!in!performing!current!work!differently,!or!performing!different!work! (Rouse! &! Baba,! 2006).! This! chapter! seeks! to! present! the! underlying! motivation! for!enterprises! embarking! on! business! transformations,! and! the! fundamental! challenge! in! the!management!of! such! initiatives! that! is!prevalent! in!both! industry!and!academia.!The!candidate!explicates! the!said!challenge,!and!the!research!approach!employed! in! this!study! to!address! the!research!questions!and!objectives.!Both!the!significance!and!limitations!of!this!research!are!then!outlined,! followed! by! an! overview! of! how! this! dissertation! is! organized! throughout! the!remainder!of!the!thesis.!We!proceed!as!follows.!
1.2 About'Business'Transformations'Organizations!that!undertake!business!transformations!are!usually!those!that!are!in!a!period!of!crisis,!or!growth.!As!such,! they!need!to!reconfigure! the!way! in!which!they!operate.!They!either!need!to!perform!their!current!work!differently,!or!perform!different!work.!Amazon!is!an!example!of!a!business!that!has!demonstrated!the!latter;!once!an!enterprise!that!mainly!sold!books!online,!they! transformed! their! business! to! selling!web! services! as!part! of! their! growth! strategies.!The!transformation! was! noted! in! 2006! when! Amazon! offered! a! new! value! proposition! for! a! new!target!clientele.!Their!web!solutions!such!as!Amazon!Simple!Storage!Service!(or!Amazon!S3),!and!Amazon! Elastic! Compute! Cloud! (or! Amazon! EC2),! are! a! few! of! the! offerings! (Amazon! Web!Services,! 2011a,! 2011b)! for! businesses! that! have! large! volumes! of! data! such! as! those! in!pharmaceutical! or! financial! industries! that! constantly! have! to! adapt! to! its! dynamic! operating!environment.!With!this!opportunity!for!growth,!Amazon!was!able!to!venture!into!a!new!market,!thus!expanding!its!clientele!base!by!undertaking!a!business!transformation!initiative.!!!Malaysia!Airlines!on!the!other!hand,!is!an!instance!of!a!company!that!is!struggling!to!survive!in!the! challenging! aviation! industry;! the! national! carrier! for! Malaysia! was! on! the! verge! of!bankruptcy!had!they!not!undergone!a!business!transformation.!The!Business!Turnaround!Plan!1!(BTP1)! of! Malaysia! Airlines! documents! the! rigor! and! successful! execution! of! a! business!transformation!plan.!The!BTP1!initiative!rescued!the!company!from!being!absorbed!by!the!threat!from! lowZcost! carriers,! economic! challenges,! and! issues! of! low! employee! morale.! Malaysia!Airlines!reconfigured!resources!by!revamping!the!way!they!perform!their!work!operations,!such!as!redesigning!business!processes!towards!efficiency.!This!subsequently!places!the!airline!carrier!
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in! a! position! for! BTP2! or! the! Business! Transformation! Plan! 2,!which! entails! centralizing! their!Information!Technology! (IT)! infrastructure!across! its! affiliates! in!order! to!boost! its!position! in!the!aviation!industry!(cf.!Safrudin,!Recker,!Rosemann!and!Garson,!2011).!Based! on! these! two! cases,! business! transformations! can! be! seen! as! being! triggered! by!circumstances! occurring! internal! or! external! to! the! operating! environment,!whereby! there! are!factors!within!and!beyond!the!ecosystem!or!control!of!the!enterprise.!In!order!to!address!these!factors! proactively,! companies! that! are! seeking! growth! and/or! survival! in! the! dynamic! and!unpredictable!environment!are!to!transform!the!way!they!conduct!their!business.!The!majority!of!businesses!rely!on!its!IT!infrastructure!as!a!key!business!resource!to!attain!both!shortZ! and! longZterm! competitive! advantage.! Such! initiatives! enable! organizations! to! improve!cycle! time,! crossZfunctional! processes! and! crossZselling! opportunities,! companies! leveraging!their!IT!capabilities!leads!to!superior!firm!performance!(Bharadwaj,!2000).!Hence,!many!studies!have!been!conducted!on!identifying!the!benefits!of!ITZenabled!transformations!(e.g.!Ash!&!Burn,!2003;!Ashurst,!Doherty!&!Peppard,!2008;!Barua,!Konana,!Whinston!&!Yin,!2004;!Mani,!Barua!&!Whinston,! 2010;! McKeown! &! Philip,! 2003).! IT! therefore! is! seen! to! play! a! critical! role! in!transforming! businesses.! In! particular,! IT! can! function! as! a! strategic! role! in! transforming! an!organization! by! fundamentally! redefining! business! and! industry! processes! and! relationships!(Dehning,!Vernon!&!Zmud,!2003).!As!such,!this!study!considers!a!business!transformation!as!one!that!is!enabled!by!or!involves!an!IT!artifact.!
1.3 Motivation'for'Research'
1.3.1 Low'Success'Rate'for'Business'Transformations'Business! transformations! are! not! at! all! a! new! phenomenon.! Numerous! studies! have! been!conducted! on! identifying! best! practices,! approaches! and! methodologies! to! approach! business!transformations.!Still!the!reported!failure!rate!for!business!transformations!is!alarmingly!high!–!up!to!70%!of!business!transformation!programs!fail!(Ashurst!&!Hodges,!2010).!This!informs!the!basis! of! the! research! problem:! that! our! understanding! on! how! to! manage! business!transformations!has!yet! to!reach!a!sufficient! level!of!maturity.! In!particular,! the! failed!business!transformations!suggests!two!concerns:!i)!that!management!personnel!have!yet!to!further!their!knowledge!and!understanding!on!how!to!manage!largeZscale!organizational!change,!where!an!IT!artifact!is!involved!to!enable!the!enterprise!transformation;!and!ii)!that!researchers!have!yet!to!further!their!investigation!on!ITZenabled!business!transformations,!particularly!from!the!view!of!those!management!personnel!accountable!for!such!complex!initiatives.!
1.3.2 A'Need'to'Further'Understand'Business'Transformation'Management'Contemporary! studies! have! indicated! that! ITZenabled! business! transformations! (ITBT)! are!resourceZintensive,! and! are! a! regarded! as! a! highly! risky! initiative! –!unsuccessful! attempts! at!radically!transforming!the!business!can!be!detrimental!to!the!business!(cf.!Avgerou,!2000;!Sarker!
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&!Lee,!1999).!Yet!when!designed!and!executed!successfully,!ITBTs!can!yield!numerous!benefits!in!both! short! and! longZterm! (cf.! Hughes! &! Morton,! 2006;! Lucas! Jr.,! Agarwal,! Clemons,! Omar! &!Weber,!2013;!Watson,!Goodhue!&!Wixom,!2002).!ITBTs! require! vast! amount! of! resources! and! capabilities! to! successfully! achieve! the! intended!change! (see! Besson! &! Rowe,! 2012).! Those! capabilities! stem! from! a! plethora! of! management!disciplines! with! respective! methodologies! such! as! PRINCE2! for! project! management,! MSP! for!Program!Management,! ITIL! for! IT!Management,! Kotter’s! 6! Principles! for! Change!Management,!ISO!standards! for!Risk!and!Quality!Management,!and!so! forth.!The!works!of!Op’t!Land,!Proper,!Waage,! Cloo! and! Steghius! (2008)! suggest! three! levels! of! analysis! on! how! transformations! are!managed,!namely:!Strategic,!Program!and!Project!Management! level.!To!date,!numerous!works!have! explored! how! ITBTs! occur! at! the! Project!Management! level! (Lyytinen!&!Newman,! 2008;!Manzoni!&!Angehrn,!1997;!McLeod!&!Doolin,!2011)!but!management!practices!at!the!Strategic,!and!particularly!the!Program!Management!level2!have!yet!to!be!advanced.!!
1.3.3 New'Theoretical'Lens'to'Address'the'Identified'Gap'in'Knowledge'The!current!theoretical!perspectives!consider!managing!resources!and!capabilities!at!the!project!management! level,! with! limited! explanation! on! how! Business! Transformation! Management!(BTM)! occurs! from! the! perspectives! of! those! senior! executives! accountable! for! such! highZrisk!and! complex! initiative.! This! observation! calls! for! further! exploration! to! gain! a! better!understanding!on!how!ITBTs!are!managed!from!the!senior!management!perspective.!However,!adopting!new!paradigms!may!be!necessary!to!assist!in!addressing!the!gap!in!knowledge,!thereby!contributing! to!a!better!understanding!on!BTM3.!The!next!section!describes!how!the!candidate!employs!a!different!paradigm!to!explain!BTM.!!
1.4 Research'Approach'&'Theoretical'Lens''Ultimately,! this! research!posits! that! the! further! investigation! is! required!on!how!resources!are!managed!from!the!perspective!of!senior!executives.!For!this,!a!different!approach!is!required!to!understand! how! the! various! management! disciplines! required! in! BTM! are! structured! –!or!
composed!–!and!also!how!they!are!orchestrated!towards!a!successful!business!transformation.!!In!attempt!to!identify!a!novel!approach!to!understanding!BTM,!this!study!subscribes!to!the!jazz!(music)!metaphor,!enabled!by!the!ServiceZOriented!View!(SOV)!of!the!enterprise.!The!SOV!is!used!to!conceptualize!those!managerial!capabilities,!stemming!from!various!management!disciplines,!in! the! form! of! services,! viz.! Management! Services,! which! can! be! used! to! identify! how'MS' are'




Metaphors! are! cognitive! lenses! used! to! make! sense! of! situations! (Kendall! &! Kendall,! 1993),!which!can!be!useful!in!articulating!complex!organizational!processes!(Hill!&!Levenhagen,!1995)!such! as! innovation! or! transformation! processes.! This! is! because! metaphors! make! use! of! the!
known'to!express!the!unknown;!they!offer!a!vehicle!for!new!insight!made!available!by!the!interZanimation! of! terms! (Lewis,! 1996)! by! importing! the! relational! structure,! instead! of!merely! the!surface!features!of!the!base!domain!to!the!target!domain!(Boroditsky,!2000).!!In! this! study,! jazz' music' is' used' as' the' selected' metaphor' because! the! dynamics! of! a! jazz!orchestra! bears! structural! and! orchestral! resemblance! to! the! way! largeZscale! organizations!manage!organizational! change.!This! study! further!posits! that! the!dynamics!of! a! jazz! ensemble,!particularly! in! the!way! the!musicians! improvise! throughout! a! live! performance,! is! structurally!similar! with! BTM! initiatives.! However! the! important! aspect! to! improvisation! lies! in! the!
constraints!embedded!in!the!jazz!music!–!it!is!only!via!this!constraint!that!creativity!can!manifest!organically,! such! as! the! case! of! improvisation! in! jazz!music,!which! requires! creative! problemZsolving!within!and/or!beyond!the!musical!boundaries.!Based!on!this!argument,!the!way!in!which!music!is!transformed!via!improvisation!and!constraints!deems!the!metaphoric!approach!to!be!an!appropriate!avenue!to!explore!the!phenomenon!of!BTM!via!a!case!studyZbased!inquiry.!!The!candidate!notes!that,!given!the!sufficient!level!of!maturity!in!the!project!management!level!in!BTM,!a!different!perspective!or!view!of!the!enterprise!may!be!required!to!contribute!to!a!better!understanding!in!attempt!to!explore!BTM!using!the!jazz!metaphor4.!
1.4.2 The'ServicebOriented'View'of'the'Enterprise'To!operationalize!the!perspective!of!jazz!orchestration!in!BTM,!the!candidate!adopts!a!Serviceb
Oriented'View'(SOV)5!of!the!enterprise.!The!SOV!is!a!paradigm!that!views!the!inner!workings!or!work! operations! of! an! organization! as! inputZoutput!mechanisms,!where! the!way! in!which! the!activities! required! to! produce! a! deliverable! is! unknown! to! clients,! i.e.! blackZbox! view! –!this!perspective,! to! a! certain! extent,! reflects! the!way! jazz!music! is! orchestrated! during! a! realZtime!performance.! The! various! types! of! sounds! stemming! from! various! musical! instruments! (and!played!by!the!jazz!musicians),!all!appear!to!be!synchronized.!!Hence,! basing! on! the! SOV! of! the! organization,! those! management! disciplines,! resources! and!capabilities!can!be!conceptualized!as!Management'Services!(MS).!MS!in!this!study!are!defined!as!abstract!resources!that!provide!a!coherent!set!of!managerial!capabilities!that!contribute!to!the!overall!management!of!business!transformations!–!this!resembles!the!structural!aspect!of!a!jazz!orchestra,! especially! in! terms! of! developing! the! structure,! i.e.! composing,! and! improvising! or!orchestrating!for!a!jazz!music!performance.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!See!Section!3.2!for!description!on!the!use!of!metaphors,!and!rationale!for!opting!jazz!music!in!Section!3.3!5!A! service! is! defined! as! an! abstract! resource! that! embodies! a! person! or! organization! in! a! collection! of!related!tasks!(Halley!&!Bashioum,!2005)!
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1.5 Research'Objectives''So! far,! the! candidate! has! demonstrated! that! our! understanding! in! BTM!may! benefit! from! the!utilization! of! a! new! theoretical! lens,! viz.! MS,! as! this! new! concept! may! contribute! to! a! better!comprehension!and!explanation!for!the!phenomenon!of!ITBTs.!!
1.5.1 Aim'of'Research'The! main! objective! of! this! study! is! to! address! the! managerial! question! of! how' are' business'
transformations'managed?!By!drawing!upon!the!MS!and!jazz!music!as!a!metaphoric!approach!to!explain!BTM,!this!study!seeks!to!conduct!a'qualitative,!descriptive'case'studybbased'inquiry,!in!order!to!develop!a'guiding'framework'that!can!contribute!to!a!better!understanding!in!BTM,!where!the!said!framework!can!be!used!to!guide!theory!development!for!BTM!in!future!research.!The! research! questions! acknowledge! that! business! transformations! are! an! enterpriseZwide!initiative!that!crosses!multiple!functional!lines!(Markus!&!Benjamin,!1997).!Hence,!it!is!important!to! identify! what! sort! of! managerial! capabilities! are! explicitly! required,! i.e.! which! MS! are!necessary! for! an! ITBT,! as! this!will!provide! significant! insights! for!key! stakeholders!who!are! in!pursuit!of!such!endeavor,!and!also!to!provoke!a!new!way!of!theorizing!in!academia.!




















1.6 Significance,&,Limitations,of,Research,Initiating(changes(in(large;scale(enterprises,(especially(with(the(deployment(of(a(new(IT(artifact,(is(highly(risky(and(resource(intensive((i.e.(time,(cost,(effort,(and(so(forth).(This(is(because(rolling(out( a( new( IT( infrastructure(means( changes( to( not( only( the( organization’s( embedded( technical(systems( including( work( operations( and( business( processes,( but( also( to( the( socio;behavioral(systems((Rouse(&(Baba,(2006)(as(dealing(with( individuals(and(their(response(to(organizational(changes( is( a( renowned( challenge( (Herold,( Fedor( &( Caldwell,( 2007).( Hence,( the( complexities(embodying( the( people,( processes( and( technology,( viz.( Information( Systems( (IS),( reflects( a(pressing( issue( within( the( IS( community.( Employing( a( SOV( on( how( the( capabilities( are(orchestrated(by(senior(management(will(not(only(provide(a(novel(way(of(exploring(practices(of(successful( business( transformations,( it( will( also( advance( the( academic( body( of( knowledge( by(opening(up(a(new(stream(of(research(with(the(said(theoretical(lens(on(this(phenomenon(of(BTM.((
1.6.1 Research,Contributions,This( research( is( the( first( reported( study( that( identifies( the( MS( and( empirically( measures( the(orchestration( mechanism( for( ITBTs.( Specifically,( this( research( will( be( a( first( descriptive(organization;level(study,(in(which(the(contributions(entail:(1. A(first(conceptualization(of(BTM(using(a(metaphoric(approach;(2. A(first(conceptualization(of(BTM(via(a(SOV(of(the(enterprise,(viz.(from(perspective(of(MS;(3. Empirical(evidence(for(guiding(principles(to(compose(and(orchestrate(ITBTs;(4. An(explanatory(or(guiding(framework(that(can(be(used(to(develop(a(BTM(theory(by(using(jazz( music( as( a( metaphoric( vehicle( to( (re;)describe( how( MS( are( composed( and(orchestrated(for(successful(business(transformations(





( Research-Limitations-- Mitigation-Approach-1 (The( nature( of( this(work( has( a( predominant(focus( on( developing( a( guiding( framework(that( will( eventually( inform( the( theoryAbuilding( process,( which( is( a( subjective(process(
Minimize(researcher(bias(by(employing(guidelines(for( concept( development( from( Walsham( (2006)(among(others(
2 (The( predominantly( qualitative( research(methods,( such( as( subjective( nature( of( the(coding(and(interpretation(process(employed(will( also( bear( certain( limitations( when(compared(to(quantitative(means(
As( all( research( methods( will( have( its( pros( and(cons,( the( candidate( endeavors( to( minimize(subjective,( researcher( bias( by( exercising( the(quality( criteria( for( qualitative( research,( namely(
dependability,, credibility,, confirmability, and(
transferability, (see( Section( 4.2( on( Research(Strategy)(3 (The( scope( of( the(work( is( limited( to( a( set( of(available,( successful,( and( recent(transformation(cases,(which(induces(bias(
While(it(is(ideal(to(investigate(both(successful(and(unsuccessful( cases( of( BTM,( for( pragmatic( and(feasible(reasons(the(candidate(will( focus(on(those(successful( cases( to( obtain( insights( that( either(validate( existing( studies( and/or( contribute( to( the(body(of(knowledge(on(‘successful(BTM(practices’(4 (The( cases( induce( a( focus( on( ITAenablement,(which( may( limit( the( generalizability( of(business( transformation( cases( that( focus(on(IT( antagonistic( business( transformations( or(industryAlevel(transformations,(for(instance(
The( candidate( argues( here( that( it( is( inevitable( –(given( the( rapid( advancement( in( IT( –(that(businesses(will(eventually(make(a(shift(or(changes(to( the( IT( infrastructure;( while( the( candidate(focuses(on(how(BTM(occurs(within(an(enterprise,(future(work(may( include( those(effects(external( to(the(organizational(boundaries(5 (Although( focus( is( on( ITAenabled(transformation,( the( candidate( does( not(single( out( a( particular( kind( of( IT( artifact,(which(may(render(generalizability(on(how(to(manage(such(initiatives(
The( identification( of( the( IT( artifact( is( not( singled(out( based( on( the( kind( of( IT( solution( as( such,( but(rather( on( the( type( of( classification( the( IT( artifact(falls( under,( e.g.( routine( technologies,( mediating(technologies,( craft( technologies,( etc.( (see( Section(2.3.1)( that( reflect( similar( characteristics( that(allows(for(a(more(focused(generalization(6 (The( nature( of( the( study( is( on( an(organizational(level,(implying(that(the(extent(to( which( the( study( is( being( conducted( is(
Due(to(the((time)(constraints(of(this(research,(the(candidate( believes( that( employing( a( metaphoric(approach(to(explore(BTM(can(shed(some(valuable(
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( Research(Limitations(( Mitigation(Approach(more( on( the( breadth( than( the( depth( of( the(transformation(case,(which(may(forego(other(factors(also(deemed(to(be(of(importance(but(are(not(able(to(be(explored(in(this(research(
insights( otherwise( not( discovered( had( the( jazz(metaphor(been(dismissed(across(the(three(cases(
7 (This( study( generates( a( guiding( framework(for( theory( development( using( a(metaphoric(approach( of( the( notions( existent( in( jazz(music.(Hence,( the(proposed( framework(may(be(limited(in(terms(of(referencing(or(building(on( existing( studies( that( have( employed( a(similar(approach(–(this(limits(the(candidate’s(ability( to( conclusively( verify( internal,(external( or( ecological( validity( of( such(framework(
The( candidate( endeavors( to( ensure( construct(validity( by( basing( conceptualization( on( the(composition( and( orchestration( principles( as(closely(as(possible(based(on(established(literature(
8 (While(the(metaphor(approach(offers(richness(in( framing( the( phenomenon( of( interest,( it(may( be( inadequate( to( fully( describe( all( the(complexities(and(uncertainties(in(an(ITBTs(
The(candidate(incorporates(established(principles(of( theoryLbuilding( (e.g.( from( Eisenhardt,( 1989;(Gregor,( 2006;( Whetten,( 1989)( to( use( in(conjunction( with( the( metaphor( approach((Cornelissen,( 2006a;( Cornelissen,( 2006b;(Cornelissen,( Oswick,( Thøger( Christensen( &(Phillips,(2008);(9 (The(theorized(propositions(presented(in(this(study( are( untested( to( date,( which( may(restrict(the(validity(of(such(propositions(
The( candidate( acknowledges( that( validating( the(propositions( and( guiding( framework( are( beyond(the( scope( of( her( study( and( are( subject( to( future(work(10 (This( study( views( each( MS( as( a( ‘blackLbox’(concept;( it( subsequently( appears( to( assume(that(all(services(work(perfectly,(which(is(not(the(case(
In( addition( to( pragmatic( reasons,( this( study(does(not( consider( the( inner( workings( since( each( MS(alone( has( received( sufficient( research( interest(compared( to( how( the( required( MS( are( to( be(synchronized( holistically,( i.e.( beyond( Project(Management( level,( viz.( Program( and( Strategic(Management(perspectives(11 (The( types( of( MS( are( derived( from( the(Business( Transformation( Management(Methodology( (BTM2)( framework( in( Uhl( and(Gollenia( (2012)( that( identifies( nine( key(management( disciplines,( which( begs( the(question( of( comprehensiveness( of( those(identified(disciplines(





! Part*II:*Research*Methodology*and*Findings(comprises(of(Chapter(4(that(describes(the(research(design,(followed(by(an(account(of(an(integrative(literature(review(to(develop(a(typology( for( business( transformations( in( Chapter( 5.( The( case( study( findings( are( then(presented(and(discussed(in(Chapters(6.(
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capabilities( required( to(manage( such( initiative.( As( the( central( focus( of( investigation( is( on( the(orchestration( of( those( resources( and( managerial( capabilities,( as( well( as( the( use( of( the( jazz(metaphor,( the( candidate(presented(also( in( this( chapter( existing( studies( that(have(utilized( such(concepts.( The( research( gap( is( subsequently( identified( and( justification( for( study( is( further(described(in(detail.(Due(to(the(inductive(nature(of(this(research,(the(candidate(iteratively(revisits(the(literature(in(succeeding(chapters.(
Chapter(3(–(Approach(to(Research(describes(in(more(detail(on(the(metaphor(approach(and(jazz(as(a(metaphoric(vehicle(for(Business(Transformation(Management.(An(initial(theoretical(framework(that( guides( the( conduct( of( this( study( is( also(presented( in( this( chapter.( The( key( concepts( used,(namely,(Management(Services,(Orchestration,(Triggers,(Typology(and(Waves(are(described(based(on( synthesis( of( the( literature( review( presented( from( the( preceding( chapter,( plus( from( other(referent(domains.(
Chapter(4(–(Research(Design( outlines( the(approach( taken( to( conduct( this( study.(This(entails( the(research(strategy,(methodology,(data(collection(and(analysis(methods,(as(well(as(the(techniques(employed(to(develop(the(theory(and(the(rationale(for(opting(the(overall(research(design(and(the(inherent(methods.(
Chapter(5(–(Integrative(Literature(Review( provides( an( account( of( how( the( typology( of( business(transformations(is(constructed(by(analyzing(and(synthesizing(the(findings(from(both(secondary(and(primary(case(studies(used(in(this(study(to(gain(an(understanding(of(the(characteristics(and(attributes(pertaining(to(the(transforming(enterprise(and(the(transformation(initiative.(
Chapter(6(–(Case(Studies(presents(the(results(from(the(data(gathered(and(analyzed(from(the(three(descriptive(case(studies.(Within(case(analysis(and(cross(case(analysis(are(reported(in(this(chapter(with(reference(to(the(research(questions,(including(similarities(and(differences(of(those(cases(and(emerging(patterns( from(the(analyses(that(contributes(to(the(development(of( the(theory(for(this(research.(
Chapter(7(–(Synthesized(Research(Findings(entails( the( resulting(outcomes(of( this( study(whereby(the(candidate(showcases( the(highKlevel( theoretical( framework( that(can(be(used( to(guide( future(work( towards( an( explanatory( theory,( including( a( list( of( theoretical( propositions.( This( is(accompanied( by( drawing( the( parallels( between( jazz( music( and( business( transformations.( In(particular,( the( resemblance( between( jazz( music( composition( and( orchestration( are( presented(alongside( the( findings(pertaining( to( the(composition(and(orchestration(of(MS( in(BTM(based(on(the(case(studies.((
Chapter( 8( –(Conclusion( summarizes( the( thesis( key( findings,( outlining( the( implications( for( the(academic(body(of(knowledge(and(industry(practice,(as(well(as(the(limitations(of(the(research(and(potential(avenues(to(address(them(in(future(studies.(
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2.1 Chapter'Introduction'The!main!purpose!of!this!chapter!is!to!provide!background!information!and!definitions!that!are!relevant! to! this! research.! At! a! very! high! level,! the! content! of! this! chapter! encompasses! the!following!reviewed!literature:!a) Existing!studies!and!frameworks!that!have!been!conducted!in!relation!to!how!ITBTs!are!managed;!and!!b) Pertinent!theories!and!concepts!that!are!employed!in!this!study.!
The! aforementioned! points! above! will! subsequently! inform! the! succeeding! contents! of! this!thesis.!In!the!sections!to!follow!though,!a!background!on!business!transformations!is!presented,!including!the!drivers!for!such!initiatives,!existing!approaches!to!manage!them,!and!the!different!levels! of!managing! business! transformations.! Then,! the! ITZartifact! is! discussed! along!with! the!different! classifications! of! IT,! followed! by! the! implications! to! inducing! an! ITBT,! including! the!various! degrees! of! transformational! change! and! the! challenges! associated! with! largeZscale!organizational! transformation.! Next,! the! resources! required! for! such! initiatives! is! presented,!including! the! managerial! capabilities! required,! as! well! as! the! management! disciplines! that!contribute!to!the!management!of!business!transformations.!The!notion!of!orchestration!for!those!capabilities! required! in!BTM! is! then!described,!where! the! concept! of! orchestrating!managerial!capabilities! in! the! form! of! services,! viz.! MS,! is! described.! The! chapter! then! concludes! with! a!summary! of! the! key! concepts! and! definitions! that! form! the! basis! of! this! study,! as! well! as! a!reiteration!of!the!gap!in!knowledge!that!this!research!seeks!to!address.!The!literature!review!proceeds!as!follows.!
2.2 Background'on'Business'Transformations'
2.2.1 Drivers'for'Business'Transformations'Where!organizational!transformation!is!coined!as!realizing!a!vision!and!executing!new!business!practices! (Greenwood! &! Hinings,! 1996),! enterprise! transformation! is! seen! as! being! driven! by!value! deficiencies! experienced! or! anticipated! by! a! business! which! results! in! dramatically!redesigned!work!processes,!particularly! in! the!context!of!management!social!networks!and!the!enterprise! in! general! (Rouse!&! Baba,! 2006).! Business! transformation! adopts! a! holistic! look! at!multiple! dimensions! of! an! enterprise! in! its! endeavour! to! align! people,! business! processes! and!technology! of! an! organization! (Lee! et! al.,! 2008).! Regarded! as! a! key! management! initiative,!business! transformation! occurs! in! line! with! an! organization’s! strategy! and! vision! (Lee! et! al.,!2008),!often!due!to!a!need!for!change!driven!by!internal!and!external!factors.!Such!changes!come!
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in! all! shapes,! sizes! and/or! forms! which! are! typically! triggered! by! structural,! cultural,! and!management!environment!(internal!factors),!or!economic,!social,!political,!technological!and!legal!(external! factors)! (Ashurst! &! Hodges,! 2010).! Stakeholder! expectations,! new! forms! of!relationships!and!deteriorating!performance!are!also!known!to!be!triggers!that!encourage!senior!executives!to!assess!opportunities!driven!by!IT!transformation!(Morgan!&!Page,!2008).!!
2.2.2 Differentiating'Project'from'Program'Management'EnterpriseZwide!transformations!requires!various!organizational!resources!and!capabilities!to!be!enacted! at! multiple! layers! of! the! transforming! enterprise,! being! the! Project,! Program! and!Strategic!Management!level!of!the!corporation!(Op't!Land!et!al.,!2008)!as!illustrated!in!Figure!2!below.! Strategic!Management! concerns! the! commitment! from! senior! executives! in! driving! the!mission,! vision! and! values! of! the! enterpriseZwide! transformational! change! (CowanZSahadath,!2010).!Where!Project!Management!entails!the!lower!level,!detailed!execution!of!tasks!that!deliver!the!transformational!change,!i.e.!engineering!in!the!small,!Program!Management!ensures!that!the!projects! are! organized! coherently! where! those! projects! are! interdependent! of! one! another! in!order!to!deliver!the!entire!initiative!on!a!higher!level,!i.e.!engineering!in!the!large!(see!!in!Section!2.5.1!for!synthesis!of!process!changes!at!these!three!levels).!!
!
Figure'2.'Scope'&'Level'of'Analysis'to'Explore'BTM'(based'on'Op’t'Land,'Proper,'Waage,'Cloo'and'
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business! and! IT! strategy,! viz.! the! Strategic! Alignment! Model,! and! the! degrees! to! which!transformational!change!occur!with!respect!to!the!benefits!realized!from!such! initiatives.!Other!studies! have! further! elaborated! on! the! leadership,! governance,! organizational! learning!approaches,! benefits! realization,! linking! processes! with! strategies,! strategic! awareness,!conception,!formulation!and!implementation,!and!so!forth!(Abraham!&!Junglas,!2011;!Morgan!&!Page,!2008;!Nevo!&!Wade,!2011;!Newkirk!&!Lederer,!2006).!As! such,! while! the! Project! and! Strategic! Management! levels! have! been! widely! explored! with!regards! to! largeZscale! organizational! changes,! the! knowledge! base! for! Program! Management!(Pellegrinelli,!Partington,!Hemingway,!Mohdzain!&!Shah,!2007)!and!its!application!for!ITBTs!are!still!in!its!infancy,!with!only!a!handful!of!studies!explicating!the!BTM!at!the!Program!Management!level! (Ribbers,! 2002).! Thus,! this! study! identifies! the! need! to! further! investigate! how!organizational! resources! and! capabilities! are! managed! at! the! Program! Management! level! in!ITBTs,! and! by! adopting! a! new! perspective! to! understand! BTM.! For! this! reason,! the! candidate!employs! a! new! theoretical! lens! on! the! way! ITBTs! are! managed! in! BTM,! i.e.! using! jazz! as! a!metaphoric! vehicle,! which! is! enabled! by! employing! a! SOV! of! the! enterprise,! similar! to! that! of!Cherbakov,!Galambos,!Harishankar,!Kalyana!and!Rackham!(2005).!This!paradigm!adopts!a!blackZbox! perspective! and! is! applicable! to! that! of! the! Program! and! Strategic! Management! level6!in!attempt! to!make!both!a!practical!and! theoretical! contribution! to!BTM.!That!said,! the!candidate!will! next! present! existing! theories,! approaches! and! models! that! are! pertinent! to! BTM! are!presented!in!the!next!section.!
2.2.3 Existing'Theories,'Frameworks'and'Approaches'Numerous!research!works!have!spanned!from!across!the!IS!discipline!to!systems!engineering!to!organizational!science!to!human!resource!management!in!order!to!examine!the!phenomenon!of!largeZscale!or!enterpriseZwide!organizational!change.!Appendix!A!provides!more!description!on!the!frameworks!and!approaches!conducted!by!other!researchers!to!date.!What!is!notable!is!how!the!Resource!Based!Theory!(RBT)!and!Dynamic!Capability! theory! is!commonly!used! to!explain!how!transformational!change!in!organizations!leads!to!enterprise!performance.!This!prompts!the!candidate! to! build! upon! those! studies! by! incorporating! the! RBT! in! her! study! on! BTM.! While!Section!2.4!elaborates!on!the!RBT!and!capabilities,! in!this!section,!the!candidate!presents!other!selected!and!relevant!theories!her!study!in!ITBT,!which!are!described!in!the!following.!The!Enterprise'Transformation'Theory!implies!fundamental!changes!in!terms!of!relationships!to! markets,! product! and! service! offerings,! market! perceptions,! and/or! cost! pressures! (Rouse,!2005a).!The!enterprise! transformation! framework!of!Rouse!(2005a)! illustrated! in!Figure!3!has!shed! insights! on! the! scope! of! transformational! change,! the! means! in! which! to! enact! those!changes,!and!the!endZresult!or!outcome!of!the!transformation!perceived!by!its!environment.!!




Figure'3.'Enterprise'Transformation'Framework'by'Rouse'(2005a,'p.'286)'While!the!Enterprise!Transformation!theory!is!beneficial!to!explain!the!scope,!means!and!ends!of!an!enterpriseZwide,!organizational!change,!it!has!yet!to!elaborate!on!how!those!means!are!carried!out.!The!works!of!Gersick!(1991)!and!Romanelli!and!Tushman!(1994)!explains!the!dynamics!that!occur!as!a!result!of!enacting!those!changes!with!the!Punctuated'Equilibrium'Theory,!a!theory!that! describes! how! the! organizational! level! or! stability,! viz.! the! equilibrium,! is! distorted! or!punctuated!when!a!particular!instance!or!decision!is!enacted!to!change!the!way!the!organization!carries! out! its! dayZtoZday! business! operations.! Another! prominent! citation! was! a! study! that!utilizes! a! biological! (enzyme)!metaphor! to! illustrate! the! punctuated! equilibrium! phenomenon!that!occurs!within!the!DNA!of!the!organizational!transformation!(Rose,!2001).!Lyytinen! and! Newman! (2008)! builds! upon! both! the! Punctuated! Equilibrium! Theory! and! the!
SociobTechnical' Systems' (STS)' theory! to! demonstrated! such! punctuation! on! the! socioZbehavioral!and!technical!system!elements,!namely!the!task,!actor,!structure!and!technology.!The!authors!also!provided!a!detailed!account!on!how!gaps!emerge!between!the!relationships!of!those!elements,!which!are!often! triggered!by!value!deficiencies!present!between! those!elements,! e.g.!gaps!between!actor!and!technology!exist!when!the!actors!do!not!understand,!accept!or!operate!the!new!IT!artifact! installed!to!enable! transformational!change;!or! the!gap!between!technology!and!task,!where!the!wrong!type!of!or!inadequate!technology!is!deployed!for!a!particular!business!process.! While! these! works! provide! rich! explanations! on! how! business! transformations! are!managed! at! the! project! level,! there! exist! a! gap! in! literature! on! BTM! on! how! to! manage!transformation!beyond!the!STS!perspective!at!the!Program!and!Strategic!Management!level.!Kotter’s!6'Principles'of'Change!provides!a!pragmatic!approach!to!driving!change!for!strategic!management! (Kotter,! 1995).! Yet! Kotter’s! work! is! deemed! more! appropriate! for! behavioral!aspects!of!managing!business!transformations,!which!may!not!be!sufficient!to!describe!how!such!practices!apply!to!other!management!disciplines!beyond!change!management,!e.g.!risk,!value,!IT,!process!management,! etc.! This! suggests! that!we! still,! to! a! certain! extent,! require! some! details!
prise’s offerings is likely to also require enhanced op-
erational excellence to underpin the new image being
sought. As another illustration, significant changes of
strategies often require new processes for decision mak-
ing, e.g., for R&D investments (Roussel, Saad, and
Erickson, 1991; Matheson and Matheson, 1998; Miller
and Morris, 1999; Rouse and Boff, 2004).
3.1. Perspectives on Transformation
There are basically four alternative perspectives that
tend to underlie perceived needs for transformation:
• Market and/or technology opportunities—the
lure f greater success prompts transformatio
initiatives.
• Market and/or technology threats—the danger of
anticipated failure prompts transformation initia-
tives.
• Competitors’ initiatives—others’ transformation
initiatives prompt recognition that transforma-
tion is necessary to continued success.
• Enterprise crises—steadily declining market per-
formance, cash flow problems, etc., prompt rec-
ognition that transformation is necessary to
survive.
The perspectives driven by external opportunities
and threats often allow pursuing transformation long
before it is forced on management, increasing the
chances of having resources to invest in these pursuits,
leveraging internal strengths and mitigating internal
weaknesses. In contrast, the perspectives driven by
external competitors’ initiatives and internally-caused
crises typically lead to the need for transformation
being recognized much later and, consequently, often
forced on management by corporate parents, equity
markets, or other investors. Such reactive perspectives
on transformation often lead to failures.
3.2. Approaches to Transformation
Transformation initiatives driven by external opportu-
nities and threats tend to adopt strategy-oriented ap-
proaches such as:
Figure 2. Transformation framework.  [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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pertaining! to! the!way! in!which! resources! are! utilized! for! the! various!management! disciplines!required!in!BTM.!!The!Business'Transformation'Management'Methodology!(abbreviated!as!BTM2)!is!a!holistic!approach! to! managing! business! transformations! by! considering! at! least! nine! management!disciplines! (Uhl! &! Gollenia,! 2012),! namely:! Strategy! Management,! Value! Management,! Risk!Management,!IT!Management,!Program!Management,!Project!Management,!Change!Management,!Business! Process! Management,! and! Competence! and! Training! Management! (the! BTM2!framework! is! illustrated! in! ! in! Section! 2.4.2).! The! authors! further! present! the! notion! of!‘orchestration’! as! a! metaZmanagement! discipline,! which! however,! has! yet! to! be! further!investigated!and!described!with!respect!to!the!nine!management!disciplines.!Still,!the!framework!provided!a!purposeful!starting!point!to!identify!the!management!disciplines!required!for!ITBTs,!described!next.!
2.3 ITbEnabled'Business'Transformation'The! exponential! advancement! in! IT! (Newman,! 1997)! has! proven! to! be! a! major! driver! for!business! transformations! (Bhattacharya! &! Seddon,! 2009;! Cross,! Earl! &! Sampler,! 1997;!Venkatraman,!1994;!Walker,!2007).!For!most!organizations!nowadays,!particularly!large!serviceZbased! enterprises,! IT! is! regarded! as! the! backbone! of! an! organization,! providing! the! necessary!tools! required! to! support! business! operations! by! using! Enterprise! Systems! (ES)! such! as!Enterprise!Resource!Planning!(ERP)!software,!eZgovernment!systems!and!so!forth!(Bhattacharya!&! Seddon,! 2009).! As! such,! building! on! the! works! of! Agrawal,! Johnson! and! Lucas! (2011)! and!(Rouse,!2005b)!an!ITBT,!is!defined!in!this!study!as:!
An'enterprise@wide'initiative'that'exemplifies'the'use'of'IT'to'dramatically'change'the'way'
tasks'are'carried'out,' fundamentally'altering' traditional'ways'of'doing'business,'which' is'
done'by'redefining'business'capabilities'and/or'business'processes'(internal'or'external),'as'
well'as'business'networks'or'relationships,'where'the'move'is'recognized'as'being'critical'to'
enable' the' firm' to' operate' in' different' markets,' serve' different' clients,' and' gain'
considerable'competitive'advantage'by'doing'things'differently'or'doing'different'work.'Morgan!and!Page! (2008)!stipulates! that! IT!advances!provide!a!means!of! transforming! the!way!business!is!conducted!in!numerous!industries!and!are!recognized!as!yielding!radical!changes!in!organizational!culture,!structure,!processes,!as!well!as!attitudes!and!behaviors!of!its!people.!The!authors!further!assert!that!successful!programs!are!predominantly!rooted!in!changing!behavior,!thinking! and! perceptions! of! all! key! personnel.! As! for! the! public! sector,! a! major! theme! is!compliance! with! government! directives! (Ashurst! &! Hodges,! 2010).! Thereby,! areas! of!improvement! as! a! result! from! technological! implementations! typically! involve! amendments! to!business! models,! management! practices,! business! processes,! organizational! structure! and!technology!by!means!of!best!practices!and!methodologies!to!reach!the!desired!strategic!goal!(Lee!et!al.,!2008).!
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2.3.1 IT'Artifacts'to'Enable'Transformational'Change'An! IT! artifact! is! defined! as! “the' application' of' IT' to' enable' or' support' some' task(s)' embedded'
within'a'structure(s)'that'itself'is'embedded'within'a'context(s)”!(Benbasat!&!Zmud,!2003,!p.!186).!Hatch! and! Cunliffe! (2013)! present! different! classifications! of! technologies! that! are! used! in!organizations! to! support! the! business! operations.! The! different! types! of! technologies! –!when!deployed!in!accordance!to!the!objectives!of!the!business!transformation!–!can!serve!as!an!enabler!to! radically! change! the!way! an! enterprise! operates.! The! type! of! IT! deployed! informs! relevant!executives!about!the!extent!to!which!IT!resources!are!required!during!the!different!stages!of!the!transformation.!The!different!types!of!technologies!(Hatch!&!Cunliffe,!2013)!are:!!1. Routine' technologies' –!for! repetitive! tasks! that! are! low! in! variation,! using!known!methods!such!as!that!in!an!automotive!assembly!line!production.!Examples!of!routine!technologies! include! transactional! systems! supporting! personnel! administration,!finance,!sales,!supply!chain!management,!and!Enterprise!Systems.!2. Engineering' technologies' –!for! high! task! variability! and! a! high! number! of! known!methods!in!order!to!enable!tasks!that!require!analytical!skills,!e.g.!for!lab!technicians,!data!scientists,!controllers,!and!most!engineers!who!possess!the!knowledge!to!handle!exceptions.! Examples! of! engineering! technologies! include! business! intelligence!applications,!big!data!analytics,!and!cloud!technologies.!3. Intensive' technologies' –!for! nonZroutine! tasks! with! low! analytical! requirements,!such!as!coordinating!specialized!activities!of!more!than!two!experts,!e.g.! in!research!labs,!R&D!labs,!or!in!projects!in!engineering!firms.!Examples!of!intensive!technologies!include!project!management!systems!and!social!enterprise!networking!platforms,!etc.!4. Craft' technologies' –!for! highly! explorative! tasks! with! high! variations! and! little!known!methods! to!handle! exceptions.! Examples! of! craft! technologies! include! those!for!artistic!productions,!construction!work,!drilling!for!oil,!etc.!5. Mediating' technologies' –!for! tasks! that! require! interactions,! communication,! and!the! socializing! of! outcomes.! Examples! of! mediating! technologies! include! mobile!technologies,!social!media!channels,!eZgovernment,!and!eZcommerce!systems.!!
Based!on!the!different!types!of!technologies!listed!above,!existing!literature!have!highlighted!the!use! of! ES! and/or! ERP! software! as! a! key! enabler! for! organizational! transformation,! such! as!(Bhattacharya!&!Seddon,!2009;!Molla!&!Bhalla,!2006).!The!interest!in!ES!or!ERP!implementation!has!been! investigated! in! terms!of! identifying!success! factors!(Kim,!Lee!&!Gosain,!2005;!Light!&!Wagner,!2006),!impediments!to!successful!ERP!transformation,!practices!for!successful!systems!adoption! (Hwang,! 2005),! enforcing! technical! and! social! order! postZtransformation! (Wagner! &!Newell,!2006,!2007)!and!identifying!business!value!of!the!ERPZenabled!transformations!(Staehr,!Shanks!&! Seddon,! 2012).! As! the! studies! on! the! area! of! ERPZenabled! business! transformations!mature!over!time,!so!has!the!understanding!on!the!notion!for!and!argument!of!‘best!practices’!(cf.!
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Wagner!&!Newell,!2004;!Wagner,!Scott!&!Galliers,!2006).!These!studies!are!certainly!informative!to! identify! management! practices! embedded! during! the! design,! deployment! and! postZtransformation!period!of!an!ITBT!initiative.!But!they!have!yet!to!inform!how!those!management!practices! emanate! from! the! required! management! disciplines,! in! order! to! produce! a!transformational!change!within!the!enterprise.!For!this,!the!candidate!seeks!to!first!identify!and!understand! the!differentiating! factors!between!evolutionary!and! revolutionary! change! in!BTM,!particularly!when!enabled!by!an!IT!artifact.!
2.3.2 Degrees'of'Transformational'Change'–'Evolutionary'vs.'Revolutionary''ITBT!is!a!business!process!that!cuts!across!several!functional!lines!(Markus!&!Benjamin,!1997).!The!degree!to!which!such!transformation!are!to!occur,!including!the!range!of!potential!benefits!as!a! result! from!the! ITZenablement,! can!be!classified! into! five! levels!as!per!Venkatraman’s! (1994)!framework! illustrated! in! !below.!Davidson! (1999)! claims! that! transformation!programs!should!first!focus!on!business!processes!and!infrastructures,!followed!by!organizational!structures!and!systems! as! the! objective! is! not! to! fit! organizational! solutions! to! business! problems,! but! to!redesign! business! activities! and! structure! for! performance! improvement,! and! then! drive!organizational!change!in!alignment!with!the!new!business!model!(Dutta!&!Segev,!1999).!
!
Figure'4.'The'5'Levels'of'ITbenabled'Business'Transformation'(Venkatraman,'1994)'



































Similarly,(Cowan=Sahadath((2010)(states( in(their(study(how(change(occurs(at(multiple( levels( to(ensure( accomplishment( of( business( goals( by( enhancing( individual( and( organizational(performance,( specifically( by( maximizing( business( efficiency( and( effectiveness( at( the( business(performance( level,(maximizing(organizational(performance(where(people(utilize(processes(and(systems,( and( also( maximizing( individual( performance( in( terms( of( knowledge,( skills( and(motivation(of(people(in(alignment(with(defined(expectations.((On( the( contrary,( a( non=revolutionary( transformation( occurs( when( substantial( changes( were(made(over(a(period( longer( than(two(years,(and(also(when(changes( in(each(of( the( three(aspects((strategy,( structure( and( power( distributions)( accumulated( to( 30( per( cent( by(means( of( adding(small( annual( changes( in( multiple( doses( (Romanelli( &( Tushman,( 1994).( This( is( similar( to(Greenwood(and(Hinnings’s( (1996)(definition(on( convergent( change(which( is(described(as( fine=tuning( existing( orientation( of( an( organization.( As( such,( the( interest( in( this( study( looks( at( the(revolutionary( transformation( that( occurs( within( 12( months,( where( radical( changes( occur( at(either(strategic(and/or(structural.((Regardless(of( such(notions,( the(underlying(concept( is( that( the(changes(occur(beyond(efficiency(and( effectiveness( improvements,( regarded( as( second=order( change( (Bushe( &( Kassam,( 2005;(Cowan=Sahadath,( 2010),( whereby( the( leader(s)( of( an( organization( have( a( vision( to( deliver( an(end=product(or(service(that(is(fundamentally(different(to(the(way(they(usually(would.(This(notion(can( be( further( explained(with( the( punctuated( equilibrium( theory( (Lyytinen(&(Newman,( 2008;(Romanelli( &( Tushman,( 1994)( –( a( representation( of( organizations( as( evolving( through( fairly(protracted(periods( of( stability( (equilibrium(periods)( in( their( regular( activity( patterns,( that( are(punctuated(with( short( bursts( of( significant( change( (revolutionary( periods),( thereby( disrupting(the(established(patterns(of(activity(in(place(for(the(basis(for(new(equilibrium(periods((Romanelli(&(Tushman,(1994).((As( enterprises( embarking( on( business( transformation( initiatives,( it( is( inevitable( that( the(management(personnel(will( encounter( several( challenges( associated(with( the( transformational(change,(described(in(the(following.(




















Citation' Failure' Success'(Davidson,!1999)! Without! a! focal! point,!transformation! efforts! becomes!fragmented! and! stunted! due! to!paralysis! from! implementing!numerous!unrelated!projects!!
A! focused,! longZterm! vision! is! critical! to! support! the!entire!business!!
Financial!justification!is!a!barrier!for!most!businesses! Develop! a! compelling! business! case! listing! the!benefits!Inertia!to!change!by!internal!and!external!customers! Benchmarking,! crossZfunctional! cooperation! and!strategic!partnerships!with!clients!(Gartner,!2010)! RiskZaverse! by! sticking! to! what!has!worked!in!the!past! Instill! a! new! mindZset! in! IT! staff! by! understanding!what!was!critical!yesterday!no!longer!applies!today!(Rose,!2001)! Lack! of! user! involvement! from!the! very! early! development!stages! was! identified! as! the!single!major!reason!for!failure!in!change!and!IT!adoption!
FrontZline!worker! evaluations!of! current!procedures,!identification! and! analysis! of! how! workflow! can! be!better!with! IS,! plus! involvement! of!middle!managers!as!they!are!not!only!susceptible!to!resistance,!but!also!the! most! influential! people! working! with!departmental!supervisors!and!employees!Lack! drive! in! energy! and!motivation! towards! individuals!involved!in!transformations!
Provide! motivation! for! change! with! confident!direction,! constant! reassurance,! appropriate!education,! sufficient! user! training! and! postZimplementation!support!Lack!communication! Executive! leadership! are! to! provide! relentless!communication! to! reduce! insecurity,! diminish!confusion,! or! clarify! reasons! for! taking! a! pathway!mitigates!resistance!
We consider Cynefin a sense-making framework,
which means that its value is not so much in logical
arguments or empirical verifications as in its effect
on the sense-making and d cisio -making capabil-
ities of those who use it. We have found that it gives
decision makers powerful new const ucts that they
can use to make sense of a wide range of unspec-
ified problems. It also helps people to break out of
oldways of thinking and to consider intractable prob-
lems in newways. The framework is particularly use-
ful in collective sense-making, in that it is designed
to allow shared understandings to emerge through
themultiple discourses of thedecision-making group.
We make a strong distinction here between sense-
making framewo ks and categorization frameworks.
In a cat gorization framework, four quadrants are
often presented in a two-by-two matrix (for exam-
ples, pick up any management textbook or analyst
report). Typically, it is clear (though often unstated)
that the most desirable situation is to be found in
the upper right-hand quadrant, so the real value of
such a framework is to figure out how to get to the
upper right. In contrast, none of the domains wewill
describe here ismor desirable t an any other; there
re no implied value axes. Inst ad, the framework
is used primarily to consider the dynamics of situ-
ations, decisions, perspectives, conflicts, and changes
in order to come to a consensus for decision-mak-
ing under uncertainty.
As can be seen in Figure 1, the Cynefin framework
has five domains, four of which are named, and a
fifth central area, which is the domain of disorder.
The right-hand domains are those of order, and the
left-hand domains those of un-order.
Ordered domain: Known causes and effects.Here,
cause and effect relationships are generally linear,
empirical in nature, and not open to dispute. Re-
peatability allows for predictive models to be cre-
ated, and the objectivity is such that any reasonable
personwould accept the constraints of best practice.
This is the domain of process reengineering, inwhich
knowledge is captured and embedded in structured
processes to ensure consistency. The focus is on ef-
ficiency. Single-point forecasting, fieldmanuals, and
operational procedures are legitimate and effective
practices in this domain. Our decision model here
is to sense incoming data, categorize that data, and
then respond in accordance with predetermined
practice. Structured techniques are not only desir-
able but mandatory in this space.
Ordered domain: Knowable causes and effects.
While stable cause and effect relationships exist in
this domain, they may not be fully known, or they
may be known only by a limited group of people. In
general, relationships are separated over time and
space in chains that are difficult to fully understand.
Everything in this domain is capable of movement
to the known domain. The only issue is whether we
can afford the time and resources to move from the
knowable to the known; in general, we cannot and
instead rely on expert opinion, which in turn creates
a key dependency on trust between expert advisor
and decision maker. This is the domain of systems
thinking, the learning organization, and the adap-
tive enterprise, all of which are too often confused
with complexity theory.18 In the knowable domain,
xperiment, expert opinion, fact-finding, and scenar-
io-planning are appropriate. This is the domain of
methodology, which seeks to identify cause-effect
relationships through the study of properties which
appear to be associated with qualities. For systems
inwhich the patterns are relatively stable, this is both
legitimate and desirable.
Our decision model here is to sense incoming data,
analyze that data, and then respond in accordance
with expert advice or interpretation of that analysis.
Structured techniques are desirable, but assumptions
must be open to examination and challenge. This is
the domain in which entrained patterns are at their
most dangerous, as a simple error in an assumption
Figure 1 Cynefin domains
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Many! business! transformation! cases! often! involve! the! management! of! technology! needed! to!transform!inputs!to!outputs,!plus!its!business!processes!and!the!value!derived!from!ITBT!–!these!are! regarded!as! the! technical! systems! (Bostrom!&!Heinen,!1977;!Manz!&!Stewart,! 1997)!of! an!enterprise!transformation!(Rouse!&!Baba,!2006).!However,!a!successful!business!transformation!should!not!only!prioritize!this!perspective,!but!also!requires!careful!consideration!on!the!socioZbehavioral! systems,! i.e.! the!human!element! that!concerns!with! the!attributes!of!people!such!as!attitudes,! skills,! values,! and! the! relationships!between!people,! authority! structures!and!reward!systems! (Bostrom!&!Heinen,! 1977;!Manz!&! Stewart,! 1997).!Otherwise,! the! value! derived! from!implementing!a! stateZofZtheZart! technology!will!not!be!as! fruitful,!particularly!when! the!people!are! not! utilizing! the! implemented! technology,! nor! are! they! receptive! to! the! altered! business!processes!(Bostrom!&!Heinen,!1977).!!It!is!also!imperative!for!employees!in!a!transforming!organization!to!accept!that!IT!is!not!a!‘magic!bullet’!that!will!drive!the!transformation!on!its!own!–!the!changes!are!embedded!within!everyone!involved! in! the!design!and!execution!of! a! IT!artifact! (Markus!&!Benjamin,!1997).!Therefore,! in!line!with!Rouse!and!Baba’s! (2006)! theory!of!enterprise! transformation,!harmonizing!the!socioZtechnical! aspect,! that! is! the! interdependence! between! the! social! and! technical! elements! of! an!organization,! is! crucial! for!a! successful!business! transformation.!This! study!will! consider! these!socioZtechnical! elements! as! organizational! unit(s)! (Goodman,! 2000)! in! the! form! of! MS! that!contribute! to! the! overall!management! of! business! transformations.! In! addition! to! success! and!failure! factors! of! business! transformations,! many! approaches7!exist! for! BTM.! However,! the!interactions! of! those!MS!have! yet! to! be! specified.! This! is! important! as! it! informs!management!personnel! accountable! for! such! initiatives! on! how! to! (reZ)! configure! the! various! types! of!organizational!resources!and!capabilities!of!the!transforming!enterprise.!
2.4 Organizational'Resources'&'Managerial'Capabilities'
2.4.1 The'ResourcebBased'View'of'the'Firm'Initiating! largeZscale,! ITBTs! require! significant! amount! of! resources! and! a! plethora! of!capabilities.!Resources!are!defined!as,!“assets'or'input'to'tangible'or'intangible'production'that'is'
owned,' controlled'or'accessed'by'an'organization'on'a' semi@permanent'basis,”! (Helfat! &! Peteraf,!2003,! p.! 999),! while! capabilities! are! defined! as! the! “ability' of' an' organization' to' carry' out' a'
coordinated'set'of'tasks,'using'organizational'resources'with'the'aim'of'achieving'a'particular'end'
result.”.! Transformation! denotes! a! firm's! capability! to! develop! and! refine! the! routines! that!facilitate! combining! existing! knowledge! and! the! newly! acquired! and! assimilated! knowledge!(Zahra!&!George,!2002a).!Existing!studies!identify!capabilities!as!being!operational!or!dynamic.!Operational'capabilities'perform! tasks! on! an!onZgoing!basis! (reZ)! using!more!or! less! the! same! techniques! on! the! same!scale! to! support! existing! products! and! services! for! the! same! customer! population;! such!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!See!Appendix!A!for!frameworks,!models,!theories!and/or!approaches!on!organizational!transformations!
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capabilities! are! deemed! to! be! ordinary! in! the! sense! that! it! exists! to! maintain! the! status' quo'(Helfat!&!Winter,!2011).!Operational!capabilities!can!also!be!seen!as!an!organization’s!highZlevel!routine8!or! collection! of! routines! which,! combined! with! its! implementing! input! flows,! confers!upon!management’s!decisionZmaking!to!produce!a!particular!outcome!(Winter,!2000,!2003).!!On!the!other!hand,!dynamic' capabilities' reconfigure!a! firm’s!resources!and!routines! in!a!way!that! is! envisioned! and! perceived! as! appropriate! by! the! decision! maker! (Zahra,! Sapienza! &!Davidsson,! 2006).! The!dynamic! capabilities! reflect! the! organization’s! ability! to! exploit! existing!internal!and!external!competences!to!address!the!changing!environment!(Teece,!Pisano!&!Shuen,!1997),! by! extending! or! modifying! how! they! operate! in! many! ways' (Helfat! &! Winter,! 2011).!Capabilities! are! not! simply! processes,! but! are! embedded! within! processes! (Wang! &! Ahmed,!2007).! Similarly,! resources! too! are! required! in! such! processes! that! typically! have! respective!methodologies! to! manage! those! tasks! and! activities! in! business! transformations.! Adner! and!Helfat! (2003)! introduced! the! concept! of! dynamic!managerial! capabilities! as! those! capabilities!with!which!managers!build,!integrate!and!reconfigure!the!resources!and!competences!of!the!firm.!Dynamic!managerial!capabilities!focus!on!the!managers’!resourceZrelated!and!strategic!decision,!which!is!known!to!affect!organizational!performance!(Sirmon!&!Hitt,!2009).!!The!RBT! suggests! that! organizations! possess! resources,! a! subset! that! enables! them! to! attain!competitive! advantage,! plus! a! further! subset! that! leads! to! superior! longZterm! performance!(Wade!&!Hulland,! 2004).! Put! simply,! the!RBT!has,! “a'very'simple'view'about'how'resources'are'
connected' to' the' strategies' that'a' firm'pursues,”! (Sirmon! et! al,! 2010,! p.1391);! however,!what! a!firm!does!with!its!resources!is!equally!important!as!which!resources!it!possesses.!The!use!of!RBT!in! IS! is!widely! employed! in! studying! ITBTs! (see! e.g.!Bharadwaj,! 2000;!Caldeira!&!Ward,! 2003;!Nevo!&!Wade,!2011;!Nevo!&!Wade,!2010),!as!it!enables!the!theorizing!of!management!practices!in! order! to! attain! a! sustained! competitive! advantage! (Kraaijenbrink,! Spender! &! Groen,! 2010).!Still,! the! use! of! RBT! alone! has! been! critiqued! to! limit! its! applicability! in! terms! of! explicating!managerial! implications! on! how! a! sustained! competitive! advantage! can! be! achieved.! Also! in!unpredictable! environments! with! emerging! markets! and! technologies,! the! value! of! the! firm’s!resources!can!drastically!change,!which!calls!for!the!need!to!go!beyond!the!RBT!to!explain!how!a!firm!can!indeed!achieve!a!sustained!competitive!advantage!(Kraaijenbrink!et!al.,!2010),!either!via!ITBT!or!otherwise.!!The!RBT!is!claimed!to!have!reached!a!significant!level!of!maturity!over!the!past!two!decades!and!the!theory!itself!is!at!a!critical!point!of!following!a!decline!in!its!use!(Barney!et!al.,!2011).!In!spite!of! its! acclaimed! recognition! to! facilitate! firms! in! helping! to! choose! appropriate! strategies! in!deploying! its! resources,! the! onZgoing! challenge! of! using! the! RBT! in! studying! organizational!dynamics!is!the!theoretical!disconnection!between!the!RBT!and!ways!to!measure!such!resources,!particularly!when!many!of!them!are!intangible,!which!subsequently!undermines!the!confidence!in!empirical!studies!and!subsequently,!impedes!the!fruitfulness!of!prospect!research!(Barney!et!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8!Patterns!of!current!practice!and!learning!(Booth,!2004)!
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al.,!2011).!Barney!et!al.! (2011)! further!state! that! intangible!resource!assessment!and!construct!validation! are! typically! carried! out! as,! “a'mechanical,' empirical'and'unidisciplinary'and'unilevel'
process'rather'than'as'a'conceptual,'multidisciplinary,'multilevel'and'theoretical'process,”!(Barney!et!al.,!2011,!p.!1311).!Based!on! these!arguments,! the!candidate!endeavors! to!explore!using! the!RBT! in! conjunction!with! other! theoretical! lenses,! i.e.! via!metaphoric! approach! and! SOV! of! the!enterprise!to!conceptualize!MS!(explicated!in!Section!3.5.2).!!Next,!the!management!disciplines!that!entail!those!resources!to!provide!the!required!managerial!capabilities!are!described!in!the!following.!
2.4.2 Management'Disciplines'Required'in'Business'Transformations'Management!is!defined!as!the!process!of!coordinating!work!activities!in!an!efficient!and!effective!manner!with!and! through!people! (Robbins!&!Coulter,!2002)!by!means!of!planning,!organizing,!leading! and! controlling! (Wood! et! al.,! 2010).! Put! simply,! management! is! about! human! beings!where,! “its' task' is' to'make'people'capable'of' joint'performance,' to'make' their' strengths'effective'
and'their'weaknesses'irrelevant.”!(Drucker!&!Wilson,!2001,!p.!8).!Following!Drucker!and!Wilsons’s!line!of!thought,!management!in!this!study!concerns!the!managers!who!are!involved!in!business!transformation!initiatives.!!Existing!studies!in!business!transformation!have!identified!two!types!of!leadership!genres!in!the!management! of! business! transformation:! transactional! leadership! and! transformational!leadership.!Transactional!leadership!yearns!for!solid,!consistent!performance!in!line!with!agreed!upon!goals!(Bryant,!2003),!and!transactional!leaders!reward!or!punish!subordinates!in!exchange!for!their!delivered!performance!(Eisenbach,!Watson!&!Pillai,!1999).!Transformational!leadership!exceeds! the! economicZtransaction! nature! of! transactional! leadership! in! a! sense! that!transformational! leaders! are! able! to! elicit! exceptional! performance! from! their! subordinates!(Bryant,! 2003)! by! motivating! them! to! identify! with! the! strategic! vision! of! the! organization!(Eisenbach! et! al.,! 1999)! and! exert! themselves! in! the! service! of! attaining! that! vision! (Herold,!Fedor,!Caldwell!&!Liu,!2008).!On!that!note!on!services,!the!Human!Resource!(HR)!literature!also!utilizes! the! concept! of! transactionZ! and! transformationZbased! services! (Ulrich,! 1995).!TransactionZbased!services!deal!with!every!processes!and!activities!that!pertain!to!adhering!the!administrative! requirements! of! employees! (e.g.! benefitsZrelated! activities,! compensation/pay!activities,! development! and! learning! activities,! etc.),! while! transformationZbased! services! are!regarded! as! nonZroutine! and! nonZadministrative! HR! activities! that! are! primarily! designed! to!transform! the! firm! (e.g.! HR! activities! that! assists! in! strategy! implementations,! creating! a! new!culture!etc.).!By!factoring!the!similar!use!of!the!term!transaction!and!transformation!across!both!leadership! and! services,! this! study! thus! considers! the! managerial! capabilities! to! embody!leadership,!resources,!assets,!capabilities,!competences!and!capacities,!all!of!which!are!explained!by!the!RBT!(as!described!in!previous!Section!2.4.1).!In! a! preliminary! study! (cf.! Safrudin,! Recker! &! Rosemann,! 2011),! the! research! team! sought! to!identify! those! management! disciplines! that! provide! the! necessary! services! required! for! a!
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business! transformation.! The! research! team! conducted! a! literature! review! on! business!transformations! in! the! organizational! and!management! discipline,! and! also! analyzed! business!transformation! managerial! roles! from! job! advertisements.! The! purpose! is! to! identify! the!management! disciplines! that! consistently! appear! to! provide! a! functional! role! in! implementing!enterprise!transformations.!The!study!found!the!following!management!disciplines:!
• Asset' Management! –!The! process! of! controlling! a! collection! of! assets! throughout! the!duration!of!the!technical!lifecycle!that!guarantees!a!suitable!financial!return!and!ensures!defined!service!and!security!standard!(Schneider,!Gaul,!Neumann!&!Hografer,!2006).!
• Change'Management!–!The!process!of!continuously!renewing!organizational!direction,!structure!and!capabilities!such!as!training!to!cater!to!the!changing!needs!of!both!internal!and!external!customers!(By,!2005).!
• Customer'Relationship'Management! –!The!process!of!managing! the!entire!customer!lifecycle!in!order!to!create!increased!customer!lifetime!value!(Payne!&!Frow,!2005).!
• Financial' Management! –!The! process! of! efficiently! utilizing! an! important! economic!resource,! the! capital! funds,! necessary! for! operations! in! a! business,! in! any! state! of! the!business!(Finch,!2010).!
• Human' Resource' Management! –!The! process! of! focusing! on! establishing! and!developing!a! team!of! individuals! for! a!particular!organizational!objective! (Marchewka,!2009).!!
• IT' Management! –!The! process! of! planning,! organizing,! controlling! and! directing! the!introduction! and! utilization! of! IT! within! an! organization! (Boynton,! Zmud! &! Jacobs,!1994).!!
• Marketing' Management! –!The! process! of! enacting! marketingZrelated! strategies! and!tactics,!such!as!the!contribution!to!business!models,!to!meet!an!organization’s!goals!with!the!participation!of!ever!resource,!human!or!otherwise,!in!the!marketing!process!(Niketh!&!Karl,!2009).!
• Process' Management! –!The! process! of! utilizing! methods,! organizational! procedures,!concepts!and!techniques!to!support!the!design,!administration,!configuration,!enactment!and!analysis!of!business!processes!(Weske,!2007).!!
• Program' Management! –!The! process! of! coordinating,! integrating! and! managing! a!group! of! related! projects! in! order! to! attain! benefits! unrealized! when! projects! are!managed!independently!(Lycett,!Rassau!&!Danson,!2004;!Pellegrinelli,!2011).!!
• Project'Management!–!The!process!of!applying!skills,!knowledge,!techniques!and!tools!to! project! activities! in! meeting! stakeholder! needs! and! expectations! from! a! project!(Marchewka,!2009).!
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• Risk' Management! –!The! process! of! establishing! and! understanding! potential!roadblocks! and! issues,! and! formulating!mitigation! strategies! to! appropriately!manage!and!respond!to!anticipated!obstacles!(Marchewka,!2009;!Schneider!&!Bowen,!1993).!
• Sales' Management! –!The! process! of! ensuring! growth,! development,! profitability! and!impact!on!customers,!whether!trade!or!direct!customers,!of!a!business!(Noonan,!1997).!
• Services' Management! –!The! process! of! identifying! capabilities,! structures,! and!processes! with! which! services! are! conceived,! designed! and! orchestrated! (Rai! &!Sambamurthy,!2006).!
• Stakeholder'Management!–!The!process!of!managing!any!group!or!individual!who!can!affect!or!is!affected!by!the!achievement!of!the!organizational!objectives!(Lynda,!2009).!
• Strategy' Management! –!The! process! of! transforming! the! daily! chaos! of! events! and!decisions! in! an! orderly! manner! of! evaluating! an! organization’s! position! in! its!environment!(Porter,!1981).!
• Supply'Chain'Management!–!The!process!of!integrating!those!business!processes!from!the! end! users! through! to! the! original! suppliers! that! provide! products,! services! and!information!that!add!customer!value!(Oliver!&!Webber,!1982).!
• Transition/Transformation'Management!–!The!process!of!developing!and!executing!a!transition!plan,!which!are!required! to!provide! those! transformational!capabilities!such!as!deployment!of!processes,!tools,!and!technology.!
Of!course,!this!list!of!required!management!disciplines!is!by!no!means!exhaustive!or!complete!for!the! management! of! business! transformations.! However,! this! is! the! list! that! derived! from! the!comprehensive! set! of! evidence! gathered! from! the!preliminary! study! (see! Safrudin,!Recker! and!Rosemann,!2011).!What!is!notable!is!how!such!management!disciplines!can!be!distinguished!as!those! that!provide!the!necessary! functions! to! ‘run!the! firm’!such!as!Supply!Chain!Management,!Customer! Relationship! Management,! Asset! Management,! and! so! forth,! and! also! those!management! disciplines! that! can! be! seen! to! ‘change! the! firm’,! whereby! disciplines! such! as!Change!Management,!Strategy!Management,!Program!Management!and!so!forth!are!required!for!largeZscale!change!efforts!as!opposed!to!those!required!for!dayZtoZday!operations.!This!has!thus!motivated!the!study!to!classify!such!management!disciplines!as!providing!services!in!the!form!of!operational!managerial! capabilities,! i.e.!Transactional'MS,! and!dynamic!managerial! capabilities,!i.e.!Transformational'MS'(see!Section!3.5.2!for!detailed!description!of!these!MS).!!In!attempt! to! identify! the!key!management!disciplines!required! in!BTM,! the!candidate! turns! to!the!work!of!Uhl!and!Gollenia!(2012)!who!present!a!methodology!that!endeavors!to!capture!the!key!management!discipline!required!in!the!management!of!business!transformations,!known!as!the! Business! Transformation! Management! Methodology! (BTM2)! framework.! This! particular!framework! is! deemed! to! be! comprehensive! as! it! entails! nine! key!management! disciplines! that!
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encompass!the!aforementioned!management!disciplines!as!subZdisciplines,!e.g.!stakeholder!and!communication!management! is! embedded! in! change!management,! and! so! forth.!Under! each!of!those!management! disciplines! are! the!managerial! actions! that! are! necessary! in! the! conduct! of!BTM.!The!candidate!attributes! those!managerial!actions!as!operational!or!dynamic!capabilities,!which!subsequently! correspond! to! the!provision!of! those!MS!–!an!abstract! concept!used! in! the!candidate’s!research!(explained!further! in!Chapter!3!Conceptual!Framework).!An!illustration!of!the!said!categorization!is!depicted!in!Figure!6.!
!
Figure'6.'Adapting'the'BTM2'Framework'from'Uhl'and'Gollenia'(2012,'p.10)'




!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!In! line!with! the! concept! of! a! capability! as! defined! in! Section! 2.4.1! earlier! and! integrative! capability! by!Helfat!and!Winter!(2011)!
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The! interpretation! of! the! aforementioned! literature! is! that,! different! business! transformation!initiatives!may!require!different!set!of!managerial!capabilities,!and!that,!depending!on!the!nature!and!type!of!the!transformation,!even!the!same!type!of!management!discipline!and!its!embedded!resources!need!to!be!utilized!or!orchestrated'in!different!ways.!That!being!said,!the!next!section!presents!the!notion!of!orchestration!in!managing!business!transformations.!
2.5 The'Notion'of'Orchestration'in'Enterprise'Transformations'There! are!many!existing! studies! that!have!utilized! the! concept!of! orchestration,! including! (but!not!limited!to)!those!ranging!from!technical!works!such!as!those!by!Busi,!Gorrieri,!Guidi,!Lucchi!and!Zavattaro!(2005)!on!web!services!orchestration!and!Karakostas,!Zorgios!and!Alevizos!(2006)!on!business!services!orchestration,! to!nonZtechnical! research,!such!as!Sirmon,!Hitt,! Ireland!and!Gilbert! (2010)!on!resources!orchestration!and!Teece!(Teece,!2007)!on!asset!orchestration.!The!underlying! principle! realized! from! these! studies! is! that,! despite! the! level! of! technicality,! any!establishment!requires!some!form!of!orchestration,!and!largeZscale,!enterprise!transformation!or!organizational! change! is! no! exception.! In! line! with! the! objective! of! this! study,! the! candidate!endeavors!to!explore!where,!across!the!various!levels!of!management,!does!the!orchestration!of!those!resources!take!place!in!BTM?!
2.5.1 Different'Levels'of'Business'Transformation'Management'As!stated!earlier! in!Section!2.2.2,!and!as! illustrated! in!Figure!2!(on!Differentiating!Project! from!Program!Management),! this!study!identifies!three!levels!at!which!business!transformations!can!be!managed.!Due!to!the!need!to!further!our!understanding!in!Program!and!Strategic!Management!level!in!BTM,!this!study!seeks!to!identify!the!ways!in!which!those!abstract!resources!that!provide!the! required! managerial! capabilities,! viz.! MS,! are! configured! for! the! composition! and!orchestration! in.! Based! on! the! works! of! Lyytinen! and! Damsgaard! (2011),! a! configuration! can!broadly! be! defined! as! a! constellation! of! conceptually! distinct! elements! or! characteristics! that!commonly! occur! together,! thereby! forming! an! integrative,! meaningful! whole! –!this! concept!applies! to! the! various! managerial! capabilities,! stemming! from! the! various! management!disciplines,!that!are!required!for!BTM.!!
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This(study(builds(upon(those(works(that(have(been(conducted(at(the(Project(Management( level((e.g.(Lyytinen(&(Newman,(2008;(McLeod(&(Doolin,(2011).(Based(on(those(works,(this(study(posits(that( a( new( perspective( on( how( those( resources( are( orchestrated(may( subsequently( enlighten(managerial( practices( focusing( exclusively( at( both( Program( and( Strategic( Management( levels.((below( illustrates( the( transformation( process( that( occurs( in( organizations( (Hatch( &( Cunliffe,(2013).( The( candidate( adapts( the( illustration( to( differentiate( the( considerations( on( the( ‘inner(workings’(at(each(level.(At(the(Project(Management(level,(those(inner(workings(can(be(viewed(as(tasks(at( the(work(system(level(of(an(organization((see(Alter,(2008).(Viewed(from(a( level(higher(than(Project(Management,(the(inner(workings(at(the(Program(Management( level(can(be(viewed(as(deliverables(of( each(management(discipline(at( the(building( system( level,(while( the( Strategic(Management( level( views( the( managerial( capabilities( in( the( form( of( transactional( or(transformational(attributes( that( impacts( the(organizational(environment( (Lyytinen(&(Newman,(2008).(
(
Figure'7.'Differentiating'Inner'Workings'at'Multiple'Management'Levels'in'BTM'In(other(words,(the(Program(and(Strategic(Management(level,(i.e.(executive(management(level,(in(BTM(views(the(inner(workings(as(blackXbox(where(the(tasks,(actors,(structures(and(technologies(are( hidden,( while( the( Project( Management( level( views( the( inner( workings( as( whiteXbox((see(Lyytinen( &( Newman,( 2008),( where( those( aforementioned( socioXtechnical( elements( are(transparent(to(the(managers.(This(study(suggests(that(a(coordination(mechanism(is(required(to(synchronize(the(way(in(which(those(elements(at(the(Project(Management(level(interact,(which(is(differentiated(from(the(orchestration(mechanism(in(BTM.(
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Based! on! the! reviewed! literature! on! the! utilization! of! the! ‘orchestration’! concept,! this! study!posits! that!adopting!a!metaphor!approach!with! jazz!music!as! the!metaphoric!vehicle!may!have!the!potential!to!contribute!to!a!better!understanding!on!how!to!manage!business!transformations!(see!use!of! jazz!metaphor! in!Bastien!and!Hostager! (1988),! as!well! as! in!organization! theory! in!Hatch!(2013),!organizational!improvisation!in!Zack!(2000),!and!improvisation!in!service!delivery!in! John!et!al.! (2006)).!A!more!thorough!description!on!the!use!of!metaphors,! including!the! jazz!metaphor!in!BTM,!is!provided!in!the!next!Chapter,!in!Section!3.2.!Before!proceeding!though,!the!next!section!of!this!chapter!summarizes!the!key!concepts,!theory!and/or!framework!that!inform!the!concepts!used!in!the!candidate’s!study.'
2.6 Chapter'Summary'In!summation,! the!purpose!of!conducting! the! literature!review! is! to!derive' existing' concepts,'








An! enterpriseZwide! initiative! that!exemplifies! the! use! of! IT! to!dramatically! change! the!way! tasks! are!carried! out,! fundamentally! altering!traditional! ways! of! doing! business,!which! is! done! by! redefining! business!capabilities! and/or! business! processes!(internal! or! external),! as! well! as!business! networks! or! relationships,!where!the!move!is!recognized!as!being!critical!to!enable!the!firm!to!operate!in!different! markets,! serve! different!clients,! and! gain! considerable!competitive!advantage!by!doing! things!differently!or!doing!different!work!
Motivated! by! the! inevitable! need! to!incorporate! IT! not! just! to! run! the!dayZtoZday!business!operations!of!an!enterprise,! but! also! to! enable! the!transformation! of! an! enterprise!(based! on! the! rapid! changes! in!technological! advancements)! in!order! to! perform! current! work!differently,!or!perform!different!work!altogether!!
2 !ResourceZBased!Theory!(RBT)! Deals! with! resources! and! capabilities!over! time,! including,! as! one! of! its! key!components,! an! understanding! of! the!evolution!of!resources!and!capabilities;!else,! the! RBT! is! unable! to! effectively!








address! questions! regarding!competitive! advantage! and!disadvantage! over! time! based! on!capabilities!and!resources!
renewed/reconfigured!
3 !Resources!!! Refers! to! an! asset! or! input! to!production!(tangible!or!intangible)!that!an! organization! owns,! controls,! or! has!access!to!on!a!semiZpermanent!basis!
Used! in! this! study! to! refer! MS! as!abstract! resources! that! provide! a!coherent! set! of! managerial!capabilities! required! for! business!transformations!4 !Capabilities!' Refers! to! the!ability!of!an!organization!to!carry!out!a!coordinated!set!of! tasks,!using! organizational! resources,! with!the!intent!of!achieving!a!particular!end!result!
Resources! and! capabilities! are!reported! to! have! the! tendency! to!evolve! and! change! over! time! in!important! ways! –!this! evolution! is!applicable! for! the! study! in! BTM,!whereby! the! resources! that! provide!the!required!capabilities!may!require!(reZ)! configuration,! depending! on!particular!context!or!circumstances!!5 !Operational!Capabilities!!
'
Defined! as! a! highZlevel! routine! (or!collection! of! routines),! which! together!with! its! implementing! input! flows,!confers! upon! an! organization’! s!management! decision! options! for!producing! significant! outputs! of! a!particular!type!(Winter,!2003)!
Used! to! describe! the! operational!managerial! capabilities! provided! by!Transactional! MS! (as! output)! where!routines!are!reZused!
6 !Dynamic!Capabilities!!
'
Teece! et! al.' (1997,! p.! 516)! define!dynamic! capabilities! as,! “the! firm’s!ability! to! integrate,! build,! and!reconfigure! internal! and! external!competences! to! address! rapidly!changing!environments.”!
Used! to! describe! the! dynamic!managerial! capabilities! provided! by!Transformational! MS! (as! output)!where!routines!are!reZconfigured!








collection! of! related! tasks! (Booth,!2004)! each!management!discipline!as!being!blackZboxed! and! not! whiteZboxed!(see!!in!Section!2.5.1)!9 !Transactional!! Processes!and!activities!that!pertain!to!adhering! the! routine! requirements,!where! the! outcome! is! consistent! in!performance! and! in! line! with! agreed!upon!goals!or!approaches!
Used! to! inform! the! attributes! of! the!MS,! whereby! Transactional! MS!provides! operational! managerial!capabilities! that! reuses! existing!routines!10 !Transformational!! NonZroutine! and! nonZadministrative!activities!that!are!primarily!designed!to!transform!the!firm,!where!the!outcome!is! typically! one! of! exceptional!performance! that! identifies! with! the!strategic!vision!of!the!organization!!
Used! to! inform! the! attributes! of! the!MS,! whereby! Transformational! MS!provides! dynamic! managerial!capabilities!that!reconfigures!existing!routines!




3.1 Chapter)Introduction)Based( on( the( motivation( of( this( study,( research( questions( and( literature( review( from( prior(chapters,( in( this( chapter( the( candidate( details( the( use( of( metaphors( because( one( of( the( key(objective(in(this(study(is(to(explain(how(business(transformations(are(managed(by(subscribing(to(jazz( (music)( as( a( metaphoric( vehicle.( The( candidate( explains( the( notion( of( ‘disciplined(imagination’(and(the(optimality(principles(as(prescribed(by(Cornelissen((2006b),(which(is(applied(in(this(study(to(develop(a(guiding(framework(to(explain(BTM.(In(this(study(the(candidate(employs(a(twoOstep(selection(process(for(her(choice(of(metaphor,(which(first(entails(music(as(the(selected(domain( category,( and( then( jazz( as( the( genre( within( the(music( category.( The( rationale( behind(choosing(music(as( the(opted(domain(as(opposed( to(other( types(such(as(sports(or(acting( is(also(discussed(in(this(chapter.(Then,(the(jazz(metaphor(is(further(discussed(in(light(of(existing(studies,(including( the( attributes( of( jazz( music( that( can( be( purposeful( to( inform( the( composition( and(orchestration( in( business( transformations,( especially( with( regards( to( the( resemblance( of(improvisation(in( jazz(and(in(BTM.(Building(on(the(concepts( introduced(in(Chapter(2(and(on(the(adopted( concepts( from( jazz( music( for( this( study,( the( candidate( then( presents( the( research(framework(and(describes(in(detail(the(key(concepts(that(will(be(used(throughout(this(thesis.(The(chapter( concludes( by( summarizing( those( key( concepts,(which( informs( the( following( section( of(this(thesis,(i.e.(Part(II(on(the(Research(Methodology(&(Findings.(We(proceed(in(the(following.(
3.2 Metaphor)Approach)&)Disciplined)Imagination))Sightings(of(metaphors(being(used( in( the( field(of( IS( include(prominent(ones( in(Hirschheim(and(Newman((1991),(who(discuss(the(role(of(metaphor(in(facilitating(a(much(richer(understanding(on(IS( development,( and( in( Kendall( and( Kendall( (1993),( where( the( authors( identified( six( types( of(metaphors(being(used(in(the(language(of(IS(users(in(16(various(organizations.(Nonetheless,(while(other(studies(have(adopted(biology((among(others)(as(a(metaphor11(for(business(transformation,(this(research(makes(use(of(a(more(normative(symbolism,(whereby(music(–(and(in(particular(jazz(music(–(is(utilized(as(a(metaphoric(vehicle(to(describe(the(composition(and(orchestration(of(MS(in(BTM.(
3.2.1 On)Metaphors)
Definition.)Metaphors( are( regarded(as(powerful( vehicles( for( conveying(deepOrooted(meanings((Hirschheim(&(Newman,(1991),( thereby(enabling(organizational( senseOmaking.(The( framework(development( for( this( study( is( based( on( the( use( of(metaphors( as( a( research(methodology( (see(Hatch(&( Yanow,( 2008),(while( aligning( to( established(works( to( satisfy( the( criterion( of( building(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((11(See(Section(3.3.1(for(sightings(of(metaphors(used(to(explain(organizational(transformation(
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theories( from( case( studies( (Eisenhardt,( 1989;( Eisenhardt( &( Graebner,( 2007;( Weber,( 2012;(Whetten,(1989).(Lewis((1996)(states(that(metaphors(enable(one(to(suggest(and(structure(a(model(that(they(can(use(to(articulate(and(understand(the(subject(of(investigation.(Generative(metaphors(in(particular,( allow( scientists( to( conceptualize( the(hypothetical( unobservable( in( terms(of(more(familiar(entities(and(mechanisms((Lewis,(1996).(Metaphors(also(enable(researchers(to(tentatively(attribute,(independent(of(prior(understanding(of(the(unobservable,(similar(relations(and(analogy(between( the( inadequately( comprehended( entities( and(mechanisms,(with( the( subject(matter( of(another( domain( that( is( better( understood( (Lewis,( 1996).( This( subsequently( enables( one( to(structure( an( understanding( of( a( poorly( understood( subject( by( employing( analogical( thinking,(which( is( a( creative(problem(solving(approach(used( to( achieve( innovative(outcomes( (cf.(Dahl(&(Moreau,( 2002;( Gassmann( &( Zeschky,( 2008).( With( these( rationales,( this( study( endeavors( to(construct(a(guiding(framework(that(uses(jazz(–(or(rather(its(structures(–(as(a(metaphoric(vehicle(to((reO)(describe(the(management(of(business(transformations.(((
Metaphoric)Approach.(This(study(builds(on(the(metaphor(approach(of(the(domainsOinteraction(model( (Cornelissen,( Kafouros( &( Lock,( 2005).( The( model( suggests( that( a( distinction( between(higherOorder( conceptual( domains( and( lowerOlevel,( instanceOspecific( information( is( vital( when(using( metaphors,( as( domainOlevel( knowledge( is( automatically( engaged( upon( encountering( a(metaphor( and( guides( further( processing.( Additionally,( constructing( a( metaphor( requires(consideration( on( what( structural( sense( are( the( two( concepts( alike( at( the( domain( level.( This(provides(a(frame(for(the(further(blending(of(implications(that(leads(to(an(emergent(meaning.(The(candidate(further(posits(that(apt(and(insightful(metaphors(are(those(metaphors(that(are(judged(to(relate(concepts(in(two(aspects:((a) Between(which(a(correspondence(in(a(structural(sense(can(be(constructed;(and((b) That(is(drawn(from(domains(that(are(in(the(first(instance(appearing(as(distant.((
In(addition,(the(guiding(principles(on(what(constitutes(a(theoretical(contribution((Whetten,(1989)(is( used( in( the( framework( development( in( this( study,( as( well( as( the( four( characteristics( of(disciplined(imagination(and(optimality(principles(proposed(by(Cornelissen((2006),(whereby(the(senseOmaking( guidelines( for( theorizing( serves( as( a( fundamental( guideline( for( this( BTM( study.(These(are(described(further(in(the(following.(
3.2.2 Disciplined)Imagination)In(order( to( theorize(using(metaphors,( the(candidate( turns( to( the(works(of(Cornelissen((2006b)(and(Weick((1989)(on(the(notion(of(‘disciplined(imagination’,(which(is(an(evolutionary(process(of(theory( construction( characterized( by( simultaneous( rather( than( sequential( thinking.( Theory(construction( can( be( modified( at( the( three( components( of( disciplined( imagination( to( enable(researchers(to(act(differently(and(produce(theories(of(better(quality,(which(are(at:(i) The(problem)statement)step(by(making(assumptions(more(explicit,(representation(more(accurate(and(more(detailed;((
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ii) The(thought) trials)step(that(are(formulated(by(increasing(the(number(of(trials(and(the(heterogeneity(of(those(trials;(and(iii) The(selection) criteria) step( among( thought( trials(where( criteria( are( applied(more(consistently,(simultaneously(and(diversely.(
Following(the(aforementioned(components( to( theorizing,( the(next(section( further(describes( the(four(characteristics(of(disciplined(imagination(that(guides(the(use(of(metaphor(in(this(study.(
The$Four$Characteristics$of$Disciplined$Imagination$
Cornelissen((2006b)(further(describes(the(four(characteristics(of(disciplined(imagination(that(are(vital(to(fully(comprehend(such(a(perspective(during(the(theory(development.(They(are(described(as(follows.(The( first( is( that( disciplined) imagination) assumes) an) active) role) for) researchers( who( interpret(theoretical(representations(instead(of(just(seeing(such(representations(in(a(deductive(fashion,(or(one(of(that(naturally(follows(from(problem(statements(–(this(is(rooted(in(the(view(that(the(‘logic’(of(scientific(discovery(is(based(on(heuristics(or(psychological,(and(not(just(logical(when(deducing(and(predicting(in(the(process(of(theory(development.((Secondly,(metaphorical)imagination)is)the)central)epistemic)logic,(which(is(used(to(construct(and(select(theoretical(representations((such(as(a(metaphor)(pertaining(to(a(target(subject(of(problem.(Such(construction(takes(place(by(engaging(in(numerous(thought(trials(or(mental(experiments.(It(is( during( this( iterative( process(where( researchers( review( literature,( background( assumptions,(preliminary(analyses,(and(rely(on(intuition(to(contemplate(a(rich(cascade(of(metaphorical(images(as( representations( of( the( subject( or( problem( statement,( i.e.( ‘imagination’,( prior( to( opting( one(metaphorical(image(as(a(starting(point(for(further(probing,(i.e.(‘discipline’.(As(such,(metaphorical(imagination(entails(a(combination(of(deductive(reasoning(from(pertinent(literature,(and(inductive(reasoning(via(intuitive(thinking,(as(opposed(to(a(focus(on(one(over(the(other.(The(third(characteristic(emphasizes(on(the)selection)and)assessment)of)metaphorical)images)based)
on)judgments)of)plausibility)instead)of)validity.(In(other(words,(the(act(of(metaphorical(imagination(induces( simulated( images( that( cannot( in( themselves( be(directly( falsified;( however( they( can(be(further(expanded(to(construct(a(more(fullOscale(representations(of(a(subject(or(problem.(The(fourth(trait(refers(to(the)‘evolutionary)epistemology’,)which)suggests)that)theory)development)
involves) a) process) of) variation,) selection) and) retention) of) theoretical) representations.( In(evolutionary(epistemology,(better(theorizing(stems(from(multiple(and(heterogeneous(variations(of(representations(in(order(to(arrive(at(a(particular(one(that(has(survival(value.((
Theorizing$with$Optimality$Principles$A(theory,(very(simply,( is(defined(as(a(set(of(concepts(with(proposed(relationships( that(serve( to(offer(explanation,(understanding,(or(appreciation(of(a(phenomenon(of(interest((Hatch(&(Cunliffe,(
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2013).(In(line(with(the(objectives(of(this(study,(the(candidate(seeks(to(provide(a(reOdescription(of(how( ITBTs( are(managed,( by(using( the( concept( of(MS( as( an( (abstract)( enterprise( resource( that(provides( the(managerial( capabilities( necessary( for( an( ITBT.( As( the( paradigm( employed( in( this(study( has( yet( to( be( adopted( in( contemporary( studies( on( BTM,( the( candidate( endeavors( to(construct(a(guiding(framework(that(may(inform(subsequent(theory(development(to(explain(how(MS(are(composed(and(orchestrated(in(ITBTs.(Such(a(process(is(deemed(to(be(akin(to(a(series(of(trialOandOerror(tests(of(the(diverse(metaphoric(combinations(of(potential(concepts.(The(following(describes(the(optimality(principles(used(for(metaphorical(imagination(in(this(study.(
Optimality)Principles.)Following(the(four(characteristics(on(disciplined(imagination(presented(above,( Cornelissen( (2006b)( also( presents( a( set( of( optimality( principles( of( metaphorical(imagination.( Table( 4( presents( the( extract( from( the( author’s( work( where( he( also( specifies( the(extent(to(which(the(jazz(metaphor(satisfies(those(principles(upon(which,(the(candidate(endeavors(to(comply(with(in(using(jazz(as(a(metaphor(to(explain(BTM.((
Table)5.)The)Optimality)Principles)of)Metaphorical)Imagination)(Cornelissen,)2006b,)p.)1588))
Principle) Definition) Organizational)
Improvisation)as)Jazz)1( Integration(principle( That(representations(in(the(metaphorical(blend(can(be(manipulated(as(a(single(unit(( Satisfied(2( Topology(principle( That(relations(in(the(metaphorical(blend(should(match(the(relations(of(their(counterparts(in(other(semantic(domains( Satisfied(3( Web(principle( That(the(representation(in(the(metaphorical(blend(should(maintain(a(relationship(to(the(input(target(and(source(concepts( Satisfied(4( Unpacking(principle( That,(given(a(metaphorical(blend,(the(interpreter(should(be(able(to(infer(the(structure(in(relation(to(other(subjects(and(applications( Satisfied(5( Good(reason(principle( That(creates(pressure(to(attribute(significance(to(elements(in(the(metaphorical(blend( Satisfied(6( Metonymic(tightening(principle( That(when(metonymically(related(elements(are(projected(in(to(the(metaphorical(blend,(there(is(pressure(to(compress(the(‘distance’(between(them(
Satisfied(
7( Distance(principle( That(the(target(and(source(concepts(need(to(come(from(semantically(distant(semantic(domains( Not((fully)(satisfied(8( Concreteness(principle( That(the(source(concept(compared(to(the(target(is(sufficiently(concrete((rather(than(abstract)(to(be(understood(and(manipulated( Satisfied((What(is(notable(from((above(is(how(the(distance(principle(is(noted(as(not(being((fully)(satisfied(in(relation(to(using(jazz(as(a(metaphor(for(organizational(improvisation.(Cornelissen((2006b)(states(that( for( a(metaphor( to(be( effective,( the( source( concepts( and( conjoined( target(need( to( emanate(from(distant(domains( in(our(semantic(memory.( In(earlier(works((Cornelissen,(2004,(2005),( the(
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author(conceptualizes(such(pressure(as(the(search(for( ‘between:domains(distance’(that(must(be(fairly( large( for( the( metaphor( to( be( effective,( as( close( distances( provide( little( interaction( or(surprise.(Hence,(improvisation(in(organizations(and(jazz(improvisation(in(musical(performances(is( deemed( as( a( collective( human( activity,( and( is( not( as( distant( from( ‘organization’( as( such(concepts( as,( for( instance,( ‘ecology’( or( ‘chaos’.( Hence,( the( metaphor( of( jazz( improvisation( in(organizations( is( labeled( as( not( fully( satisfied( the( distance( principle,( which( is( in( retrospect,(permissible,(as(the(other(seven(principles(of(integration,(topology,(web,(unpacking,(good(reason,(metonymic(tightening(and(concreteness(principles(are(satisfied((cf.(Cornelissen,(2006b).(Having( listed( those( optimality( principles,( Figure( 9( presents( the( illustration( derived( from(Cornelissen( (2006b,( p.( 1592),(which( shows( the( theory( construction( as( disciplined( imagination(process(for(organizational(improvisation(as(jazz(metaphor,(basing(on(those(optimality(principles.(
(
Figure'9.'Disciplined'Imagination'&'Optimality'Principles'on'the'Jazz'Metaphor'(Cornelissen,'2006b,'
p.'1592)'Having(described(the(rationale(for(utilizing(a(metaphor(approach,(the(next(part(details(why(this(study(subscribes( to( jazz(music( (as(opposed( to(other(music(genres)( to(explore(and(explain(how(business(transformations(are(composed(and(orchestrated.(
3.3 On'the'Jazz'Metaphor''The(candidate(employs(a(two:stage(selection(process(for(her(choice(of(metaphor.(First,(she(opts(music(as(the(chosen(domain(as(opposed(to(other(domain(categories(such(as(sports(or(acting(or(animal(species,(for(instance.(Second,(she(chooses(jazz(as(the(type(of(genre(within(the(opted(music(category.(The(candidate(describes(her(rationale(in(the(following.(
3.3.1 Using'Music'as'the'Opted'Domain'for'BTM'Several( studies(have(articulated( the( importance(of(using(metaphors( to(explore(and(explain( the(phenomenon( of( organizational( transformation( (e.g.( Akin( &( Palmer,( 2000;( Cleary( et( al.,( 1992;(Sackmann,(1989).(Among(the(various(types(of(metaphors(employed(include:(
‘disciplined imagination’ and with reference to the ‘organizational improvisation
as jazz’ metaphor. Starting with the problem statement (‘How can we understand
the nature and process of organizational improvisation?’), the individual
researcher going through this theorizing process was able to imagine different
metaphorical i ages (jazz, orchestras, sports teams, etc.) for the subject (see
Kamoche et al. 2003) which were all apt to varying degrees (although arguably
the jazz metaphor, unlike the other two, is relatively more apt in its satisfaction
of the integration principle which is closely connected to the composition of
‘minimal structures’ within both jazz and organizational improvisation), and then
had to make a selection between them. The jazz metaphor was chosen because it
is arguably more apt than the other imagined metaphors and also met Weick’s
(1989: 525–528) selection criteria — i.e. metaphorical representations are selected
on t e basis f their enlightening p tential (‘that’s teresting’), their simplicity and
obviousness (‘that’s obvious’), their relational extension and grounding (‘that’s
connected’), their plausibility and coherence (‘that’s believable’), their aesthetics
(‘that’s be utiful’), and their refere tial or real nature (‘that’s real’) — making it a
plausible image for theorizing and research.
It is suggested that, following Weick, the stages of variation and selection are
closely related, and more interconnected, iterative and simultaneous than
sequential. The ‘aptness’ of a metaphor, which is predetermined by the ‘opti-
mality principles’, is closely related to its plausibility and subsequent selection.
The selection and retention of a metaphor within ‘disciplined imagination’,
then, is a result of the degree to which a metaphorical representation is estab-
lished as ‘apt’ in the thought trials and subsequently selected as a plausible the-
oretical representation. Figure 1 illustrates this process for the example of
‘organizational improvisation as jazz’; noting the principles and selection crite-
ria that were satisfied by this particular metaphor (in italics) as a basis for its
selection and retention in organizational theorizing and research.
The important contribution, then, to the framework of ‘disciplined imagination’
is that the ‘optimality principles’ add to the process of metaphorical variation
within the thought trials and to the selection of metaphorical representations as
embodied by Weick’s original six criteria. Although it may be argued that the
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• Akin(and(Palmer( (2000)(on( identifying(a( typology(of( characters(or(people(with(power,(such( as( healers( and( gurus( found( in( different( cultures( (i.e.( the( magician,( medicine(man/woman,(mystic,(priest,(naturalist(and(shaman),(who(function(as(change(agents(that(can(influence(and(intervene(organizational(change;)
• Rose( (2001)(drawing( from(biology(by(using(enzymes(as( change(agents( to(describe( the(transition(states(based(on(qualities(such(as(speed,(survival,(specificity,(and(adjustment,(and(how(these(biologic(rules(resemble(and(can(be(used(to( inform(businesses(on(the( IT(changes(in(organizations;)
• Cho( (2010),( Cleary( et( al.( (1992),( and( Ulrich( (2014)( derive(metaphoric( examples( from(sports,( including(baseball(and(basketball,( to(describe(both(individual(abilities(and(team(dynamics(both(on(field(and(in(organizations,(however(with(a(particular(with(a(view(that(the(team(functions(more(as(a(group(of(individuals(rather(than(as(interdependent(group(of(managers;(and)
• Mirvis( (2005)( on( performing( arts( where( the( author( goes( ‘behind( the( scenes’( with(through( the( lens( of( theatre( to( study( the( process( of( organization( change( and( its(engagement( in( large( group( intervention,( describing( prominent( events( as( scenes( and(likening(the(key(change(processes(with(performance((e.g.(plan(equates(to(script,(steps(as(scenes,(staff(as(cast,(doing(as(acting,(manager(as(director,(and(deliver(as(delight).(
The( abovementioned( uses( of( (nonOexhaustive)( metaphors( have( certainly( provided( interesting(and(insightful(perspectives(on(how(to(manage(organizational(transformation,(with(most(placing(its( prime( focus( on( individual( and( team( dynamics.( This( is( however(with( the( exception( of( Rose((2001)(who(aggregates(change(agents(as(enzymes(that(influence(the(varying(states(of(transitions(in(ITBTs.(What(was(also(notable,(is(the(work(of(Mirvis((2005)(who(mentions(a(scene(that(requires(pure( improvisation(without( any( certainty( on( the( outcome( –(the( candidate’s( study( differs( from(such(a(take(on(improvisation(in(that(she(deems(it(to(be(necessary,(if(not(critical,(for(enterprises(to(know(what( is( the(ultimate(outcome( the( ITBT( intends( to(achieve12(though(having( improvisation(throughout(the(change(journey,(albeit(within(reason13.()The(candidate’s(study(also(differs(from(existing(research(in(that(it(uses(music(as(the(core(domain(category(as(the(study(focuses(on(the(composition(and(orchestration(of(managerial(capabilities(in(ITBT( through( the(SOV(of( the(enterprise,(where(organizational( resources(known(as(MS(provide(such( managerial( capabilities14.( The( notion( of( orchestration( too( has( been( widely( used( in( both(business(and(ITOrelated(studies((as(described(in(Section(3.4.1),(where(essentially,(the(said(notion(of(orchestration(and(composition(is(recognized(as(stemming(from(the(music(domain.(Even(other(domains( have( also( ‘borrowed’( the( notion( of( orchestration( such( as( in( basketball( for( instance.(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((12(Refer(Chapter(5,(especially(Section(5.3.3(on(the(four(types(of(business(transformation,(Section(5.3.4(on(the(way(a(business(transformation(unfolds,(and(Section(5.3.5(on(the(enterprise(transformation(matrix(13(See(Section(3.4.3(and(3.5.5(for(application(of(improvisation(in(ITBT(14(See(Section(3.5.2(for(full(description(of(the(Management(Services(concept(
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However,(piggybacking(on(other(metaphors(that(have(borrowed(the(notion(of(orchestration(and(composition,( e.g.( using( basketball’s( version( of( orchestration,( further( increases( the( distance(principle15(as(stipulated(by(Cornelissen((2006b)(and(as(such,(hampers(the(ability(to(distinctly(and(comprehensibly( unpack( the( metaphorical( structure( and( integrate( the( source( and( target(phenomena( as( a( single( unit.( For( this( reason,( the( candidate( deems( music( as( an( appropriate(domain(to(utilize(as(a(metaphor(to(explain(how(ITBTs(are(managed.(Having( justified( music( as( the( chosen( category,( the( next( section( describes( the( opted( genre( to(explore(the(composition(and(orchestration(mechanisms(in(BTM.(
3.3.2 Existing)Studies)that)have)Used)Jazz)as)a)Metaphor)The(primary(outcome(of( the(candidate’s( study( is( the(development(of(a(guiding( framework( (for(theory( development)( by( using( jazz( as( a( metaphoric( vehicle( to( explain( how( business(transformations(are(managed.(Employing(a(metaphoric(approach(to(theory(building(is(deemed(to(rely(on(reasoning(by(analogy,(which(is(characterized(as(being,(“the)most)creative)way)of)theorizing)
using) a) deductive) approach.”( (Bhattacherjee,( 2012,( p.( 31).( While( there( are( a( plethora( of(metaphors( to(choose( from(to(describe(organizational(change,( it( is( important( to(ensure( that( the(selection( of( the( metaphor( is( appropriate( and( befitting( for( the( purpose( of( this( study( (per(disciplined(imagination(in(Section(3.2.2).(Several(studies(that(have(utilized(jazz(as(a(metaphor(to(describe(changes(that(occur(in(organizations(include(that(on:(
! Organizational(learning(and(development((Akin(&(Schultheiss,(1990;(Barrett,(1998);((
! Leadership(and(management((Bell,(1998;(Berniker,(1998);)




























































• Also( known( as( empathic(listening,(which(is(the(ability(to(suspend(any(assumptions(or( judgments( about(what( is(coming( next( to( allow(emerging( aspects( to( evolve(in(the(direction(that(it(needs(to(go$
• The(ability( to( listen(with(an(open(mind(makes( empathic(listening( as( a( tool( for(creating( a( dynamic( of(leaders( and( supporters(rather( than( one( of( leaders(and(followers$




As(can(be(deduced( from(Table(6,( the(key(observation( from(the( listed(works( indicate( the(prime(feature(that(characterizes(jazz(music(is(its(improvisational(character((Cornelissen,(2006b),(which(forms(the(basis(of(the(notion(of(MS(orchestration(in(BTM.(
3.4 Jazz)Composition)&)Orchestration)as)a)Metaphor)for)BTM)The(use(of(metaphors(for(theory(construction(is(useful(to(provide(the(vocabularies(and(images(to(represent( and( express( organizational( phenomena( that( are( typically( abstract( and( complex((Cornelissen,(2006b).(Metaphor(uses(the(known(to(express(the(unknown;(they(offer(a(vehicle(for(new( insight( made( available( by( the( interOanimation( of( terms( (Lewis,( 1996)( by( importing( the(relational( structure,( instead( of( merely( the( surface( features( of( the( base( domain( to( the( target(domain( (Boroditsky,( 2000).( Lewis( (1996)( further( states( that(metaphors( enable( one( to( suggest(and( structure( a( model( in( terms( of( which( they( can( attempt( to( articulate( and( understand( the(subject(of(investigation.((Generative( metaphors( in( particular,( allow( scientists( to( conceptualize( the( hypothetical(unobservable(in(terms(of(more(familiar(entities(and(mechanisms((Lewis,(1996).(Such(metaphors(also( enable( researchers( to( tentatively( attribute,( independent( of( prior( understanding( of( the(unobservable,( similar( relations( and( analogy( between( the( inadequately( comprehended( entities(and(mechanisms,(with( the( subject(matter( of( another( domain( that( is( better( understood( (Lewis,(1996).( This( subsequently( enables( one( to( structure( an(understanding( of( the(poorly( understood(subject.(Based(on(the(work(of(Weick((1989)(on(how(metaphorical(thinking(is(central(to(theorizing(about(organizations(where(metaphors(are(the(conceptual(building(blocks(of(organization(theory,(this( study( extends( the( author’s(work(whereby(metaphors( can( serve( as( a( fundamental( building(block(for(theorizing(about(organizational(transformation,(viz.(BTM.(The(rationale(for(this(is(due(to(the(“ambiguous)and)complex)nature)of)organizations,)as)they)cannot)be)physically)apprehended)
by)the)senses,)in)contrast)with)a)physical)can)object)for)instance.”((Cornelissen(&(Kafouros,(2008,(p.(365).(
3.4.1 On)Orchestration)in)BTM)The(term(‘orchestration’(has(been(defined(as(the( idiomatic(craft( in(amalgamating(the(sounds(of(complex(instruments((an(orchestra(or(other(ensemble)(in(order(to(achieve(a(satisfactory(form(of(blend( and( balance( (Oxford( Music( Online,( 2010).( An( orchestra( is( composed( of( numerous(instruments,( with( each( of( them( bearing( the( ability( to( create( a( variety( of( sounds( (Carpentier,(Assayag(&(SaintOJames,(2010).(Similar(to(Teece((2007),(the(term(‘orchestration’(is(deemed(to(be(applicable( to( the( orchestration( of(management( capabilities( in( business( transformations( as( the(musicians( and( musical( instruments( represent( the( socioOtechnical( system( of( a( MS,( i.e.( the(musicians( represent( the( socioObehavioral( aspect,( while( the(musical( instruments( represent( the(technical( aspect,( and( the( various(MS( represent( the( type( of( musical( instrument,( such( as( wind,(percussion,(strings(and(so(forth.(
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When( discussing( the( notion( of( orchestration,( two( schools( of( thought( prevail( in( literature( –symphony(and(jazz(orchestration.(To(illustrate(the(difference,(we(turn(to((Zohar(1997,(p.(126(in(Bell,(1998),(who(states:((
“In)a)symphony)orchestra,)each)player)concentrates)on)one)instrument)and)one)segment)of)
the) score.) Conductors’) interpretations) differ,) and) thus) so) can) the) sound) of) an) identical)
symphony)played)by)different)orchestras,)but)the)whole)is)always)the)sum)of)its)two)parts,)
and)the)essential)score)does)not)change.) In)a) jazz) jam)session,)players)are)often)expert)at)
different) instruments,) and) there) is) no) set) score) and) no) conductor.) There) is) an) evolving)
background)theme)that)organizes)the)parts,)but)the)composite)sound)is)always)a)surprise.”)(Following(this(line(of(thought,(jazz(music(is(deemed(to(be(synonymous(to(the(highly(dynamic(and(unpredictable( nature( of( businesses( (see( Gold( &( Hirshfeld,( 2005b;( Harris,( 2006;( Hatch,( 1998,(1999;( Lewin,( 1998;( Neilson,( 1992;( Pasmore,( 1998;( Pavlovich,( 2003).( Similarly,( in( business(transformations,( where( innovation( is( prevalent( (Damanpour,( Szabat( &( Evan,( 1989;( Denning,(2005;(Feller,(Finnegan(&(Nilsson,(2010)(and(improvisation(is(highly(regarded(over(rigid(planning(structures((Ashurst(&(Hodges,(2010;(Bushe(&(Kassam,(2005),(the(jazz(metaphor(can(be(utilized(to(effectively( demonstrate( the( behavior( of( transformation( and( ultimately( guide( the( orchestration(principles(for(business(transformation(management.((Unlike( symphony( orchestra,( jazz( music( emphasizes( on( the( role( of( improvising,( denoted( as( a(fusion(of(the(segregated(roles(of(the(composer,(instrumental(interpreter(and(conductor((Gold(&(Hirshfeld,( 2005a).( The( process( of( a( horizontal( network( of( musicians( demonstrates( that( all(members( involved( possess( equal( responsibility( for( the( creation,( production( and( delivery( of(musical(experience.(This(reflects( the(capabilities(of(a( transforming(organization((see(Ashurst(&(Hodges,(2010)(where(a(powerful(team(of(coalition((Kotter,(1995)(are(trusted(to(bear(their(own(expertise( in(delivering(the(respective(MS(necessary( for(a(successful( transformation,(such(as( for(instance( the( role( of( CIO,( CEO,( CFO( and( COO( in( transforming( businesses( (see( Gartner,( 2010;(Walker,(2007).((
3.4.2 Jazz)Music)as)a)Metaphor)The(construction(of(a(conceptual(model(of(composition(and(orchestration(principles(for(the(MS(in(BTM( draws( upon( the( principles( of( music( composition( introduced( in( Chapter( 3.7.( The( central(feature(that(characterizes(jazz(music(is(its(improvisational(character((Cornelissen,(2006b),(which(this(study(posits(reflects(particular(characteristics(of(managing(business(transformations(that(are(ITOenabled.(In(particular,(this(study(draws(upon(jazz(composition(and(orchestration(principles(to(describe( how( business( transformations( are( managed,( i.e.( applying( principles( of( melody,(harmony,(rhythm,(and(improvisation,(to(compose(and(orchestrate(the(MS(required(in(BTM.((Since( this( study(adopts(a(SOV(of( the(enterprise,( the(use(of( jazz(performance(as(a(metaphor( for(service(delivery(is(also(evident(in(John(et(al.((2006),(which(serves(as(a(key(point(of(reference(for(the( candidate’s( study.( The( authors( contend( that( services( are( performances,( and( that(
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improvisation(occurs(when:( a)( the( client( has( special( needs( or( requires( certain( customizations;(and( b)( there( is( a( service( failure.( The( managerial( implications( of( the( authors( work( for(incorporating(the(notion(of(jazzOlike(improvisation(in(services(are(threefold:((i. Fostering(an(organizational(culture(that(embraces(improvisation;((ii. Designing(the(service(to(feature(employee(improvisation;(and((iii. Encouraging(customers(to(improvise(during(service(delivery.((
John( et( al.( (2006)( further( posit( that( there( is( considerably( less( need( for( improvisation( when(service(delivery(is(more(predictable(or(adheres(a(routine(pattern((e.g.(using(project(management(methodologies).(On(the(other(hand,(there(is(a(significant(need(for(improvisation(when(the(service(is( designed( to( accommodate( particular( requests( (e.g.( tailoring( to( demands( of( senior(management).(Management(also(need(to(ensure(that(‘the(show(does(go(on’(for(service(deliveries(that( require( a( sequential( process( and( do( not( permit( asynchronous( completion( of( tasks( by(recognizing( that( ‘playing(outside( the( scales’( is( fundamental( to( accommodate( the( situation.(The(authors(also(posit(that(great(service(organizations(are(prepared(to(deal(with(the(unexpected(by(embracing( improvisation,( similar( to(a( jazz(ensemble(where( improvisation(proficiency(becomes(second( nature( to( jazz( musicians.( The( question( of(when) to) improvise) in) BTM) is( a( fundamental(question( for( key( personnel( who( are( accountable( or( is( a( stakeholder( of( the( business(transformation(initiative.((Several( authors( assert( that( the( behaviors( of( jazz( not( only( reflects( the( traits( of( organizational(innovation( (Akin(&( Schultheiss,( 1990;( Bastien(&(Hostager,( 1988;( Cho,( 2010;( Gold(&(Hirshfeld,(2005b;(John(et(al.,(2006;(Kamoche,(Cunha(&(Cunha,(2003;(Kamoche(&(Pina(e(Cunha,(2001;(Lewin,(1998;(Meyer,( Frost(&(Weick,( 1998;( Peplowski,( 1998;(Vera(&(Crossan,( 2005;(Walzer(&( Salcher,(2003;(Zack,(2000),(and(subsequently(the(transformational(development(of(a(business,(but(it(also(serves( as( a( metaphor( for( organizational( change( (Gold( &( Hirshfeld,( 2005b).( In( addition,( the(application(of(jazz(composition(and(orchestration(provides(a(new(way(of(reOdescribing(the(nature(of(business(transformations(to(guide(the(principles(of(MS(composition(and(orchestration(in(BTM.((The( three( fundamental(elements( in( jazz(composition(are(melody,(harmony(and(rhythm((Russo,(1973,( 1975).( Melody( is( defined( as( the( succession( of( single( tones( (Russo,( 1975),( such( as( for(instance,( the( predecessor( and( successor( of( individual( tones( of( a( saxophone( in( terms( of( its(direction,( ascending,( descending( or( flat( (Bresler,( 2005).( Harmony( is( the( succession( of( chords(where(two(or(three(different(tones(are(sounded(simultaneously,(or(one(at(a(time((Russo,(1975).(Harmony( is(concerned(with( the( tolerance( for(how(much(dissonance,(where(and(when((Bresler,(2005),( such( as( when( multiple( tones( of( a( saxophone,( drums( and( guitar( are( sounded(simultaneously,(or(one(at(a(time(in(a(manner(that(is(pleasing(to(the(ear.(Rhythm(is(the(temporal(succession(of(tones(and(chords,(or(the(placing(of(sounds(in(the(continuum(of(time((Russo,(1975).(An( example( of( rhythm( in( music( orchestration( is( the( temporal( pattern( of( a( guitar’s( tones( and(chords,(placed(along(the(continuum(of(time.(
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Arrangements) in) jazz) performances.( The( works( of( Pavlovich( (2003)( describe( the( jazz(arrangement( as( including( any( number( of( players,( such( as( quintets,( quartets,( trios( or( larger(orchestral( arrangements,( and( instruments,( where( each( assumes( different( roles,( e.g.( the( bass(players( set( the( foundation(of( the( chord,(while( the(drummer( follows( the( sound(of( the(bass,( the(pianist(enhances(the(chords,(and(the(rhythm(guitarist(fills(in(the(chords.(As(such,(each(element(of(the( jazz( composition( plays( an( independent( task( that( becomes( an( improvised( arrangement(around(a(shared(beat.(Such(illustration(portrays(how(each(musical(entity(functions(in(a(cohesive,(shared(network,(where(each(entity(are(to(interact(with(one(another(in(a(collaborative(fashion(for(the(larger(structure(to(be(productive.(The(functioning(of(those(musical(entities(resemble(similarly(to( the(MS( in( BTM,( where( each(MS( can( be( seen( as( an( carrying( out( an( independent( activity( in(collaboration(with(one( another( to(deliver( the(managerial( capability(where( the(output( is( larger(than(the(sum(of(its(parts.(
Resemblance) of) network) structures) in) organizations) and) jazz.) The( collective( organizing(patterns(are( fundamental( to(understanding(networks,(as(organizations(are(suspended( in(multiOlayered(and(complex,(overlapping(webs(of(interrelationships((Pavlovich,(2003).(Those(webs(are(said(to(reveal(patterns(that(are(inconspicuous(from(the(perspective(a(single(organization(caught(in( the( tangle,( subsequently( requiring( one( to( rise( above( the( individual( firm( level( to( realize( and(analyze(the(functioning(system(as(a(coherent(whole.(Hence,(the(structure(of(the(network(brings(forward(a(holistic(perspective(of( the( functioning(architecture,(exhibiting(patterns(of( interacting(resources,( information( transfer( and( linkages( within( a( structure( of( collective( organizational(action,( constraint( and( coordination.( Such( a( multiOcentered( structure,( when( applied( to( a( jazz(ensemble,( sets( the(stage( for( the(diverse(assembly(of( jazz(musicians(and( the( improvisation( that(takes(place.((Comprising(of( a(mix(of( instruments( and( roles,( each(musician( contributes( an( individual( texture(and( richness,( where( the( contrasting( diversity( forms( the( composition( –(this( is( noteworthy( for(change( agent( networks( represented( by( the(MS,( as( the( analogy( of( the( jazz( soloist( playing(with(background( support( is( akin( to( the(BTM( team(operating( interdependently(with( complementary(value(chain(linkages.(Such(configurations(are(not(solely(focused(on(the(individual(elements,(but(rather(with(the(multiple(interactions(that(contribute(to(the(provision(of(concentrated(and(dense(output(of( the(managerial(capabilities(required(in(BTM.(Thus,( in( line(with(the(work(of(Pavlovich((2003),( the(candidate(builds(on( the(rudimentary(assumption( that(both( the(MS(network(system(and( the( jazz( orchestra( are( about( architectural( distinction,( whereby( they( both( intersect(boundaries(and(orchestrate(various(capabilities(together.(
Synchronization)of)MS)in)structured)networks.)In(line(with(the(works(of(Pavlovich((2003),(the(interactions( of( the( MS( in( BTM( can( be( seen( as( a( spontaneous( meshing( of( the( managerial(capabilities( within( such( networks,( which( calls( for( a( new( understanding( of( the( organizing(phenomenon.(While(the(network(of(MS(in(itself(can(be(seen(as(an(independent(structure,(it(is(the(nodal(entities(within(the(network(that(partakes(in(dynamic(and(fluid(negotiations(that(define(the(
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overall( strategy( of( the( BTM.( It( is( those( entities( that( provide( the( variety,( adaptability( and(flexibility( of( the( overall( arrangement,( suggesting( that( certain( configurations( may( be( more(productive(than(others,(depending(on(what(triggers(the(invocation(of(those(MS(and(when(in(the(BTM(waves((see(concept(definition(in(Section(3.5.4).((The( practice( of( synchronizing( or( orchestrating( those( managerial( capabilities,( when(conceptualized( in( the( form( of( services,( viz.( MS,( has( yet( to( be( explored( in( the( BTM( literature.(Adopting( this( paradigm( in( the( form( of( networks( requires( the( ability( to( develop( interOrelationships,(where(the(reusability(and(configurability(of(managerial(capabilities(can(serve(as(a(fundamental( aspect( of( strategizing( for( BTM.( The( notion( of( reusability( and( configurability(may(yield(purposeful(benefits(for(the(transforming(enterprise,(particularly(as(the(current(status(quo(is(shifting(more(and(more(towards(the(service(economy,(such(as(for(instance,(outsourcing(routine(processes( (e.g.( IT( lifecycle(management)( to( thirdOparty( service( providers( in( order( to( leverage(existing(capabilities(and(focus(on(the(exploration(of(new(business(opportunities.(And(indeed,(part(of(the(differentiation(of(managing(successful(business(transformations(lies(in(the(interconnection(of(the(MS(in(BTM(through(the(sharing(and(creative(development(of(networkObased(resources(that(are(embedded(in(public(and(private(enterprises.(The(question(that(prevails(however,( is(to(what(extent(does(improvisation(play(a(fundamental(role(in(the(orchestration(of(MS?)
Improvisation)in)service)delivery.)As(mentioned(earlier,(services(are(performances((John(et(al.,(2006),( and( that( improvisation(occurs(when:( a)( the( client(has( special( needs(or( requires( certain(customizations;(and(b)(there(is(a(service(failure.(The(managerial(implications(of(the(authors(work(for(incorporating(the(notion(of(jazzOlike(improvisation(in(services(are(threefold:((i. To(foster(an(organizational(culture(that(embraces(improvisation;((ii. Designing(the(service(to(feature(employee(improvisation;(and((iii. Encouraging(customers(to(improvise(during(service(delivery.((
John( et( al.( (2006)( further( posit( that( there( is( considerably( less( need( for( improvisation( when(service(delivery(is(more(predictable(or(adheres(a(routine(pattern((e.g.(project(management).(On(the( other( hand,( there( is( a( significant( need( for( improvisation( when( the( service( is( designed( to(accommodate( particular( requests( (e.g.( tailoring( to( demands( of( senior( management).(Furthermore,(management(need(to(ensure(that( ‘the(show(does(go(on’(for(service(deliveries(that(require(a(sequential(process(and(do(not(permit(asynchronous(completion(of(tasks(by(recognizing(that( ‘playing(outside(the(scales’( is( fundamental( to(accommodate(the(situation.(The(authors(also(postulate( that( great( service( organizations( are( prepared( to( deal( with( the( unexpected( by(embracing( improvisation,( similar( to(a( jazz(ensemble(where( improvisation(proficiency(becomes(second(nature(to(jazz(musicians.(In( summary,( a( transforming(business( resembles(a( jazz(orchestra( in(a( sense( that( the(managers,(like( the(musicians,( are( often( experts( at( different( management( disciplines.( The( management(disciplines(reflect(the(musical(instruments(in(jazz.(In(jazz,(there(is(no(prescription(of(what(is(to(be(
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played,(but(the(musicians(have(an(implicit(structure(to(work(with,(i.e.(know(the(song(to(play,(and(improvise( along( the(way( by( listening( to(what( each(musician( plays.( This( is( similar( to( business(transformation(as(the(managers(do(not(have(a(prescription(of(what(to(do,(but(they(have(a(vision(of(how(they(would(like(to(be16.(There(is(no(set(prescription(for(a(business(transformation(because(every( business( is( fundamentally( different,( just( like( how( every( jazz( piece( is( different( (unlike(symphony(orchestra(which(constantly(has(the(same(fixed(score).(As(such,(managers(carry(out(the(transformation(based(on(what(they(know(and(are(capable(of,(and(they(are(bound(to(come(across(unexpected(incidents(which(requires(them(to( improvise(by(being(aware(of(who(has(been(doing(what,(i.e.(communication(&(attentive(listening.((In(short,(business( transformation( is( like( jazz,(and( jazz( is(about(organized(chaos,(a(paradox(that(requires( improvisation,( which( subsequently( requires( composition( and( orchestration(mechanisms,(i.e.(melody,(harmony,(rhythm(and(improvisation.(Therefore,(BTM(composition(and(orchestration( is( like( jazz( composition( and( orchestration( –(to( orchestrate( a( business(transformation(is(to(synchronize(the(compositional(elements(of(melody,(harmony(and(rhythm(of(the( required( MS,( and( to( improvise( along( the( BTM( journey( in( order( to( deliver( a( successful(business(transformation.(Hence,(this(study(adopts(the(elements(of(melody,(harmony(and(rhythm(for( the( MS( composition( with( reference( to( Thompson’s( (1993)( model( on( the( relationships(between(these(elements(as(part(of(this(study’s(conceptual(framework.((Next,(the(fundamental(aspect(of(improvising(in(jazz(orchestras(is(described.((
3.4.3 The)Notion)of)Improvisation)Managing( largeOscale,(organizational( change(comes(with(a(great(deal(of(uncertainty,(as( there( is(the( possibility( that( a( particular( decision( may( unintentionally( create( more( complexities( in( the(transformation(initiative((see(Cynefin(Framework(in((in(Section(2.3.3).(However,(this(is(not(to(say(that(the(entire(initiative(is(uncertain(as(such,(because(there(are(aspects(where(particular(routines(are(known(and(can(be(employed,(e.g.(using(an(established(Project(Management(methodology(to(deliver(the(IT(solution,(or(populating(a(business(case(based(on(existing(templates(to(demonstrate(the( value( of( each( project( deliverable( for( the( overall( programme.( On( the( contrary,( there( are(elements(of(uncertainties(that(take(place(throughout(the((prolonged)(initiative,(such(as(changes(in(personnel(based(on(their(decision(to(change(their(employment(or(career,(or(unforeseen(issues(that(emerge(when(migrating(data(from(the(legacy(system(to(the(new(IT(platform.(In(other(words,(there( are( existing( routines( that( can( be( employed( to( manage( the( expected( during( the( design(phase,(while( the(unexpected( can(benefit( from( improvisation(during( the(execution(phase(of( the(initiative(–(it(is(based(on(this(very(notion(of(improvisation(that(motivates(this(study(to(utilize(jazz(as(a(metaphor(for(managing(business(transformations.(While(existing(studies(have(described(the(various(degrees(of(improvisation((Zack,(2000),(and(the(managerial(implications(of(improvisation(in( service( delivery( (John( et( al.,( 2006),( these( works( have( yet( to( be( specifically( applied( in( the(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((16(See(Section(5.3.3(for(types(of(business(transformation(and(Section(5.3.5(for(states(of(transforming(and/or(transformed(enterprises((
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context( of( ITBT,( which( forms( a( fundamental( component( of( the( resulting( research( framework(from(the(candidate’s(work.((
Definitions.) The( notion( of( improvisation( has( been( widely( explored( in( the( context( of( both(organizational(change(and(its(relevance(to(jazz(music.(For(Barrett((1998,(p.606),(“Improvisation)
involves) exploring,) continual) experimenting,) tinkering) with) possibilities) without) knowing) where)
one’s) queries) will) lead) or) how) action) will) unfold.”.( Improvisation( can( also( be( defined( as,( “the)
conception) of) action) as) it) unfolds,) drawing) on) available) cognitive,) affective,) social) and) material)
resources,”((Kamoche(et(al.,(2003,(p.(2024).(Regardless(of(these(various(definitions,(improvisation(is(regarded(as(a(key(‘success(factor’(which(assists(in(keeping(together(a(faltering(organization(in(extreme(situations((Ciborra,(1999),(which( is(believed(to(be(applicable( for(unexpected( incidents(that(take(place(during(the(period(of(a(business(transformation.(
Jazz) orchestra) &) jazz) improvisers.( Improvisation( is( known( to( be( the( central( theme( in( jazz(music.( This( is( because( in( a( jazz( orchestra,( the(musicians( act( as( a(model( of,( “diverse) specialists)
living)in)a)chaotic)turbulent)environment,)making)fast,)irreversible)decisions;)highly)interdependent)
on) one) another) to) interpret) equivocal) information;) dedicated) to) innovation) and) the) creation) of)
novelty.”((Barrett,(1998,(p.605).(Such(a(description(is(synonymous(to(the(way(in(which(a(team(of(business(transformation(managers(operates(in(their(dayOtoOday(business,(particularly(when(they(have(to(transform(the(business(and(simultaneously(ensure(that(the(businessOasOusual(operations(are(not(impacted(by(the(errors(that(occur(in(attempt(to(transform(the(enterprise(from(one(state(to( another.( As( such,( dealing( with( the( unexpected( events( requires( business( managers( to(improvise,(in(line(with(how(jazz(bands(are(regarded(as,(“flexible,)selfHdesigned)systems)that)seek)a)
state)of)dynamic)synchronization,)a)balance)between)order)and)disorder.”((Barrett,(1998,(p.613).(
Characteristics)of) Improvisation.)Drawing(the(similarities(to(a(jazz(band,(jazz(improvisers(are(interested(in(creating(new(musical(outcomes,(often(surprising(themselves(and(others(with(their(spontaneous,(unrehearsed(ideas,(which(is(similar(to(the(situations(in(a(business(transformation(where,( for( instance,( the(programme(director( of( the( overall( transformation( initiative( acts( as( an(improviser( in( amending( the( scope( of( a( particular( deliverable( in( order( to( ensure( that( the(deliverable(is(realized(on(time(and(within(budget.(In(this(sense,(jazz(differs(from(classical(music(in(that(there(is(no(clear(prescription(of(what(is(to(be(played((Barrett,(1998).(Thus,(this(makes(the(choice( of( opting( jazz( over( classical( music( a( suitable( metaphor( for( (reO)describing( the(management(of(business(transformations,(based(on(Table)7(that(lists(the(different(characteristics(of(improvisation(in(jazz(music.(
Table)7.)Characteristics)of)Improvisation))
Source( Characteristic( Description)(Gold(&(Hirshfeld,(2005b)(
Practice(constructive(dialogs(among(partners( Foster( an( atmosphere( of( acceptance( of( new( ideas,( or( approach(with(a(constructive(attitude(of(“yes(and”(when(in(conversation$Practice(attentive(listening(to(partners(one( • Temporarily(suspend(critical(judgment(during(the(optionsOfinding(mode$
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Source( Characteristic( Description)is(coOcreating(with(( • Have(an(attitude(of(relaxed(openness(to(new(ideas,(moving(further(into(the(realm(of(imagination$
• Reframe(situations(in(order(to(explore(creative(possibilities$
• Embrace(and(understand(that(no(choice(is(absolutely(right(or( wrong,( that( an( appropriate( solution( can( only( be(discovered(via(trial(and(error$(Barrett,(1998)( Practice(provocative(competence( Creating( irregular( constellations( that( disturb( the( status( quo,(stepping( out( of( the( musician’s( comfort( zone( and( encourage(members(to(improvise(new(approaches(to(creating(harmonic(jazz(tunes(Embrace(errors(as(a(source(of(learning( Risky,( explorative( attempts( are( likely( to( produce( errors,( where(there( are( discrepancies( between( intention( and( action( arise,(thereby( requiring( an( aesthetic( of( forgiveness( and( to( convert(unexpected( problems( into( opportunities( where( the( unforeseen(errors(serve(as(seeds(for(activating(and(arousing(the(imagination!Minimal(structures(that(allow(maximum(flexibility(
Enables( players( to( balance( autonomy( and( interdependence( as(jazz(improvisation(is(a(loosely(structured(activity(where(action(is(coordinated( around( songs( that( impose( order( and( create( a(continuous( sense( of( cohesion( and( coordination( where( all(musicians( know( where( everyone( is( at( any( given( moment,( and(individual( players( are( able( to( innovate( and( elaborate( on( ideas(with(the(assurance(that(they(are(oriented(to(a(common(place!Continual(negotiation(toward(dynamic(synchronization(
OnOgoing(give(and(take(between(members,(where(musicians(are(able( to( successfully( connect( with( one( another( and( establish( a(groove,(experiencing(the(ability(to(perform(beyond(their(capacity(by( paying( attention( to( intuitive( and( emotional( connections(between( members,( labeled( in( organizations( as( empowerment,(motivation(and(team(building!Reliance(on(retrospective(sense(making(as(form(
Improvisation(is(widely(open(to(transformation,(reOdirection(and(unprecedented( turns,( bordering( on( the( edge( of( chaos( and(incoherence,(which(requires(one(to(make(guesses(and(anticipate(possible(paths(on(the(basis(that(what(has(already(occurred,(while(continue( to( perform( with( the( assumption( that( whatever( has(occurred(must( amount( to( something( sensible( as( a(way( to( elicit(emerging(patterns(and(structure(rather(than(relying(too(much(on(blueprints( as( unexpected( incidents( can( occur( along( the( way,(requiring(improvisation!‘Hanging(out’(to(establish(membership(in(communities(of(practice(
Learners( in( jazz( music( or( organizations( need( access( to(experienced( practitioners( via( formal( and( informal( meetings,(conversations,( and( emersion( in( the( organizational( culture( as( a(matter( of( learning( how( to( speak( the( language( of( the( respective(
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Source( Characteristic( Description)communities,( which( fosters( a( sense( of( special( fraternity( or(bonding( as( they( guide( one( another( through( various( learning(experiences,(and(borrow(ideas(from(each(other!Alternating(between(soloing(and(supporting( Jazz(bands(typically(rotate(the(‘leadership’(of(the(band(where(they(take(turns(in(soloing(and(supporting(other(soloists(by(providing(rhythmic(and(harmony(background,(which(assures(that(each(musician(has(the(opportunity(to(develop(a(musical(idea(while(other(members(create(space(for(such(a(development(to(occur,(where(such(practice(nourishes,(strengthens(and(enhance(the(expressive(capacity(of(relationships,(thereby(unleashing(the(capacity(to(improvise(and(innovate(




Figure)10.)Management)of)Service)Delivery)&)Performance)(John)et)al.)2006,)p.)262))The(works(presented( so( far(highlights( the( foundational( elements( to(understand( the( concept(of(jazz( and( why( the( notion( of( improvisation( and( its( characteristics( are( relevant( to( managing(business( transformations.( In( order( to( concretize( the( relevance( to( this( study( on( BTM,( the( next(section( presents( existing( studies( that( have( used( jazz( as( a( metaphor,( and( demonstrates( the(parallel(structures(and(behaviors(with(BTM.(As(can(be(seen( in(this(section,(employing( jazz(as(a(metaphor( is( established( in( various( literatures,( including( business( management( studies,(organization(science,(communication(research,(and(so(forth.(The(notion(of(improvisation,(which(is(central(to(jazz(music,(is(also(presented(in(light(of(organizational(change.(Hence,(the(established(use( of( jazz( as( a( metaphor( for( describing( the( composition( and( orchestration( of( MS( in( BTM( is(deemed(to(be(appropriate,(as( its(use(is(already(well(established(in(disciplines(relevant(to(largeOscale( organizational( change.( The( applicable( principles( that( form( the( development( of( the(composition(and(orchestration(concept(are(detailed(in(Section(3.5.5.(The(next(section(presents( the(research( framework( that(will(guide( this(study( in(describing(how(ITBTs(are(managed,(by(subscribing( to( the( jazz(metaphor( to(explain(how(MS(are(composed(and(orchestrated(in(BTM.(
3.5 Research)Framework)&)Concepts))))))))))The( development( of( an( initial( conceptual( or( a( priori(model(was( based( on( the( synthesis( of( the(literature(review(findings.(Informed(by(the(works(of(Eisenhardt((1989),(having(an(a(priori(model(that(specifies(the(concepts(can(help(to(shape(the(initial(design(of(theoryObuilding(research,(as(the(a( priori( model( allows( for( researchers( to( better( capture( and( operationalize( the( concepts.(Eisenhardt( (1989)( further( states( that( if( the( concepts( prove( to( be( important( as( the( research(progresses,(then(the(emergent(theory(can(be(said(to(have(a(firm(empirical(grounding.((Thus,(the(sections(to(follow(will(detail(each(key(concept(used(as(illustrated(in(Figure(11,(namely,(the(typology,(triggers,(waves,(MS,(and(the(notion(of(composition(and(orchestration(of(those(MS.(It(
(Barrett, 1998). Research in organizational behavior has shown that when employees
are given considerable freedom or autonomy in the conduct of their tasks, creativity
a d innovation are fostered (Amabile, 1988). As employees combine heir basic service
knowledge and skills with their improvisation acumen, the actual service performance
is more likely to reflect the customers’ expectations. For example, customer service
personnel may be granted discretion with respect to an organization’s refund or service
guarantee policy. If they are trained to appropriately improvise in dealing with the
disgruntled customer, they are more likely to execute a strong service recovery for that
customer, improve perceptions of service quality and ensure customer satisfaction and
loyalty.
Expertise in improvisation comes with practice and experience. Different front-line
performances require diverse expressions of these improvisation skills. Employees
need to be trained in the skills of improvisation as part of their operations and
customer interaction training. Role-playing, observation a d shadowi g workers who
have developed improvisation skills are warranted. Ultimately, workers’ scripts and
role perf r ance should be designed to accommodate some degree f flexibility in the
use of the different improvisation skills they have been taught. At the same time,
however, it is equally important to discourage rigid and unresponsive enactment of
workers’ roles in many instances and to demonstrate their negative consequences.
Figure 3.







should(be(noted( that( the( business( transformation(outcome( is( out( of( scope( in( this( study( as( the(fundamental(research(question(to(address(is(how)are)business)transformations)managed,(thereby(discounting(the(resulting(implications(of(the(management(practices(employed(in(such(initiative.(
(
Figure)11.)Conceptual)Framework)for)Research)on)BTM)As(can(be(seen( from(Figure(11,(each(of( the( investigative(research(questions(are(mapped( to( the(triggers,(MS,(composition(and(orchestration(mechanism(concept(in(order(to(ensure(alignment(of(investigation(with( the( research(objectives.( The( conceptual( framework( above( suggests( that,( the(type( of( business( transformation,( viz.( typology,( determines( how( the( initiative( is( managed,(whereby(MS( are( composed( based( on( particular( triggers,( which( subsequently( reciprocates( the(way( MS( are( orchestrated,( depending( on( when( those( MS( are( triggered,( i.e.( the( waves( –(this(informs( the( understanding( of( this( study( on( BTM,(which( is( defined( as( the)holistic)management)
approach) that) composes) and)orchestrates) the) various)MS) in) an) ITBT.( The( concepts( used( in( this(study(on(BTM(are(briefly(defined(in(Table(8,(and(then(detailed(in(the(sections(to(follow.(
Table)8.)Summary)of)Key)Concepts)Utilized)in)this)Study)on)BTM)
) Key)BTM)Concept)) Definition)1( Typology(of(Business(Transformations( Identification(and(categorization(of(the(different(types(of(business(transformation(initiatives(2( Management(Services((MS)( Abstract(resources(that(provide(a(coherent(set(of(managerial(capabilities,(in(the(form(of(services,(that(are(required(in(BTM(3( Business(Transformation(Triggers( An(incident(or(factor(that(compel(the(transforming(enterprise(to(respond(to(specific(stimuli(
NB: Dotted lines indicate out-of-scope 
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Business Transformation Waves 
RQ1  How are the MS 
composed in an IT-
enabled BTM? 
RQ2  How are those MS 
orchestrated in an 
IT-enabled BTM? 
RQ1a.  Which MS are 
required in BTM? 
RQ2a  What triggers the 
invocation of those 
MS? 
RQ2b  What are the principles 
for orchestrating those 
MS? 
RQ2c  Why are those MS 
orchestrated in such a 
manner? 
RQ1b.  What are the attributes 
of those MS in BTM? 
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' Key'BTM'Concept'' Definition'4! Business!Transformation!Waves! The!temporal!order!of!key!milestones!achieved!throughout!the!duration!of!a!business!transformation,!entailing!a!combination!of!events,!tasks!and!routines!that!require!managerial!capabilities!to!achieve!a!particular!outcome!5! MS!Composition! The!identification!and!configuration!of!the!MS!required!for!the!business!transformation!initiative!6! MS!Orchestration! The!synchronization!of!the!different!types!of!MS!during!the!execution!of!the!initiative!to!achieve!a!particular!outcome!7! Business!Transformation!Outcome! The!end!result!of!invoking!the!MS!in!response!to!the!triggers!in!BTM!that!has!an!impact!on!the!business!operations,!and!the!enterprise!as!a!whole!
Next,!each!concept!is!described!in!the!following.!
3.5.1 The'Typology'Concept'The!term!‘business!transformation’!bears!many!interpretations!and!definitions!that!typically!lead!to!a!misunderstanding!of!what!constitutes!as!a!transformation!initiative.!For!example,!a!process!improvement! project! may! be! considered! to! be! a! business! transformation,! while! others! may!typify!a!radical!change!in!the!organizational!structure!to!be!transformational.!In!other!instances,!an! enterprise! may! perceive! reZbranding! an! organization’s! name,! without! any! change! in! IT!infrastructure!as!a! transformational! initiative,!while!others!may!disagree!because! there!are!no!fundamental!alterations!to!the!enterprise!architecture.!With!a!detailed!account!on!the!typology!(including! its! development)! in! Chapter! 5,! this! study! posits! that,! depending! on! the! type! of!transformation,! the! management! of! ITBTs! will! require! particular! types! of! capabilities! and!resources,! which! is! represented! in! the! theoretical! framework! as! the! MS! composition! and!orchestration!concept.!But!first,!the!MS!are!described!in!the!following.!
3.5.2 The'Management'Services'Concept'A!MS!is!defined!as!an!abstract!resource!that!provides!a!coherent!set!of!managerial!capabilities,!stemming!from!the!various!management!disciplines!required!for!a!BTM!initiative.!The!purpose!of!the!MS! concept! is! to! specify!what! are! those! abstract! resources! that! are! required! to!deliver! the!




In!this!study,!the!RBT!is!advanced!by!blending!the!SOV!of!the!enterprise!(Booth,!2004;!O'Sullivan,!Edmond! &! Ter! Hofstede,! 2002;! Rai! &! Sambamurthy,! 2006)! as! the! theoretical! lens! by! blackZboxing! the! inner! workings! of! the! MS.! BlackZboxing! can! be! understood! as! the! hidden! work!operations! that! take! place! behind! the! scenes! or! are! made! unknown! to! the! client;! this! is! the!opposite! of! whiteZboxing! whereby! lowZlevel! details! are! made! known! such! as! for! instance,!knowing!details!regarding!the!project!management!methodology,!tools!and!approaches!used!by!the!Project!Management! team.!While! the!RBT!is!purposeful! to!explain!organizational!change!at!the!micro!level,!i.e.!project!level,!the!focus!on!Program!and!Strategic!Management!level!have!yet!to!be!explored.!In!order!to!do!so,!this!study!extends!the!RBT!by!conceptualizing!those!resources!required!in!BTM!as!inputZoutput!mechanisms!akin!to!the!notion!of!a!service18.!
Employing!a!Service!Oriented!View!of!the!Firm!Existing! studies! (Sirmon! et! al.,! 2010)! distinguish! resource! management! as! the! process! of!structuring,!bundling!and! leveraging!processes!of! the! firm’s!resources!in!order!to!accomplish!a!particular! business! purpose! or! objective.! This! is! different! from! the! actual! resources! that! are!being!managed,!where!the!process!of!managing!resources!is!regarded!as!a!managerial'capability.!The!various!management!disciplines!required!in!an!ITBT!as!indicated!in!Uhl!and!Gollenia!(2012)!can!be!seen!to!provide!the!respective!managerial!capabilities!that!are!in!demand!for!an!ITBT19.!Although! in! this! study,! the! way! in! which! those! management! disciplines! are! carried! out! at! a!minute!level!is!blackZboxed.!This!is!akin!to!that!of!a!provision!of!a!service,!whereby!the!specific!tasks,!methods,! tools,!structure!and!personnel!required!to!achieve! the!end!result!are!not! taken!into!account!in!this!research;!this!is!not!to!say!that!they!are!not!important,!as!they!most!certainly!are.! However,! largeZscale! and! longZestablished! enterprises! that! are! embarking! on! ITBTs! are!already!assumed! (and! later! shown! in! the! research! findings)! to!have! the!capacity! to!deploy! the!necessary!resources!with!established!processes!and!methodologies.!!The!SOV!reflects!the!perspective!of!senior!management!and!executives!who!are!already!stretched!with! resources! and! critical! decisionZmaking! responsibilities! that! pertain! to! not! only! the!management! dimension! of! the! business! transformation! initiative,! but! also! the! Strategic!Management!dimension!of!the!transforming!enterprise!in!its!dayZtoZday!business!operations.!For!this!very!reason,!details!such!as,!for!instance,!what!project!management!methodology!or!tools!are!used,!or!how!the!project!management!tasks!such!as!budget!and!time!estimations!are!conducted,!etcetera!are!of!little!significance!for!senior!management!and!executives!who!are!accountable!for!ITBTs.! Thus,! employing! a! SOV! of! the! enterprise! in! ITBTs! allows! us! to! conceptualize! those!management! disciplines! as! MS,! defined! as! abstract! resources! that! provide! a! coherent! set! of!managerial!capabilities!(in!the!form!of!a!service)!that!contribute!to!the!overall!management!of!a!business!transformation!initiative.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18!Services!are!as!abstract!resources!capable!of!performing!tasks!that!provide!a!coherent!functionality!from!the!view!point!of!provider!and!requester!entities!(Teece!&!Pisano,!1994);!they!are!regarded!as!assets!that!have!an!inherent!value!transferable!from!the!provider!to!the!recipient!(Booth,!2004).!19!See!Section!2.4.2!for!the!BTM2!framework!that!entails!nine!key!management!disciplines!
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Inspired! by! the! theories! of! transactional! and! transformational! leadership21,! and! extending! on!operational!and!dynamic!capabilities,!such!MS!can!broadly!be!categorized!into!Transactional'MS!and!Transformational'MS.!These!attributes!are!explained!in!the!following.!






Invoking!TF!MS!and!TA!MS!reflects!the!ambidexterity!of! the!transforming!organization!(March,!1991;!O'Reilly!III!&!Tushman,!2004;!Raisch,!Birkinshaw,!Probst!&!Tushman,!2009),!whereby!it!is!able! to! explore! and! exploit! its! resources! and! capabilities! based! on! the! triggers! for! such! MS,!described!next.!


































Figure'13.'Categorization'of'Trigger'Level'&'Trigger'Types'Triggers! occurring! at! the!Strategic'Management' level! can! be! classified! as! internal! or! external!triggers.! Internal! triggers! relate! to! factors! that! stem! from!within! the! organization,! causing! the!firm!to!redefine!its!strategy!(Zahra!&!George,!2002b).!For!ITBTs,!internal!triggers!are!concerned!with! instances! that! lead! to! fundamental! changes! such! as! depleting! performance,! inefficient!processes,!limited!IT!capabilities,!etc.!External!triggers!on!the!other!hand!pertain!to!factors!that!emanate!from!the!firm’s!operating!environment!(Zahra!&!George,!2002b),!such!as!technological!shifts,!changes!in!government!policy,!difference!in!cultural!values,!market!volatility!and!so!forth.!Triggers! at! the! Program! Management! level! can! be! categorized! as! situational,! influential,! or!reactional.!Situational'triggers!are!factors!that!relate!to!the!personnel! involved!in!BTM,!and!are!not! necessarily! related! to! the! transforming! organization! at! all,! e.g.! individual! traits,! personal!factors! and! so! forth.! Hence,! challenges! related! to! situational! triggers! are! to! accommodate! or!mitigate! those! factors! to!progress! the! transformation.! Influential'triggers! are! factors! related! to!the! constraining! situation! of! the! initiative.! This! includes! budget! and! time! allotted! for! the!deliverables.! As! such,! challenges! relating! to! influential! triggers! require! substantial! efforts! and!prioritizing!to!ensure!timely!delivery!and!effective!utilization!of!economic!resources.!Reactional'






























































3.5.4 The'Waves'Concept'The! waves! concept! in! BTM! is! defined! as! the! temporal! order! of! key! milestones! achieved!throughout! the!duration!of! a! business! transformation,! entailing! a! combination!of! events,! tasks!and!routines!that!require!capabilities!to!achieve!a!particular!outcome!(Hill!&!Collins,!2000).!With!reference!to!a!study!conducted!as!part!of!this!research!(cf.!Safrudin!&!Recker,!2014)!the!concept!of! the!waves!was! developed! inductively! via! empirical! observations23!from! the! case! studies! (in!Chapter!6)!due!to!the!conflicting!responses!provided!by!management!personnel!regarding!how!the! initiative! unfolds! from! start! to! end.! In! particular,! there! were! inconsistencies! in! terms! of!terminologies! used! to! separate! key! stages! or! phases! in! BTM.! Upon! consolidation! of! these!differences,!we!established!that!‘stages’!pertain!to!the!segmentation!of!key!milestones!and!events!for!Program!Management,!while! ‘phases’! refer! to! those!embedded!within!project!management.!Hence,! labeling!the!overarching!segmentation!of!the!entire!initiative!where!the!waves!subsume!the!phases! and! stages! in!BTM!allows! for! a! common!understanding! on!how! ITBTs!unfold! from!start!to!end.!The!findings!were!then!refined!and!constructed!from!supporting!.!The!four!identified!waves!are!listed!as!follows!per!Table!9:!
Table'9:'Waves'in'BTM'
Wave'Description' Wave'Start' Wave'End' Supporting'
Literature'
Wave'1:'Concept''
(6@12'months)'Identifies! the! need! to!transform! due! to! the! value!deficiencies! experienced!and/or! anticipated! by! the!enterprise! and! ascertains!possible! IT! solutions! to!mediate!the!deficiencies!
Identification! of! value!deficiency! experienced! by!an! organization,! gaining!key!stakeholders!feedback!and! buyZin! for! the!transformation!initiative!
List!of!potential!avenues!to! address! the! value!deficiencies! of! business!and! approval! by! the!board! to! proceed! with!the! next! step! of!designing!the!ITBT!
(Earl,! 1993;!Ruohonen,! 1991;!Shanks,!Bekmamedova! &!Willcocks,! 2013;!Wheeler,!2002)!
Wave'2:'Blueprint''
(6@12'months)'Describes!the!next!steps!to!be!done! that! are! approved! by!the! key! stakeholders! in! an!enterprise,! including!selection!of!an!appropriate!IT!solution!
Preparation! of! feasibility!paper! outlining! proposed!approach,! including!selected! solution,! vendor,!implementation! partner,!program!plan,!resources!
Completion! of! roadmap!and! approval! of!business! case! by! the!board! of! directors!within!an!organization!




Wave'Description' Wave'Start' Wave'End' Supporting'
Literature'
Wave'3:'SolutionbDelivery'
(5@7'years)'Conducts! the! installation!of!a!new!IT!platform!as!part!of!the!solution! to! enable! the!business!transformation!
Rollout! of! first! pilot!project! entailing! the! first!release! of! the! IT! solution!for!the!business!
Completion! of! last!release!of!the!IT!solution!as!defined!by!and!for!the!business!




Assessment! of! outcome!for! the! first! cycle! of! ITBT!program,! including!evaluating! and! managing!the! organizational!transition! such! as!restructuring,! improving!and! establishing! support!systems!
Identification! of!subsequent! value!deficiency! to! be!addressed! by! the!organization,! including!leveraging! IT!investment! towards!innovation!
(Applegate,! 1994;!DeLone! &!McLean,!2003;! Nevo! &!Wade,! 2010;!Shanks!et!al.,!2013;!Wheeler,!2002)!
It! should! be! noted! that! Solution! Delivery! wave! or! Wave! 3! is! typically! the! longest! wave!throughout!the!ITBT!initiative.!This!is!due!to!the!focus!of!the!study!on!largeZscale!or!enterpriseZwide! organizational! change,! where! an! IT! artifact! is! deployed! to! enable! the! business!transformation.! It! is! in! this! wave! that! several! ‘releases’! occur,! which! entails! a! series! of!interdependent! IT!projects! that! follow!the! typical!Systems!Development!Life!Cycle!(SDLC).!The!SDLC! embodies! the! planning,! analyzing,! designing,! building,! testing! and! releasing! of! the! IT!artifact! from! one! particular! business! division! or! even! regional! organization! to! another,! and!followed! by! a! postZimplementation! phase.! In! other! words,! several! SDLCs! take! place! in!accordance!with! the! plan! of! the! ITBT! initiative! as! defined! in! the! Blueprint! Design! or!Wave! 2.!Having!rolled!out!all!intended!releases,!the!transforming!enterprise!then!enters!into!the!overall!evaluation! period! in! Wave! 4! or! the! PostZTransformation! wave,! with! the! aim! to! continuously!improve!and!leverage!the!IT!investment,!often!towards!an!innovationZrelated!initiative!that!leads!to!a!second!cycle!of!business!transformation.!
The!important!aspect!of!the!waves!concept!is!to!identify!the!boundaries!for!each!wave!in!terms!of!when! does! it! start! and! end.! Acknowledging! such! boundaries! brings! clarity! and! awareness! for!senior!executives!accountable!for!ITBT!initiatives,!as!it!allows!for!the!identification!of!milestones!required!in!BTM,!including!its!associated!values!to!be!realized!from!such!endeavors!and!also!to!keep! track!of! the!progress!of!such! initiative.! In!addition,! the!waves! in!BTM!inform!the!point! in!time,!i.e.!when,!the!triggers!invoke!the!MS,!which!subsequently!constitutes!the!composition!and!orchestration!of!those!MS!in!BTM.!
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3.5.5 The'Composition'and'Orchestration'Concept'In! this! study,! the! candidate! distinguishes! the! composition! from! the! orchestration! of! MS! in!managing!ITBTs.!The!composition!of!MS!refers!to!the!identification!and!configuration!of!those!MS!during! the! design! phases! of! the! initiative,! while! the! orchestration! refers! to! the! way! in! which!those!MS!are!synchronized!and!improvised!during!the!execution!of!the!initiative.!!
A!Metaphor!Approach!One!can!consider! the!concepts!of!composition!and!orchestration! in!a!similar!manner! to! that!of!music!composition!and!orchestration,!whereby!the!composition!entails!the!process!of!creating!a!particular!piece!of!music,!encompassing!the!way!in!which!the!sounds!are!structured!such!as!the!ordering!and!disposing!of!several!sounds!known!as!the!melody,!the!compatibility!of!two!or!more!sounds! simultaneously! that! is! pleasant! to! the! ear! known! as! the! harmony,! and! the! pattern! or!placement!of!those!sounds!throughout!the!duration!of!the!music!in!times!and!beats,!dubbed!the!
rhythm.! In! addition! to! identifying! these! structures,! the! music! composer! will! also! require! the!identification!of!specific!resources!to!produce!those!sounds!such!as!the!musical!instruments!and!players! required,! etcetera.! Music! orchestration,! which! is! conducted! by! an! orchestrator,! is!responsible!for!taking!a!composer’s!musical!ideas!and!enacting!them!to!be!played!by!a!group!of!musicians!in!realZtime,!whereby!in!jazz!music,!the!act!of!orchestration!requires!improvisation.!With!the!understanding!of!how!composition!and!orchestration!functions,!in!this!study:!
! The!composition!of!MS!in!BTM!can!be!seen!as!the!process!of!creating!the!structure!of!the! business! transformation! initiative! via!melody,! harmony! and! rhythm,! including! the!identification!and!configuration!of!resources,!i.e.!MS,!to!provide!the!required!managerial!capabilities!to!manage!the!initiative;!and!
! The!orchestration!of!MS!in!BTM,!in!this!study,!can!be!seen!as!the!process!of!improvising!and!synchronizing!those!MS!when!executing!the!initiative,!i.e.!in!realZtime.!!
Following! this! line! of! thought,! this! study! suggests! that! the! composition! and! orchestration! of!those!MS!for!BTM!is!akin!to!that!of!composing!and!orchestrating!for!a!live!jazz!music!orchestra!and!performance24.!The!following!sections!describe!in!detail!the!concept!of!MS!composition!and!orchestration!in!BTM.!
The!Concept!of!MS!Composition!
Rationale.! When! applying! this! understanding! of! composing! to! managing! business!transformations,! the! principles! of! melody,! harmony! and! rhythm! allows! for! ‘composers’! of!business! transformation! initiatives! (e.g.!Programme!Director! and/or!any!CZlevel! executives)! to!define! the! fundamental! structures! to! initiate! and!manage! a! business! transformation! initiative.!Adopting! the! concept! of! MS! composition! using! melody,! harmony! and! rhythm! complements!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24!Based!on!the!rationale!provided!in!Section!3.3!for!opting!jazz!as!the!appropriate!music!genre!
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existing!studies!on!managing!largeZscale,!ITBTs!that!pertain!to!other!equally!important!aspects,!such! as! specific! behavior! of! the! management! and/or! leadership,! frameworks! and! theoretical!models! to! describe! largeZscale! organizational! change,! and! so! forth! (see! Appendix! A! for! list! of!existing! approaches! for! managing! business! transformations).! In! particular,! the! notions! of!melody,!harmony!and!rhythm!allows!for!the!contribution!of!a!new!understanding!and!vocabulary!used!to!explain!and!describe!the!composition!of!MS!in!BTM.'
Defining' MS' Composition.' As! mentioned! earlier,! the! composition! of! MS! refers! to! the!identification! and! configuration! of! the! required!MS! for! the! initiative.! Identifying! the!MS!when!using! jazz! music! as! a! metaphor,! the! composition! can! be! seen! as! the! process! of! creating! a!particular!piece!of!music,!and!includes,!at!least,!the!principles!of!melody,!harmony'and!rhythm'in!a!musical!piece.!These!elements!are!determined!by!the!music!composer!at!the!outset!and!are!used!to!define!the!scale,!i.e.!combination!of!tones!and!semitones!(e.g.!black!and!white!notes!on!a!piano)!that!the!music!piece!is!based!on.!!
The'melody,'harmony'and'rhythm.'The!three!principles!of!melody,!harmony!and!rhythm!are!also! instantiated! in!existing!studies!on!organizational! theory!(cf.!Hatch,!1999;!Hatch!&!Cunliffe,!2013),! where! the! author! describes! the! role! of! improvisation! on! organizational! routines! that!behave! in!a!similar!manner! to! that!of!a! jazz!band.!However,! the! terms!are!used!rather! loosely,!with!no!explicit!definition!other!than!to!mention!that!they!form!part!of!the!musical!structure!for!jazz!musicians!to!work!or!adhere!to.!The!candidate!therefore!identifies!this!as!an!opportunity!to!build!upon!existing!definitions!from!organizational!theory,!while!conceptually'blending25'(Oswick,!Fleming!&!Hanlon,!2011)!certain!elements!of!the!jazz!music!metaphor,!whereby!the!concepts!of!melody,!harmony!and!rhythm!allows!for!the!identification!of!fundamental!principles!that!can!be!used!to!describe!the!structure!required!to!compose!BTM!initiatives.!This!study!builds!upon!the!works!of!John!et!al.!(2006),!where!the!authors!defined!only!two!out!of!the!three!principles!in!describing!the!management!of!service!concept!and!delivery.!The!authors!describe!that!the!rhythm!“provides'a'volume@tone@pitch'background'that'counters'and'accents'the'
pace'of'the'jazz'music”!and!the!harmony!as!“complementing'the'basic'with'7th'and'9th'chords'allows'
numerous'half@tones'across'the'entire'scale'during'a'jazz'performance.”!(John!et!al.,!2006,!p.254).!When! applying! these! metaphoric! descriptions! in! the! context! of! service! delivery! (John! et! al.,!2006),!the!rhythm!can!be!seen!as!the!pace!at!which!the!service!is!being!delivered,!which!may!be!accentuated!at!times!by!individual!frontline!employees!who!perform!variations!to!the!pace,!such!as!for!instance,!how!different!flight!attendants!on!a!flight!perform!variations!of!the!same!task.!As!for!harmony,! the!authors!describe! the!application!as! service!employees!providing!a!number!of!enactments! of! the! same! task! in! a! way! that! the! variation! is! in! line! with! a! wellZestablished!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!25 !Developed! in! cognitive! linguistics,! the! notion! of! conceptual! blending! refers! to! the! shift! from! a!unidirectional!process!of!‘borrowing’!to!a!twoZway!process!of!correspondence,!whereby!foreign!theories!are!domesticated! for! consumption! to! shape! and! inform! the! foundational! antecedents! in! Organization! and!Management!Theories'(O'Sullivan!et!al.,!2002)!
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continuum! of! accepted! deviations,! such! as! when! clients! experience! a! different! variation! of!seemingly!similar!activities!with!various!bank!tellers.!!
Applicability'in'BTM.'While!the!aforementioned!works!have!provided!an!understanding!on!the!use!of! the! terms!melody,!harmony!and! rhythm,! there!exist! a!gap! in!knowledge! in! terms!of! the!definition! of! melody! in! spite! of! its! widely,! albeit! loosely,! used! term! in! organizational! studies.!Furthermore,! those! terms! have! not! been! applied! in! the! context! of! business! transformations,!which!can!be!useful!to! inform!the!structure!that! is!required!when!managing!such!initiatives.! In!attempt! to! address! these! gaps! while! acknowledging! the! use! of! the! said! terms! in! existing!literature,!the!candidate!draws!upon!the!literal!definitions!of!melody,!harmony!and!rhythm!from!Russo’s!(1975)!jazz!composition!and!orchestration!handbook,!and!adapts!those!definition!in!the!context!of!BTM.!Table!10!depicts!the!supporting!literature!for!the!adapted!definition!of!the!terms,!whereby! existing! studies! have! indicate! the! requirement! to! further! investigate! at! least! the!following:!
• Sequence!of!invoking!particular!managerial!capabilities!(melody);!!
• Integration! of! managerial! actions! required! to! deliver! those! managerial! capabilities!(harmony);!and!!














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Having(identified(the(concept(of(MS(composition,(which(entails(the(melody,(harmony(and(rhythm(as( the( basic( structure( for( managing( business( transformations,( the( next( section( outlines( how(improvisation(occurs(by(means(of(orchestration(in(BTM.(
The$Concept$of$MS$Orchestration$
Defining' MS' Orchestration.' Orchestration( entails( the( arrangement( of( various( musical(instruments( into( a( single( impressive( delivery( with( the( compositional( structure( of( melody,(harmony(and(rhythm((Russo,(1975;(Sadiq(&(Racca,(2003).(In(BTM,(the(orchestration(of(MS(refers(to(the(act(of(synchronizing(the(different(types(of(MS(during(the(execution(of(the(initiative(in(order(to(achieve(a(particular(outcome.(The(existing(notion(of(resource(orchestration((Teece,(2007),(as(well(as(business(service(orchestration((Sadiq(&(Racca,(2003)(and(managerial(capabilities((Sirmon(et(al.,(2010)(supports(the(development(and(application(of(this(theoretical(concept.(These(works(are( synthesized( to( inform( the( development( of( the( MS( orchestration( concept( by( adopting( the(principles( of( jazz( music( orchestration( from( (John( et( al.,( 2006)( on( the( characteristic( of( MS(delivery,(and((Zack,(2000)(on(different(genres(of(jazz(improvisation.((The( merits( of( employing( the( metaphor( of( orchestration( in( BTM( is( to( assist( in( identifying( a(normative(approach( to(synchronize( the(various(managerial(capabilities(required( for(a(business(transformation,(in(a(similar(manner(to(the(way(a(jazz(orchestra(synchronizes(the(various(musical(elements( in( a( jazz( band.( The( use( of( the( jazz( music,( instead( of( other( musical( genres( such( as(classical( or( symphony(orchestra,( is(more( synonymous(with( the(way(a(business( transformation(occurs( in( realWtime,( where( there( is( no( prescribed,( fixed( or( definite( approach( to( transform( an(enterprise( and( as( such,( uncertainty( remains( high( in( spite( of( careful( planning( and( preparation((e.g.( emergent( factors( such( as( change( in( leadership,( government( legislations,( dealing( with(employee( behavior,( etcetera).( Thus,( jazz( music( orchestration( can( contribute( to( a( better(understanding( on( managing( business( transformations( by( identifying( to( what( extent( do(organizational(resources(improvise((by(reWusing(and/or(reconfiguring(organizational(routines)(in(order(to(deliver(the(managerial(capabilities(amidst(the(execution(of(the(initiative(in(realWtime.((
Four'genres'of' jazz' improvisation.'The(candidate(incorporates(in(her(study(the(four(different(degrees( of( improvisation,( as( proposed( by( Zack( (2000).( The( author( states( that( while( jazz(improvisation( has( received( significant( attention( and( depth( in( articulating( the( benefits( and(relevance(of(such(a(metaphor,(existing(literature(have(yet(to(further(the(breadth(of(using(the(jazz(metaphor.( In(particular,( he( states( that( researchers( are( to( consider( the( levels( of( (un)certainties(embedded( in( organizational( structure,( i.e.( rigid( vs.( dynamic,( as( well( as( the( way( in( which(communication(takes(place( in(response(to(the(structure(and(uncertainties,(which(the(candidate(deems(to(be(applicable(to(the(management(of(enterpriseWwide(transformations.((The( resulting( four( genres( of( jazz( improvisation( and( implications( on( organizing( structure( are(adapted( to( this( study(as( illustrated( in(Figure(14,(which( shows( the( two(dimensions( to( consider(when( orchestrating( MS( in( BTM.( On( the( one( dimension,( MS( orchestration( requires( the(
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consideration(on(the(dynamics(of( the( transformation(structure,(e.g.( timeline,(scope,(budget(and(so(forth,(which(can(be(categorized(as(being(fixed(or(flexible(to(allow(for(improvisation.(The(other(dimension( concerns( the( configuration( of( routines,( and( whether( the( MS( are( to( reuse( or(reconfigure(existing(routines(in(order(to(address(the(triggers(for(the(required(MS(in(BTM.(
(
Figure'14.'The'4'Jazz'Genres'for'MS'Orchestration'in'BTM'(adapted'from'Zack,'2000)'
Classical' Jazz.( Theoretically,( the( MS( in( this( genre( will( require( high( reutilization( of( routines(within(a(predefined(structure,(and(subsequently(bears(minimal(to(no(improvisation.(In(the(works(of( Zack( (2000),( the( classical( jazz( genre( is( described( as( interpretive( performance,( where( the(dynamics(is(rigid(and(communication(is(formal,(structured,(predefined(and(linear.(
Swing' Jazz.( For( this( genre,( reconfiguration( of( routines( is( high( although( within( constrained(improvisation.( In(other(words,( there( is(strong(or(wellWstructured(structure(to(abide(by,(as(most(critical( incidents( here( are( timeWevent( based.( Zack( (2000)( elaborated( on( the( jazz( performance,(where(the(dynamics(is(flexible,(and(communication(is(predictable((strict(turnWtaking(procedure)(and(has(flexible(scripts.(
Bebop' Jazz.( This( genre( reWuses( existing( routines( or( practices( as( improvisation( is( extensive(within(a(basic(yet(adaptable(structure.(The(structure( is( flexible( in(that,( the(basic(tune(structure(can( be( modified,( described( as( variation( performance,( where( the( dynamics( is( organic( and(communication(is(complex(but(has(a(structured(conversation.(
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Applicability* in* BTM.* Similar( to( the(MS( composition( elements,( the( applied(description( of( the(genres(for(improvisation(in(BTM(will(inform(the(data(analysis(approach(in(order(to(ascertain(the(orchestration(patterns(of(the(MS(for(ITBTs.((





• Triggers(for(Critical(Incidents(in(Services((Roos,(2002)!2( Management(Services((MS)( Abstract(resources(that(provide(a(coherent(set(of(managerial(capabilities((in(the(form(of(services)(that(contribute(to(the(overall(management(of(a(business(transformation(initiative(
• Dynamic(Resource(Based(View((Helfat(&(Peteraf,(2003)!
• Concept(of(Services((Booth,(2004)!



















4a( Melody( The(sequence(in(which(the(initiative(unfolds,(i.e.(the(business(transformation(waves,(thereby(invoking(the(necessary(MS(that(provides(the(managerial(capabilities(required(to(achieve(the(intended(milestones(and(address(inherent(value(deficiencies(4b( Harmony( The(integration(of(two(or(more(types(of(MS,(wherein(integration(refers(to(simultaneous(execution(of(the((processJoriented)(managerial(actions(that(are(required(to(deliver(the(managerial(capabilities(and(at(the(same(time(provide(a(valuable(outcome(for(the(overall(management(of(the(transformation(initiative(4b( Rhythm( The(prominence(of(the(MS(type(and(attribute(throughout(the(entire(business(transformation(initiative(5( MS(Orchestration( The(act(of(improvising(and(synchronizing(the(different(types(of(MS(during(the(execution(of(the(initiative(in(order(to(achieve(a(particular(outcome(
• Jazz(Composition(&(Orchestration((Russo,(1975)!








• Business(Transformation(Management(Methodology((Uhl(and(Gollenia,(2012)((Having(summarized(the(key(concepts(used( in(the(candidate’s( investigation,( the(next(part(of( the(thesis,(Part(II(of(the(Research(Methodology(and(Findings,(presents(in(detail(the(research(methods(used(in(this(study((Chapter(4),(followed(by(the(application(of(those(methods((Chapters(5(–(6),(and(then(synthesizes( the( research( findings( (Chapter(7)( in(order( to( construct( the( resulting( research(framework(that(explains,(in(part,(how(business(transformations(are(managed(through(the(lens(of(the(jazz(metaphor.(
((
(((((((((((((





4.1 Chapter'Introduction'This(chapter(describes(the(research(strategy(and(methodology(employed(in(this(study(to(address(the(overarching( research(question(of(how&are&MS&composed&and&orchestrated& in&BTM.( Based(on(the( research( framework( and( inherent( concepts( as( introduced( in( Section( 3.5,( the( candidate(provides( in( the( following( sections( a( detailed( account( on( the( research( strategy(where( a( threeWphased(research(approach(is(used(to(obtain(the(required(data(and(information.(As(this(research(is(qualitative( in( nature,( the( candidate( endeavors( to( adhere( to( the( fundamental( principles( for(rigorous(qualitative(research,(which(she(describes(and(applies( in(this(study.(Then,( the(research(methods(used,(namely(the(integrative(literature(review(and(case(study(method,(are(defined(and(described(along(with(the(rationale(for(employing(those(methods.(The(candidate(then(presents(the(means( of( data( collection( for( the( case( study( method,( i.e.( interviews,( direct( observation,(documentation( and( archival( analysis,( as( well( as( the( use( of( the( critical( incident( technique,(followed( by( an( overview( of( how( the( case( study( data( is( analyzed(with( respect( to( the( research(questions( of( this( study.( As( the( candidate( employs( the( grounded( theory( coding( technique,( she(presents( in( this( chapter( the( guidelines( that( are( used( to( ensure( a( rigorous( construction( of( the(guiding( framework( for( BTM,( which( is( the( core( outcome( of( this( study.( We( proceed( in( the(following.(
4.2 Research'Strategy'The( descriptive,( case( studyWbased( inquiry( serves( as( the( candidate’s(main( research( strategy( to(answer( RQ1( on(how&are& the&MS&composed& in&BTM,( and( RQ2( on(how&are& the&MS&orchestrated& in&
BTM.(The(case(study(is(deemed(most(appropriate(for(this(research(as(it(allows(for(researchers(to(examine(and(understand(the(phenomenon(of(interest(in(contemporary(settings((Yin,(2003).(The(case(study( includes(a(multitude(of(data(collection(methods(such(by(probing( inWdepth( interview(questions,( perusing( archival( records( and( documentation,( and( immersing( in( participant(observation,(among(others((Benbasat,(Goldstein(&(Mead,(1987).((The(case(studies(in(this(research(are(descriptive(in(nature(as(the(intent(of(this(work(is(to(examine:(a)(how(business(transformations(are(managed(through(the(lens(of(the(jazz(metaphor,(and(b)(how(the(MS(are(composed(and(orchestrated(in(BTM,(to(which,(the(subscription(of(the(aforementioned(theoretical( lens( is( novel( and( have( yet( to( be( applied( in( existing( BTM( studies.( As( such,( the(descriptive(case(study(method(allows(for(the(tracing(and(analysis(of(the(findings((Yin,(2003)(to(the( concepts( used( in( this( BTM( study,( especially( that( of( the( jazz( metaphor.( The( research(framework( and( embedded( concepts( as( outlined( and( illustrated( in( Section( 3.5( is( purposeful( to(assist( in( the( description( of( how( ITBTs( can( be( managed( from( the( prescribed( viewpoint.( It( is(anticipated( that( the( jazz( metaphor( can( offer( a( better( understanding( and( description( of( how(business( transformations( are( managed.( A( qualitative,( interpretive( approach( is( employed( to(
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analyze(the(inWdepth(case(study(data(and(make(sense(of(the(emerging(patterns(of(symbolic(action(embedded( and( represented( in( the( case( studies( (Walsham,( 1995).( The( case( study( approach( is(detailed(further(in(Section(4.4.((
4.2.1 ThreeVPhased'Research'Approach'Overall,(there(are(three(phases(to(this(study((as(illustrated(in(Figure(1(in(Chapter(1.7):(
! Phase'I(instigates(the(contextualization(of(the(research(agenda(by(defining(the(research(context(and(conducting(a(literature(review,(as(well(as(constructing(an(a(priori(model(or(conceptual(framework(that(informs(the(research(design((cf.(Eisenhardt,(1989);(
! Phase' II' instantiates( the( research(methodology( via( three( interpretive( and( descriptive(case( studies(where( the( candidate( endeavors( to( explain( how( business( transformations(are(managed(by(subscribing(to(the(jazz(metaphor;(and(
! Phase' III( substantiates( the( output( of( this( study( by( articulating( and( illustrating( how(business(transformations(are(managed,(including(details(on(the(implications(and(future(outlook(of(this(research.(
For( each( of( the( phases( listed( above,( various( types( of( information( are( required( (Bloomberg( &(Volpe,(2008)(to(address(the(RQs(in(this(study.((


































































































Concerns( whether( individuals,( apart(from( the( researchers,(would( reach( the(same( or( similar( conclusions( upon(considering( the( same( observations( or(data.( If( dependability( is( demonstrated(clearly,( it( is(akin(to(reliability(whereby(it(demonstrates(that(measures(provide(consistently(similar(results(




Relates( to(whether( the( researcher( has(been( able( to( provide( sufficient( and(substantiated( evidence( for( the(interpretations( obtained( from( the(qualitative( data( analysis( (pertains( to(internal(validity(of(research(results)(








Suggests( that( qualitative( research(findings( can( be( independently( verified(by( outsiders( that( can( confirm( the(findings((commonly(participants)((




Concerns(the(extent(to(which(a(study’s(findings( can( be( generalized( to( other(settings,( domains( or( cases,( where(others(can(assess(whether(the(reported(attributes( match( those( in( other(research(disciplines(
Meticulous( and( rich( descriptions( of( research(context,( which( can( be( developed( by( regular(journaling( (written( and/or( verbal),( or( other(forms(of( regular(documentation,( electronic( or(otherwise(
With(an(over(view(of( the( research( strategies(presented(above,( the( sections( to( follow(describes(how(each(method(is(conducted,(including(its(rationale.(
4.3 Integrative'Literature'Review'The( integrative( literature( review( is( a( form( of( research( that,( “reviews,& critiques,&and& synthesizes&
representative& literature& on& a& topic& in& an& integrated& way& such& that& new& frameworks& and&
perspectives& on& the& topic& are& generated.”( (Toracco,( 2005,( p.356).( Several( integrative( literature(reviews( have( made( seminal( contributions( to( our( knowledge( of( HR( development( and( related(fields.( Toracco( (2005)( also( outlines( the( distinctive( characteristics( of( the( integrative( literature(review( as( a( research( method,( where( it( is( regarded( as( a( “sophisticated& form& of& research& that&












































The( sections( to( follow( describe( the( data( collection( and( analysis( techniques( used( to( develop( a(framework(for(BTM(based(on(the(case(studies.(
4.4.1 Data'Collection'Multiple(data(collection(methods(are(utilized( in( the(case(studies,(which(helps( to(strengthen(the(evidence(when(two(or(more(sources(are(converged(to(support(the(studies’(findings((Benbasat(et(al.,( 1987).( In( this( research,( the( candidate( obtains( the( data( for( this( study( via( interviews,( direct(observations,(and(documentations,(which(are(described(in(the(following.(









• Provides(a(narrative(account(of(how(the(entire(initiative(started,( including( a( description( of( key( activities(involved(throughout(the(initiative!




• To(address(RQ1c( in(determining(when( throughout( the(initiative(are(the(MS(invoked$
• Allowed( the( interviewee( to( explicitly( state( what( the(specific(stages(or(phases(were$
• Validated(the(implicit(elicitation(of(waves(from(KQ1$





















• To( address( RQ2a( on( what( triggers( the( invocation( of(those(MS$




• To( identify( whether( the( triggers( pertain( to( the(transformation( initiative( (Program(Management( level)(or( the( transforming( enterprise( (Strategic(Management(level)$
Direct$Observation$Observations( allow( researchers( to( collect( data( in( their( natural( setting( (Bloomberg( &( Volpe,(2008),( and( are( purposeful( for( describing( complex( interactions( and( processes.( The( researcher(observes(and( records( the(observed(behavior.(However,( she(does(not( interact(with(participants(during(such(observations.(The(observations(are(conducted(by( immersing(and(recording(details,(actions(or(subtleties(of(the(field(environment(via(field(notes((Benbasat(et(al.,(1987).((In(this(study,(the(candidate(was(able(to(obtain(access(to(conduct(onWsite(observations(for(the(two(case( studies( that( were( nearing( completion( (Case( Study( Alpha( and( Gamma),( as( the( other( case((Case(Study(Beta)(had(already(completed.(As(such,(the(only(observation(she(was(able(to(conduct(was( the(work(environment(of( the( transformed(enterprise,( including( those(personnel(who( took(part( in( the( interviews.( The( purpose( of( conducting( direct( observation( is( twofold:( first,( the(candidate( intends( to( document( her( observations( to( triangulate( the( interview( findings;( second,(the(candidate(seeks( to(elicit( the(nuances(of( the( jazz(metaphor( in(BTM((as(explicated( in(Section(3.3.3).(
Documentation$and$Archival$Analysis$Documentations( refer( to( the( written( material( that( pertains( to( the( unit( of( analysis,( viz.( the(transformation(initiative,(which(ranges(from(formal(reports,(meeting(minutes(or(memoranda,(to(newspaper(articles(or(public(media((Benbasat(et(al.,(1987).(Archival(analysis(on(the(other(hand(refers( to( historical( information( that( is( relevant( to( the( case,( such( as( organization( charts,( core(offerings,(personnel(or(financial(records((Benbasat(et(al.,(1987).(Document(review(allows(for(data(
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to( be( collected( in( their( natural( setting,( including( records,( documents( and( artifacts( to( provide(contextual(information(and(insights,(and(facilitates(the(discovery(of(cultural(nuances((Bloomberg(&(Volpe,(2008).((
Critical$Incidents$Critical( incidents( engage( participants( in( the( reflective( process( by( drawing( on( the( personal(meaning( of( experience,( which( allows( for( the( provision( of( critical( perceptual( information((Bloomberg(&(Volpe,(2008).(The(critical( incidents(were(elicited( from( interview( transcripts(and(documentation,(and(were(also(asked(explicitly(in(the(case(study(interview.(The(Critical(Incident(Technique( is( a( qualitative( interview( approach( to( investigate( significant( occurrences( such( as(events,( incidents,( processes( or( issues( (Chell,( 1998,( p.56( in( Gremler,( 2004),( where( the(interviewees(identify(the(incidents,(including(triggers(for(the(MS(and(the(way(they(are(managed,(plus( the(outcomes( in( terms(of(perceived(effects.(The(candidate(collates( the(critical( incidents(by(asking(respondents(to(narrate(their(experiences(during(the(interviews.(Once(the(stories((critical(incidents)(have(been(collated,(content(analysis(of(the(stories(takes(place,(with(the(aim(of(tackling(two(tasks:(1)(the(decision(about(a(general(frame(of(reference(that(articulates(the(incidents;(and(2)(the(inductive(development(of(main(and(subcategories.(
4.4.2 Data'Coding'and'Analysis''In(this(particular(study,(a(qualitative(analysis(approach(is(employed(to(examine(the(gathered(case(study(data(in(attempt(to(answer(RQ1(and(RQ2(since(the(matter(of(enquiry(utilizes(a(paradigm,(i.e.(MS,(that(has(yet(to(be(incepted(in(the(BTM(body(of(knowledge.(The(data(obtained(from(the(case(study( interviews( thus( requires( qualitative( and( interpretive( analysis( in( order( to( draw( an(analytical( generalization( (Yin,( 2003).( However( it( should( be( noted( that( during( the( coding( and(analysis( process,( the( candidate( distinguishes( perceptual( information( from( the( interviewees(regarding( how( the( ITBT( was( managed( vs.( how( the( ITBT( should( have( been( managed.( As( this(research( seeks( to( explore( through( the( lens( of( the( jazz( metaphor( and( describe( –(through( the(subscribed(perspective(–(how(ITBTs(are(managed,(the(focus(of(the(study(is(to(identify(the(former(while( the( latter( is( denoted( as( being( out( of( scope,( yet( should( be( included( in( future( works(departing( from( this( study.( Ultimately,( the( main( outcome( of( the( candidate’s( dissertation( is( a(conceptual( framework( that( can(be(used( in( future( studies( to(develop( a( theory( in(BTM.( For( this(reason,( the( candidate( employs( those( theoryWbuilding( approaches( and( guidelines( in( order( to(ensure(that(future(studies(can(benefit(from(a(rigorous(approach(to(theoretical(development.(
Using$the$Grounded$Theory$Coding$Technique$$The(candidate(utilizes(the(grounded(theory(coding(technique((see(Urquhart,(Lehmann(&(Myers,(2010)(as(part(of(the(coding(process(in(this(study.(By(definition,(a(grounded(theory(is(one(that(is(developed(by(inductive(derivation(from(the(study(of(a(particular(phenomenon(being(investigated((Strauss( &( Corbin,( 1990b).( In( other( words,( a( grounded( theory( is( discovered,( developed( and(provisionally(verified(via(a(systematic(data(collection(and(analysis(approach(that(pertains(to(the(
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phenomenon.( Subsequently,( a( grounded( theory(approach( is( a( “qualitative&research&method&that&
uses& a& systematic& set& of& procedures& to& develop& an& inductively& derived& grounded& theory& about& a&
phenomenon,”( (Strauss( &( Corbin,( 1990b,( p.( 24).( In( essence,( the( aim( of( the( grounded( theory(method( is( to( build( theories( that( are( faithful( to( and( illuminate( the( subject( under( investigation((Strauss(&(Corbin,(1990b).((
Concepts' and' categories.'While( this( study( does( not( employ( grounded( theory( to( develop( the(theory( in( its( purest( sense28,( the( coding( technique( allows( for( the( systematic( elicitation( of( the(
concepts,(categories(and(the(relationships(between(those(categories,(where(concepts(are(denoted(as( conceptual( labels( allotted( on( discrete( incidents,( events,( happenings( and( other( instances( of(phenomena,( while( categories( refer( to( the( classification( of( concepts( that( is( discovered( when(concepts(are(contrasted(against(one(another(and(appear(to(relate(to(a(similar(phenomenon;(the(concepts(are(amalgamated(under(a(more(abstract(or(higher(order(concept,(which(is(known(as(the(category.(The(central(phenomenon(of(interest(around(that(entails(the(integration(of(all(the(other(categories(identified(in(the(research(that(makes(up(the(core(category.((
Strands' of' grounded' theory.' This( study( acknowledges( the( two( strands( of( grounded( theory,(dubbed(the(Straussian(approach(and(the(Glasarian(approach,(which(was( initially( introduced(by(Barney(Glaser(and(Anselm(Straus(in(1967(as(a(qualitative(research(method.(The(method(later(on(evolved( into( the( aforementioned( strands,( with( reasons( beyond( the( scope( of( the( candidate’s(investigation( (cf.( Urquhart,( 2000( for( synopsis).( Nonetheless,( the( candidate( finds( the( coding(paradigm(proposed(by(Straus(and(Corbin((1990)(and(the(coding(technique(of(open,(selective(and(theoretical(coding29(from(the(Glasarian(strand(purposeful(for(her(study,(both(of(which,(ultimately(falls(under(the(umbrella(of(grounded(theory.((




The( application( of( the( grounded( theory( coding( technique( is( further( described( with( the( case(study’s( data( excerpts( in( Chapter( 6.2.4( on( case( study( data( coding( and( analysis.( The( analytic(procedures( of( grounded( theory( are( intended( to:( a)( develop( rather( than( only( test( theories;( b)(provide( the( scientific( rigor( for( the( theory( being( developed;( and( c)( provide( the( basis( for(developing( sensitivity( and( integration( required( to( produce( a( rich,( interwoven,( explanatory(theory(that(reflects(the(reality(it(represents(as(closely(as(possible((Strauss(&(Corbin,(1990a).(The(candidate(acknowledges(that(her(application(of( the(grounded(theory(method( is(not(an(exacting(representation( of( the( method( in( its( purest( sense,( i.e.( to( theorize( without( any( biases( and(assumptions(brought(about(by(the(researcher(that(can(also(develop(during(the(research(process.(However,( the( coding& technique& offered( by( the( grounded( theory( method,( along( with( its( basic(considerations( and( adjunctive( procedures,( is( deemed( to( be( applicable( in( the( pursuit( of(developing( a( theoretical( framework( in( a( systematic(manner.( The( constituents( of( the( grounded(theory(approach((Strauss(&(Corbin,(1990a)(that(is(beneficial(in(the(theory(development(process(of(this(research(entails(the(following:(
Theoretical! sensitivity( –(refers( to( the( researcher’s( ability( to( acknowledge(what( is( vital( in( the(data(and( to(affiliate( some(meaning( to( it.(This(helps( in( formulating( theory( that( is( faithful( to( the(reality(of(the(investigated(phenomena((Glaser,(2005),(via(technical( literature(and(both(personal(and(professional(experience,(plus(via(the(process(of(continuously(interacting(with(the(data.(
Literature& –(refers( to( two( types( of( literature,( namely( technical( literature( and( nontechnical(literature.( The( former( are( typically( represented( in( the( form(of( reports( of( research( studies( and(theoretical( papers( that( adhere( to( particular( professional( and( disciplinary( writing( standards,(which( can( serve( as( background(materials( to( compare( findings( from( actual( data( gathered.( The(latter(refers(to(other(materials(such(as(documents,(reports,(catalogues(and(so(forth,(that(can(be(used(as(primary(data(or(to(supplement(interviews(and(filed(observations.(








Regularly( comparing( data( that( are( labeled( as( a( particular( category(with( other(instances( of( data( in( the( same( category,( which( contributes( to( the( theory(development(by(exposing(the(analytic(properties(of(the(categories(and(codes(to(rigorous( scrutiny,( thereby( encouraging( researchers( to( be( both( rigorous( and(theoretical(2( Iterative&
Conceptualization&
Increasing( the( level( of( abstraction( and( relate( categories( to( one( another( via( a(process(of( iterative(conceptualization,(which( is(done(with( theoretical( coding( in(grounded( theory.( Relationships( between( categories( are( not( necessarily( causal(and( can( be( of( various( types,( wherein( theoretical( coding( allows( for( the(understanding(of( relationships(between(concepts(or( factors(of( the( theory,(with(emphasis(on(the(use(of(theoretical(memos(3( Theoretical&
Sampling&
Emphasizing(the(importance(of(deciding(on(analytic(grounds(where(in(the(study(to(sample(from(next,(which(ensures(the(comprehensive(nature(of(the(theory(as(well(as(the(grounding(of(data(in(the(theory(building((4( Scaling&Up& Countering(the(renowned(issue(in(grounded(theory,(which(is(the(production(of(a(low( level( theory( that( makes( it( difficult( to( relate( to( the( broader( literature.(Grounded( theory( groups( higherWlevel( categories( into( broader( themes( and(contributes(to(the(generalizability(of(the(theory(5( Theoretical&
Integration&
Relating(the(theory(to(other(theories(in(the(same(or(similar(field,(by(comparing(substantive( theory( built( with( other( formerly( developed( theories,( thereby(contributing( to( theoretical( integration( in( the( discipline( and( may( assist( in(generating(formal(theories((
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Guidelines$for$Theory$Building$from$Case$Studies$The(candidate(attempts( to( construct(her( theoretical( framework(by(basing(on( several( reference(guides(on(how(to(theorize(from(case(studies((cf.(Eisenhardt,(1989;(Eisenhardt(&(Graebner,(2007).(In( the( conduct( of( the( case( studies,( the( candidate( employs( an( adapted( version( of( the( guiding(roadmap(in(building(the(theory( from(case(study(research,(and(also( includes(those(guidelines(of(on(evaluating(and(developing( theories( in( IS((cf.(Weber,(2012),(as(well(as(on(what(constitutes(a(theoretical( contribution( (cf.( Whetten,( 1989).( The( steps( taken( are( adapted( to( the( qualitative(nature(of(this(research,(outlined(in(Table(17(below:(
Table'17.'Theory'Building'Process'from'Case'Study'(adapted'from'Eisenhardt,'1989,'p.'533)''
Step' Activity' Rationale'
Getting!started& Defining(research(question( Focuses(efforts(Development(of(a(priori(model(and(concepts( Provides(better(grounding(of(concepts(and(means(to(operationalize(those(concepts(Builds(upon(ResourceWBased(Theory(and(concept(of(Orchestration(( Builds(internal(validity(of(concepts(used(to(investigate(phenomenon(of(interest(




Multiple(data(collection(methods( Strengthens(grounding(of(theory(by(triangulation(of(evidence(Qualitative(and(quantitative((descriptive)(data(combined( Synergistic(view(of(evidence(Multiple(investigators((input(from(candidate’s(supervisors(on(findings)( Fosters(divergent(perspectives(and(strengthens(grounding(
Entering!the!field& Overlap(data(collection(and(analysis,(including(field(notes( Speeds(analyses(and(reveals(helpful(adjustments(to(data(collection(Flexible(and(opportunistic(data(collection(methods( Allows(investigator(s)(to(take(advantage(of(emergent(themes(and(unique(case(features(
Analyzing!data& WithinWcase(analysis( Gains(familiarity(with(data(and(preliminary(theory(generation(CrossWcase(pattern(search(using(divergent(techniques( Forces(investigators(to(look(beyond(initial(impressions(and(see(evidence(through(multiple(lenses(
Shaping!
propositions&






Step' Activity' Rationale'Comparison(with(similar(literature( Sharpens(generalizability,(improves(concept(definition,(and(raises(theoretical(level(
Reaching!closure& Theoretical(saturation(when(possible( Ends(process(when(marginal(improvement(becomes(small(
Having( described( the( particulars( for( the( candidate’s( research( design,( the( next( section(summarizes(the(key(points(that(were(discussed(in(this(chapter.(




5.1 Chapter'Introduction'The( term( ‘business( transformation’( is( a( buzzword,( often( used( to( signify( fundamental( changes(undergone(by(organizations.(Despite(numerous(works( in(enterprise( transformations,( ITBT(and(organizational( transformation,( there( appears( to( be( a( lack( of( consensus( on( what( actually(constitutes( a( business( transformation,( as( opposed( to( other( types( of( redesign(or( organizational(improvement(projects.(Consequently,(knowledge(about(which(aspect(of(a(business(system(that(is(impacted(by(such(an(endeavour(is( largely(inconsistent,(and(partially(conflicting.(The(purpose(of(this( chapter( therefore( is( to( develop( a( typology( of( business( transformations.( The( chapter( first(describes(the(design(and(conduct(of(an(integrative(literature(review(based(on(twenty(published(case(studies(from(both(academic(and(practitioner(journals.(The(purpose(of(doing(so(is(to(identify(what(attributes(that(are(specified(in(the(cases(that(constitutes(as(a(business(transformation.(Then(the(means(of(data(analysis(and(resulting(findings(are(presented,(where(the(resulting(outcome(of(this( integrative( literature( review( identifies( attributes( of( the( transforming( enterprise,( and(attributes( of( the( transformation( initiative.( While( the( former( identifies( characteristics( of( the(transforming( enterprise( that( are( commonly( reported( from( those( twenty( cased,( the( latter(distinguishes( the( four( pillars( of( the( business( model( canvas( (cf.( Osterwalder,( Pigneur( &( Tucci,(2005)(that(are(transformed(as(a(result(of(the(ITBT(initiative.(Upon(synthesizing(the(findings(from(the(integrative(literature(review,(the(candidate(further(conceptualizes(from(her(analysis(the(way(in( which( a( business( transformation( unfolds,( and( also( identifies( an( enterprise( transformation(matrix(that(ascertains(the(position(in(which(the(transforming(enterprises(seeks(to(achieve(from(the(transformation( initiative.(The(chapter(concludes(by(summarizing(the(key(findings(from(this(integrative( literature( review,( and( highlights( the( gap( in( research( that( this( overarching( study(endeavors(to(address.(We(proceed(in(the(following.(
5.2 Design'and'Conduct'of'Review'The(integrative(literature(review,(as(mentioned(in(Section(4.3,(is(a(form(of(research(that(“reviews,&
critiques,&and&synthesizes&representative& literature&on&a&topic& in&an& integrated&way&such&that&new&
frameworks&and&perspectives&on&the&topic&are&generated.”((Toracco,(2005,(p.356).( In(this(chapter,(the(purpose(of(conducting(such(a(study(is(to(identify(a(new(framework(that(describes(a(typology(of(business(transformations(by(analyzing(twenty(secondary(case(studies(from(both(academic(and(practitioner(journals.(Typologies(are(useful( in(providing(a(parsimonious(framework(to(describe(complex( organizational( forms,( and( are( regarded( as( complex( theories( that( are( distinct( from(classification( systems( (Doty( &( Glick,( 1994).( The( typology( development( for( business(transformations(are(based(on(the(following(investigative(research(questions:(1. What(are(the(essential(attributes(of(a(business(transformation?(2. How(do(those(attributes(inform(the(management(of(business(transformations?(
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To(answer(these(questions,(twenty(international(case(studies(on(business(transformations(were(assessed(to(ascertain(the(underlying,(distinct(characteristics( in(each(case.( It( is(believed(that(the(findings(will(provide(important(insights(for(management(personnel(in(BTM(to(facilitate(a(better(understanding( on( how( business( transformations( can( be( managed( for( different( types( of(transformations.( The( distinct( types( of( business( transformations( can( also( serve( as( a( reference(point( for( academics( and( researchers( to( further( explore( each( transformation( type,( thereby(contributing(to(the(body(of(knowledge( in(BTM.(The(way( in(which(the(typology( for( this(study( is(developed(is(discussed(in(the(following.(
Academic' Journals.' The( typology( was( developed( iteratively( by( conducting( an( integrative(literature(review(on(case(studies(that(report(on(ITBTs(to(assess(the(fundamental(organizational(dimensions(affected(in(business(transformation(initiatives.(The(cases(were(derived(from(the(‘AIS(Basket(of(8’(journals34,(where(periodicals(were(perused(from(the(Web(of(Science(database,(with(the( input(of( the( topic(keyword( ‘transformation’(plus( the(name(of( the(eight( journal(publications(with( the(Boolean(operator( ‘OR’.(The( search( returned(58( findings(dated( from( the(past( six(years(when(the(review(was(first(conducted((i.e.(from(January(2007(to(July(2012).((Perusal( of( the( 58( articles( eventuated( to( ten( articles( that( were( relevant( and( applicable( in( this(study.(The(eliminated(articles(concern(those(studies(that(did(not(employ(the(case(study(research(method,(e.g.(experiments(or(surveys(or(literature(reviews,(as(these(neither(provided(an(inWdepth(means(of(assessing(the(nature(of(the(transformation(initiative(nor(sufficient(details(to(later(apply(the(developed(typology.(Surveys(and(experiments(were(excluded(because(these(methods(focused(on(a(selected(set(of(transformation(aspects(without(delineating(or(analyzing(the(transformation(initiative( from( a( holistic( perspective,( which( is( required( in( this( study( to( identify( the( relevant(dimensions(for(the(typology(development.(Other(article(exclusions(pertain(to(those(that(utilized(the(term(transformation( in(other(contexts,(such(as(studies(that(report(on(the(transformation(of(organizational(research,(transformation(of(web(development(requirements(into(implementation,(transformation( of( the( healthcare( industry,( model( transformations( to( executable( solutions,(transformation(of(variables(in(mathematical(equations,(and(so(forth.((
Practitioner'Journals.(While(each(article(in(the(academic(journals(reported(on(several(cases(and(provide(rich(descriptions(in(terms(of(research(method(and(theoretical(implications,(the(details(of(the( initiatives( were( not( portrayed( in( depth.( This( shortcoming( is( mitigated( by( including( case(studies( from( the( ‘360°( –( The( Business( Transformation( Journal’,( which( is( a( practiceWbased(research(journal(publication(for(BTM(practitioners.(In(this(journal,(it(was(noted(how(each(article(usually(focuses(solely(on(one(initiative(and(is(therefore(denser(in(its(descriptive(content.(Table( 18( below( presents( the( list( of( the( business( transformation( cases( and( their( respective(sources,( whereby:( ISJ( represents( Information( Systems( Journal,( ISR( for( Information( Systems(Research,( JAIS( for( Journal( of( the( Association( for( Information( Systems,( JIT( for( Journal( of(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((34(AIS(Basket(of(8(Journals(accessed(via(http://home.aisnet.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=346(
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Information(Technology,( JSIS( for( Journal(of(Strategic( Information(Systems,(and(360(BTJ( for( the(360°(–(The(Business(Transformation(Journal.(
Table'18.'List'of'Case'Studies'and'Publication'Sources'
No.' Case'Study' Reference' Source'
Academic&Publications&CS1 ( Sava(Transition(in(Market(Economy( (Hussain(&(Cornelius,(2009;(Janson,(CecezWKecmanovic(&(Zupanƒçiƒç,(2007)( ISJ(CS2 ( French(Public(Health(Administration(IS( (Vaast(&(Walsham,(2009)( ISR(CS3 ( T.Co(on(Packaged(Software(Selection( (Howcroft(&(Light,(2010)( JAIS(CS4 ( THA(Group(on(Home(Health(Care( (Singh,(Mathiassen,(Stachura(&(Astapova,(2011)( JAIS(CS5 ( UK(National(Health(Service(on(NPfIT( (Currie(&(Guah,(2007)( JIT(CS6 ( Amazon(rainforest(monitoring(system( (Rajao(&(Hayes,(2009)( JIT(CS7 ( FedEx(6x6(IT(Transformation(Program( (Viaene(&(De(Hertogh,(2010)( JIT(CS8 ( Sentara(Healthcare(eCare( (Abraham(&(Junglas,(2011)( JSIS(CS9 ( CPS(&(the(UK(Police(eWGovernment( (Cordella(&(Iannacci,(2010)( JSIS(CS10 (European(eWCustoms(IIs( (Henningsson(&(Henriksen,(2011)( JSIS(
Practitioner&Publications&CS11 (Hilti( (vom Brocke, Petry & Schmiedel, 2011)( 360 BTJ(CS12 (Lukas Financial Services (Financial 
Transformation)( (Giordano, Lamy & Janasz, 2011)( 360 BTJ(CS13 (Shell( (Houlder, Wokurka & Gunther, 2011)( 360 BTJ(CS14 (Vodafone( (Kresak et al., 2011)( 360 BTJ(CS15 (Mercedes-Benz( (Follmann, Laack, Schmut & Uhl, 2012)( 360 BTJ(CS16 (SAP Services( (Muller, vom Brocke, von Alm & Uhl, 2012)( 360 BTJ(CS17 (Titoni Ltd( (Messmer, 2012)( 360 BTJ(CS18 (Allianz (Sales Transformation)( (Uhl & Hanslik, 2012)( 360 BTJ(CS19 (Clariant (Procurement Transformation)( (Tanner & Beyeler, 2012)( 360 BTJ(CS20 (SMART mobility( (Ward, Stratil, Uhl & Schmid, 2012)( 360 BTJ(
The( following( section( presents( the( resulting( outcome( of( the( typology( and( classification( of( the(resulting(twenty(cases(based(on(the(attributes(of(the(typology.((
5.3 Data'Analysis'and'Findings'
Construction'&'Application'of'the'Business'Transformation'Typology'Common(and(emerging(themes(from(the(analysis(of(the(twenty(selected(case(studies((per(Table(18)(were(identified(and(classified.(Overall,( there(were(two(overarching(themes(that(concern:(a)(the( transforming( enterprise;( and( b)( the( transformation( initiative.( A( further( nine( dimensions(emerged(for(the(transforming(enterprise(theme,(while(the(theme(on(the(transformation(initiative(shows( that( the( identified( attributes( correspond( with( the( building( blocks( and( pillars( of( the(
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business(model(canvas((Osterwalder(et(al.,(2005).(Table(19(gives(an(overview(on(the(dimensions(of( the( typology( and( the( relevant( attributes,(while( the( application(of( the( typology(based(on( the(twenty(cases(are(summarized(in(the(subsequent(Table(20.(
Table'19.'Typology'of'Business'Transformations'Morphological'box''
' Attributes' Values'










Each( attribute( regarding( the( business( model( pillar( in( relation( to( the( business( transformation(initiative(are(discussed(in(the(following.(
5.3.1 Attributes'of'the'Transforming'Enterprise'The( transforming( organization( may( require( consideration( on( the( following( organizational(dimensions(due(to(the(impact(it(has(on(the(outcome(of(the(endeavor,(listed(as(follows:(
• History& of& the& organization’s& establishment:( Provides( insights( on( the( existing(organizational( structure( such( as( for( instance( the( legacy( systems,( workflows( and(processes,(which(will(impact(the(approach(taken(to(plan(and(execute(the(transformation.((
• Number& of& employees:( Influences( the( change( management( plan( required( to( guide( the(transition( of( the( enterprise’s( human( resources,( as( the( changes( required( in( a( business(transformation(will(also(impact(the(employees(of(an(organization.((
• Scale& of& an& enterprise:( Informs( the( level( of( complexity( involved,( such( as( network(management( amongst( the( partners( within( the( ecosystem,( or( when( considering( the(amount(of(effort(to(redesign(business(processes(embedded(in(the(organization.(
• Size&of&the&clientele:(Plays(an(important(factor(in(customer(relationship(management,(as(this(will(determine(the(respective(strategies(required(to(manage(clients(affected(from(the(transformation,(including(the(allocation(of(resources(to(enable(such(an(effort.((
• Annual& revenue:( One( of( the( indicators( of( financial( performance,( which( is( required( for(financial(management(to(allocate(budget(and(fund(the(transformation.(
• Sector:(Private( sector( are( renowned( to( be( more( profitWdriven( as( opposed( to( being(citizenWcentric( in( public( sectors,( and( having( different( political( and( regulatory(requirements(require(different(approaches(to(stakeholder(and(strategy(management.(
• Domain:( Similar( to( the( sector( dimension,( ascertaining( the( domain( in( which( the(transforming(organization(resides(in(helps(in(generalizing(the(approach(taken(to(manage(a(business(transformation,(such(as(applying(lessons(learnt(from(domains(alike.(
• Region:( Acknowledging( the( various( environmental( circumstances( such( as( different(culture,( country( regulations,( compliance,( currencies,( time(zones(and( so( forth(assists( in(managing(the(level(of(risk,(uncertainty(and(complexity(of(a(business(transformation.(
• Location:(Having(a(single(or(multiple(locations(of(a(business(determines(the(strategy(and(planning( in( rolling( out( projects( for( ITBTs,( as( a( bigWbang( approach( is( highly( risky( and(unlikely(to(be(successful.(
5.3.2 Attributes'of'the'Transformation'Initiative'In( formulating( an( approach( to( create( transformational( change,( management( personnel( –(particularly( at( the( Program( Management( level( in( alignment( with( those( at( the( Strategic(
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Management(level(–(will(require(specific(considerations(on(various(aspects(of(the(enterprise(that(will( be( affected( by( the( ITBT.( Those( transformational( change( brought( about( by( the( ITBT( are(considered(particularly(when(designing(the(blueprint(of(the(business(transformation(initiative,(as(well( as( in( delivering( the( IT( solution( to( enable( the( business( transformation.( This( study( has(identified(four(pillars(based(on(the(business(model(canvas,(that(are(to(reWuse(and/or(reconfigure(existing(routines(in(transforming(enterprises.(
(I)$Infrastructure$Management$Pillar$The(business(transformation(initiative(requires(reconfiguration(of(the(enterprise’s(infrastructure,(which(can(be(based(on(the(elements(that(constitute(the(infrastructure(management(pillar(of(the(business(model.(Transforming(enterprises(are(to(consider(what(are(the(different(types(of(changes(that( will( take( place( in( the( overall( infrastructure( of( the( enterprise.( This( entails( the( type( of( IT(deployed,( changes( to( work( operations( and( business( processes.( The( reconfiguration( of( the(enterprise’s(infrastructure(subsequently(restructures(the(organization’s(DNA,(which(also(entails(its(partner(network.(Each(attribute(of(the(infrastructure(management(pillar(are(listed(as(follows:(
• Type! of! IT!Deployed:( The( type( of( IT( deployed( determines( the( technology( required( to(enable( the( transformation,(which( is( based( on( analyzing( the( needs( of( the( transforming(enterprise( in( alignment( with( the( new( business( vision.( This( building( block( informs(management( personnel( about( the( extent( to( which( IT( resources( are( required( in( the(various( transformation( waves 35 .( The( different( types( of( technologies( are( routine,(engineering,( intensive,( craft( and( mediating( technologies( (Hatch( &( Cunliffe,( 2013)( as(outlined(in(Section(2.3.1(IT(Artifacts(to(Enable(Transformational(Change.((
• Operational!Changes:(This(building(block(pertains(to(the(changes(in(core(competency,(and( can( be( twoWfold:( either( the( enterprise( performs& current& work& differently( by(simplifying(complexities,(or( it(performs&different&work(by(adopting(new(approaches(via(innovative(and(creative(tasks.(In(any(case,(both(outcomes(contribute(to((and(require)(the(reconfiguration(of( the(enterprise’s(business(model,( including( its( resources,( capabilities(and(routines.(




(II)$Monetary$Pillar$The' Cost! Savings' building( block! identifies( whether( the( transformation( initiative( explicitly(specifies(its(intent(to(achieve(overall(efficiency(gains(and(financial(profitability(as(a(result(of(the(ITBT.( If( such( a( specification( exists,( the( financial( performance( of( the( overall( business( requires(constant(monitoring(throughout(the(entire(initiative(to(ensure(that(the(transformation(achieves(its(intended(objective.(
(III)$Product$Pillar$The(product(pillar(of(the(business(model(entails(two(embedded(elements:(
• Value! Proposition:( Refers( to( the( initiative( introducing( new( or( enhanced( products(and/or(services.(This(building(block(requires(the(identification(of(strategies(necessary(to(either( improve( the( quality( of( the( existing( products( or( services( (‘same’)( or( developing(new(products(and(services((‘new’),(which(is(part(of(reconfiguring(the(business(model.(
• Target!Clientele:(Concerns(an(enterprise's( target(customer(groups,(who(are( the(prime(reason( for( the( existence( of( any( business.( The( question( is( whether( the( transformation(focuses( on( enhancing( the( satisfaction( of( existing( clients( (‘same’)( or( whether( it( is(targeting(entirely(new(client(segments((‘new’).(
(IV)$Interface$Pillar$The( interface( pillar( for( a( business( transformation( initiative( embodies( three( of( the( following(building(blocks:(
• Duration! of! Transformation:( Refers( to( the( time( allotted( for( an( ITBT,( from(commencement( through( to( completion.( This( building( block( allows( BTM( personnel( to(gauge(how(long(an(initiative(will(last,(and(also(for(the(planning(of(resource(allocation,(e.g.(human( capital,( finance,( and( other( assets,( in( order( to( stay( on( track( and( to( deal( with(escalating( or( peak( demands.( Resource( allocation( is( essential( to( proWactively( face( the(challenge( of( ensuring( the( onWgoing,( dayWtoWday( business( operations( as( the(transformation( initiative( competes( for( the( same( resources.( Depending( on( the( Scale( of(Enterprise( (listed( in( Section( 5.3.1),( a( smallWtoWmedium( sized( enterprise(may( require( a(shorter( period( of( time( to( transform( than( that( of( a( largeWscale( enterprise.( As( such,( the(duration( of( each( initiative( may( vary,( and( thus( informs( the( way( the( transforming(enterprise(composes(its(MS(in(BTM.(
• Status!of!Transformation:( Identifies( the(progress(of( the( transformation,(which(can(be(onWgoing,( completed,( or( suspended.( The( purpose( of( acknowledging( this( attribute( is( so(that(management( personnel( accountable( for( such( initiatives( can( get( a( fuller( picture( of(the( situation.( For( example,( a( suspended( initiative( may( indicate( a( previous,( typically(unsuccessful( attempt( at( transforming( the( business,( where( lessons( learned( and( root(
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causes( of( such( an( event( may( contribute( to( better( awareness( of( successful( and(unsuccessful(BTM(practices.(
• Wave:(Identifies(the(particular(wave(or(point(in(time(at(which(the(initiative(is(discerned((see(Section(3.5.4(for(description(of(the(BTM(Waves(concept).(This(can(range(from(being(in(Wave( 1( or( Concept( Development,(Wave( 2( or( Blueprint( Design,(Wave( 3( or( Solution(Delivery,( or(Wave( 4( PostWTransformation.( Completed( ITBTs( are( marked( as( n/a( when(applying(the(morphological(box( for(the(business(transformation(typology.(The(purpose(of( identifying( the( waves( is( to( identify( the( composition( of( MS( and( recognize( the(orchestration(requirements(of(those(MS(to(ensure(a(successful(BTM(through(to(the(end(of(the(initiative.(





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In(order(to(quantify(the(degree(of(transformational(change(and(level(of(visibility,(the(dimensions(were( constructed( using( nominal( scales( for( the( attributes( that( reflected( the( changes( of( the(business(model(pillars.(A(value(of(1(or(0( is(assigned( for( the(aforementioned(attributes,(and(the(sum(is(then(averaged(in(percentage(to(ascertain(the(resulting(outcome(per(dimension.(Findings(from( the(data(analysis( indicate( that( the(median( for( the(horizontal( axis( sits( at(60%,(which(may(suggest( that( enterprises( surpassing( this( limit( are( considering( fundamental( changes( to( their(business,(while(those(below(this(limit(can(be(identified(as(making(only(marginal(changes.(As(for(the( vertical( axis,( the( median( rests( at( 57%,( suggesting( that( those( above( this( limit( can( be(categorized(as(externally(visible,(while(those(below(are(deemed(to(be(only(internally(visible.(
(
Figure'16.'The'4'Types'of'Business'Transformations'–'Classification'of'20'Case'Studies'The(resulting(archetypes(as(illustrated(in(Figure(16(are(described(as(follows.((A(Radical'Transformation(is(typically(externally(visible;(the(entire(business(establishes(a(new(set( of( core( concepts( that( are( embodied( and( linked( together( in( a( new( dominant( architectural(design,(which( implies( a(major( reconfiguration(of( the( business(model.( Subsequently,( new(value(propositions( may( be( offered.( Examples( are( the( Amazon( Rainforest( case,( Smart( mobility,(Vodafone,(SAP,(FedEx,(and(Hilti.(
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Clariant,(Sava,(Sentara,(and(UK(Police(appear(to(be(only(internally(visible,(while(those(of(the(UK(National( Health( Service,( the( THA( Group,( and( the( European( Customs( are( perceived( to( be(externally(visible.(As( for( a' Modular' Transformation' –(while( the(overall( architecture( remains( intact( –( there( are(notable(changes(to(the(enterprise’s(core(design(that(are(visible(to(the(external(environment.(Shell,(T.Co,(Allianz,(and(the(French(Public(Health(Administration(are(instances(of(such(transformations,(which( resulted( in( a( different(work( performance( by( deploying( particular( types( of( technologies.(Subsequently,( the( enterprise( is( redesigned( in( terms( of( its( organizational( structure,( work(operations,( and( partner( network.( Titoni,( however,(was( an( exception( in( this( group:( The( SwissIbased( company( that(was( established( in( 1919( is( observed( to( have(made( little( to( no( changes( to(their( infrastructure(management(pillar((in(contrast( to( the(other(corporations( in( this(quadrant).(However,( Titoni’s( reconfiguration( of( the( cooperative( agreement( with( its( partner( network( in(China( brought( about( perceptible( changes( that( were( viewed( as( transformational( by( the(ecosystem,(especially(when(adapting( to(another( country’s( culture( is(not(a( straightforward( task(that(takes(an(extensive(period(of(time(to(complete((over(five(decades(in(the(case(of(Titoni).(An(Incremental'Transformation( is(observed(to(have(occurred(when(the(established(design(of(the( enterprise( is( refined( and( extended.( This( type( of( transformation( embodies( marginal(technological( and(operational( changes(by(performing( current(work(differently.( The(underlying(components(of( the(enterprise,(such(as(the(core(IT(platform(or(business(processes(and(the( links(between(them,(remain(the(same(where(the(changes(tend(to(be(internally(visible.(The(MercedesIBenz(and(Lukas(Financial(Services(cases(belong(to(this(type.(Based(on(the(four(types(of(business(transformations(discussed(above,(this(study(contends(that(it(is( debatable(whether( an( incremental( transformation( can( be( regarded( as( a( legitimate( ‘business(transformation’( or( otherwise,( particularly(when( compared( to( the( other( three( types(where( the(degree(of(transformational(changes(and(level(of(visibility(are(more(distinct(than(that(compared(to(incremental( transformation.( This( observation( may( also( explain( why( there( appears( to( be(confusion(regarding(the(use(of(the(term(‘business(transformation’,(as( it(may(not(mean(or( imply(the( same( type( of( transformation.( Hence,( it(may( also( be( useful( to( specify,( using( the( four( types,(what( kind( of( business( transformation( we( are( referring( to,( as( this( informs( how( business(transformations(are(managed(as(the(initiative(unfolds,(which(is(described(next.(




Figure'17.'Conceptual'Model'Guiding'the'Business'Transformation'Typology'Development'The( figure( above( can( be( used( during( the( Concept( Development( wave( (or(Wave( 1( in( BTM)( to(describe(at(a(very(high(level((i.e.(at(the(Strategic(Management(level(for(senior(executives)(how(a(business( transformation( unfolds.( In( particular,( it( can( be( especially( purposeful( to( explain(why%enterprises(have(to(embark(on(business(transformations,(and(how(such(endeavors(are(inevitable(due(to(internal(and/or(external(triggers.(Communicating(the(objective(explicitly(may(contribute(to( better( stakeholder( buyIin,( as( understanding( the( reasons( for( not( transforming( will( be(detrimental(to(the(competitive(advantage(and(survival(of(the(business.((As( observed( from( the( case( studies,( the( unpredictable( changes( that( drive( enterprises( towards(business(transformations(can(be(triggered(by(factors(beyond(their(control(such(as(technological(changes( and( advancements,( and( also( shift( in( the( market( environment( such( as( changes( in(customer( demand,( which( subsequently( requires( enterprises( to( reconfigure( their( value(proposition.(Thus,(businesses(require(a(paradigm(shift(from(seeing(such(triggers(as(being(threats,(to(seeing(them(as(opportunities(for(growth,(which(can(be(achieved(by(means(of(adapting(to(the(changes,( and( leveraging( its( organizational( capabilities( to( their( advantage.( In( other( words,(business( transformations( occur( as( enterprises( accept( those( factors( beyond( their( control( by(acknowledging(and(embracing(external(triggers,(while(proactively(considering(what(can(be(done(internally(in(order(to(make(the(case(for(transformational(change.(Only(then(can(enterprises(have(a(clear(picture(of(who(they(want(to(be(as(a(result(of(undergoing(a(business(transformation,(which(can(be(based(on(the(enterprise(transformation(matrix(described(next.(
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5.3.5 The'Enterprise'Transformation'Decision'Matrix'Business( transformations( are( widely( recognized( as( not( only( being( resourceIintensive( (time,(labor,( cost,( etc.),( but( also( highly( risky( and( susceptible( to( failure.( As( such,( it( is( only( natural( for(senior( executives( and( key( stakeholders( to( be( apprehensive( about( embarking( on( such( a( bold(initiative.( Based( on( the( observed( case( studies,( the( candidate( identifies( those( enterprises( that(have(achieved(fundamental(degrees(of(transformational(change(as(being(more(risk(tolerant(than(those(that(have(achieved(marginal(degrees(of(transformational(change.(Then,(based(on(whether(the(initiative(is(driven(by(internal(or(external(trigger(at(the(strategic(level37,(the(attribute(of(the(enterprise(in(terms(of(its(risk(appetite(is(assessed(and(these(two(dimensions(form(the(2x2(matrix(as(illustrated(in(,(where(each(case(is(classified(accordingly.(
(
Figure'18.'The'Enterprise'Transformation'Decision'Matrix'Each(of(the(classification(from(the(enterprise(transformation(decision(matrix(is(described(in(the(following.(
















Risk averse enterprise that respond to 
external triggers, i.e. factors beyond 
the control of an enterprise 
e.g. Titoni, French Public Health 
Risk tolerant enterprises that respond 
to external triggers, i.e. factors beyond  
the control of an enterprise 
e.g. SAP, Clariant, Sava 
Risk tolerant enterprises that respond 
to internal triggers, i.e. factors within 
the control of an enterprise 
e.g. Hilti, Vodafone, Smart, THA Group, 
UK National Health, FedEx, Sentara, 
UK Police, EU Customs 
Risk averse enterprises that respond 
to internal triggers, i.e. factors within 
the control of an enterprise 
e.g. T.Co, Allianz, Mercedes-Benz, 
Shell, Lukas  
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The' Enforcers( are( also( generally( risk( averse( in( nature.( Enterprises( in( this( state( are( driven( to(transform( the( business( based( on( what( they( know( is( within( their( control( by( identifying( value(deficiencies( that(need(to(be(addressed,(e.g.( replacing( their(aging( legacy(systems(or(establishing(globally( standardized( business( processes.( Enterprises( that( fall( under( this( category( would(typically( have( bypassed( the( first( stage( of( acknowledging( external( factors( to( address,( and( are(looking(within( its( internal( environment( to( enact( the(business( transformation( that(will( provide(the(business(with(a(competitive(advantage.(Companies(such(as(T.Co,(Allianz(and(Shell(achieved(its(status(as(being(The(Enforcers(through(modular(transformation,(while(MercedesIBenz(and(Lukas(Financial(Services(built(on(its(prior(ITBT(in(order(to(achieve(further(incremental(transformation.(
The' Ambassadors( are( those( enterprises( with( a( higher( level( of( tolerance( towards( the( risks(associated( with( a( business( transformation.( They( would( typically( have( identified( the(transformational( factors( that( are( internal( to( the( enterprise,( in( order( to( retain( their( (strong)(presence( and/or( performance(within( the(market( environment( it( competes( or( operates( in.( The(majority(of(the(cases(fall(under(this(category,(where(organizations(such(as(Hilti,(Vodafone,(FedEx(had( undergone( a( radical( transformation,( while( Sentara,( UK( Police,( THA( Group,( UK( National(Health( and( EU( Customs( opted( for( an( architectural( transformation,( all( in( pursuit( of( providing(superior(customer(service(and(performance(through(its(ITBT.(
The' Game' Changers( are(enterprises( that( (proI)( actively( seek(out(business( transformations( in(response(to(the(changes(external(to(the(enterprise.(Enterprises(of(this(type(would(typically(have(higher( tolerance( for( risks,( and( also( a( higher( maturity( level( in( terms( of( its( organizational( and(managerial( capabilities( to( embark( on( a( (new)(business( transformation.( Being( a(Game(Changer(ensures( that( enterprises( will( be( oneIstep( ahead( of( its( competitors( within( and( beyond( its(ecosystem,(thereby(potentially(disrupting(the(market(with(new(and(innovative(business(models.(Where( companies( such( as( Clariant( and( Sava( achieved( its( status( through( architectural(transformation,( SAP( was( the( only( case( that( established( itself( as( The( Game( Changers( through(radical(transformation(enabled(by(its(IT(artifact.(In( summary,( the( enterprise( transformation( decision( matrix( can( assist( key( stakeholders( in(identifying( the( current( (asIis)( state,( as(well( as( its(projected(or( targeted( state(of( the(enterprise.(This(matrix( is( purposeful( to( answer( the( question( of( ‘Who%do%we%want% to%be?’( as( it( depicts( the(appetite( for( risk( that( the( transforming( enterprise( has,( or( should( be( willing( to( take,( for( the(business( transformation.( For( instance,( companies( that( were( once( identified( as( The( Avengers(may,( through( incremental( or(modular( transformation( shift( its( position( to(being(The(Enforcers.(Subsequently,( as( they( have( gained( confidence( in( furthering( its( capabilities,( The( Enforcers( can(then(develop(a(more(risk(tolerant(appetite(to(transform(towards(being(The(Ambassadors(or(The(Game(Changers(through(architectural(or(radical(transformation.(Having( developed( the( typology( for( business( transformations,( the( next( part( summarizes( this(chapter's(key(findings.(
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Upon(reporting(on(the(design(and(conduct(of(the(case(studies,(the(candidate(then(presents(four(key(findings(as(a(result(of(the(case(studies,(i.e.(results(in(relation(to(the(melody,(rhythm,(harmony(and( the( orchestration(mechanism( in( BTM( based( on( the( four( genres( of( jazz( improvisation,( viz.(classical(jazz,(swing(jazz,(bebop(jazz(and(postbop(jazz.(The(candidate(describes(the(results(based(on(each(case,(i.e.(within(case(analysis,(followed(by(a(crossIcase(analysis(for(each(key(finding.(The(chapter(then(concludes(by(summarizing(the(answers(in(relation(to(the(RQs,(and(presents(a(list(of(theoretical(propositions(that(emerge(from(the(case(studies.(This(chapter(proceeds(as(follows.(
6.2 Design'&'Conduct'of'Case'Studies''This( research( utilizes( a(multipleIcase( design,(which( is( a( favorable(means( to( describe( a( certain(phenomenon( of( interest( and( also( for( theory( building( (Benbasat( et( al.,( 1987).( ( MultipleIcase(studies( typically( include( two( or( more( cases( within( the( same( investigation,( and( ought( to( be(selected( in( order( to( replicate( one( another,( which( can( be( done( by( means( of( exact( or( direct(replications,( or( predictably( different( or( systematic( replications( (Yin,( 1993).( Additionally,(multipleIcase(designs(allow( for( crossIcase(analysis,(which( is(useful( to( extend( the(preconceived(theoretical( propositions( developed( from( singular(withinIcase( analyses( (Benbasat( et( al.,( 1987).(Utilizing(withinIcase( and( crossIcase( comparisons( is( beneficial( to( this( study( since( the( concepts,(measures(and(theories(have(yet(to(be(strongly(validated.(Also,(conducting(crossIcase(comparison(allows( for( the( identification( of( how( causal(mechanisms( operate(within( the( singular( cases,( and(onto(generalizing(those(mechanisms(across(a(wider(population((Bennett(&(Elman,(2006),(which(
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is(in(line(with(this(study’s(research(objective.(The(importance(of(carefully(selecting(case(studies(based( on( the( clearly( defined( site( selection( criteria( cannot( be( emphasized( enough( in( order( to(allow(for(such(analytical(generalizations.(The(case(selection(criteria(are(described(next.(





Primary%Industry%Sector% Financial( Construction( Retail(
Region% Asia(Pacific( Europe( Asia(Pacific(
Year%Established% 1910’s( 1940’s( 1920’s(


























(gives( an( overview( of( the( selected( cases.( As( can( be( seen,( Case( Study( Alpha( and( Gamma(were(nearing(completion(since(their(initiation(at(the(time(the(study(was(conducted,(while(Case(Study(Beta(had(already(completed(in(2006.(Thus,(while( interviews(and(observations(were(carried(out(with(Case(Study(Alpha(and(Gamma,(the(candidate(had(only(managed(to(conduct(interviews(with(senior(management(personnel(who(were(directly(involved(and(accountable(for(Case(Study(Beta’s(transformation(initiative.(The(participants(are(described(in(the(following(section.(
6.2.2 About'the'Case'Studies''The( sections( to( follow( describe( the( selected( case( study( organizations( that( were( explored( to(address(the(managerial(research(question(of(how%are%ITBTs%managed,%as(well(as(the(overarching(research( question( of( how% are% the% MS% composed% and% orchestrated% in% BTM?( Based( on( the(demographic( information( in( ,( the( candidate( describes( the( context( in(which( the( transformation(initiatives( took( place38(in( terms( of( its( dayItoIday( business( operations,( which( may( inform( the(rationale(behind(the(findings(in(the(sections(to(follow,(i.e.(the(case(study(findings.(




Case%Study%Beta%Beta( Corporation( is( a( leading( product( and( service( provider( in( the( construction( and( building(maintenance( industry.( Founded( in( 1940s,( Beta( Corporation( is( located( across( the( globe,( having(organizations( in( over( 50( countries( with( more( than( 20,000( employees( worldwide.( The( multiInational( corporation( is( headquartered( in( Europe.( In( 2000,( Beta( Corporation( embarked( on( a(journey( to( transform( its( business.( The( initiative( was( motivated( by( the( need( to( have( globally(standardized( business( processes,( data( elements( and( structures( throughout( the( entire( Beta(Corporation.(Due(to(the(silo(business(operations(within(each(country,(not(only(was(Beta(unable(to(offer( standardized( services( for( its( customers,( it( also( hampered( the( ability( to( conduct( effective(performance(measurements(throughout(the(entire(enterprise(due(to(the(varying(measurements(in( place.( As( such,( Beta( Corporation( initiated( an( ITBT( program( to( perform( current( work(differently,( i.e.( in(a(more(efficient(and(effective(manner,(by(means(of(deploying(a(centralized(IT(platform(and(standardized(business(processes(across(its(major(sales(organizations(and(also(those(in(emerging(market(regions.(
Case%Study%Gamma%Gamma(Corporation(is(one(of(the(largest(retail(businesses(in(the(Asia(Pacific(region.(Established(in(the(1920s,(Gamma(is(known(for(having(multiInational(businesses(that(spans(across(providing(fresh(produce,( liquor,(home(improvement(solutions,(electronics,(and(petrol,( just( to(name(a( few.(With(its(mass(amount(of(transactions(conducted(daily,(and(across(multiple(geographical(regions,(Gamma(Corporation(requires(a(flexible(and(agile(technology(environment(where(the(corporation(can( rapidly( and( cost( effectively( respond( to( its( corporate( strategies( for( business( growth( and(efficiency.( As( such,( Gamma( Transformation( is( one( of( the( three( streams( of( an( overarching(transformational(IT(solutions(strategy(that(was(initiated(in(2007,(which(seeks(to(deliver(business(and(IT(solutions(at(the(rate(and(productivity(level(that(provides(the(corporation(the(much(needed(competitive( advantage.( Gamma( Transformation( was( initiated( in( 2009,( where( the( enterprise(acknowledges(the(need(to(revamp(its(core(retail(system(that(is(reaching(its(endIofIlife(state(of(15(years,( expected( to( last( for( the( next( five( years.( Gamma’s( existing( IT( system( also( lacks( the(integration(of(data(structures(among(multiple(businesses.(Furthermore,(the(legacy(system(lacks(the(supporting(technological(capabilities(to(enter(new(markets,(and(comply(with(regional(trading(regulations,( formats( and( so( forth.( With( its( competitors( already( having( a( centralized( system,(Gamma(Corporation( realizes( that( in( order( to(minimize( business( risk( that( is( increasing( rapidly(with( the( advancement( in( technologies( and( changing( customer(demands,( it( needs( to( replace( its(core(retail(system(to(gain(efficiency(and(ultimately(meet,(if(not(exceed,(customer(expectations.((
6.2.3 Data'Collection'Conducted'for'the'Case'Studies'As( indicated( in( Chapter( 4.4,( the( primary( means( of( data( collection( for( all( case( studies( were(conducted(via(interviews(where(the(main(objective(is(to(ascertain(how(were(the(ITBTs(managed(in( terms( of( the( way( the( MS( are( composed( and( orchestrated( in( BTM.( Based( on( the( questions(outlined(in(Table(15(in(Section(4.4.1,(the(candidate(has(managed(to(conduct(onIsite(observation(
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and( perusal( of( documentation( to( triangulate( her( interview( findings,( as( documented( further( in(Appendix(B.(The(details(about(those(interviews,(observation(and(documentation(are(described(in(the(following.(
Demographic%Information%of%Interviewees%








Alpha%% Interviewee((A.1((male)( Chief(Information(Officer(for(Business(Division(X( Solution(Delivery(Lead((Interviewee((A.2((male)( Executive(General(Manager( Programme(Director(of(the(initiative(Interviewee((A.3((male)( Project(Manager( Cross(Work(Stream(Project(Manager((Interviewee((A.4((female)( External(Consultant(Implementation(Partner( Solution(Delivery(Project(Manager(Interviewee((A.5((male)( Chief(Information(Officer(for(Business(Division(Y( Stream(Lead(–(Solution(Centre(Stream(
Beta% Interviewee((B.1((male)( Head(of(Global(ERP(Applications( Project(Lead(Interviewee((B.2((male)( Head(of(Supply(Chain(Management( SCM(Process(Expert(and(Solution(Delivery(Project(Manager((Interviewee((B.3((male)( Head(of(IT(Portfolio(Management(&(Business(Excellence(








Transformation'Initiative(Interviewee((B.6((male)( Head(of(Product(Data(Management(in(EIBusiness( Global(Process(Owner(and(Regional(Process(Implementation(Project(Manager(Interviewee((B.7((male)( Head(of(Sales(and(Marketing( Global(Process(Owner(for(Sales(and(Marketing(
Gamma% Interviewee((G.1((male)( Senior(Business(Delivery(Manager( Lead(for(Change(Management(Team(Interviewee((G.2((male)( Business(Architecture(Manager( Business(Architecture(Manager(Interviewee((G.3((male)( General(Manager(for(Business(Division(A( Key(sponsor(of(Initiative(Interviewee((G.4((male)( General(Manager(for(Business(Division(B! Key(sponsor(of(Initiative(Interviewee((G.5((female)( Program(Manager(( Program(Manager(for(Release(of(Business(Division(C(Interviewee((G.6((male)( Project(Manager(( Project(Manger(for(Release(of(Business(Division(A(Interviewee((G.7((male)( Senior(Business(Delivery(Manager( (Interviewee((G.8((male)( Head(of(Buy,(Technology(Services( Former(Programme(Director(Interviewee((G.9((male)( Project(Manager( Project(Manager(for(Release(of(Business(Division(D(Interviewee((G.10((male)( Programme(Director( Current(Programme(Director((Successor)(Interviewee((G.11((male)( Project(Manager(Finance( Project(Manager(for(Release(of(Business(Division(B(Interviewee((G.12((male)( External(Consultant(Implementation(Partner( Program(Manager(for(Business(Divisions(A,(B(and(D(Interviewee((G.13((male)( Programme(Manager( Financial(Programme(Manager((
Overall,( there( were( 25( interviewees( where( 28( interviews( were( conducted.( The( interviews(averaged( at( approximately( one( hour( each,( and( are( audioIrecorded( and( later( transcribed(verbatim,(resulting(in(463(pages(of(interview(transcripts.(In(addition,(the(candidate(also(attended(corporate(presentations(pertaining(to(each(transforming(enterprise,(where(the(senior(executives(that(represented(each(corporation,(namely(the(Chief(Information(Officer,(the(Head(of(Global(ERP(Applications,( and( the( Chief( Executive( Officer( of( Alpha,( Beta( and( Gamma( Corporations(respectively,( all( delivered( a( one( hour( speech( on( the( state,( drivers( and( strategies( of( the(transforming/transformed( enterprise.( Case( Study( Beta( in( particular( went( into( great( detail( in(terms(of(how(the(ITBT(was(managed,(and(even(highlighted(the(management(disciplines(per(the(
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BTM2( framework( that( were( used( in( their( initiative.( The( candidate( also( audio@recorded( all(presentations39.(
On#Site(Observation(&(Perusal(of(Documentation(As( case( studies( Alpha( and( Gamma( were( still( on( going( during( the( conduct( of( the( study,( the(candidate( conducted( on@site( observations( for( Case( Study( Alpha( including( perusing( program(documentation((such(as(meeting(minutes,(presentations(and(program(roadmap)(and(tools((such(as( IT(and(Change(Management(software)( to(supplement( the(public(documentation(pertinent( to(the( ITBT( initiative.( Case( Study( Beta’s( ITBT( was( already( completed( at( the( time( the( study( was(conducted,(and(thus(the(candidate(was(only(able(to(conduct( interviews(with(the(remaining(key(personnel(who(were( involved( in( the( initiative,( and( are( still(working( for(Beta( Corporation.( The(candidate(was(also(able(to(peruse(several(documentations(that(were(related(to(the(initiative.(For(Case( Study(Gamma,( the( candidate(was( able( to( gain( access( to( 20( pertinent( documentation( that(were(not(publicly(available((281(pages(in(total),(in(addition(to(the(public(documentation(and(field(notes( from( conducting( on@site( observation,( as(well( as( from( sitting( in( 10( of( the( steering( group(meetings.(Overall,(there(were(23(pages(of(field(notes(from(case(study(Gamma’s(visits.((As( mentioned( in( Section( 4.4.1,( the( observations( were( conducted( in( order( to( triangulate( the(findings( obtained( from( the( interviews( and( also( to( elicit( the( subtle( attributes( of( the( jazz(metaphor40(that(can(be(used(to(explain(how(ITBTs(are(managed,(with(a(focus(on(the(composition(and(orchestration(of(MS( in(BTM.(The(documentations(on(the(other(hand,(were(perused(as( they(also(serve(to(further(triangulate(the(interview(findings(in(terms(of(verifying(the(critical(incidents(that(were(mentioned(by( the( interviewees(via( the(program(reports(and(proposals,(presentation(slides(used(as(part(of( the(communication(packs,(meeting(minutes,(email(updates,( risk( registers(and(so(forth.(There(was(also(the(program(charter(that(depicts(the(sequencing(of(the(IT(releases(that(were(useful(to(identify(the(waves(concept.(Public(documentation(such(as(news(articles(and(corporate( media( releases( that( specify( the( key( milestones( of( the( ITBT( initiative( also( aided( in(ascertaining(the(point(in(time(at(which(those(critical(incidents(reside(in.(Company(websites(also(helped( in( providing( some(background( information( about( the( corporation’s( history,( events( and(circumstances(leading(up(to(the(business(transformation.((Appendix(B.1(further(outlines(the(sources(of(evidence(and(their(purpose(in(this(research.(Next,(the(candidate(describes(the(way(in(which(she(analyzed(the(data(obtained.(




investigation(on( the(key( concepts41(used( in( this( study,( i.e.(MS,( triggers,(waves,(MS( composition(and(MS(orchestration.(It(was(later(discovered(however(that(the(CIT(bears(some(limitations(that(did( not( allow( the( researcher( to( capture( other( aspects( of( information( that( would( aid( in( the(theorizing(process,(such(as(the(contextual(information,(as(described(in(the(next(sections(to(follow.(In(order(to(mitigate(the(said(limitation,(the(candidate(thus(employed(the(grounded(theory(coding(technique((see(Section(4.2.2),(which(is(deemed(to(be(more(appropriate(in(capturing(the(necessary(information(in(developing(an(understanding(of(how(MS(are(composed(and(orchestrated(in(BTM.((The(following(sections(describe(the(process(of(developing(the(coding(protocol.(
1st%Attempt%–%Adapting%the%Critical%Incident%Technique%The(CIT(serves(as(the(guiding(framework(to(code(the(concepts(of(triggers,(MS,(and(outcome.(The(CIT(is(an(established(approach(used(in(psychology,(marketing(and(service(literature(as(a(means(to( capture( and( classify( events( or( critical( incidents( in( a( particular( situation( via( qualitative(interviews( (Stauss( &( Weinlich,( 1997).( ( A( critical( incident( is( described( as( “one% that% makes% a%
significant% contribution,% either% positively% or% negatively,% to% an% activity% or% phenomenon”( (Gremler,(2004,( p.( 66).( The( purpose( of( adopting( the( critical( incident( is( to( facilitate( the( investigation( of(significant(occurrences(such(as(events,(incidents,(processes(or(issues,(whereby(the(interviewees(are(usually(asked(to(recall(a(particular(experience(and(to(describe(it(in(detail(in(terms(of(the(way(they(are(managed,(and(the(outcomes(in(terms(of(the(perceived(effects((Gremler,(2004).((
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Sequential(Incident(Technique((SIT),(which(is(a(variant(of(the(CIT,(because(the(fundamental(aim(of( SIT( is( to( record( all( incidents,( be( it( critical( or( otherwise,( that( the( participants( perceive( in( a(specific( situation( sequentially( in( the( course( of( the( process( (Stauss( &( Weinlich,( 1997).( The(resulting( outcome( of( the( SIT( is( that( it( provides( a( sequence( of( attributes( (Edvardsson( &( Roos,(2001),(which( is( in( line(with( the(objective(of( identifying( the(sequence(of( invoking(Transactional(MS(followed(by(Transformational(MS((and(vice(versa)(per(wave.((The( candidate(embarked(on( the( coding(process(by( first( identifying( the( challenges(as(a( starting(point.(Those(challenges(were(identified(by(scanning(all(transcripts(for(keywords(bearing(negative(connotations( such( as:( difficult(ies),( hard,( tough,( challenge,( issues,( problem,( complex(ities),( etc.(The( challenges( are( then( identified( as( occurring( on( a( Challenge% Path,( which( is( initiated( by( a(trigger,(defined(as(an(incident(or(factor(that(compel(the(transforming(organization(to(respond(to(specific(stimuli((Zahra(&(George,(2002b).(The(trigger(in(turn(invokes(the(MS,(which(were(coded(by(examining(the(critical(incidents(that(are(on(the(challenge(path.((While(the(CIT(allowed(for(the(capturing(of(basic(aspects(of(the(BTM(phenomenon,(the(peripheral(elements( such( as( the( typology,( or( context( in(which( the( triggers( and(MS( are( invoked,(were(not(explicitly( identified.( As( such,( the( candidate( turned( to( the( coding( technique( of( the( grounded(theory(approach42,(as(it(allows(for(a(more(accurate(identification(of(the(information(pertinent(to(the(study,(thereby(providing(a(more(complete(paradigm.(
2nd%Attempt%–%Adapting%the%Grounded%Theory%Coding%Technique%In(order( to(code(the(concepts(and(categories,( the(candidate(utilizes( the(coding(paradigm(of( the(grounded( theory( coding( technique( as( illustrated( in( ( below.( The( coding( paradigm( refers( to( the(way(in(which(researchers(“link%subcategories%to%a%category%in%a%set%of%relationships%denoting%causal%





















Causal1conditions(refer(to(the(incidents,(events,(or(happenings(that(lead(to(the(development(or(occurrence( of( a( phenomenon.( In( the( case( of( this( research,( the( causal( conditions( refer( to( the(triggers(that(invoke(the(MS.(
Action1 or1 interaction1 strategies( are( the( strategies( formulated( to(manage,( execute,( handle( or(respond( to( a( phenomenon( under( a( specific( set( of( perceived( conditions.( For( this( study,( this(element( refers( to( the( managerial( actions( that( are( embedded( in( the( MS,( which( provides( the(managerial(capabilities(required(to(address(those(triggers.(
Conditional1 path( refers( to( the( tracking( of( an( incident,( event( or( happening( from( the(action/interaction( via( the( different( conditional( and( consequential( levels( and( vice( versa,( to(directly(link(them(to(a(phenomenon.(In(this(study,(the(conditional(path(relates(to(the(process(in(which(the(MS(are(invoked,(which(is(identified(as(the(MS(composition(principles,(viz.(the(melody,(rhythm(and(harmony.(
Intervening1 conditions( refer( to( the( structural( conditions( bearing( on( action( or( interactional(strategies(that(relate(to(a(phenomenon,(and(facilitate(or(constrain(the(strategies(taken(within(a(specific( context.( In( this( study,( the( triggers( embedded( in( the( different( types( of( business(transformation(–(derived(from(the(typology(–(relates(to(such(intervening(conditions.(
Consequences( refer( to( resulting(outcome(of( action(and( interaction,(whereby( in( this( study,( this(relates(to(the(resulting(outcome(of(the(MS(invoked(in(response(to(the(triggers(and(based(on(the(conditional(path.(
Phenomenon( is( the( central( idea,( event,( incident( or( happening( about(which( a( set( of( actions( or(interactions( are( directed( at( handling,( managing( or( to( which( the( set( of( actions( are( associated,(wherein(this(study(considers(the(BTM(as(the(central(phenomenon(being(investigated.(As(outlined( from(the(points(above,( the(coding(paradigm(and( technique(of( the(grounded( theory(method( allows( for( a( more( complete( picture( that( can( be( used( to( describe( how( business(transformations(are(managed.(The(Glaserian(strand(of(the(grounded(theory(plays(a(fundamental(role( in( coding( and( analyzing( the( data( via( open,( selective( and( theoretical( coding( (described( in(Chapter( 4.4.2).( This( coding( process( subsequently( assists( in( the( theory( development( for( this(study.(The( following(sections(detail(how( the(concepts(within( the( scope(of( this( study(are( coded(from(the(interview(transcripts,(namely(the(triggers,(waves(and(MS.(
Open%and%Selective%Coding%–%BTM%Waves,%Triggers%and%Management%Services%%As(described(in(Chapter(4(Research(Design,(in(Section(4.4.2,(the(open(coding(process(is(the(first(stage( of( coding( where( the( data( is( scrutinized( line( by( line( and( codes( developed( based( on( the(meanings(interpreted(from(words(or(groups(of(words.(The(open(coding(was(used(to(identify(the(categories,( namely( the( critical( incidents( embedded( in( each( wave,( where( the( critical( incidents(
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In( order( to( ascertain( the(MS( invoked,( the( triggers(were( first( identified,( and( then( captured( the(activities( that( follow( in(response( to( those( triggers( that(aim(to(provide( the(required(managerial(capabilities,( known( as( ‘performance( of( activity’( per( (Helfat(&(Winter,( 2011).(A( key( framework(that( is( used( to( code( for( the( MS( is( the( BTM2( framework( (Uhl( &( Gollenia,( 2012),( whereby( the(framework( presents( the( nine( key( management( disciplines( required( for( ITBTs,( i.e.( Strategy(Management,( Value( Management,( Risk( Management,( Business( Process( Management,( Program(Management,( Project( Management,( IT( Management,( Organizational( Change( Management( and(Competence(and(Training(Management.(Embedded(in(these(management(disciplines(are(the(key(managerial( actions( that( constitute( the( managerial( capabilities( provided( by( each( management(discipline.(Those(managerial(actions(are(then(classified(as(either(dynamic(or(operational((based(on(Helfat(&(Peteraf,(2003),(where(Transactional(MS(provides(the(operational(capabilities,(while(Transformational(MS(provides(the(dynamic(capabilities43.(Next,( the( theoretical( coding( component( of( the( coding( technique( proposed( by( the( Glaserian(grounded(theory(approach(is(presented(to(elicit(the(melody,(harmony(and(rhythm(in(BTM.(





Figure'22.'Exemplary'Coding'for'Concept'of'Melody'&'Boundaries'for'MS'(shows(how(the(concept(of(melody(is(coded(and(analyzed,(where(the(melody(principle44(in(BTM(refers( to( the( sequence( in( which( the( initiative( unfolds,( i.e.( the( business( transformation( waves,(thereby(invoking(the(necessary(MS(that(provides(the(required(managerial(capabilities.((The(rhythm(principle(in(BTM(refers(to(the(prominence(of(the(MS(type(and(attribute(throughout(the(entire(business(transformation(initiative.(The(way(in(which(this(principle(is(derived(is(by(first(coding( for( each( type( of(MS( and( their( respective( attributes.( Then,( the( total( for( each(MS( type( is(calculated(to(ascertain(the(most(frequently(cited(MS(type(and(attribute(throughout(all(the(waves,(i.e.( throughout( entire( initiative.( Appendix( D( provides( the( tabulated( findings( regarding( the(triggers( that( invoke( each( type( of( MS( per( case( study( (and( also( presented( in( which( MS( were(invoked(in(response(to(each(trigger(type(for(each(wave).(
























































Figure'23.'Exemplary'Coding'to'Illustrate'How'the'Harmony'Principle'is'Coded'&'Analyzed'Next,( the( candidate( describes( how( the( concept( of( MS( orchestration( is( derived( from( the(descriptive(case(studies.(
Theoretical%Coding%–%MS%Orchestration%Having( identified( the(means( to(code( for( the( triggers,(waves(and(MS(attributes,( the( final( step(of(theoretical(coding(and(analysis(pertains(to(the(MS(orchestration(in(BTM.(The(candidate(analyzes(the( relationships( between( the( triggers( (what( invokes( the(MS),( the(waves( (when( are( those(MS(invoked)(and(the(MS(attributes((what(is(required(in(order(to(address(the(triggers).(Collectively,(the( relationships( between( these( three( concepts( inform( whether( routines( are( reIused( or(reconfigured(in(response(to(particular(triggers(at(a(given(point(in(time.(It(is(through(the(sum(of(all(these(parts(that(reflect(the(context(of(the(transformation(initiative,(and(subsequently(informs(the(structure(to(orchestrate(the(MS(in(BTM.(Where(the(context(relates(to(the(four(types(of(the(Cynefin(Framework( (see( ( in( Section(2.3.3),( the( structure(pertains( to( the(dynamics(of( the( initiative( that(allows( for( such( orchestration,( i.e.( the( very( act( of( improvisation,( which( depends( on( two(dimensions:( a)( whether( the( structure( of( the( initiative( is( fixed( or( flexible;( and( b)( whether( the(routines( require( reconfiguration( or( reutilization.( These( two( dimensions( contribute( to( the( four(genres(of(jazz(improvisation(as(described(in(Section(3.5.5.(





















































































should( be( noted( that( the( number( of( triggers( and( MS( identified( do( not( necessarily( reflect( the(number(of(triggers(embedded(throughout(the(entire(ITBT(initiative(for(each(case(study.(Similarly,(it(is(also(not(a(reflection(of(the(amount(of(MS(invoked(per(case(study;(rather,(it(is(a(reflection(of(what(was( being( discussed(about% the( ITBT( during( the( interviews,(where( the( transcriptions( are(triangulated(with(pertinent(documentation(and(memo(or(field(notes(from(onIsite(observations.((
Step' Procedure' Rationale'Step(1( Look(for(‘challenges’(excerpt(in(interview(transcripts(as(starting(point( Addresses(RQ2a(Step(2( Identify(in(which(wave(does(it(reside(in,(i.e.(Wave(1,(2,(3(or(4(Step(3a( Identify(what(level(does(the(trigger(emanate(from,(i.e.(Strategic(or(Program(Management(level(Step(3b( Identify(what(type(of(trigger(it(is(under(the(respective(levels,(i.e.(internal/external;(or(situational/influential/reactional(Step(3c( Identify(or(create(open(code(under(the(respective(trigger(type,(i.e.(revamping(IT(infrastructure(for(strategic(internal(triggers,(or(meeting(time(constraints(for(program(influential(triggers(Step(4( For(each(coded(trigger((entire(excerpt(from(trigger(to(MS(to(outcome),(identify(which(MS(were(invoked( Addresses(RQ1a(Step(4a( Deduce(the(task/activity(taken(to(address(the(trigger,(i.e.(design(business(vision(for(Strategy(Management(or(conduct(business(and(IT(capability(assessment(for(IT(Management(Step(4b( Determine(the(attribute(of(the(task/activity(as(either(being(provided(by(a(TA(MS(or(TF(MS( Addresses(RQ1b((Step(5( Code(remaining(snippets(of(transcripts(that(are(not(necessarily(‘challenges’(by(repeating(Steps(2(–(4b( Addresses(RQ2a(Step(6( Code(and(analyze(MS(composition(principles(of(melody,(rhythm(and(harmony( Addresses(RQ1c(Step(7( Analyze(relationship(between(triggers,(waves(and(MS(attribute(to(ascertain(MS(orchestration(principles( Addresses(RQ2b(and(RQ2c((Having( outlined( the( measures( taken( to( code( and( analyze( the( case( study( data,( the( following(sections(present(the(findings(from(the(three(descriptive(case(studies.(
6.3 Case'Study'Findings'#1'–'Melody'Drawing(on( the(dynamics(of( a( jazz(music,( the(melody45(principle(used( in( this( study(posits( that(there(has(to(be(some(form(of(common,(underlying(structure(in(which(a(business(transformation(unfolds( that(may( serve( as( a( guiding( roadmap( for( other( enterprises( that( seek( to( undertake( an(ITBT.( Just( like( how( a( jazz( ensemble( requires( its( musical( instruments( to( perform( a( live((transformational)(musical( experience( for( its( audience,( a( transforming( enterprise( too( requires(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((45(As(stated( in(Chapter(3.5.5,( the( ‘melody’( in(BTM( is(defined(as( the(succession(of(single( tones,( such(as( for(instance,( the( predecessor( and( successor( of( individual( tones( of( a( saxophone( in( terms( of( its( direction,(ascending,(descending(or(flat((Russo,(1975)(
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some( form( of( instrument,(which( in( this( case( is( the( IT( artifact,( in( order( to( enable( the( business(transformation(initiative(for(its(stakeholders.(To( reiterate,( the( melody( principle( in( BTM( refers( to( the( sequence( in( which( the( initiative(progresses(over(time,(depicting(the(MS(invoked(to(provide(the(required(managerial(capabilities(for(the(transformation(to(occur.(The(way(in(which(this(principle(is(developed(is(based(on(several(means(of(data(collection,(namely:(a) Asking(the(question46(which(MS47(are(required(in(the(business(transformation(initiative;((b) Asking(the(question(of(when(are(those(MS(used(for(each(wave(and(also(throughout(the(entire(initiative;(and(c) Triangulating( those( interview( findings( with( pertinent( documentation,( observation( or(field(notes(and(memos.(
Upon(identifying(which(MS(were(required(in(each(wave,(those(MS(were(further(categorized(into(three(clusters48,(namely:(i) The(Primary' Dominant( cluster( refers( to( the( grouping( of(MS( that( are( of( principal(importance(per(wave(as(they(provide(the(core(managerial(capabilities(necessary(to(deliver(what( is( required( in( a( particular(wave( –(without( the(MS( in( this( cluster,( the(fundamental( milestones( per( wave( and( their( deliverables( will( not( be( realized( as(required;(ii) The( Secondary' Dominant( cluster( refers( to( the( group( of( MS( that( provides( the(managerial(capabilities(to(regulate(the(core(objective(of(each(wave(–(these(MS(assist(in(the(governance(of(the(initiative(in(that(particular(wave;(and(iii) The( Interpolated' Dominant( cluster( refers( to( the( group( of( MS( that( betides( each(wave( in( the( transformation( initiative( –(these(MS( appear( to( deliver( the(managerial(capabilities( ‘behind(the(scenes’(or(operate( in(the(background(of(each(wave,(yet(are(fundamental(to(realizing(the(key(deliverables(of(the(transformation(in(each(wave.(
The( findings(derived(from(the(three(case(studies(are(presented( in(the(sections(to( follow,(which(are(based(on(the(data(analysis(and(theoretical(workings(annexed(in(Appendix(E.(
6.3.1 Melody'of'Case'Study'Alpha'Alpha( Transformation( was( initiated( in( 2007,( formally( announced( in( 2008,( and( scheduled( for(completion( in(2012.(The(objective(of( the( transformation( is( to(modernize(Alpha’s( legacy(system((of(45(years)(and(introduce(realItime,(endItoIend(processing(of(the(business(transactions(with(a(customerIcentric( platform,( thereby( transforming( associated( business( processes( into( a( much(simpler( way( of( conducting( its( dayItoIday( business( operations.( The( organization( turned( to( an(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((46(The(interview(questions(were(visualized(in(the(form(of(PowerPoint(slides(during(the(interviews(47(A(list(of(MS(was(provided(to(the(participants,(where(each(MS(was(defined(per(listed(in(Section(2.4.2(48(Naming(conventions(inspired(by((Bresler,(2005)(on(jazz(structural(analysis(
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In(Case(Study(Alpha’s(Wave'1,(Strategy,(IT(and(Change(MS(are(grouped(in(the(primary(dominant(category( as( these( MS( function( a( prominent( role( in( the( Concept( Development( wave( of( the(initiative.(As(Wave(1(concerns(the(identification(of(the(value(deficiencies(experienced(by(the(core(IT(platform(of(the(transforming(enterprise,(strategies(are(formulated(to(identify(a(suitable(new(IT(solution(that(will(enable(the(business(transformation(in(accordance(with(the(new(business(vision(and( operating( model.( The( secondary( dominant( cluster( entails( Risk,( Program( and( Process( MS,(which(provide(the(managerial(capabilities(to(identify(the(factors(that(require(consideration(in(the(Concept(Development(wave,(such(as(the(potential(risks(and(issues(relevant(to(the(transforming(
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enterprise( and( the( transformation( program.( This( includes( developing( an( awareness( of( the(business(processes(that(will(change(throughout(the(entire(enterprise.(Value(MS(is(the(only(MS(in(the( interpolated(dominant( cluster,(which( is(not( frequently( cited(and(may(be(due( to( the( lack(of(access(to(relevant(personnel(who(have(been(involved(in(the(transformation(initiative(in(Wave(1(at(the(Strategic(Management(level.((
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is% different.% I% mean% it’s% not% always% different% in% a% bad% way% […]% So% it’s% communication,%
training,%if%we%were%changing%a%process%then%it’s%about%the%training%for%it,%they’ll%make%sure%
someone%provides%the%training%for%it.”(Next,(Case(Study(Beta’s(melody(principle(is(presented.(






















! Build( global( kernel( in( a( virtual( market( organization( and( match( system( in( ERP( for(approval(for(1900(business(scenarios(across(50(global(organizations%













! Consolidated( shared( services( or( hubs( tailored( for( market( regions( by( both( IT( and(business(function%
! Stopped(implementation(due(to(system(upgrade%
! Eliminated( certain( functionalities( and( processes( out( of( scope( for( smaller,( emerging(organizations%
! Reassessed(processes(for(smaller,(emerging(organizations%
! Continuous(process(improvement(for(Beta(Transformation(from(prior(wave%






In(Wave'1,( Strategy,( IT(and(Process(MS(are(grouped( in( the(primary(dominant(cluster,(wherein(the( value( deficiencies( of( Beta( Corporation,( i.e.( disparate( systems( and( also( business( processes(
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across( its( conglomerate,(were( to( be( transformed( based( on( the( company’s( business( vision( and(new( business(model.( The( secondary( dominant( cluster( that( entails( Value,( Change( and( Risk(MS(provides( the( identification( of( the( benefits( to( be( realized,( as( well( as( potential( strategic( risks(associated(with(the(transformational(change.(The(program(was(explicitly(stated(as(being(initiated(as(a(project( in(order(to(identify(the(case(for(change,( i.e.(eliciting(requirements(of(the(enterprise(and( stakeholders( involved,( including( the( identification(of( a( transition(plan,( all( of(which( invoke(Project,( Program( and( Competence( and( Training(MS( respectively( in( the( interpolated( dominant(cluster.(Quoting(the(Senior(Vice(President(for(IT(infrastructure(at(Beta(Corporation:(
“The%initial%scope%agreement%and%we%had%this%executive%report%here%to%get%to%ninety%per%cent%
of% the% business.% All% manufacturing% plants,% headquarters,% plus% the% replacement% of% all% the%
legacy% systems.% That% was% the% initial% scope.% There% was% about% I% think% close% to% twenty%
countries,%twenty%five,%thirty%countries.”%In(Wave'2,(the(primary(dominant(cluster(entails(the(IT,(Process(and(Change(MS,(whereby(these(MS( were( invoked( to( identify( the( solution( architecture( design,( as( well( as( the( design( and(configuration( of( the( globally( standardized( business( processes( of( Beta( Corporation,( which(requires(a(change(setIup(and(governance(approach.(The(secondary(dominant(cluster(consists(of(the( Program,( Strategy( and( Risk( MS( that( were( invoked( to( identify( the( program( procurement(which(is(regulated(by(the(integrated(transformation(plan(with(established(risk(mitigation(plans(in( place.( The( interpolated(dominant( cluster( that( embodies( Project,( Value( and(Competence( and(Training(MS(were(also(cited(in(response(to(the(influential(triggers(that(concern(the(time(and(cost(estimation(for(each(project(release,(as(well(as(identification(of(a(transition(plan(for(the(employees(in(terms(of(ramping(up(their(skills(and(competences(with(the(new(state((centralized(IT(platform(and(standardized(business(processes)(of(the(enterprise.((
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conversations(on(amalgamating(requirements(of(the(stakeholders(such(as(global(process(owners,(and(subsequently(the(design(and(implementation(of(a(globally(standardized(business(process(in(line(with(the(program(plan.(Risk(MS(was(invoked(in(response(to(emerging(issues(throughout(the(Solution( Delivery( wave.( Change,( IT( and( Project( MS( are( grouped( as( the( secondary( dominant(cluster( in( Wave( 3( in( order( to( deliver( the( IT( solution( in( releases,( which( are( coordinated( as(projects.( Significant( stakeholder(management(was( cited(based(on( the( invocation(of( Change(MS(throughout( Wave( 3.( The( MS( that( betide( the( deliverables( in( the( Solution( Delivery( wave( are(Strategy,( Value( and( Competence( and( Training( MS,( which( make( up( the( interpolated( dominant(cluster.( The( Head( of( Global( ERP( Applications( at( Beta( Corporation,( who( was( involved( in( the(initiative(from(start(to(finish(and(also(responsible(for(the(first(rollout,(mentions(about(the(value(realized(from(the(implementation(approach(as(follows:(
“It’s% (implemented)% country% by% country% […]% in% 2005% and%we% achieved% our% original% initial%





have%now%I%think%about%40%or%so%organizations%that%run%it%(the%IT%platform).”%The(PostITransformation(Wave' 4( consists( of( IT,( Value( and(Process(MS( as( part( of( the( primary(dominant( wave.( These( are( invoked( in( the( PostITransformation( wave( mainly( to( evaluate( the(outcome(of(the(initiative(especially(with(regards(to(the(business(processes(and(IT(artifact(where(enhancements(were(identified(and(implemented.(The(Senior(Vice(President(for(IT(Infrastructure(at(Beta(Corporation(reflects(this(instance(in(the(following:(
“It% (the% ERP% system% and% embedded% business% processes)% was% almost% too% elaborate,% too%
complex%for%these%smaller%[regional]%organizations,%smaller%countries.%So%we%looked%at%how%
can%we%simplify,%we%took%certain%functionalities%out,%or%certain%processes%actually,%we%took%
supporting%functionalities%out%of%the%scope.%Nevertheless,%the%effort%is%still%very%high.”%Risk( and( Strategy( MS( that( constitutes( the( secondary( dominant( wave( regulate( such(enhancements,( and( driven( by( the( Change(MS( in( the( interpolated( dominant( cluster.( The(Global(Process(Owner( of(Marketing,( and( also( a(member( of( the( Corporate(Management(Group( at( Beta(Corporation,( where( he( is( responsible( for( the( business( excellence( for( marketing( and( sales(business( processes( states( below( about( the( need( to( ramp( up( their( global( team( and( spread( the(value(of(the(initiative(to(enhance(the(business(as(a(whole:(
“We’re%now%able%to%be%innovative%in%one%country%and%if%we%can%prove%the%business%case%we%














! Identify( overall,( enterpriseIlevel( IT( direction( and( framework( for( development( and(Deployment(of(Gamma’s(retail(systems%




















As( can( be( seen( in( Figure( 26,( Strategy( MS( prevails( the( primary( dominant( cluster( for( Gamma(Transformation.( In(Wave' 1,( the( new( business( vision( and( business( model( are( strategized( in(accordance( with( the( IT( requirements( and( estimated( benefits( provided( by( IT( and( Value( MS(respectively( in( the( secondary( dominant( cluster.( Change,( Risk,( Project( and( Process(MS( that( are(embedded(in(the(interpolated(dominant(cluster(provide(those(managerial(capabilities(required(to(ascertain( the(direction( in(which(Gamma(Corporation(will( steer( towards( for( the( transformation,(which(requires(project(and(change(management(mechanisms.(Quoting(the( leader(of(the(Change(Management(team:(
“So%when% the% strategy%was%developed% there%was%always%a%business% case% to% say%why%we're%
going% to%do% this% 'cause%we're%going% to% save% this,% save% this,% save% that,% do% this%better,%make%
more% profit,% whatever.% Part% of% the% value%management% is% also% tracking% to% see% that% we've%
actually%made%those%benefits.”%In(Wave' 2,( IT( and( Program(MS( are( grouped( as( the( primary( dominant( cluster( as( these( MS( –(similar( to( the( two( prior( case( studies( –(were( invoked( in( order( to( deduce( the( IT( roadmap( and(deployment( plan( in( accordance(with( the( program(plan,( schedule( and( governance( structure.( In(conjunction(with( these( early( IT( developments( as( part( of( the( transformation,( Program(MS(was(invoked(to(prepare(and(set(up(the(initiative(over(the(next(five(years,(thereby(entailing(time,(cost(and(HR(management,(as(explicated(by(the(former(and(initial(Programme(Director:(
“So%we%always%said,%we%think%it’s%between%a%three%and%a%fiveeyear%program;%three%if%we%go%
really%hard,% five% if%we%don’t.% I%wrote% fiveeyear%period,%as%opposed%to%threeeyear%period.% […]%
We% look% at% our% succession% planning,%we% look% at% rotating% people% off,%we% look% at% changing%





Figure'26.'Illustration'of'Melody'Principle'for'Case'Study'Gamma'The( Strategy,( Risk( and( Change( MS( in( the( secondary( dominant( cluster( provide( the( regulating(structures( to( ensure( that(Wave(2( is( in( alignment(with(Gamma’s( objectives( and( transformation(approach.(The(interpolated(dominant(cluster(entails(the(Value,(Process,(Project(and(Competence(and( Training( MS,( which( all( serve( to( identify( the( benefits( to( be( realized( from( the( releases(identified( in(Wave(3.(This( includes(the(business(processes( to(be(designed,(project(management(structure( for( each( release,( and( the( competences( of( the( employees( required( for( the(transformational(change.(Quoting(one(of(the(General(Manager(at(Gamma(Corporation,(who(is(also(one(of(the(sponsors(of(the(initiative(and(member(of(the(program(steering(committee:(
“So%yeah%lots%of%parallel%activity,%it’s%never%been%that%you’ve%only%got%one%business%release%on%
the%go%at%any%one%given%time.%[…]%We%first%of%all%put%it%into%<business%division%X>%[…]%There’re%





In( Wave' 3,( Program( and( Change( MS( are( grouped( in( the( primary( dominant( cluster( where(Program( MS( ensures( governance( at( the( Strategic( and( Program( Management( level,( while( the(Change( MS( ensures( that( there( are( structures( and( plans( in( place( to( drive( and( facilitate( the(transformational(changes(that(take(place(in(the(business.(One(notable(aspect,(highlighted(by(the(leading(Change(Manager,(is(how(the(Project(and(Change(Managers(are(seated(next(to(each(other:(

































































What(was( also( notable( in( Gamma( Transformation( is( how( stakeholder( and( communication( are(frequently( cited( due( to( the( changes( in( executive( leadership,( which( are( reported( to( require( a(significant( amount( of( effort( amongst( the( management( personnel( involved( in( Gamma’s(transformation(initiative(to(reIcreate(stakeholder(buyIin(and(overall(sponsorship(of(the(initiative.(The( interview( participants( also( noted( how( the( communication( management( was( significant(beyond( the( Project( and( Program( management( level,( where( it( was( required( at( the( Strategic(Management(level(due(to(the(change(in(executive(sponsorship,(in(response(to(external(triggers:(
“So%we% spent% an% awful% lot% of% time% in% this% phase%making% sure% these% guys% are%much%more%
involved% themselves% and% upetoedate.% So% it's% something%we've% done% a% little% bit% better.% And%
we've%had%to%because%to%be%honest,%we%haven't%got%exactly%the%same%level%of%support%at%the%
top%level.%It's%good.%It's%good%enough%but%it's%not%driving,%driving,%driving.”%The(secondary(dominant(cluster(of(IT,(Risk(and(Strategy(MS(provided(the(managerial(capabilities(of(identifying(and(mitigating(the(issues(and(risks(related(to(the(ITBT(in(Wave(3.(The(interpolated(dominant(cluster(entails(the(Value,(Project,(Process(and(Competence(and(Training(MS,(which(are(a( given( resource( to( ensure( that( the( benefits( are( realized( per( project( release,( and( that( the(employees( are(provided(with( the( appropriate( training( curriculum( to(be( able( to( adopt( the(new(working(conditions(based(on(the(new(IT(platform(and(associated(business(processes.(Having(described(the(findings(for(each(case,(the(next(section(presents(the(findings(of(the(crossIcase(analysis(on(the(melody(principle.(
6.3.4 Cross_Case'Analysis'of'Melody'Principle'The(objective(of(identifying(the(melody(principle(is(to(ascertain(the(sequence(in(which(the(ITBT(unfolds( by( invoking( the( particular( MS( in( each( wave( of( the( BTM( initiative.( The( candidate(amalgamates(the(total(number(of(MS(cited(for(each(type(in(each(wave,(whereby(upon(combining(the( total(number(of(MS(across( the( three(case( studies,( the(candidate( then(aggregates( their( total(number(of(citations.(The(purpose(of(doing(so(is(to(derive(an(analytical(generalization(as(to(what(are(the(MS(that(are(commonly(invoked(in(each(wave(in(accordance(to(the(sequence(in(which(the(ITBT(initiative(unfolds.((This(enhances(the(awareness(among(management(personnel(in(BTM(on(the( degree( of(which(MS( require( a( significant( amount( of( resources( and( dedication( as( the( ITBT(unfolds(over(time,(particularly(in(terms(of:(a) The(MS(that(are(deemed(as(highly(important(in(each(wave((primary(dominant)(b) The(MS(that(regulates(and(governs(the(initiative(per(wave((secondary(dominant)(c) The(MS(that(betides(the(initiative(in(each(wave((interpolated(dominant)(
The( findings( across( all( three( cases( are( discussed( in( the( following,( based( on( the( citation( of( the(different(types(of(MS(that(varies(from(one(wave(to(another.(
Chapter(6:(Case(Studies((((
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Summary%of%Cross%Case%Analysis%on%Melody%Principle%As( the( melody( concerns( the( sequence( in( which( the( initiative( unfolds,( thereby( requiring( the(invocation(of(certain(MS,(the(following(has(been(observed(to(be(consistent(across(all(three(cases(and(illustrated(in(Figure(27(based(on(the(workings(in(Appendix(E.4.(In(Wave'1,(Strategy(MS(appears(to(be(the(most(cited(for(the(Concept(Development(Wave.(This(is(largely(due( to( the(existence(of( internal(and(external( triggers(at( the(Strategic(Management( level(where(the(transforming(enterprise(seeks(to(identify(possible(solutions(to(embark(on(the(business(transformation.( The( primary( dominant( cluster( entails( Strategy,( IT( and( Value( MS( mainly( to(provide(the((business)(case(for(change,(encompassing(the(proposed(solutions,(type(of(IT(artifact(to(be(deployed(and(enable(the(transformation(as(per(defined(value(or(benefits(estimated(from(the(initiative.(The( secondary(dominant( cluster(embodies( the(Change,(Risk(and(Process(MS,(used( to(enlist( the( structure( and( approach( to( enact( the( changes( in( the( transformation( initiative.( This(entails( the( identified( risks( of( not( transforming,( including( the( business( processes( that( will( be(impacted(or(improved,(as(well(as(the(identification(of(anticipated(risks(related(to(the(initiative(is(presented(in(the(program(charter(document.(The(last,(interpolated(cluster(in(Wave(1(consists(of(Project,(Program(and(Competence(and(Training(MS,(which(are(identified(as(those(MS(that(require(consideration(in(terms(of(identifying(a(program(charter(containing(the(project(schedules,(as(well(as(strategies(to(ramp(up(the(employee’s(skills(and(competences.(
(
Figure'27.'Findings'of'the'Cross_Case'Analysis'for'the'Melody'Principle'in'BTM'In(Wave'2,( IT(MS(appears(to(be(the(most(cited(for(the(Blueprint(Design(as(this(particular(wave(entails( the( identification( of( an( IT( roadmap( and( deployment( plan( as( well( as( the( solution(architecture( design( at( both( Strategic( and( Program( Management( level( triggers,( which( are(subsequently(used(to(implement(the(new(IT(artifact.(The(IT,(Program(and(Change(MS(are(grouped(in( the( primary( dominant( cluster,( which( are( required( to( design( the( roadmap( for( the( following(
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Solution(Delivery(wave,(i.e.(to(release(the(new(IT(platform(in(accordance(with(the(program(plan(and( change(management( approach( for( the( enterprise.( Such( documents( require( regulation( and(adherence(to(those(MS(in(the(secondary(dominant(cluster,(namely(Strategy,(Risk(and(Process(MS.(The( Value,( Project( and( Competence( and( Training( MS( in( the( interpolated( dominant( cluster(ensures( that( the( blueprint( for( the( transformation( initiative( is( in( alignment( with( the( benefits(agreed(upon(by(the(various(stakeholders,(and(also(in(accordance(with(each(solution(release(in(the(form(of(projects(where(employees(are(provided(with( the(necessary(curriculum(for( the( training(sessions(to(follow(per(release.(In(Wave'3,(Program(MS(appears(to(be(the(most(cited(for(the(Solution(Delivery(whereby(both(the(governance( of( the( initiative( at( the( Program( Management( level( is( essential( to( align( with( the(transforming(enterprise(at(the(Strategic(Management(level.(The(primary(dominant(cluster(entails(the(Program,(Change(and(IT(MS(that(are(required(to(ensure(that(the(IT(artifact(is(released(to(the(business(in(accordance(with(the(program(and(change(management(approach(identified(from(the(prior( wave.( The( secondary( dominant( cluster,( consisting( of( the( Risk,( Strategy( and( Value( MS,(regulates( the( deliverables( to( ensure( that( specific( risks( and( issues( are( identified( and(mitigated(accordingly,( and(are( to(be( in(alignment(with( the( strategic(plan(as(well( as( the(value(or(benefits(realization(plan( that(are(executed(concurrently( for(each(release.(Those(deliverables(are(able( to(take(place(based(on(the(managerial(capabilities(provided(by(those(interpolated(MS,(entailing(the(Project,(Process(and(Competence(and(Training(MS.(While( only( one( case( study(was( able( to( provide( findings( for( the( PostITransformation(Wave' 4,(findings( from( this( study( suggest( that( IT( MS( is( required( in( Wave( 4( to( address( both( Strategic(Management( level( triggers,( i.e.( to( leverage( the( IT( platform( or( investment,( as( well( as( Program(Management(level(triggers,(where(enhancements(to(the(IT(solution(are(made(upon(evaluating(the(outcome(of(the(ITBT.(Having(presented(the(findings(of(the(melody(principle,(the(next(section(presents(the(findings(to(the(second(MS(composition(principle(in(BTM.(
6.4 Case'Study'Findings'#2'–'Rhythm'The(rhythm(principle50(refers(to(the(prominent(type(and(attribute(of(the(MS(required(throughout(the(entire(initiative.(The(rhythm(principle(is(useful(to(understand(how(ITBTs(are(managed(as(the(improvisational(nature(of(jazz(music(requires(the(emphasis(of(certain(sounds(in(the(continuum(of(time( –(think( of( the( placing( of( sounds( from( the( drums( or( rhythm( guitar( in( a( jazz( musical(performance(that(forms(the(backbone(of(any(jazz(music.(Similarly,(the(delivery(of(the(IT(solution(is( compulsory( in( any( ITBT( initiatives,( which( therefore( requires( some( form( of( managerial(capability(to(ensure(that(the(IT(solution(does(indeed(get(delivered.((In(the(following(sections,(each(case(study(is(presented(in(terms(of:((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((50(As( defined( in( Chapter( 3.5.5,( the( ‘rhythm’( in( BTM( is( defined( as( the( prominent( MS( type( and( attribute(throughout(the(entire(business(transformation(initiative(
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a) The(most(prominent(type(of(MS(cited(throughout(the(entire(initiative;((b) The( most( prominent( attribute( of( the( MS( cited( throughout( the( entire( initiative,( i.e.(Transactional(MS((TA(MS)(or(Transformational(MS((TF(MS);(and((c) The(attributes(of(those(MS(cited(throughout(the(entire(initiative.((
The(findings(for(the(‘rhythm’(principle(is(described(in(the(following(for(each(case(study.(








Frequency'Program(MS( 62%((42)( 38%((26)( 34%((68)(Change(MS( 48%((21)( 52%((23)( 22%((44)(IT(MS( 74%((25)( 26%((9)( 17%((34)(Risk(MS( 62%((13)( 38%((8)( 11%((21)(Strategy(MS( 33%((4)( 67%((8)( 6%((12)(Value(MS( 55%((6)( 45%((5)( 6%((11)(Process(MS( 43%((3)( 57%((4)( 4%((7)(Competence(&(Training(MS( 67%((2)( 33%((1)( 2%((3)(
Sum'/'Attribute' 58%'(116)' 42%'(84)' 100%'(200)'(
Prominent%MS%Type%Figure( 28( shows( the( order( in(which( the(MS( are(most( prominently( cited( throughout( the( entire(transformation(initiative(of(Case(Study(Alpha.(Each(of(those(MS(is(described(in(the(following.(
Program'MS((34%)(is(the(most(frequently(cited(MS(based(on(the(interviews(with(all(participants,(where( it( is( predominantly( TA( MS( in( nature,( as( the( emphasis( of( Program( MS( is( to( align( the(embedded( projects( with( the( established( structure( of( the( initiative,( such( as( the( predefined(schedule(of(the(deliverables.(Quoting(the(Programme(Director:(
“What%we’ve%learnt%and%what%we%thought%and%have%worked%with%and%are%now%very%strong%of%
the%view% is%when%you%get% to% something%with%a%scale% like%a%program%schedule%becomes% the%
most%important%piece.%So%you’re%willing%to%trade%scope%to%hold%schedule.%So%my%conversation%
with%my%team%is%aren’t%give%me%on%time%and%on%budget,%my%team%is%give%me%my%scope%and%my%




The(second(most(prominent(MS(is(Change'MS((22%)(that(has(a(predominantly(TF(MS(attribute(in(Alpha’s(Transformation.(Majority(of(the(participants(state(the(importance(of(this(MS(in(terms(of(managing(stakeholder(expectations,(as(well(as(commitment(and(sponsorship(among(the(change(agents(to(ensure(organizational(alignment(with(the(transformation(objective.(Such(requirements(require(the(constant(reconfiguration(of(routines,(such(as(the(way(in(which(the(negotiations(occur(among(stakeholders(where( their(expectations(vary(across( the(different( levels(of( the(enterprise.(Quoting(one(of(the(CIOs,(who(is(also(one(of(the(key(steering(committee(members(responsible(for(delivering(the(new(IT(capabilities:(
“The%biggest%lesson%was%that%having%the%organizational%alignment%for%the%board%right%down%
from% all% of% the% business% units% across% the% functional% and% support% areas.% So% having% strong%
contact% commitment% and% good% alignment% across% the% various% parts% of% the% organization% I%
think,% and% continues% to% be% critical% for% success.% Because% these% things% are% hard% and% if% you%
don’t% have% that% sponsorship% and% alignment% that’s% the% first% challenge% because% people% are%
going%to%lose%confidence%in%us.”%The( third( most( prominent( MS( is( IT' MS( (17%)( where( the( invocations( of( those( MS( in( Alpha(Corporation( are( predominantly( TA( MS( in( nature.( According( to( one( of( the( CIOs,( who( is( also(responsible(for(the(solution(delivery(stream:(
“It%was%really%setting%up%the%team,%to%handle%the%needs%of%the%program.%So%ramping%up%the%
staffing,% build% a% lot% of% structure% work% with% the% program% stakeholders% to% come% up% with%
what’s%the%right%delivery%way%and%to%do%every%structure%that%we%should%put%in%place.%[…]%We%
basically%had%an%overall%timeframe%and%we%divided%the%program%into%multiple%phases.%And%
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Frequently Cited Management Services in 







how%we%handle%all% the%production% incidents,%maybe%ahead%of% the% release.% Plan%a% little% bit%
better% for% people% to% support.% But% this% project% is% so% large% that% there’s% so%many% different,% I%
mean%even%if%you%look%at%the%areas%here,%and%this%is%not%all%of%them%but%this%is%one,%two,%three,%
four% five.%Within%each%of% these%areas,% there’s%people%that%have%to%do%SAP%fixes,%people%that%
have% to% do,% and% I% can’t% even% explain% it% to% you.% But% there’s% people%who% have% to% do% screen%
changes%that%are%only%visible%to%the%customer,%these%people%then%do...%pricing.%So%within%that,%
the%subject%matter%experts%for%all%of%these%areas%within%each%one%of%these.%So%until%you%know%
where%the%issue%is,%it’s%really%hard%to%plan%for%it”%While(both(Strategy(and(Value(MS(are(cited(at(the(same(value((both(6%),(Strategy'MS' is(mainly(TF(MS(in(nature(while(Value'MS' is(predominantly(TA(MS(in(nature.(In(terms(of(Strategy(MS,(the(key(aspect( is(on(developing(an( integrated( transformation(plan,( that(entails(all( required(MS,( i.e.(Program,(Project,(IT,(Process(etc.,(where(the(success(requires(a(close(dovetailing(of(all(those(MS,(and(intensive(dialogue(between(all(experts(involved(in(the(planning.(Quoting(one(the(CIOs:(
%“Many% of% the% people% in% my% team% have% been% seconded% or% working% here.% But% there’s% a%
dedicated%team%on%that%program%and%then%there’s%also%a%number%of%projects%that%are%being%
executed%around% that.%They%are%either% leveraging% the%capability%or% contributing% to% it.%But%
there% certainly% those% people% that% provide% direct% accountability.% […]% Given% the%




very% connected% into% the% business% as% usual% parts% of% the% business% teams% as% well% as% the%
technology%side.%So%we%were%just%saying%it’s%kind%of...% it%can%be%encapsulated%in%a%dedicated%
team%but%not%isolated%from%the%organization.”%On( the( other( hand,( Value( MS( is( executed( as( predominantly( TA( MS( in( terms( of( planning( and(executing(the(benefits(realization(plan(as(stated(by(one(of(the(CIO:(
%“Each% of% those% major% phases% there’% s% a% benefit% realization% plan% as% to% what% this% specific%
driver% of% value,% have% we% tied% into% to% what% was% being% delivered,% who% the% owner% of% those%
benefits%are%and%how%they’re%being%tracked%and%measured.%[…]%If%you%look%at%every%aspect%of%
the% money% that% was% spent,% the% people% that% worked% on% it,% the% benefits,% the% scope,% the%







business%processes%and%then%they%come%to%us%and%say%we%want%you%to%build%this%solution.”%The( least(cited(MS( is(Competence'&'Training'MS' (2%),(which( is(cited(to(be( invoked(as(being(predominantly( TA(MS( in( nature,( whereby( the( effort( pertaining( to( invoking( this( particular( MS(revolves( around( training( preparation( and( conducting( the( training( itself,( as( stated( by( the(Programme(Director:(
“The% people% at% the% front% line% of% an% organization% actually% find% it% quite% hard% because% it’s%
something% that’s% transformational% and% actually% means% it’s% a% lot% of% work% to% prepare% get%
ready%for%it.%They’ve%got%to%do%their%day%jobs%in%between%that%and%they’ve%got%to%plan%leave,%
training%and%all%that%sort%of%thing.“%Having(described(the(prominent(types(of(MS(for(Case(Study(Alpha,(the(next(section(describes(the(prominent(MS(attribute(invoked(in(Alpha(transformation.(
Prominent%MS%Attribute%Overall,( the(most(prominent(type(of(MS(attribute( invoked(in(Case(Study(Alpha(is(TA(MS.(This(is(largely( attributed( to( the( use( of( standardized( tools( and( methodologies( that( were( robust( and(scalable,( and( shared( consistently( throughout( the( initiative.( In( addition,( communication( was(emphasized(as(being(highly(frequent(and(regular(where(both(formal(and(informal(meetings(were(held(whereby(the(Program(Steering(Group((PSG)(and(seven(Project(Management(Groups((PMG)(met(on(a(weekly(basis,(and(the(Executive(Steering(Group((ESG)(that(entails(the(CISuite(executives(who( met( monthly.( The( board( members( met( every( 2I3( months( to( review( the( progress( of( the(initiative( and( items( on( the( critical( path,( and( a( formal( review(with( the( Board( of( Directors(met(every( 6(months.( The( channel( of( communication( is( both( formal( and( informal.( Formal(means( of(communication(include(ESG(status(reports(and(balanced(scorecard((assessing(schedule,(budget,(scope,(change,(quality,(risks(and(people),(PSG(meeting(minutes(and(management(packs,(plus(PMG(meetings.( Informal( communication( means( include( board( papers,( crossIwork( stream( forums,(memos( and( goInoIgo( meetings.( Alpha( Transformation( is( also( reported( to( have( a( disciplined(governance(structure,(which(is(deemed(most(critical.(The(programme(has(two(major(releases(per(year,(and(emphasizes(onIschedule(delivery.(Quoting(the(Programme(Director:(
“Governance%is%the%most%important%[…]%I%have%to%have%the%chairman%as%well%educated%as%he%
needs% to%be%as% the%most% junior%<employee>% in% the%branch%needs% to%be%and%that%alignment%






While(the(scope(of(delivery(is(fixed(at(the(macroIlevel,(the(scope(at(microIlevel(is(claimed(to(be(dynamic,(which(therefore(requires(TF(MS.(Instances(include(altering(the(scope(of(the(deliverables(to( ensure( timely( delivery,( or( formulating( risk( mitigation( strategies,( for( example.( Still,( at( the(Strategic(Management( level,(TF(MS(are(required(to(reconfigure(existing(organizational(routines(such(as(when(designing(the(business(vision,(or(new(business(model(of(the(enterprise.(
Summary%of%Case%Study%Alpha’s%Rhythm%Principle%Figure(29(below(illustrates(two(key(aspects(of(the(rhythm(principle:(a)(the(prominent(type(of(MS(annotated(with(the(‘♬’(symbol(which(is(the(Program(MS;(and(b)(the(prominent(attribute(for(each(MS(throughout(the(initiative,(which(is(TA(MS.(The(most(prominent(is(Program(MS,(whereby(it(is(invoked(by(both(Strategic(and(Program(Management(level(triggers.((
(
Figure'29.'Case'Study'Alpha's'Rhythm'Principle''At(the(Strategic(Management(level,(TA(MS(is(invoked(in(response(to(internal(triggers(in(order(to(ensure( adherence( to( the( established( program( structure,( governance( and( alignment( of( the(initiative(with(the(enterprise.(At( the(Program(Management( level,(Program(MS(is(required(more(for(influential,(than(reactional(or(situational,(which(may(be(due(to(the(emphasis(of(delivering(the(solution(in(accordance(with(the(time(and(cost(constraints.(Having(presented(the(types(and(attributes(of(MS(required(for(Case(Study(Alpha,(the(next(section(outlines(the(rhythm(principle(for(Beta(Transformation.(












































































Frequency'IT(MS( 53%((39)( 47%((34)( 19%((73)(Process(MS( 33%((23)( 67%((46)( 18%((69)(Change(MS( 38%((20)( 62%((32)( 13%((52)(Strategy(MS( 11%((5)( 89%((39)( 11%((44)(Risk(MS( 71%((30)( 29%((12)( 11%((42)(Value(MS( 46%((18)( 54%((21)( 10%((39)(Program(MS( 57%((20)( 43%((15)( 9%((35)(Project(MS( 76%((19)( 24%((6)( 6%((25)(Competence(&(Training(MS( 67%((6)( 33%((3)( 2%((9)(
Sum/Attribute' 46%'(180)' 54%'(208)' 100%'(388)'
The( sections( to( follow(describe( each( type( of(MS( and( their( dominant( attribute( invoked( in( Case(Study( Beta( based( on( the( interviews( conducted( with( the( participants,( and( triangulated( with(pertinent(documentation.(
Prominent%MS%Type%As(can(be(seen(in(Figure(30,(the(most(frequently(cited(MS(throughout(Case(Study(Beta( is(IT(MS((19%).( It( is( invoked( mainly( as( a( TA( MS( (53%),( particularly( in( performing( IT( operations( and(service(optimization(such(as(upgrading(the(ERP(software(as(well(as(the(operating(environment(to(a(newer(version.(Beta(Corporation(also(emphasized(on(reIusing(exiting(routines(to(facilitate(the(rolling(out(of(IT(platform(and(streamline(the(process(of(doing(so.(According(to(the(Head(of(Global(ERP(Applications,(who(was(also(the(project(lead(for(the(pilot(project(of(Beta(Transformation:(
“One%of%the%biggest,%obvious%points%is%that%we%could%switch%off%legacy%systems%and%we%could%
basically% also% streamline% our% IT% team% because% now% we% don’t% have% to% support% twenty%
different%systems,%but%only%one.%And%those%people%who%were%used%to%develop%these%systems%
and%maintain% these% systems%and%support% these% systems,%we%could%use% them%otherwise.%We%
could%redeploy%them%in%other%parts%of%the%organization.”%The(second(most(cited(is(Process'MS'(18%)(is(predominantly(TF(MS((67%)(in(nature.(Due(to(the(nature( of( Beta( Corporation,( which( consists( of( various( organizations( distributed( globally,( the(transformation(team(did(a(lot(of(customizations,(where(they(added(attributes(to(suit(the(way(the(business(operates(as(well(as(to(cater(for(the(requirements(of(the(stakeholders(in(various(business(divisions.(According(to(the(Head(of(IT(Portfolio(Management(and(Business(Excellence,(who(is(one(of(the(key(steering(committee(members(accountable(for(the(program(deliverables:(
‘Standardized% processes% globally,% including% the% data% structure%with% one% standard% system.%
And%that%standard%consists%of%1,900%business%scenarios.%[…]%On%average,%only%between%300%




more%than%50%markets%plus%plans,%warehouses%and%regional%distribution%centers%etc.’%The( third(most( cited(MS( is(Change' MS( (13%)( that( is( predominantly( TF(MS( (62%)( in( nature,(whereby( the( invocation( concerns(mainly( on( stakeholder(management( in( order( to( obtain( their(buyIin( and( commitment( to( the( initiative.( One( of( the( project( lead,( who( is( Head( of( IT( Security(Applications(at(Beta(Corporation(stated(that(it(was(a(political(matter,(where(much(of(the(change(had(to(occur(by(catering(to(the(business(leaders(of(each(organization:(









Strategy' MS' (11%)( is( predominantly( TF( MS( (89%)( whereby( Beta( Corporation( invested( a(significant(amount(of(effort(amongst(its(key(stakeholders(to(identify(the(best(possible(approach(to( leverage( the( IT( investment( towards( a( better( sales( organization.( This( subsequently( requires(constant( reconfiguration( of( the( business(model( in( order( to( identify( new( core( offerings( for( the(customers(to(boost(the(overall(organizational(productivity,(as(explicated(by(the(Head(of(Sales(and(Market(Reach(of(Beta(Corporation:(
‘Well% it’s% a% combination% of% process% and% systems% solution.% So% the% business,% the% role% of% the%
<Beta% Transformation>% in% the% organization% is% basically% together% with% the% global%
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&#Training#
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in%which%direction%we%should%go.’%Next( is(Risk' MS' (11%),(which( is( predominantly( TA(MS( in( nature( (71%)( to( execute( their( risk(mitigation(plans.(While(the(participants(claim(to(adopt(a(pragmatic(approach(and(not(utilize(any(particular( framework,( the(emphasis( is(during( the( rollout(of( the( IT(platform(and(accompanying(business(processes,(as(stated(by(the(Head(of(Global(ERP(applications(for(Beta(Corporation:(
“We%didn’t%do% it% (rolling%out%of% IT%artifact)% sequentially.%We%had% some%organizations% that%
were% so% critical% that% we% really% tried% not% to% have% too% many% things% in% parallel% for% risk%
mitigation% purposes% but% in% general% we% did% a% lot% of% rollouts% in% parallel% or% at% least% very%
staggered.%Like...% so%not% like%one% team%starts,% finishes% then%a% short%break% then% start%again%
and%finish,%so%we%have%that%more%in%parallel.”%





how% the% reporting% works.% So% it’s% a% bit% cut% which% is% not% lead% into,% from% my% perspective,%
leading%to%the%most%effective%way%of%how%to%execute%that.“%In(addition(to(the(excerpt(above,(the(lack(of(value(management(is(also(highlighted(by(the(Head(of(IT(portfolio(management(and(business(excellence:(




Program'MS((9%)(is(predominantly(TA(MS((57%)(in(nature,(which(pertains(mainly(to(the(setting(up( of( the( initiative( and( planning,( use( of(methodologies,( as(well( as( the(management( of( human(resources(to(contribute(to(the(development(and(implementation(of(the(ITBT.(Quoting(the(Head(of(Product(Data(Management:(




global% process% managers% especially% together% with% IT% guys,% and% then% also% from% the% sales%
organizations%in%the%different%regions.%[…]%It%was%almost%a%combination%of%applying%formal%




Project' MS( (6%)( is( predominantly( TA( MS( (76%)( in( nature,( as( this( particular( MS( (reI)( uses(existing(organizational( routines,(as( stated(by( the( leader(of( the(pilot(project(and(Head(of(Global(ERP(applications:((






advantage%for%all%of%the%projects,%even%the%smaller%ones%and%the%bigger%ones.”%The( lowest( cited(MS( is(Competence' &' Training' MS' (2%),( is( predominantly( TF(MS( (67%)( in(nature.(The(lack(of(invoking(this(particular(MS(as(TA(MS,(i.e.(provision(of(training(need(analysis(and( the(conduct(of( the( training( itself,( is( reflected(by(one(of( the(process(owner,(who( is(also( the(Head(of(IT(security(at(Beta(Corporation:(
“I%mean%I%spent%weeks,%months%with%our%sales%force%after%the%go%live%to%have%to%go%one%by%one%
to%each%and%every%customer%to%show%them,%yes%it%can%place%the%order%and%then%of%course%we%
have% some%hiccups%and% logistics.%You%have% some%problem%with%delivery% from%time% to% time%
because% hey% you% need% time% off% so% that% everybody% gets% used% to% the% process.% You% can% train%
your% people% through% the% entire% company% but% takes% always% some% weeks,% months.% It’s% not%
given% like% it’s% plug% and% play.% Snap% my% fingers% and% look,% pretty% sure% now% operation% got%
delivered.%[…]%You%cannot%think%about%everything%and%they%cannot%train%each%and%every%sube
process,%exceptions%and%whatever.%It’s%not%possible.”%With(the(discussion(of(each(type(of(MS,(the(next(section(presents(the(overall(attribute(of(those(MS(for(Beta(Transformation.(
Prominent%MS%Attribute%Overall,( the( most( prominent( attribute( cited( in( Beta’s( transformation( is( TF( MS.( Based( on( the(interviews,( it( was( observed( that( Beta( Corporation( invoked( a( significant( amount( of( TF( MS(particularly(with(Process(and(Change(MS(where(the(stakeholders’(requirements(and(needs(were(catered(for(heavily(to(ensure(buyIin(and(also(to(deal(with(the(‘not(invented(here’(syndrome(of(the(process(owners(of( the(global(organizations.(Subsequently,( the(design(of( the(business(processes(were( reconfigured( and( deviated( significantly( from( the( outIofItheIbox( solution( templates( that(came(with(the(ERP(software.(Due(to(the(lack(of(transactional(leadership(among(the(stream(leads,(
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which(is(a(defining(characteristic(of(TA(MS,(there(was(lack(of(adherence(and(conformance(to(the(recommended( process( templates.( Not( invoking( TA( MS( as( the( prominent( MS( eventuated( in(numerous(complexities(in(the(PostITransformation(wave((Wave(4)(as(Beta(Corporation(realized(that(they(should(have(adhered(to(the(process(templates(and(not(deviate(from(the(norm(too(much(just(to(secure(the(stakeholders’(buyIin.(That(said,(if(they(had(not(taken(such(a(route,(they(would(not(have(gained(the(support(and(commitment(from(those(stakeholders,(which,(at(that(time(was(necessary(in(order(for(the(initiative(to(proceed.((This(reflects(the(complicated(context(of(such(an(instance,(which(in(hindsight(appears(obvious(but(was(not(necessarily(the(case(at(that(given(point(in(time.(
Summary%of%Case%Study%Beta’s%Rhythm%Principle%Figure(31(below(illustrates(two(key(aspects(of(the(rhythm(principle:(a)(the(prominent(type(of(MS(annotated(with( the( ‘♬’( symbol(which( is( the( IT(MS;( and(b)( the(prominent( attribute( for( each(MS(throughout(the(initiative,(which(is(TF(MS.((
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compromise( with( the( proposed( solution( that( reflects( the( ‘not;invented;here’( syndrome.( One(informant(even(mentioned(how(the(initiative(was(largely(a(‘political(game’(that(requires(a(lot(of(negotiation(and(improvisation(among(the(management(personnel(with(global(process(owners.(As(such,(TF(MS(were( invoked( the(most( in( response( to( those( factors(whereby( the(nature(of(TA(MS(that(adheres(to(a(fixed(approach(would(not(be(appropriate(for(the(circumstance,(i.e.(the(incident(requires(a(flexible(approach(in(order(to(proceed(with(the(Blueprint(Design(and(Solution(Delivery(among(the(various(stakeholders.(Next,(the(rhythm(principle(for(Gamma(Transformation(is(presented.(








Frequency*IT(MS( 53%((87)( 47%((78)( 19%((165)(Program(MS( 73%((99)( 27%((37)( 16%((136)(Change(MS( 34%((43)( 66%((84)( 15%((127)(Risk(MS( 62%((73)( 38%((45)( 14%((118)(Strategy(MS( 38%((44)( 62%((73)( 14%((117)(Value(MS( 70%((56)( 30%((24)( 9%((80)(Process(MS( 56%((24)( 44%((19)( 5%((43)(Project(MS( 100%((42)( 0%((0)( 5%((42)(Competence(&(Training(MS( 48%((14)( 52%((15)( 3%((429)(
Sum*/*Attribute* 56%*(482)* 44%*(375)* 100%*(857)*(
Prominent)MS)Type)As(can(be(seen(in(,(IT*MS*(19%)(is(the(most(prominent(MS(in(Gamma(Transformation.(It(is(cited(as(being(predominantly(TA(MS((53%)(in(nature,(whereby(it(was(discussed(around(delivering(the(IT( solution,( i.e.( revamping( the( old,( legacy( system( to( the( new( IT( platform.( One( of( the( General(Manager(of(a(particular(business(division,(and(also(a(sponsor(of(the(initiative,(summed(up(the(use(of(IT(MS(as(follows:(
“Basically)IT)would)have)come)to)the)business)and)gone)‘<old)system)name>)is)nearing)its)
end)of) life,) and) therefore)we)need)a)new)core) system.)<old) system)name>)has) limitations)
about) the) number) of) stores) it) can) service.) So)we’re) in) a) position) here,) either)we) have) to)
spend) a) significant) amount) of) money) on) a) product) that’s) nearing) its) end) of) life) to) help)
develop)it)to)more)sites,)or)we)need)to)develop)a)new)system’.)[…])But)in)the)end,)from)my)
point) of) view,) […])we) did) a) transformation) from) a) core) base) system) to) a) new) core) base)
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system,%and%apart% from%frustration%at%having%to% learn%new%things,% little%bits%of% frustration%
about%lingo,%about%keystrokes,%about%how%things%go%on,%we%delivered%it%successfully.”%








Change'MS((15%)(is(the(third(most(cited(MS,(whereby(it(is(invoked(mainly(as(TF(MS((66%).(In(particular,(the(emphasis(is(on(ensuring(that(the(entire(organization,(i.e.(ranging(from(the(Strategic(Management( to( the( program( leadership( team( and( to( the( operational( staff( of( the( business( are(constantly( aligned(with( the( transformation( initiative.( An( excerpt( from( the( Lead( of( the( Change(Management( team( below( reflects( the( need( to( reconfigure( existing( organizational( routines( in(order(to(ensure(that(the(employees(are(able(to(cope(with(the(evolving(changes(in(the(enterprise(via( formulating( an( appropriate( strategy( for( the( transformation( initiative( and( the( transforming(enterprise:(
‘Each%project%has%a%change%management%strategy.%But% it's%also,% I% changed% it%when% I%came%
along.%We%used%to%have%a%change%one%and%a%training%one.%And%we've%merged%them%together.%
So%we've%got%the%training%and%change%strategy%for%each%project.%[…]%Change%management%is%
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delivery.%So% it's% that% link%where%you're%actually%passing% the% thing%over,% transitioning% from%
one%system%to%the%other%system.“%Additionally,(an(external( implementation(partner(also(states( the(need(to(shift( the(stakeholders’(perceptions,(which(requires(a(dynamic(and(tailored(approach(for(a(mass(amount(of(employees(in(Beta(Corporation51:(
“Managing%the%mind%space%of%people,%especially%when%people%going%there%is%no%need%for%any%
change.%So%those%agents%of%no%change%of%which%we%have%a%whole%number%in%the%program%and%
in% the% business,% they% are% to% me,% the% hardest% thing.% So% it’s% people’s% mindset.% It’s% not%
technology,% it’s%not%process,% it’s% that% term%that%says%hey,%we%never%needed% it% in% the% last%10%
years.”%A(prominent(finding(is(one(by(a(General(Manager(and(sponsor,(whose(successful(leadership(has(yielded( favorable( results( as( one( of( the( first( rollout( of( Gamma( Transformation.( He( states( the(importance( of( focusing( on( the( endIuser( and( customer,( as( part( of(managing( the( change(within(Gamma(Transformation:(











40%% of% your% sales% at% risk.% And% 40%% of% $X% billion% is% too%much% to% put% at% risk.% […]%With% a%








Value'MS((9%)(is(cited(as(being(predominantly(TA(MS((70%)(in(nature(whereby(the(majority(of(the( discussions( revolve( around( the( value( estimation( for( each( release,( including( planning( and(execution(of(benefits(realization,(as(well(as(reviewing(and(evaluating(the(results.(Quoting(one(of(the(Senior(Business(Delivery(Manager:((
“In% a% project% itself% you% go% yep,% it’s% going% to% be% six%months,% it’s% going% to% save% us% X%million%
dollars,%it’s%going%to%cost%us%Y%but%then%it’s%going%to%save%us%Z%million%dollars%a%year.%Alright,%
fine,% no%worries,% approved,% tick% the%box.% Six%months% time% you%deliver,% done.% In%a%program%
such% as% <Gamma% Transformation>,% which% has% got% so% many% intertwined% projects% with% so%
many%bits%and%pieces%and%the%benefits%are%trapped%at%different%spaces,%it%gets%very%complex.%
So%yeah,%so%value%added%was%carried%throughout%and%then%it%is%realized.%We%have%realization%
processes,%we%have%audits% come% in%and% look%at%our%benefits%and% they%come% in%and% look%at%
how%we’re%going%to%realize%it%and%then%go%from%there.”%Both( Process' and( Project' MS' are( cited( equally( (5%)' with( both( bearing( the( same( dominant(attribute( in( Case( Study( Gamma.( The( invocation( of( Process( MS( as( TA( MS( (56%)( is( mainly( to(determine( the( scope( of( analysis,( mapping( and( planning( of( selected( processes,( plus(implementation( of( the( new( business( processes( in( adherence( to( the( maxim( established( in( the(program( charter( at( the( very( start( of( the( initiative.( Gamma( Corporation( are( very( firm( with(ensuring( that( they( do( not( deviate( too( much( from( the( process( templates,( or( out( of( the( box(solutions(that(are(bundled(with(the(ERP(solution.(With(Project(MS,(it(is(cited(as(being(completely(TA(MS( (100%)(whereby( Gamma( Corporation( are( rigorous( in( employing( and( reIusing( existing(methodologies( to( ensure( the( project( deliverables( are( realized( throughout( the( initiative.(Importantly,( the( adherence( and( commitment( to( the( initiative( is( highlighted( by( one( of( the(Program( Managers( responsible( for( the( delivery( of( the( last( business( release,( including( the(management(of(the(business(processes(with(an(endItoIend(perspective:(




come% across% in% programmes% like% this,% you% know,% involvement% by% the% business,%
communication,%engagement%with%the%business,%all%those%sort%of%things,%and%you%just%have%to%
watch%how%that%goes.%[…]%All%good%intentions%and%everything%starts%off%really%well,%and%then%





The(least(cited(MS(is(Competence'&'Training'MS'(3%)(that(is(cited(as(being(predominantly(TF(MS( (52%)( in( nature.( In( particular,( this( particular( MS( is( continuously( invoked( to( identify( the(competence( strategy,( develop( the( curriculum( and( deliver( the( training( itself,( which,( the(participants(highlight(the(involvement(of(coaching(and(working(alongside(relevant(employees(to(ensure( an( effective( transition( from( the( old( to( the( new( state.( Quoting( the( Lead( of( the( Change(Management(team:(
“And%then%the%change%manager%at%the%same%time,%not%exact%but%roughly% in%that%phase,%we%
put% together% the%planning% strategy% for% change%and% training.%They%do% the%business% impact%
assessments,%which% I% just% spoke% about,% they'll% design.% They% start% thinking% about% training.%
They%start%to%deliver%the%training%material%and%plan%for%the%business%transition.%They%deliver%
the% training% and% commence% the% activities% for% transition,% support% the% users% through%
coaching,%and%training%and%similarly%support%the%end%users%and%then%hand%over%to%business%
so%that%the%thing%becomes%a%business%as%usual.”%One(of( the(Project(Managers(also(noted(how(the(MS( is( invoked(that(confirms(what( the(Leading(Change(Manager(said:(
“Transition% management% is% basically% working% project% management% and% change%
management,%working%with%the%business%to%determine%how%we%first%do%the%training,%do%the%
impact% assessments,% transition% people% through% the% training,% through% doing% firstly% user%
acceptance% testing,% confirming% that% the% solution% works% for% them.% […]% Massive% data%
(volume),%massive%training%piece%because%you’re%training%tens%of%people%really%to%move%from%
an%old%system%to%a%new%system.”%Having(described(each( type(of(MS(and( their(prominent(attribute,( the(next( section(presents( the(overall(attribute(of(MS(required(throughout(the(entire(initiative.(
%Prominent%MS%Attribute%Overall,(TA(MS(is(more(prominent(throughout(the(entire(Gamma(Transformation(initiative.(This(is( particularly( evident( based( on( the( strong( adherence( to( the( governance(mechanisms( in( place(from( the( start(of( the( initiative,(where(Risk(and(Value(MS(are( closely( aligned(with( the( strategic(goals( and( objectives( of( the( program.( In( particular,( the( program( leadership( in( Gamma(Transformation(ensured(that(the(program(deliverables(did(not(deviate(from(the(project(maxim,(as(specified(in(the(Blueprint(Design(wave(of(the(initiative.(Program(scope(management(as(part(of(Program(MS(is(also(invoked(to(ensure(that(the(program(deliverables(are(within(the(time(and(cost(constraints( in( response( to( influential( triggers( at( the( Program( Management( level.( It( was( also(observed(that(TF(MS(was(invoked(in(a(similar(manner(to(Alpha’s(transformation,(i.e.(to(develop(the(business(vision(or(more(generally,(to(strategize(or(reconfigure(existing(routines.(An(incident(where(the(TF(MS(was(in(response(to(an(external(trigger(in(Wave(3(where(there(was(an(economic(downturn( that( threatened( the( progress( of( Gamma’s( transformation.( Instead( of( reacting(negatively,( Gamma( saw( an( opportunity( to( reconfigure( its( business( model( to( adapt( to( the(environmental(dynamics(by(investing(in(another(business(opportunity(that(lead(to(the(provision(
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of( a( successful,( new( value( proposition.( Another( instance( was( when( there( was( a( change( in(executive(leadership(whereby(the(management(requires(the(invocation(of(Strategy(MS(in(order(to(mitigate(such(a(situation,(and(also( invoked(Change(MS( in(order( to(create(stakeholder(buyIin(as(well(as(identifying(new(change(agent(networks.(














































































Frequency'IT(MS( 56%((151)( 44%((121)( 19%((272)(Program(MS( 67%((161)( 33%((78)( 17%((239)(Change(MS( 38%((84)( 62%((139)( 15%((223)(Risk(MS( 64%((116)( 36%((65)( 13%((181)(Strategy(MS( 31%((53)( 69%((120)( 12%((173)(Value(MS( 62%((80)( 38%((50)( 9%((130)(Business(Process(MS( 42%((50)( 58%((69)( 8%((119)(Project(MS( 91%((61)( 9%((6)( 5%((67)((Competence(&(Training(MS( 54%((22)( 46%((19)( 3%((41)(
Sum/Attribute' 54%'(778)' 46%'(667)' 100%'(1445)'
As(can(be(seen,(overall(there(are(1445(MS(cited(in(all(case(studies,(whereby(54%(of(them(are(TA(MS( (n( =( 778)( and( 46%( are( TF( MS( (n( =( 667).( The( next( section( describes( each( MS( and( their(attributes(in(the(order(of(their(frequency(of(citations((highest(to(lowest).(
Prominent%MS%Type%Figure( 34( shows( the( comparison( on( the(MS( cited( for( all( three( case( studies.( Each( of( the(MS( is(discussed(individually(below(with(respect(to(the(most(prominently(cited(MS(for(each(case.(









committee% tell% you% what’s% happening,% the% sum% we% should% spend.% And% they% say% yep% keep%
proceeding,%come%back%to%the%analyze%phase,%[…]%the%business%teams%will%write%the%detailed%
requirements.%And%once%the%detailed%requirements%are%written%the%delivery%teams%basically%
come%up%with%what%we% call% the% highelevel% solution% design,%working%with% the% architecture%
team% we% would% have% the% integration% specs.%We% would% have% what% we% call% fit% gap,% which%
identifies% whether% various% artefacts% that% we% deliver% are% a% fit.% As% in% existing% software%
capability%can%fit%the%requirement%or%if%it’s%a%gap%we%have%to%build%objects,%new%capabilities.”%
Project%Manager% in% Case% Study% Beta:% “We% have% a%migration%which% technically%means%we%








training%would%have%happened% for% people% and% then%we%do% the,% all% the% software%processes%
afterwards%and%make%sure%that%the%systems%are%working%correctly.”%















program.%And%then%within% it%you%call% them%all%releases%usually.%So% like%2D,%3A%that%kind%of%
















































Cross-Case Analysis of 




Programme%Director% of% Case% Study% Alpha:% “You% spend% a% lot% of% time% communicating,% and%
then%you%have%to%change%your%communication%style%based%on%what%you%need%to%do.%So%a%lot%
of%the%time%it’s%influencing%people.%So%sometimes%it’s%all%about%making%sure%people%have%got%





Global% Process% Owner% of% Case% Study% Beta:% “The% hardest% would% always% what% I% see% and%
whenever% we% do% this% […]% is% always% to% do% the% change% management,% to% get% really% the%










Risk' MS.' Risk( MS( (13%)( is( the( fourth( most( prominent( MS( where( it( is( also( the( fourth( most(prominent(in(Case(Studies(Alpha(and(Gamma.(Predominantly,(Risk(MS(is(TA(MS(in(nature(overall((64%)(and(across(all(three(cases.(It(appears(that(for(all(three(cases,(Risk(MS(is(invoked(to(identify(and(evaluate(potential(risks(and(issues(that(may(emerge,(particularly(in(relation(to(the(business(impact( as( a( whole.( Additionally,( as( the( bulk( of( the( initiative( entails( shifting( the( core( IT(infrastructure(from(the(old(legacy(environment(to(a(new(IT(platform,(significant(amount(of(effort(is(required(for(testing((
Risk%Manager%from%Case%Study%Alpha:%“So%we%planned%for%this,%so%we%built%our%code%for%this.%
And% then% we% find% out% that% product% C% actually,% you% know% some% of% these% clients% that% had%
opened%their%account%twenty%years%ago%had%some%special%functionality%that%we%didn’t%plan%




anything% to% go% wrong% any% time% but% now% the% risk% of% having% a% negative% impact% on% the%
business%was%very%high.”%
Business% Architect% from% Case% Study% Gamma:% “Now% master% data% obviously% gave% us% the%
biggest% risk% to%date.% […]% So%master%data%means% every% single%article.% So%we’re% serving%<X>%
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million% customers% a% week% in% <Gamma% Business% Division>% alone,% let% alone% <Gamma%
Corporation>%alone.%[…]%And%so%if%we%impacted%the%fact%that%we%couldn’t%order%off%<another%
business>,% or% didn’t% know%what%we%wanted% them% to% deliver% us,% or% didn’t% know% inside% our%
data%centres%what%to%pick%to%send%to%a%store%[…]%all%of%that%uses%master%data.%So%if%we%had%
made%errors%in%master%data%we%could%have%affected%the%entire%business.”%
Strategy'MS.'Strategy(MS(is(the(fifth(most(prominent((12%)(whereby(it(is(cited(to(be(invoked(as(predominantly( TF( MS( (69%),( which( is( consistent( across( all( three( cases.( The( invocation( of(Strategy(as(a(TF(MS(is(mainly(to(identify(possible(avenues(in(all(waves,(whereby(in(Wave(1(it(was(used(to(formulate(the(potential(approach,( in(Wave(2( it( is( to( identify(the(roadmap(to(deploy(the(ITBT,( in(Wave(3( to(manage( the( interdependencies(between( the(various(business(divisions( and(inherent(business(processes,(and(in(Wave(4(to(identify(means(to(leverage(the(IT(investment.(
Programme%Director%in%Case%Study%Alpha:%So%we%chose%pretty%much%we’d%start%with%systems%









got%a%new% system.% It’s%not%bad.%But%we%had% to%go% through%all% that% transition,%but% I%pretty%
much%got%what%I%had.%Take%my%<business%division>%hat%off,%stick%my%<Gamma%Corporation>%
hat% on,% this% transition% in% <business% division>% is% fantastic% for% <Gamma% Corporation>.% It’s%
shown%in%a%division%we’re%able%to%take%from%a%business%working%on%<old%legacy%system>%to%a%
business% working% in% <ERP% software>.% To% me% that’s% the% longeterm% opportunity.% […]% The%
company% should% still% be% really% happy% with% what% they’ve% been% able% to% achieve,% because%
they’ve%proven%you%can%divorce%a%division%off%<the%old%legacy%system>%and%continue%to%run%it%
in%this%base%system%that’s%going%to%become%the%footprint%for%the%future.%






Head% of% IT% Portfolio% &% Business% Excellence:% Customer% satisfaction.% […]% We% have% our%
international%customer%opinion%survey%and%we%work%with%those%results.%But%we%stay%on%the%
certain%level%for%years%now%[…]%without%significant%outcome%for%the%customer.%Do%we%grow%in%
terms%of% sales?%No.%But% the%moment%we%avoid% the%crisis%and%we%are%much%better% than% the%





the%business%projects%where%we% implemented% the%global%contact%centre% that%was%basically%
coming% together%with% the%computer% telephone% integration% that%we% then%also% restructured%
our%customer%service%call%centre%structure.%We%were%quite%strict%because%now%the%IT%system%











with%<ERP>.%We’ve% tried% to%determine% the%value%of% that% incremental%capability.%That’s% fed%
into%the%business%case.”%
Process' MS.'What( is( notably( different( about( Process(MS( (8%)( is( how( Case( Study( Beta( has( a(significantly(higher(amount(of(citation((18%)(compared( to(Case(Study(Alpha((4%)(and(Gamma((5%).(Indeed,(one(of(the(prominent(topic(of(discussion(among(the(interview(participants(of(Beta(Corporation(was(how(they(mentioned(that(they(have(deviated(from(the(template(solutions(that(came(with(the(ERP(software.((
















optimal%level%of%integration%and%we%definitely%went%beyond%that%part.”%In( contrast( with( the( aforementioned( findings( above,( Gamma( Corporation( on( the( other( hand(explicitly(stated(how(they(only(customized(the(business(processes(where(necessary.((
Former% Programme% Director% of% Case% Study% Gamma:% “We% definitely% use% process%
management.%So%we%want%to%take%very%much%a%process%first%for%this%program,%so%we%would%
define%what%we%believe%the%new%process%was.%We%would%have%–%I%mean,%we%wouldn’t%do%it%in%
isolation% from% the% SAP% solution,% so% the% going% thinking% was,% if% SAP% has% got% a% method% or%
approach%that%does%it%the%best%way,%why%can’t%we%change%our%processes%to%meet%that,%rather%
than%change%the%ERP%to%meet%our%processes.”%
Yet, in spite of having a ‘maxim’ as cited in the program charter, it appears to be a difficult task to 
adhere to those maxims: 
General%Manager:%“Process%management,%not%so%strong.%[…]%I%think%we’ve%taken%the%system,%
put% it% into%place%and% then%we’ve% trained% the%users% on%how% to%use% it,% rather% than% take% the%
opportunity%to%redefine%the%entire%process.% I% think%mostly%we’ve%taken%lots%of%processes%we%
used%to%do%in%<legacy%system>%and%we’ve%put%that%in%place%in%<ERP%system>.”%
Programme% Manager:% “So% it’s% wherever% humanly% possible% to% change% the% process,% rather%
than%change%the%system.%Whereas%typically%it’s%been%what%do%you%want%the%system%do,%now%
how%do% I%make% it% do% it,% so% that’s% an% expensive%way%of% going.% So%we%are% trying% to%actually%
force%a%business%process%change%rather%than%a%system%enhancement%or%development.”%














umm% design% and% analyze% for% two% releases% in% parallel% effectively% which% is% very% hard% to%




Program%Manager% of% Case% Study% Gamma:% “So% we% start% to% get% a% design% of% what% are% the%
process% steps,% who% owns% those% process% steps,% can% it% be% enabled% by% work% flow,% will% it% be%
something%like%that,%what%are%the%handover%points%to%some%manual%processes?%By%the%time%
we%finish%our%design%phase,%we%have%the%whole%blueprint%for%the%solution%and%we%can%then%
begin% our% build% phase% which% is% when% our% developer% start% coming% into% that% and% our%
functional%consultants%in%terms%of%configuring%the%solution%within%the%system.%[…]%So%we%are%
obviously% part% of,% the% transformation% here% is% changing% all% the% businesses% that% we’re%
touching,%their%business%processes.%We’re%implementing%a%whole%endetoeend%procureetoepay%
merchandising% solution,% and% the% solution% in% terms% of% not% just% the% technology% but% the%
business%processes%to%be%executed.%So%we’re%definitely%endetoeend%managing%that.”%







then%we%have% to%do% support.%But% that’s%pretty%much% the%advantage% for%all% of% the%projects,%
even%the%smaller%ones%and%the%bigger%ones.”%
Programme%Manager%of%Case%Study%Gamma:% “So%basically% that%5.1,%2,%3% series%of%projects,%
they’re% the% foundation% for% the% <business% organization% X>% and% <business% organization% Y>%
project%which% is%running%now,%as%well%as%<business%organization%Z>%which% is%also%running%
now.% So% that% gives% us% six% business% releases% that% make% up% the% program.% […]% as% you% are%
executing% a% project,% I’m% saying% that% you% have% check% points% so% that% they% could% be%weekly%




that% you’ve% got% highlighted% there.% So% that% applies% all% the%way% through% project% execution.%
When%you%actually%start%to%go%live%with%these%things%where%you%have%a%daily%review%of%the%
issues% that%are%coming%out%of% the%go% live% so% things% that%have%gone%wrong,% feedback% that’s%
coming%from%the%business,%all%those%types%of%things%that%you%need%to%respond%and%either%plan%
better%or%react%to.”%
Competence'&'Training'MS.'This(least(cited(MS((3%)(overall(is(rather(an(interesting(finding(as(most(interviewees(did(mention(that(ramping(up(the(skills(and(competences(of(the(employees(was(a(given(and(necessary(with(the(enterprise(transformation,(and(is(required(on(a(regular(or(routine(basis(with( every( release( of( the( IT( solution( to( the(business.(However,(what(was( also(notable( is(how( several( participants( mentioned( the( need( to( improve( the( training( curriculum,( or( that( the(effort(dedicated(to(deliver(this(managerial(capability(is(underestimated.(As(such,(the(prominence(of(Competence(and(Training(MS(could(be(better(improved(in(the(management(of(ITBT.'
CIO% from%Case% Study%Alpha:% “So% change%management% team%when% they’re% coming%up%with%
their% plan% to% roll% out% a% certain% change,% the% training% process...they%would% come% to% us% and%
work%with%us%to%come%up%with%a%pack%describing%what%the%change%is.%Make%sure%the%usage%of%
the%capability%that%we’re%delivering%is%well%understood.%So%then%when%you%come%up%with%the%
training% packs% they’re% representing% that% you’ve% actually% built% it% as% opposed% to% something%
else.”%
Head% of% Central% IT% Services% from% Case% Study% Beta:% “After% the% goelive% means% the% overall%








many%changes% in% the%stores%so% far%and% in%another%release% I’ve%got%a%piece%where%we%put%a%
new%portal%into%the%stores.%And%suddenly%they’ve%got,%they’ve%got%to%retrain%all%the%people%to%
sort% of% use% new% screens.% They’re% no% longer% using% the% mainframe% screens,% they’re% using%
Windows%screens%and%everything%like%that%so%that’s%a%significant%change%that%wasn’t%there%in%






Prominent%MS%Attribute%For(the(crossIcase(analysis,( the(candidate(amalgamated(the( findings(regarding(the(attributes(of(the(MS(cited(across(all(three(studies.(What(is( interesting(is(that,( in(spite(of(the(difference(in(the(rhythm(per(case,(overall,(TA(MS(appears(to(be(the(more(dominant(attribute(required(in(managing(business( transformations.( This( may( suggest( that( while( TF( MS( is( important( to( reconfigure(organizational( routines( in( managing( business( transformations,( e.g.( altering( scope( of( program(deliverables(for(a(timely(delivery,(or(strategizing(a(new(business(model,(it(is(more(important(to(adhere( to( those( established( routines( in( order( to( deliver( and( subsequently( maintain( the(momentum(of(the(transformation.(This(is(particularly(important(as(the(ITBT(initiative(stretches(over(a(prolonged(period(of(time,(where(key(employees(may(lose(interest(or(experience(burnout(before(achieving(the(end(of(the(transformation(journey.(
Summary%of%Cross%Case%Analysis%on%Rhythm%Principle%Per(Figure(35,( the(most(prominent(MS( is( IT(MS,(which(may( suggest( that( significant( amount(of(resources(are(dedicated(to(the(transformation(of(the(enterprise(that(is(enabled(by(the(IT(artifact.(As( mentioned( in( the( prior( section,( TA(MS( appears( to( be( the( most( prominent( MS( attribute( to(ensure( that( the( initiative( for( triggers( at( the( Program( Management( level( adheres( to( the(established( governance( structure( as( specified( in( response( to( the( triggers( at( the( Strategic(Management( level( per( findings( from( Case( Study( Alpha( and( Gamma.( IT( MS( provides( the(managerial(capabilities(required(to(deliver(the(IT(solution(to(enable(the(business(transformation,(as(discussed(from(the(summary(of(the(rhythm(principle(for(Case(Study(Beta(and(Gamma.(
(
Figure'35.'Findings'for'Cross_Case'Analysis'on'Rhythm'Principle'in'BTM'Having( presented( the( crossIcase( analysis( findings,( the( next( section( concludes( this( Case( Study(chapter(with(a(summary(of(the(key(findings.(
Composition Principle #2: Rhythm



























































































! Process( MS( determines( the( scope( of( analysis( for( the( introduction( of( new( business(processes(in(conjunction(with(the(IT(solution;(and((
! Change(MS(identifies(the(stakeholders(and(change(agents(required(for(the(ITBT(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((53(With(reference( to(Section(3.5.5(and(3.6,( the( ‘harmony’(principle( in(BTM( is(defined(as( the( integration(of(two(or(more( types(of(MS,(wherein( integration( refers( to( simultaneous(execution(of( the( (processIoriented)(managerial(actions(that(are(required(to(deliver(the(managerial(capabilities(and(at(the(same(time(provide(a(valuable(outcome(for(the(overall(management(of(the(transformation(initiative(
Chapter(6:(Case(Studies((((
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Based(on(this(example,(the(harmony(principle(thus(refers(to(the(integration(of(two(or(more(types(of( MS,( whereby( the( (processIoriented)( managerial( actions( required( to( deliver( the( required(managerial( capabilities( are( performed( simultaneously( to( provide( a( valuable( outcome( for( the(overall( management( of( the( transformation( initiative.( The( way( in( which( this( principle( is(developed(is(based(on(the(following(data(collection(and(analysis(means:(a) Asking( the( interview( question( of( “Was( there( a( need( to( integrate( the( MS( during( the(initiative?”(to(the(participants(during(the(conduct(of(the(case(studies(b) Asking(the(question(of(“How(are(they(integrated(with(one(another?”(c) Triangulating( the( responses( with( pertinent( documentation,( observation( or( field( notes(and(memos(While(some(responses(were(rather(straightforward,(i.e.(participants(described(the(integration(of(specific(MS,(some(responses(require(coding(of(the(interview(excerpts(based(on(the(capabilities(of(the(respective(MS,(which(are(derived(from(the(BTM2(framework.(The(workings(of( the(harmony(principle( are( annexed( in( Appendix( F,( where( the( integration( of( the( different( MS( types( are(illustrated(throughout(the(BTM(initiative.(The(sections(to(follow(describe(how(the(MS(invoked(in(the(three(case(studies(are(integrated(with(one(another.(In(particular,(this(study(identifies(the(MS(type(that(is(most(integrated(with(other(MS(with( respect( to( their( attributes( as( TA(MS( and( TF(MS.( As(more( than( one(MS( are( invoked( by( a(particular(trigger,(the(candidate(describes(how(the(MS(are(integrated(based(on(the(level(at(which(those(MS( are( invoked,( i.e.( at( both( the( Strategic( and( Program(Management( level.( The( harmony(principle(for(each(case(proceeds(as(follows.(
6.5.1 Harmony'in'Case'Study'Alpha'
Triggers%at%the%Strategic%Management%Level%Figure( 36( illustrates( the( harmony( composition( principle( for( Case( Alpha( at( the( Strategic(Management(level,(with(each(wave(being(described(in(the(following.(
Wave' 1.( In( the(Concept(Development(wave(of(Case(Study(Alpha,(Strategy(MS( is(cited( to(be( the(most( integrated( TF(MS,( while( the(most( integrated( TA(MS( is( Risk(MS( for( those( triggers( at( the(Strategic(Management(Level.(For(TF(Strategy%MS,( it(requires(integration(with(the(following(TA(MS:(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Strategy(MS(and(TA(Value(MS.(The(TF(Strategy(MS(depicts(the(new(business(or(operating(model,(which(was(derived(with(the(conduct(of(a(strategic(risk(assessment(on(the(enterprise,(whereby(an(assessment( of( the( existing( business( and( IT( capability( suggests( that( the( value( or( benefits( of(undergoing( an( ITBT( will( allow( Alpha( Corporation( to( achieve( its( business( vision( of( being( a(customerIcentric( financial( institution,( and( retain( its( market( leader( position( within( the( Asia(Pacific(region.(As(one(of(the(CIO(puts(it:(
Chapter(6:(Case(Studies((((
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‘It’s%been%a% technology%driven%business% transformation%so%a%very% significant%component%of%








MS% is( invoked( in( the(Blueprint(Design(wave(at( the(Strategic(Management( level( to( establish( the(program(planning(and(governance,(which(subsequently(requires(an(IT(roadmap(plan(along(with(an(analysis(of( the(gap(and( toIbe( state(of( the(enterprise’s( IT( infrastructure,( identification(of( the(scope(of(analysis( for(the(business(processes(to(be( implemented,(as(well(as(the(preparation(of(a(detailed(business(case.(
















































stakeholders,( where( the( integrated( transformation( plan( plays( a( fundamental( role( to( ensure(alignment(of(the(program(deliverables(with(the(program’s(governance(structure.(As(described(by(the(Programme(Director(when(asked(about(the(integration(of(the(MS:(
‘That’s% an% art% not% a% science% as% to% how% they% are% interconnected.% So% any% one% of% our%major%
releases%you’re%dealing%with%quality,%you’re%dealing%with%scope%dealing%with%risk%and%you’re%
making% tradeeoffs.% […]% They% are% interconnected% and% there% is% no% hierarchy.% So% if% I’ve% got%
eight%items%and%several%of%them%are%green%and%one%of%them%is%red,%the%red%one%has%got%the%




defined%what%decisions%we%make%here%but%also% the%output%of% those%decisions.%They% impact%
that%governance%because%of%some%things%you%have%no%choice%for%reasons%of%delivery.”%
Triggers%at%the%Program%Management%Level%In(the(case(analysis,(the(candidate(did(not(identify(any(Program(Level(triggers(in(Wave(1,(which(may( be( due( to( the( official( initiation( of( the( transformation( program( in( Wave( 2.( As( such,( the(following(sections(will(only(describe(the(integration(of(those(MS(in(Waves(2(and(3(as(illustrated(per(Figure(37.(
(
Figure'37.'Case'Study'Alpha’s'Harmony'Principle'for'Program'Management''















































potential( risks( and( issues( are( identified( in( relation( to( the(program(plan( to( ensure( a( successful(solution(delivery.(
Wave'3.'Similar(to(Wave(2,(Program(MS(is(also(the(most(integrated(MS(in(Wave(3(as(both(TF(and(TA( MS.( TF( Program% MS% requires( integration( with( TF( Change( MS,( TF( IT( MS,( TF( Risk( MS,( TF(Strategy(MS,(TF(Value(MS(and(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Change(MS,(TA(IT(MS(and(TA(Program(MS.(On(the(other(hand,(TA(Program%MS%requires( integration(with( the( following(TF(MS:(TF(Program(MS,(TF(Change(MS,(TF(IT(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(TF(Strategy(MS,(TF(Value(MS(and(TF(Competence(and(Training(MS,(as(well(as(TA(Change(MS(and(TA(IT(MS.(The(integration(of(Program(MS(is(attributed(to(the(influential( triggers( that( require( change( in( the( scope( of( the( program( deliverables( to( ensure(adherence(to(the(program(time(and(cost(management,(which(also(requires(the(stakeholders(are(to(be(kept( informed(by(means(of(reporting( the(progress(of( the(entire(program.( In(addition,( the(interdependent(projects(that(entails(rolling(out(the(new(IT(artifact,(labeled(as(the(‘launch’(of(the(new(IT(platform(and(‘migrate’(the(data(from(the(old(legacy(system(to(the(new(IT(environment(and(to( equip( the( employees(with( the( necessary( skills( to( use( the( new( IT( platform.( Throughout( the(entire(program,(the(CIO(states(how(it(was(imperative(to(plan(and(execute(the(benefits(realization(of( the( program.( Furthermore,( the( reactional( triggers( that( emerge( in( Wave( 3( required( the(formulation( and( execution( of( risk(mitigation( strategies.( As( for( situational( triggers,( there(were(instances( where( program( HR( management( was( required( in( alignment( with( the( new(organizational(model,( and( also( to( identify( and( network( change( agents( in( order( to(manage( the(transition(of(the(initiative(from(the(old(to(the(new(state.(Next,(the(harmony(for(Beta’s(transformation(is(presented.(
6.5.2 Harmony'in'Case'Study'Beta'
Triggers%at%the%Strategic%Management%Level%Figure( 38( and( Figure( 39( illustrates( the( harmony( composition( principle( for( Case( Beta( at( the(Strategic(Management(level,(with(each(wave(being(described(in(the(following.(




Figure'38.'Case'Study'Beta’s'Harmony'Principle'for'Strategic'Management'(Waves'1'&'2)'As(for(TF(Process%MS,(it(is(integrated(with(TF(Change(MS,(TF(IT(MS,(TF(Project(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(TF(Strategy(MS,(TF(Competence(&(Training(MS,(as(well(as(TA(Change(MS,(TA(Process(MS,(TA(Risk(MS.(The( Process( MS( were( invoked( simultaneously( with( the( aforementioned( TF( MS( in( order( to(ascertain( what( improvements( are( required( to( reIdesign( and( establish( a( globally( standardized(business( processes( across( the( entire( Beta( Corporation,( with( emphasis( on( the( major( sales(organizations( that( are( distributed( across( multiple( locations( around( the( world.( The( scope( of(analysis( and( risks( pertinent( to( reIdesigning( those( business( processes(were( also( identified( and(evaluated( amongst( the( key( stakeholders( such( as( process( owners( and( other( change( agent(networks.(On(the(other(hand,(the(TA(MS(that(requires(most(integration(at(the(strategic(level(is(the(Risk%MS,(which(is(integrated(with(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Strategy(MS,(as(well(as(TF(Change(MS,(TF(IT(MS,(TF(Process(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(TF(Strategy(MS.(These(MS(require(integration(in(order(to(assess(the(position(of(the(transforming(enterprise(in(its(market,(identify(and(evaluate(other(pertinent(risks(associated(with(the(ITBT,(where(it(was(identified(that(a(new(IT(platform(needs(to(be(deployed(to(support(the(globally( standardized( business( processes( and( data( structures( as( the( current( IT( and( business(capability(does(not(support(the(new(business(vision(and(business(model.(

















































“So% there% was% someone% responsible% for% HR,% there% was% someone% responsible% for% logistics,%
program%management,%project%management,%stuff%like%that.%And%the%program%manager%for%
the% rollout% was% responsible% that% everyone,% every% area% that% we% have% listed% here,% delivers%
exactly% according% to% the% timeline.% So% HR%management% for% instance% starts% approximately%
half% to% one% year% before,% setting% up% the% people,% setting% up% the% users,% payroll% and% stuff% like%
that.%And%then%comes%the%operational%side,%that’s%the%program%and%the%project%management.%
Reviewing% the%processes,% reviewing% the% legal% requirements.%Based%on% that,%we%pick%out%of%
those% 1900% business% scenarios% that% we% will% implement.% Check% that% again...% go% into% the%
details,%etc.%By%signing%off%that%business%blueprint,%we%go%into%the%implementation.”%%
Wave' 3.( In( the( Solution( Delivery( wave,( the( TF( and( TA( MS( that( requires( most( integration( is(Program(MS(and(Risk(MS(respectively.(For(TF(Program%MS,( it( is(cited(to(be(integrated(with(TA(Change(MS,(TA(Program(MS,(TA(Project(MS,( TA( Value(MS,( and( TF( Value(MS.( These(MS( are( integrated( to( ensure( that( the( scope( of( the(program( deliverables( will( yield( the( valueIadded( benefits( for( the( business( as( a( whole,( which(executed( in(multiple( interdependent(projects( throughout(Wave(3.(Additionally,( communication(among( the(change(agents(were(held(on(a(regular(basis( to(ensure( that( the(key(stakeholders(are(aware(of(progress(of(the(initiative,(and(the(resulting(outcome(of(deploying(the(new(IT(artifact(and(business(processes(are(reviewed(and(evaluated(with(each(release.(For(TA(Risk%MS,(it(is(cited(to(require(integration(with(TA(Change(MS,(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Program(MS,(TA(Project(MS,(TA(Strategy(MS,(and(also(TF(IT(MS(and(TF(Risk(MS.(As(indicated(in(Figure(33,(Risk(MS( requires( integration(with(majority( of( the(MS( in( the( Solution( Delivery(wave( as( there(were(multiple(projects(running( in(parallel(at(once((2(–(3(releases(per(year)( in(order(to(maximize(the(capabilities(in(transforming(the(enterprise,(while(at(the(same(time(ensuring(that(the(quality(of(the(deliverables(are(up(to(par,(as(stated(by(one(of(the(steering(committee(executive:(
“In%parallel,%we%start%with%a%sales%team,%with%the%supply%chain%team,%with%HR,%with%financial,%
with%CRM,%with% the% finance%department.%We% start% the% training,% the% key%user% training.% […]%
And%by%doing%so,%we%ramp%up%the%key%users%that%they%are%able%to%train%all%[…]%the%trainers,%
the%sales%representatives%out%there,%the%key%account%managers,%the%call%centre%guys%etc.%And%
those% more% or% less% hygiene% activities% like% IT% management,% like% migration% management%
clearly% belongs% then% to% the% implementation% part.% […]% Governance% areas% like% quality%
management,%risk%management%and%so%on,%this%is%also%done%in%parallel.%And%for%that%we%have%
some%structured%activities%like%the%project%board%[…]%once%per%month%where%we%go%through%









Wave'4.(In(the(PostITransformation(Wave,(Process(MS(and(Value(MS(are(the(most(integrated(TF(and(TA(MS(respectively(for(triggers(at(the(Strategic(Management(level.(TF(Process%MS(is(integrated(with(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Value(MS,(as(well(as(TF(Risk(MS(and(TF(Value( MS.( In( this( particular( wave,( Beta( Corporation( establishes( areas( for( improvement( with(respect(to(its(newly(implemented(business(processes(that(is(supported(by(the(new(IT(platform,(as(well( as( to( identify( emerging( issues,( risk( response( plans( and( risk( management( improvement,(which(are(executed(along(with(the(reviewing(and(evaluating(of(resulting(benefits(and(to(establish(potentials(for(improvement(for(the(entire(enterprise.(As(for(TA(Value%MS,(it(is(integrated(with(TF(Process(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(TF(Value(MS,(and(also(TA(IT(MS.( Upon( reviewing( and( evaluating( the( results( of( the( initiative,( Beta( Corporation( further(established(areas(leverage(the(newly(deployed(IT(platform(that(supports(the(new(data(structure(and( business( processes,( which( subsequently( requires( IT( operations( and( service( optimization(throughout(the(enterprise.(
Triggers%at%the%Program%Management%Level%Figure( 40( and( Table( 42( illustrates( the( harmony( composition( principle( for( Case( Beta( at( the(Program(Management(level,(with(each(wave(being(described(in(the(following.(











































evaluated,( including( identification( of( risk( mitigation( plan,( and( also( identification( of( skills( and(competences( required(by( the( employees( to( adapt( and(utilize( the( implemented( IT( solution( and(new(business(processes.(For(TA(Risk%MS,( it( is(integrated(with(TA(Change(MS,(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Program(MS,(as(well(as(TF(IT(MS,( TF( Project(MS,( TF( Risk(MS,( and( TF( Strategy(MS.( Such( integrations( are( necessary( for( Beta(Corporation( to( ensure( that( the( change( management( plans( for( the( ITBT( are( feasible( and(communicated(clearly(amongst(the(change(agent(network.((
Wave'3.(The(TF(MS(that(requires(most(integration(at(the(Program(Management(level(is(Change(MS,(while(Risk(MS(represents(the(TA(MS(that(requires(most(integration(in(the(Solution(Delivery(wave.(TF(Change%MS(is(integrated(with(TA(Program(MS,(TA(Project(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Change(MS,(TA(Process(MS,( TA( Value(MS,( plus( TF( IT(MS,( TF( Program(MS,( TF( Risk(MS,( and( TF( Competence(&(Training( MS.( The( key( aspect( of( integrating( these( MS( is( to( ensure( that( the( ITBT( achieves( the(intended( outcome,( whereby( change( management( is( claimed( by( most( interviewees( from( Beta(Corporation( to( be( one( of( the( hardest( areas( to(manage.( One( of( the( Global( Process( Owner( and(Regional( Process( Implementation( Project( Manager( states( how( change( management( requires(significant( amount( of( effort( to( not( only( get( its( employees( to( change( their( work( operations( in(alignment(with(the(transformation,(but(also(to(realize(the(benefits(or(value(of(the(initiative:(
“The% hardest% is% always% to% do% the% change%management,% to% get% really% the% organization% to%
understand%what%this%means.%Normally%we%intend%to%change%how%people%work%today.%I%mean%
this% is% the% only% way% we% really% can% get% benefit.% […]% It% is% quite% often% that% business% undere
estimated%the%effort%for%that,%and%then%you%do%not%collect%the%benefit.”%%As(for(the(TA(MS,(Program%MS(is(integrated(with(TA(Change(MS,(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Project(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Competence(&(Training(MS,(TA(Value(MS,(as(well(as(TF(Change(MS,(TF(IT(MS,(TF(Program(MS(and(TF(Competence(&(Training(MS.(As(the(Solution(Delivery(wave(concerns(the(deployment(of( the(new( IT(platform(and( globally( standardized(business( processes( in(multiple( releases,( it( is(imperative(to(ensure(that(the(employees(are(able(to(utilize(the(new(system(and(adapt(to(the(new(business(processes(once( those(changes(are(enacted.(Project(Stream(Lead,(who( is(also(a( subject(matter(expert(of(Case(Beta’s(business(processes,(mentioned(how(the(design(of( the( IT(artifact( is(intertwined(with(the(way(in(which(the(IT(solution(is(being(deployed.(In(addition,(the(project(team(also(needs(to(consider(how(it(will(prepare(the(business(in(transitioning(to(its(new(state:(
“When% it% comes% to% this,% especially%<proof%of% concept>%design%and%also% the%rollout,% the%one%
thing%without%the%other%is%not%working.%Because%basically%you’re%doing%the%project%and%the%
























































































Triggers%at%the%Strategic%Management%Level%Figure(42( and(Figure(43( illustrates( the(harmony( composition(principle( for(Case(Gamma(at( the(Strategic(Management(level,(with(each(wave(being(described(in(the(following.(
Wave'1.(In(the(Concept(Development(wave(of(Gamma’s(Transformation,(Strategy(MS(is(cited(to(require(the(most( integration(as(both(TF(and(TA(MS(for(the(internal(and(external(triggers(at(the(Strategic(Management(level(of(the(transforming(enterprise.(As(a(TF(MS,(Strategy%MS%is(integrated(with(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Strategy(MS,(TA(Value(MS,(as(well( as( TF( Change(MS,( TF( IT(MS,( TF(Value(MS.( Since(Wave( 1( concern( the( identification( of( the(value( deficiencies( of( the( transforming( enterprise,( TF( Strategy( MS( is( invoked( to( identify( the(business(vision(and(design(of(new(business(model(that(subsequently(requires(the(identification(of( an( appropriate( new( IT( platform( to( enable( the( business( transformation( and( the( value(reconfiguration( of( the( enterprise.( In( doing( so,( baseline( analysis( is( required( along( with( an(assessment( of( the( business( and( IT( capabilities,( and( also( a( strategic( risk( assessment( of( the(enterprise’s(market(stance(and(its(implications(of(not(embarking(on(the(transformation(initiative.(As( a(TA(MS,(Strategy%MS% is( integrated(with(TA( IT(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Value(MS,( as(well( as(TF(Change(MS,(TF(Strategy(MS,(TF(Value(MS.(In(this(case,(TA(Strategy(MS(is( invoked(to(conduct(an(analysis(of(the(needs(and(maturity(level(of(the(business,(including(an(asIis(data(collection,(which(also(requires(the(identification(and(evaluation(of(strategic(risks(and(a(mitigation(plan(in(response(to(those(risks,(among(which,(includes(the(identification(of(key(stakeholders(for(their(input(on(the(transformation(as(part(of(the(business(and(IT(capability(assessment(of(the(enterprise.(
(
Figure'42.'Case'Study'Gamma's'Harmony'Principle'for'Strategic'Management'(Waves'1'&'2)'
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Figure'43.'Case'Study'Gamma’s'Harmony'Principle'for'Strategic'Management'(Wave'3)'TF%Risk%MS(is(integrated(with(purely(TA(MS,(namely(integrated(with(TA(Change(MS,(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Program(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Strategy(MS,(TA(Competence(&(Training(MS,(TA(Value(MS.( In( this(Solution(Delivery(wave,( there(were(several(external( triggers( that(emerge(such(as( the(change( in(executive( leadership( for( the( initiative( that( subsequently( requires( a( risk(mitigation(plan( for( the(program(to(keep(proceeding,(where(stakeholder(and(communication(management(were(required(to(enact(the(risk(mitigation(plan.(Additionally,(internal(triggers(such(as(requiring(the(employees(to( adapt( to( the( change( also( requires( aligning( the( strategies(with( the( risk(management( plan( as(well(as( the(execution(of( the(benefits(realization(as(well(as(conducting(the(necessary(training(to(ramp(up(the(skills(and(competences(of(the(employees.(As( for( TA( IT%MS,( it( requires( integration(with( both( TA( and(TF(MS,( namely( TA( Program(MS,( TA(Project(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Competence(&(Training(MS,(TA(Value(MS,(TF(Program(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(and(TF(Strategy(MS.(These(MS(require(integration(especially(as(the(IT(artifact(will(be(deployed(or(released( to( the( business( in( the( form( of( multiple( interdependent( projects,( thereby( requiring(Program(Management.( One( of( the( General(Manager,( who( is( also( a( key( sponsor( for( one( of( the(business(division(states(how(Program(MS( is( interdependent(with( IT(MS( in(order( to(deliver( the(new(IT(platform.(In(conjunction(with(those(MS,(risk(and(change(MS(are(also(required(to(ensure(that(potential( issues(are(mitigated,(and(that(the(organization(is(equipped(with(the(changes(that(are(brought(about(as(a(result(of(the(new(IT(artifact(and(business(processes(associated(with(it:(
“IT%management.%Yeah,% I%don’t% think%of% that%as%a% separate%process% though.% I% think%of% that%
across% the% program,% with% risk,% with% change% management,% with% all% of% those% different%
elements,% I% think% they’re% all% about% the% IT%management,% so% I% don’t% see% that% as% a% separate%
activity.%It’s%just%kind%of%embedded%and%integrated%in%the%way%that%we%run%the%program.”%





































level(triggers(for(Wave(4(of(Gamma’s(Transformation(as(the(case(has(yet(complete(its(rollouts(in(Wave(3(at( the( time(of( the( study.(Nonetheless,( those( that(were( identified( in(Waves(2(and(3(are(described(in(the(following(with(reference(to(Figure(44(and(Figure(45.(
Wave' 2.( In( the( Blueprint( Design( wave,( the( TF( MS( that( was( most( integrated( is( IT( MS,( while(Program(MS(was(cited(as(requiring(most(integration(for(TA(MS.((
(
Figure'44.'Case'Study'Gamma’s'Harmony'Principle'for'Program'Management'(Wave'2)'TF(IT%MS(is(integrated(with(TA(Project(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Strategy(MS,(TA(Value(MS,(as(well(as(TF(Change(MS,(TF(Program(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(TF(Strategy(MS,(TF(Competence(&(Training(MS.(The(central( purpose( of( integrating( the( aforementioned( MS( is( to( ensure( that( the( IT( solution(architecture( is( designed( in( accordance( with( the( new( business( model( and( vision,( which( then(requires(strategies(to(build(the(employee(competences(as(well(as(a(change(setIup(and(governance(structure( for( the( program( plan( with( embedded( projects( that( will( rollout( the( IT( platform(incrementally(throughout(the(next(wave.(As(for(TA(Program%MS,(it(is(integrated(with(TA(Change(MS,(TA(IT(MS,(TA(Process(MS,(TA(Project(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Strategy(MS,(as(well(as(TF(Change(MS,(TF(IT(MS,(TF(Program(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(TF(Strategy(MS,(and(TF(Value(MS.(The(program(plan(and(governance(are(established(in(this(wave(in(alignment(with(the(ITBT(strategies,(where(associated(risks(are(identified,(evaluated(and(will(be(mitigated(with(a(risk(response(plan.(The(Programme(Director(states(about(how(the(deployment(of(the(IT(solution(in(the(program(requires(integration.(An(interesting(point(made(pertains(to(how(enterprises( tend( to( function( in(silo(manner(due( to( the(existence(of(multiple(business(divisions,(each(with(their(own(agenda(and(deliverables(for(the(business(as(a(whole:(
“If%I%look%at%program%management,%so%dependencies,%budgets%etc.%are%managed%I%think%quite%
strongly.%I%think%of%program%management%as%a%whole.%[…]%In%other%words,%other%areas%of%IT%
and% the% coordination% of% those% other% areas% to% manage% dependencies% and% so,% things% that%
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Wave' 3.' In( the( Solution( Delivery( wave,( Change( MS( is( cited( as( the( TF( MS( that( requires( most(integration(with(the(other(MS,(whereas(the(TA(MS(that(requires(most(integration(in(this(wave(is(Program(MS.(
(
Figure'45.'Case'Study'Gamma’s'Harmony'Principle'for'Program'Management'(Wave'3)'TF(Change%MS(is(integrated(with(TA(Process(MS,(TA(Program(MS,(TA(Project(MS,(TA(Risk(MS,(TA(Value(MS,(TA(Change(MS,(and(also(TF(IT(MS,(TF(Program(MS,(TF(Risk(MS,(and(TF(Competence(&(Training(MS.(The( lead( for( the(Change(Management(Team( for(Gamma(Transformation(made( an(interesting( statement(about( the(need( for(both(project( and(change(managers( to(work(alongside(each(other( throughout( the( initiative.( This( signifies( the(need( to( integrate(both( their(managerial(capabilities( in(order(to(yield(the(required(program(deliverables.( In(addition,(he(also(mentioned(how(training(is(also(embedded(in(the(program(to(ensure(their(competences(are(in(line(with(the(requirements(of(the(business:(
“My%role%is%to%is%to%coordinate%the%change%management%team%[…]%lead%the%change%managers%
and% make% sure% they're% integrated% with% the% project% managers% and% make% sure% that% they%
deliver,%that%the%project%is%successfully%delivered%because%we've%communicated%and%trained%
the%people.%[…]%Each%project%has%a%change%manager.%We%assign%a%project,%a%change%manager%
to% a% project% manager.% So% we% want% them% to% work% together.% We% sit% them,% something% I've%
learnt%more%recently,%gone%to%a%few%courses%[…]%we%now%try%and%sit%them%together%so%that%











































chunks,% we% don’t% want% one% chunk% going% in% one% direction% and% another% chunk% going% in% a%
different%direction%and%when%we%try%to%bring%them%together%they%don’t%work.%So%our%role%is%to%
make%sure%they’re%all%following%a%similar%or%same%process%using%the%same%tools,%etcetera,%so%
that% the%ultimate%goal% […].%Because%this%program%goes%over% five%or%six%years,%what%we%did%
two% years% ago%may%no% longer% suit% the% business.% So%we%go%back%and%make% sure% that%what%
we’ve%delivered%is%still%working%and%we%try%and%implement%small%changes%where%we%can%to%
make%sure%that%the%solution%still%conforms%to%what%the%business%requires.”%Having(presented(the(harmony(principle(for(all(three(cases,(the(next(section(presents(the(findings(from(across(all(three(case(studies.(
6.5.4 Cross_Case'Analysis'of'Harmony'Principle'The( harmony( principle( identifies( the( integration( of( MS( in( BTM.( As( such( in( this( section,( the(candidate(presents:(a)(what(other(MS(are(each(type(of(MS(integrated(with;(and(b)(which(MS(are(consistently(integrated(across(all(cases(studies(as(TA(and(TF(MS.(The(purpose(of(conducting(the(crossIcase(analysis,(i.e.(the(amalgamation(of(the(MS(that(is(cited(to(be(most(integrated,(is(to(derive(an(analytical(generalization(on(which(MS(requires(the(most(integration(in(BTM,(particularly(in(an(ITBT(initiative.(This(subsequently(allows(for(management(personnel(in(BTM(to(be(aware(on(the(interdependencies( of( various(managerial( capabilities( required( to(manage( ITBTs,( and( to( know(which( MS( requires( the( most( reconfiguration( of( routines,( i.e.( TF( MS,( and( which( requires( the(reutilization(of(existing(routines,(i.e.(TA(MS.(The(findings(are(discussed(in(the(following.(







Strategy'MS.(Strategy(MS(is(cited(as(being(the(MS(that(requires(the(most(integration,(particularly(as( when( invoked( as( TF( MS( (39%)( than( as( TA( MS( (14%).( However,( their( integration( varies(depending(on(their(attribute.(When(it(is(invoked(as(TF(MS,(it(is(cited(to(require(integration(with(all( the( other( MS,( i.e.( Change,( IT,( Process,( Program,( Project,( Risk,( Strategy,( Competence( and(Training( and( Value( MS.( Across( the( cases( however,( Strategy( MS( as( TF( MS( is( consistently(integrated(with(the(following(TA(MS:(IT,(Program,(Risk,(and(Value(MS.(When(it(is(invoked(as(TA(MS,(it(is(cited(to(require(integration(with(the(following(TF(MS:(Change,(IT,(Process,(Program,(Risk,(Strategy(and(Value(MS.( It( is(particularly(consistent( in(being( integrated(across( the(cases(with(at(least(Risk(and(Strategy(itself.((
(
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such( as( unpredictable( market( environment.( This( is( also( applicable( for( the( integration( of( the(Strategy(MS(as(a(TF(MS(in(Wave(2,(where(Change(MS(is(cited(as(the(most(integrated(TA(MS(across(all(three(cases.(
Change'MS.'Change(MS( is( integrated(with(all(of( the(MS.(However(when( it( is( invoked(as(TF(MS((23%),( it( is( integrated(with( IT,( Process,( Program,(Project,( Risk,( Strategy( and(Value(MS(but( not(Competence(and(Training(MS.(Based(on(the(citations(from(the(case(studies,(Change(as(TF(MS(is(particularly( consistent( in( being( integrated( with( Change,( Program( and( Risk( as( TA( MS.( When(Change(MS( is( invoked( as( TA(MS( (17%),( it( is( integrated( with( all( MS( and(mainly( with( Change,(Program,(Risk(and(Strategy(as(TF(MS.((
(
Figure'48.'Harmony'Principle'Across'All'Cases'in'Wave'2'for'Strategic'Management''
Risk'MS.'When(Risk(MS(is(invoked(as(TA(MS((29%),(it(is(cited(to(be(integrated(with(Change,(IT,(Process,(Program,(Project,(Risk,(Strategy(and(Value(as(TF(MS(but(not(Competence(and(Training(MS.(Across(all(cases,(Risk(as(TA(MS(is(consistently(integrated(with(IT,(Program,(Risk(and(Strategy(as(TF(MS.(When(Risk(MS( is( invoked(as(TF(MS((23%),( it( is( cited( to( require( integration(with( the(following(TA(MS:(Change,(IT,(Program,(Project,(Risk,(Strategy,(Competence(and(Training(as(well(as(Value(MS.(It(is(particularly(consistent(in(being(integrated(with(Change,(Program,(and(Risk(itself(as( TF( MS.( The( secondary( dominant( cluster( of( the( crossIcase( analysis( on( melody( principle( in(Waves(1,(2(and(3( indicates(Risk(MS(as(a(consistent(MS( that( is(embedded(also( in( the(crossIcase(analysis(of(rhythm(of(Waves(1,(2(and(3.(This( finding(may(indicate(the(relationship(between(the(melody(and(the(rhythm(principle,(wherein(Risk(MS(is(consistently(invoked(as(a(TA(MS(to(regulate(the( core( objective( of( each(wave,( i.e.( to( provide( the(managerial( capabilities( of( establishing( and(understanding( potential( roadblocks( and( issues,( and( formulating( mitigation( strategies( to(appropriately(manage(and(respond(to(anticipated(obstacles,(per(definition(of(risk(management(in(organizational(initiatives((Marchewka,(2009;(Schneider(&(Bowen,(1993).(
Competence'&'Training'MS.'For(this(particular(MS,( it( is(cited(as(mainly(TF((22%)(whereby(it(requires( integration(with( the( following(TA(MS:(Change,( IT,( Process,( Program( (mainly),( Project,(
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and(Competence(and(Training(MS(itself.(On(the(flip(side,(when(Competence(&(Training(MS(is(TA((10%),( it( is(cited(to(require(integration(with(Risk,(Strategy(and(Competence(and(Training(as(TF(MS.(The(interpolated(dominant(cluster(sees(Competence(&(Training(MS(as(a(consistent(MS(that(is(embedded( in( the( crossIcase( analysis( of( melody( and( rhythm( principle,( which( may( again( here,(suggest( a( relationship( between( the( melody( and( principle.( The( Competence( &( Training( MS( is(consistently( sighted( to( reside( in( the(group(of(MS( that(betides(each(wave( in( the( transformation(initiative,( i.e.( Competence( &( Training( as( a( TF( MS( is( fundamental( but( not( observed( as( an(organizational(resource(that(has(a(significant(amount(of(attention(compared(to(those(grouped(in(the(primary(dominant(cluster.(This(is(not(to(say(that(it( is(not(important,(as(it( is( imperative(that(employees(of(the(transforming/transformed(enterprise(are(equipped(with(the(fundamental(skills(and(competences(to(cope(with(the(new(IT(artifact(that(serves(as(the(core(platform(of(the(business(operations.((
Process' MS.( Process( MS( is( also( cited( to( require( various( forms( of( integration( based( on( the(attribute( of( invoking( such( a( MS.( When( it( is( invoked( as( TF( MS( (20%),( it( is( cited( to( require(integration(with( Change,( IT,( Process,( Program,( Project,( Risk,( Strategy( and(Value(MS(where( the(integration(is(consistent,(in(most(cases,(with(Change,(Risk(and(Value(MS(as(TA(MS.(On(the(other(hand,(when( it( is( invoked( as( TA(MS( (18%),( Process(MS( is( integrated(with( Change,( IT,( Process,(Program,( Strategy,( as(well( as( Competence( and( Training( as( TF(MS.( It( is( particularly( consistent(across(the(cases(in(being(integrated(with(IT,(Strategy(and(Process(MS(itself.((
(
Figure'49.'Harmony'Principle'Across'All'Cases'in'Wave'3'for'Strategic'Management''
IT'MS.( The( integration(of( IT(MS( varies( based(on( the( attribute( of( the(particular(MS.(When( it( is(invoked( as( TF(MS( (20%),( it( is( cited( to( require( integration(with( Change,( IT,( Process,( Program,(Project,( Risk,( Strategy( and( Value( MS( but( not( Competence( and( Training( MS.( It( is( particularly(consistent(in(being(integrated(with(Program,(Risk(and(IT(as(TA(MS.(When(it(is(invoked(as(TA(MS((17%),( it( is( cited( to( require( integration( with( Change,( Process,( Program,( Risk,( Strategy,(Competence(and(Training,(as(well(as(Value(MS.(IT(MS(as(a(TA(MS(in(the(Solution(Delivery(wave(
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for(strategic(internal(triggers(suggests(that(the(managerial(capabilities(are(required(to(adhere(to(an(established(structure(such(as( in( the(Blueprint(Design( from(Wave(2,(as( they(are(based(on(an(agreedIupon(estimated(value(or(benefits,(typically(in(the(form(of(time(and(cost(constraints(–(any(deviation( from( the( critical( path( using( the( ‘cookie( cutter’( approach( will( impact( the( strategic(outcome,(and(also(the(operational(outcome.(Also(what(was(observable(was(how(IT(MS,(being(the(main(capability(provider(in(delivering(the(IT(solution,(has( the(highest(amount(of( integration(points(with(other(MS(types(and(attributes.(This(may( suggest( how( IT( MS( is( highly( resourceIintensive( and( therefore( requires( the( transforming(enterprise(to(ramp(up(its(resources(to(deliver(the(ITBT.(As(a(TF(MS,(IT(MS(is(consistently(cited(in(most(of(the(cases(as(requiring(integration(with(Strategy,(Value(and(IT.(The(nature(of(IT(as(a(TF(MS(in( Wave( 2( requires( more( improvisation( in( terms( of( reconfiguring( existing( IT( infrastructure,(including( the( socioItechnical( systems(of( the( transforming(enterprise.(This(was(observed( in( the(interviews( regarding( the( program( influential( triggers,( such( as( dealing(with( interdependencies(with(other(business(units’((silo)(systems,(whereby(the(consolidation(of(disparate(data(structures,(and(interdependent(business(processes(requires((an(outIofItheIbox(thinking(or(creativity(due(to(the(‘complex’(problem((see(Snowden(&(Boone,(2007).(IT(MS(is(imperative(in(Wave(2(of(the(ITBT(initiative,( which( is( invoked( for( internal( and( mainly( influential( triggers( at( the( Strategic( and(Program(Management(level(respectively.(Where(Case(Studies(Beta(&(Gamma(are(consistently(IT(MS(in(such(finding,(Case(Study(Alpha(however(shows(how(Program(MS(is(cited(as(most(integrated(for(Strategic(internal(and(mainly(Program(influential(in(Wave(2,(explained(next.((
(
Figure'50.'Harmony'Principle'Across'All'Cases'in'Wave'2'for'Program'Management'
Program'MS.(For(Program(MS,( it( is(cited(to(require(various( forms(of( integration(depending(on(the( attribute( it( is( invoked( as.(When( invoked( as(TA(MS( (31%),( it( is( integrated(with(Change,( IT,(Process,(Program,(Risk,(Strategy,(Value(and(Competence(and(Training(as(TF(MS.(It(is(also(noted(to(require(consistent(integration(across(the(cases(with(Change,(Program,(IT,(Strategy,(and(Risk(MS.(On(the(contrary,(Program(MS(as(TF(MS((15%)(is(cited(to(require(integration(with(the(following(TF(
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MS:( Change,( IT,( Process,( Program,( Project,( Risk,( Strategy( and( Value.( It( is( also( cited( to( require(consistent(integration(with(Change,(Program(and(Risk(MS(across(the(cases.((Program(MS(is(crucial(in(Wave(3(mainly(for(influential(and(internal(triggers(at(the(Program(and(Strategic(Management(level(respectively,(and(in(this(order(of(prominence.(Where(the(influential(triggers( mainly( concern( the( adherence( to( the( time( and( cost( constraints( and( the( complexities(embedded( during( the( IT( deployment,( the( strategic( internal( triggers( concern( the( overall(governance(and(alignment(of(the(transformation(initiative(with(the(transforming(enterprise.(Case(Study(Alpha(in(particular(shows(Program(MS(is(cited(as(most(invoked(for(Strategic(internal(and(mainly(program(influential(triggers(in(Wave(2.(
(
Figure'51.'Harmony'Principle'Across'All'Cases'in'Wave'3'for'Program'Management''
Value'MS.'The(second(least(cited(MS(to(require(integration(is(Value(MS,(whereby(its(integration(mainly(occurs(when(it(is(invoked(as(TA((22%)(than(TF((15%).(When(it(is(TA,(it(is(cited(to(require(integration( with( Change,( IT,( Process,( Program,( Risk,( Strategy( and( Value( as( TF( MS,( with(consistently( cited(across( the( cases(as(being( integrated(with(Strategy(MS.(When(Value(MS( is(TF((15%),( it( is( cited( to( require( integration(with( the( following( TA(MS:( Change,( IT,( Program,( Risk,(Strategy( and( Value( MS,( with( consistent( citations( of( requiring( integration( with( at( least( IT,(Program,( Risk,( and( Value(MS( itself.( Value(MS( is( observed( to( be( ambidextrous( throughout( the(integration(in(all(waves,(where(in(particular(it(plays(a(TA(role(in(Waves(1(in(response(to(Strategic(internal(triggers(to(ascertain(the(value(of(the(initiative,(and(more(of(a(TF(role(throughout(Waves(2(and(3(in(response(to(triggers(at(the(Program(Management(level(in(order(to(ensure(that(the(value(is( deduced( for( each( release( in( the( Solution(Delivery,( in( terms( of( time,( cost( and( other( benefits(defined(by(the(respective(corporations.(
Project' MS.' The( MS( that( is( cited( to( require( the( least( integration( is( Project( MS( whereby( its(integration(varies(with(whether(it(is(TA((28%)(or(TF((3%)(in(nature.(This(could(be(due(to,(in(part,(the( cohort( of( interviewees( that( reside( at( the( Program( and( Strategic( Management( level( of( the(
Composition Principle #3: Harmony












































initiative( and( enterprise,( where( more( senior( managerial( actions( were( cited( than( those( at( the(project( or( tactical( level.( Nonetheless,( when( it( is( invoked( as( TA( MS,( it( is( cited( to( require(integration(with(Change,(IT,(Process,(Program,(Risk,(Strategy,(plus(Competence(and(Training,(all(as(TF(MS.(It(is(also(integrated(with(at(least(Change,(IT(and(Program(MS.(On(the(flip(side,(when(it(is(TF(MS(in(nature,(it(is(cited(to(be(integrated(with(at(least(two(TA(MS,(being(Change(and(Risk(MS.(Now(that(the(MS(composition(concept(is(discussed,(the(next(part(presents(the(findings(pertaining(to(the(MS(orchestration(concept.(





Wave' 1.( As( the( first( wave( concerns( the( Concept( Development( of( the( initiative( among( senior(executives(and(board(members(of( the(enterprise,(no(Program(Management( triggers(were(cited(from( the( sample( of( (five)( interview( participants( of( Case( Study( Alpha.( There( are( however,(Strategic(Management( level( triggers(being( cited,(where(Wave(1( appears( to(be( the(only( time( in(which(external(triggers(are(cited(across(the(entire(initiative.(The(external(triggers(relate(to(coping(with( the( changing( business( environment,(while( the( internal( triggers( pertain( to( factors( such( as(identifying( the(need( to( revamp( its( existing( legacy( system.( Subsequently,( the( reconfiguration(of(existing(routines(are(required,(such(as(invoking(TF(Strategy(MS(to(design(a(new(business(model,(complemented(with( existing( routines( that( can( be( reIused,( such( as( TA( Risk(MS( to( identify( and(evaluate(existing(and(potential(risks(associated(with(the(transformation.(In(this(wave,(the(overall(structure(of(Alpha(Transformation(is(rather(flexible(as(the(enterprise(responds(to(the(predefined(aim(of( the( initiative( in( terms(of( adhering( to(Alpha’s( core(value( (i.e.( customerIcentricity),(while(also( improvising(within( the(boundaries(or( structure(of( the( initiative( to( identify(an(appropriate(solution(that(addresses(the(enterprise’s(value(deficiencies.(
(
Figure'52.'Types'of'Triggers'Cited'in'Case'Study'Alpha'at'the'Strategic'and'Program'Level'










































structure(of(the(initiative(in(the(Blueprint(Design(wave(reflects(that(of(a(rather(flexible(structure(that( reuses(existing(approaches( (e.g.( IT(and(Project(Management(methodologies(or( standards),(and(also( reconfigures( routines( to( transform(the(enterprise( such(as(establishing(a( change(agent(network(via(TF(Change(MS.(
Wave'3.' In(the(Solution(Delivery(wave,(there(were(more(triggers(at(the(Program(than(Strategic(Management(level.(At(the(Program(Management(level,(there(appears(to(be(more(influential(than(situational(triggers,(which(requires(more(TA(MS(than(TF(MS(in(order(to(enforce(the(governance(structures(in(place(to(ensure(a(timely(delivery,(with(a(specific(emphasis(on(Program(MS(in(order(to(provide(the(required(operational(managerial(capabilities.(On(the(other(hand,(at( the(Strategic(Management( level,( there(were(only( internal( triggers(that(also(require(more(TA(MS(than(TF(MS.(The( TA(MS( ensures( governance( particularly( at( the( Program(Management( level( in( BTM,(where(operational(managerial(capabilities(are(most(required.(
MS%Orchestration%in%Each%Wave%Having(described(the(triggers(in(each(wave(of(Alpha’s(ITBT(initiative,(the(candidate(identifies(the(way( in( which( the( MS( are( orchestrated( in( response( to( those( triggers( in( each( wave.( Figure( 53(illustrates( the(overall(orchestration(mode( for(Case(Study(Alpha(per(wave,( interpreted( from(the(case(study(analysis(and(workings56.((
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methodologies(and(approaches.(Wave(3(however,(shows(that(Case(Study(Alpha(orchestrated(its(MS(according( to( the(bebop( jazz( genre( (Quadrant( II)(where( improvisation( is( extensive(within( a(basic( yet( adaptable( structure.( For( those( triggers( in( the( Solution(Delivery(wave,( Alpha( invoked(mainly(TA(MS(by( reusing( existing( routines(within( its( basic( ‘release’( structure( or( approach,( yet(was(flexible(enough(to(allow(for(scope(alterations(in(order(to(meet(the(defined(program(schedule.(Next,(the(orchestration(for(Beta’s(transformation(is(discussed.(
6.6.2 MS'Orchestration'in'Case'Study'Beta'
The%Triggers%for%MS%in%Each%Wave%The(triggers(that(are(cited(in(Case(Study(Beta58(are(illustrated(in(Figure(54,(where(each(wave(is(described(as(follows.(
Wave'1.'Similar(to(Case(Study(Alpha,(there(were(no(triggers(cited(at(the(Program(Management(level(in(Wave(1.(However(unlike(Case(Study(Alpha,(there(were(only(internal(triggers(cited(at(the(Strategic(Management(level(in(the(Concept(Development(wave.(Those(internal(triggers(pertain(to(the(value(deficiencies(identified(by(Case(Beta(that(the(enterprise(is(seeking(to(transform,(such(as(redesigning( and( standardizing( its( business( processes( throughout( the( various( organizations(distributed( globally,( revamping( and( installing( a( new( IT( infrastructure,( achieving( customer(centricity( and( so( forth.( In( order( to( address( these( triggers,( Case( Beta( invoked(more( TF( MS( to(reconfigure( its(existing(routines,( such(as(TF(Strategy,(Process(and(Change(MS.(The(structure( in(Wave(2(is(identified(as(being(relatively(fixed,(i.e.(scope(of(programme(is(established(to(redesign(business(processes(and(enact(new(IT(artifact(within(global(organizations(with(the(largest(volume(of(sales,(which(subsequently(requires(TA(MS(such(as(Program(and(Risk(MS.(




Beta( to( adhere( to( the( established( approach,( such( as( adhering( to( the( established( project(management(methodologies.(
(
Figure'54.'Types'of'Triggers'Cited'in'Case'Study'Beta'at'Strategic'&'Program'Level'
Wave' 3.' The( Solution( Delivery( wave( of( Case( Beta( entails( more( Program( than( Strategic(Management( triggers.( At( the( Program(Management( level,( the( situational( triggers( (e.g.( dealing(with( various( individual( competencies( and( priorities)( are( cited( most( in( Wave( 3,( followed( by(reactional((e.g.(lagging(in(system(adoption)(and(influential((e.g.(ensuring(quality(of(deliverables)(triggers.(Also(in(this(wave,(both(internal(and(external(triggers(at(the(Strategic(Management(level(are(cited,(where(in(particular(the(external(trigger( is(cited(as(being(the(highest(across(all(waves.(Where( the(external( triggers( relate( to(dealing(with(market(differences(and(economic( instability,(the( internal( triggers( mainly( consist( of( organizational( alignment( and( managing( stakeholder(expectations.(To(address(these(triggers,(Beta(Corporation(invoked(more(TA(than(TF(MS(such(as(TA(Program,(Project,(Risk,( IT(and(Competence(and(Training(MS(where( routines(are(heavily( reIused.(Additionally,(Beta(Corporation(were(also(rigorous(in(adhering(to(the(fixed(structure(of(the(initiative(whereby(management(personnel(ensures(that(the(deliverables(are(realized(in(Wave(3.((
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The%Triggers%for%MS%in%Each%Wave%Figure(56( shows( the(different( triggers( cited( in( each(wave(of( Case( Study(Gamma60,(where( each(wave(is(explained(in(the(following.(
Wave'1.'The(triggers(identified(in(Gamma(transformation(resembles(closely(to(that(of(Case(Alpha(in(that(no(Program(Management(triggers(were(identified,(and(that(there(are(more(external(than(internal( triggers( at( the( Strategic( Management( level.( The( external( triggers( include( addressing(competitive( forces,( customer( demand,( legal( environment( and( technological( changes,(while( the(internal( triggers( concern( the(need( to( revamp(Gamma’s(aging( legacy(system(and( infrastructure,(including(identifying(new(value(propositions(for(its(customers(and(benefits(for(the(corporation.(For(these(triggers,(Gamma(Corporation(invoked(mainly(TA(than(TF(MS,(and(within(an(established(approach.( The( TA( MS( entails(Project,( IT,( Value( and( Risk( MS,( while( TF( MS( consists( of(Change,(Strategy,( Process( MS( in( order( to( deliver( the( required( managerial( capabilities( for( the( Concept(Development(wave.(
(
Figure'56.'Types'of'Triggers'Cited'in'Case'Study'Gamma'at'Strategic'&'Program'Level'














































triggers,(more(TA(than(TF(MS(were(invoked,(such(as(TA(Program,(Project,(Risk(and(Process(MS(where( existing( methods( and( approaches( were( reIused,( and( also( TF(Change,( Competence( &(Training,( Strategy( and( Value( MS( to( reconfigure( existing( routines( in( designing( an( appropriate(solution(for(Gamma’s(ITBT.(
Wave' 3.' In( Gamma’s( transformation,( there( were( more( Program( than( Strategic( Management(triggers.(Unlike(the(other(two(cases,( the(external(triggers(appears(to(be(cited(the(highest( in(the(Solution( Delivery( wave,( which( pertained( mainly( to( the( change( in( leadership( and( market(environment( of( Gamma( Corporation.( Internal( triggers( on( the( other( hand( included( identifying(benefits(of( initiative(and(also(governing(of( the( ITBT.(As( for(Program(Management( triggers,( the(reactional( triggers( was(highest( cited( across( all( waves.( Those( reactional( triggers( include(mitigating( emergent( technical( matters,( tailoring( training( and( curriculum( particulars,( altering(change( and( transition( approaches,( while( situational( triggers( pertain( to( dealing( with( various(individual(competences,(fostering(employee(motivation,(and(influential(triggers(relate(to(meeting(scope(of(deliverables,(adhering(to(time(constraints,(ensuring(quality(of(deliverables,(and(factoring(scale(and(interdependencies.(Overall,(there(were(more(TA(than(TF(MS(invoked(to(address(those(triggers.(TA(MS(include(TA(IT,(Competence(&(Training,(Process,(Program,(Project,(Risk(and(Value(MS(to(ensure(that(the(that(the(infrastructure(is(deployed,(while(TF(MS(entail(TF(Strategy,(IT(and(Change(MS(to(create(stakeholder(buy(in(and(aligning(stakeholder(expectations.(
MS%Orchestration%in%Each%Wave%Following(the(description(of(the(triggers( in(Case(Study(Gamma,(Figure(57(illustrates(the(way(in(which( the( MS( are( orchestrated( in( response( to( those( triggers( in( each( wave.( The( figure( is(constructed(by(interpreting(the(case(study(analysis(and(workings61(as(annexed(in(Appendix(G.(
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grand( business( transformation( plan,( where( Gamma( transformation( is( but( one( of( the( business(transformation( initiative62.( As( such,( the( structure( is( rather( fixed( in( order( to( adhere( to( the(overarching(transformation(strategy.(Gamma(Corporation(also(reuses(existing(routines,(thereby(invoking(TA(MS.(This( is(based(on( the(enterprise’s( solicitation(of(best(practices(and(key( lessons(learnt( from(other(case(studies,(which(are(subsequently( incorporated( into(the(program.(What( is(interesting( about( Gamma’s( orchestration( is( how( the( enterprise( remains( within( the( lower(quadrant(also(throughout(Waves(2(and(3,(which( implies(that(Gamma(is(rigorous( in(adhering(to(the( fixed(structure(of( the(transformation( initiative.(However( in(Wave(2,( the(enterprise(tends(to(steer( towards( the( reconfiguration( of( routines( for( the( Blueprint( Design( wave( but( still( remain(disciplined( in( abiding( by( the( governance( structure.( Then( in( Wave( 3,( Gamma( again( placed(emphasis( on( reusing( routines( for( the( Solution(Delivery,( but( this( time( has( shifted( towards( the(bebop( jazz(orchestration(genre((Quadrant( II),(where( improvisation( is(extensive(yet(remains(on(the(critical(path.(As(identified(from(the(case(study(analysis63,(during(the(Solution(Delivery(wave,(Gamma( had( to( maintain( an( adaptable( structure( in( order( to( adjust( to( the( changes( within( its(surrounding( environment,( both( internal( (change( in( leadership)( and( external( (global( financial(crisis)(to(the(enterprise.((Having(described(the(MS(orchestration(for(all(three(cases,(the(next(section(presents(the(findings(from(the(crossIcase(analysis.(
6.6.4 Cross_Case'Analysis'MS'Orchestration''Figure(58(shows(the(combined(total(number(of(citations(for(each(trigger(type,(and(for(each(wave.(Similar(to(the(prior(crossIcases(analyses( in(this(study,( the(purpose(of(amalgamating(the(sum(of(triggers(per(wave( is( to(deduce(an(analytical(generalization(as( to(which(trigger,(across(all(cases,(occurs(the(most(in(each(wave.(The(finding(is(then(contrasted(against(the(withinIcase(findings(in(order(to(elicit(the(subtle(differences(that(may(or(may(not(contribute(to(the(variation(in(findings.(Those(findings(are(described(below.(




The( internal( trigger( shows( a( steady( decline( in( citation.( This(may( imply( that( the( transforming(enterprise( does( not( require( a( significant( amount( of( effort( in( orchestrating( its( resources( at( the(Strategic(Management( level( for( factors(within( the( control( of( –(or( initiated( by( –(the( enterprise,(because( as( the( initiative( progresses( over( time,( the( citation( of( the( triggers( at( the( Program(Management(level(tend(to(increase(while(internal(triggers(decrease(in(citation.(This(could(be(an(indication(that(more(effort(is(required(instead(for(orchestrating(MS(at(the(Program(Management(level,(particularly(from(Wave(2(onwards,(as(the(triggers(at(the(Strategic(Management(level(from(here(on(tend(to(relate(to(those(factors(that(enforce(or(ensure(that(the(deliverables(and(benefits(are(realized(from(the(initiative.(
(
Figure'58.'Combined'Total'of'Case'Study'Triggers'per'Wave'
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such( as( identifying( improvements( to( the( new( system( may( require( the( necessary( budget( to(implement(and(maintain,(which(relates(to(influential(triggers,(i.e.(meeting(cost(constraints.((Next,(the(amalgamated(findings(regarding(the(MS(orchestration(per(wave(is(presented.(
MS%Orchestration%Across%All%Case%Studies%Figure( 59( shows( the( resulting( outcome( upon( amalgamating( the( values64(for( MS( orchestration(from(each(case,(and(then(aggregating(those(values(in(order(to(allow(for(an(analytical((as(opposed(to(statistical)(generalization(on(how(MS(are(orchestrated(in(BTM.(It(should(be(noted(that(Wave(4(is(derived(from(Case(Study(Beta,(as(it(was(the(only(case(during(the(conduct(of(the(study(that(had(reached(the(PostITransformation(wave.(
(
Figure'59.'Cross_Case'Findings'on'MS'Orchestration'in'BTM'The(overall(gist(that(can(be(derived(from(the(crossIcase(analysis(is(that,(the(MS(in(waves(1,(2(and(4( are( orchestrated( according( to( the( swing( jazz( genre( (Quadrant( III),( where( routines( are(reconfigured( within( an( established( structure( in( order( to( design( suitable( approaches( and(formulating( solutions( in( the( Concept( Development,( Blueprint( Design( and( PostITransformation(waves.(Wave(3(on(the(other(hand(is(orchestrated(according(to(the(classical(jazz(genre((Quadrant(I),(where( improvisation( is(minimal( and( routines( are( reused(within( a( fixed( structure( to( ensure(rigorous(governance(in(the(Solution(Delivery(wave.(Having( presented( all( case( study( findings,( the( next( section( summarizes( the( key( insights( gained(from( conducting( the( descriptive( case( studies( by( means( of( subscribing( to( the( jazz( music(orchestration(as(a(metaphoric,(theoretical(lens.(


































way( in(which( the(MS(are( composed( (RQ1)(and(orchestrated( (RQ2)(as(described( in(Section(6.2.(Based(on(Section(6.3(–(Section(6.6,(the(findings(from(the(descriptive(case(studies(suggest(that:(a) BTM(can(be(composed(according(to(the(sequence(in(which(the(transformation(initiative(unfolds(throughout(the(four(waves(where(particular(MS(are(invoked(in(response(to(the(triggers(embedded(within(those(waves((melody);(b) BTM(can(be(composed(with(a(predominant(attribute(of(MS,(being(TA(MS,(which(appears(to(provide(the(governance(mechanism(to(ensure(regular(progression(of(the(programme(deliverables((rhythm);(c) BTM( can( be( composed( based( on( the( simultaneous( invocation( of( TA( MS( and( TF( MS((harmony)( based( on( the( need( to( adhere( to( a( predefined,( established( or( adaptable(structure(of(the(initiative;(and(d) BTM( can( be( orchestrated( according( to( the( four( different( types( of( jazz( improvisation(genres(that(depend(on(the(flexibility(of(the(structure(and(invocation(of(TA(MS(or(TF(MS.(
This(key(implication(of(this(chapter(is(that(it(demonstrates(how(using(jazz(music(as(a(metaphoric(vehicle(can(be(used( to(explain(how(ITBTs(are(managed,(with(resulting( theoretical(propositions(listed(in((Table(30(that(emanate(from(the(case(studies(that(outlines(how:(
• The(MS( composition(principle( of(melody( is( described( in( terms( of( the( key(MS( attribute(that( is( required( along( the( sequence( in( which( the( business( transformation( unfolds((derived(from(Section(6.3);(
• The(MS( composition( principle( of( rhythm( is( described( in( terms( of( the(most( prominent(type( and( attribute( of( MS( required( throughout( the( entire( business( transformation(initiative((derived(from(Section(6.4);(
• The(MS(composition(principle(of(harmony(is(described(in(terms(of(the(MS(attribute(that(requires(the(most(integration(at(the(Strategic(and(Program(Management(levels((derived(from(Section(6.5);(
• The(MS(orchestration(genre(of(Classical%Jazz%is(described(in(terms(of(having(minimal(to(no( improvisation( by( reusing( existing( routines( and( adhering( to( a( predefined( structure((derived(from(Section(6.6);(
• The(MS(orchestration(genre(of(Swing%Jazz%is(described(in(terms(of(having(a(constrained(level(of( improvisation(by( reconfiguring(existing( routines(within(a(predefined(structure((derived(from(Section(6.6);(
• The(MS(orchestration(genre(of(Bebop%Jazz%is(described( in( terms(of(having(an(extensive(level( of( improvisation(by( reusing( existing( routines(within( a( flexible( structure( (derived(from(Section(6.6);(and(































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.1 Chapter,Introduction,In( this( chapter,( the( findings( from( existing( literature( and( the( descriptive( case( studies( are(synthesized( with( the( main( aim( of( demonstrating( how( BTM( can( be( explored( using( jazz( as( a(metaphoric( vehicle.( The( proceeding( section( presents( the( resemblance( between( BTM( and( jazz(music( in( terms( of:( their( socioItechnical( structures,( the( means( of( improvisation,( and( the(communication( mechanisms,( all( of( which( contribute( to( an( understanding( on( how( MS( are(composed(and(orchestrated( in(BTM.(Then,( the(resulting(research( framework(and(concepts( that(emerge(from(the(three(case(studies(are(presented(in(light(of(their(implication(on(BTM,(followed(by(a(set(of(ten(theoretical(propositions(–(these(research(outcomes(can(be(used(for(future(studies(in(BTM.(The(chapter(concludes(by(summarizing(the(key(synthesized(research(findings,(and(how(these( findings( have( addressed( not( just( the( research( questions,( but( also( the( identified( gap( in(knowledge65(on(managing(largeIscale(ITBTs.(The(chapter(proceeds(as(follows.(




7.2.1 Social,and,Technical,Structures,in,Jazz,and,BTM,Organizational( transformations( enabled( by( IT( solutions( require( alignment( between( the( social(structures( and( technological( capabilities( (Abraham(&( Junglas,( 2011),(which( is( regarded( as( the(socioItechnical( changes( in( ITBTs( (Lyytinen( &( Newman,( 2008),( thereby( corresponding( to( the(social( and( technical( systems( theory( in( IS.( Where( the( technical( systems( refer( to( the( tasks,(processes(and(technologies,(social(systems(are(concerned(with(the(socioIbehavioral(aspects(and(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((65(As(mentioned(in(Chapters(1,(2(and(5(66(See(Section(6.3(for(melody,(Section(6.4(for(rhythm,(and(Section(6.5(for(harmony(principles(67(See(Section(6.6(for(orchestration(genres(68(See(Section(3.3.3(for(list(of(distinguished(attributes(of(the(jazz(metaphor(
Chapter(7:(Synthesized(Research(Findings((((
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characteristics( of( the( people( (e.g.( skills,( values,( attitudes,( etc.),( the( relationships( among( those(people,(authority(structures,(and(reward(systems((Bostrom(&(Heinen,(1977).(The(SocioITechnical(Systems((STS)(theory(purport(that(the(joint(interaction(between(these(two(systems(result(in(the(transformation(of(inputs(to(outputs(in(organizations,(which(is(no(different(to(that(of(an(ITBT((cf.(McLeod(&(Doolin,(2011).(Where( ITBTs( require( alignment( in( its( social( and( technical( systems,( jazz( music( too( requires(alignment(with( its(musical( and( social( structures.( The(musical( and( social( structures( in( jazz( are(fundamental(to(enable(improvisation(in(jazz(music((Bastein(&(Hostager,(1988).(As(Barrett((1998,(p.606)(states,(“learning(to(play(jazz(is(a(matter(of(learning(the(theory(and(rules(that(govern(musical(
progressions.(Once( integrated,( these( rules( become( tacit( and(amendable( to( complex( variation( and(
transformation,( much( like( learning( to( rules( of( grammar( and( syntax( as( one( speaks.”.( As( such,(through(the(case(study(analysis(and(synthesis(of(its(findings,(the(candidate(deems(the(alignment(of( musical( and( social( structures( in( jazz( music( to( be( synonymous( to( the( STS( in( transforming(enterprises,( and( is( therefore( relevant( and( applicable( in( managing( ITBTs.( The( candidate( has(incorporated( and( extended( the(works( of( Bastein( and(Hostager( (1988)( by( amalgamating( those(structures( inherent( in( the( works( of( John( et( al.( (2006),( Hatch( (1999)( and( Gold( and( Hirshfeld((2005).(Table(30(describes(those(required(structures,(namely(the(musical(and(social(structures,(and( the( resemblance( with( BTM,( as( well( as( the( basic( patterns( of( events( in( jazz( music(performances.( Taken( together,( the( listed( structures( impose( compositional( constraints( on( the(process(of(collective(innovation,(as(it(is(a(result(of(having(those(constraints(that(enable(inventive(and(integrated(group(performances((Bastien(&(Hostager,(1988).((
Table,30.,Structural,Similarities,between,Jazz,&,BTM,
#, Structural,Element,in,Jazz,Music, Resemblance,with,BTM!
Musical!Structures!1.( Jazz,music,theory(–(the(cognitively(held(rules(for( generating,( selecting( and( building( upon(new(musical( ideas,( including( rules( for( proper(chords,(chordal(relationships(and(progressions(
Resembles( the( governance( structure( that(describes( how( the( business( transformation(initiative(is(organized,( including(communication(and(reporting(structure,(among(others(2.( Song(–(often(employed( in(group(performance,(when(viewed(as(with(music( theory,(songs(can(be(viewed(as(cognitively(held(rules(for(musical(innovation.( Songs( are( more( concrete( and(limiting(musical(structures(than(jazz(theory(in(that(they(embody(particular(patterns(of(chords(and(chordal(progressions(
Represented( as( the( key( deliverable( for( the(business( transformation( initiative( from(initiation( to( completion,( where( the( patterns( of(deliverables( employ( Project( Management(approaches( (e.g.( PRINCE2),( or( IT( service(lifecycle(management(methodologies( (e.g.( ITIL),(and(so(forth(3.( Tone, Color( –(involves( various( instruments(producing( different( melodies( so( that( each(yields(a(different(tone(
Identified( through( the( various( MS( (stemming(from( various( management( disciplines)( that(produce( either( operational( or( dynamic(capabilities( (via( TA/TF( MS)( depending( on( the(trigger(and(point(in(time(or(wave(in(BTM(
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#, Structural,Element,in,Jazz,Music, Resemblance,with,BTM!4.( Harmony( –(Complementing( the( basic(structure(with(7th(and(9th(chords(to(allow(for(numerous( halfItones( across( the( entire( scale(during( a( jazz( musical( performance,( i.e.(allowing(variations(in(line(with(an(established(continuum(of(accepted(deviations(
Represents( the( complementary( behavior( of( TA(and( TF( MS( across( the( integration( of( different(types(of(MS(to(achieve(a(particular(outcome,(e.g.(integrating( TF( Strategy( MS,( TF( Change(MS( and(TA(IT(MS( in(Wave(2( for(a( ITBT(roadmap(in( line(with(established(vision(
Social!Practices!1.( Behavioral, norms( –( shared( expectations(about( appropriate( behavior,( which( facilitate(integration(among(the(musicians,(such(as:(
a) The( nominal( leader( of( the( group(decides(and(communicates(each(song(and(the(key(in(which(it(is(to(be(played!
b) The( soloist( determines( the( style((time,( level( of( complexity,( etc.)( and(the( other( musicians( are( expected( to(support( this( determination,( i.e.(soloing/leading(and(comping(
c) At( one( point( or( another( during( the(performance,( each( musician( gets( an(opportunity( to(be( the( soloist,( i.e.( the(dominant( voice( or( role( that( is(supported(by(others(
d) The(chorus(is(the(basic(unit(of(soloist(control,(unless(otherwise(specified(by(the(nominal(leader((
e) The( act( of( trading( fours( that(represents( the( switching( between(leading( (soloing)( and( supporting((comping)(
Reflects( the( way( in( which( employees( who( are(involved( in( and( accountable( for( the( initiative(interact(throughout(the(duration:!
a) The( nominal( leader( is( typically( the(Programme(Director(who(steers(the(overall(initiative,( and( is( accountable( for( the(decisionImaking(and(deliverables(!
b) The( soloist( represents( the( program( and(project( steering( leads(who( are( responsible(for((particular(deliverable(s)(of(the(ITBT(
c) The( opportunity( to( assume( a( leading( role(during(the(initiative(depends(on(point(in(the(time( when( their( expertise( and(responsibility( is( prevalent,( e.g.( Programme(Director( leads( the( Program( Steering(Committee( meetings,( while( the( program(and(project(managers(support(him/her;(the(Project( Leader( steps( up( as( the( driver( of(Project(Steering(Committee(meetings(
d) The(chorus(refers( to( the(basic(unit(of(work(allocated(for(each(team,(e.g.(Data(Migration(Team,( Testing( Team,( Change( Management(team,(etc.(
e) (The( soloist,( e.g.( Programme( Director,(switches(role(in(Project(Steering(Committee(meetings( for( Business( Division( releases,(where(they(assume(a(supporting((comping)(role( for( the( General( Manager( of( the(Business( Division,( who( leads( the( meeting(and(decisionImaking!2.! Communicative,codes(–(consists(of(behaviors(that( are( intended( to( be( communicative( and(rely(on(the(arbitrary(assignment(of(meaning(to(
The( communicative( codes( reflects( two(prominent( aspects( in( business( transformations:(a)( the( unique( terms( and( abbreviations( used(
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#, Structural,Element,in,Jazz,Music, Resemblance,with,BTM!behavior,(agreed(upon(by(a(community(of(code(users,(designed(to(enable(clear(communication(among( the( performers( while( remaining(relatively(unobtrusive(to(the(viewing(audience,(which( include:( a)( lexical( items,( or(words( and(phrases(of(distinct(meaning( in( the(profession,(or( b)( nonIverbal( cues( such( as( eye( contact( at(particular( points( in( the( performance,( hand(signals( to(change( the(volume(of(one’s(playing,(etc.(
throughout( the( initiative( such( as( ESG( for(Executive( Steering( Group,( PMG( for( Programme(Steering( Group,( PRG( for( Project( Management(Group,( or( L1( for( Launch( IT( Platform(#1,( L2( for(Launch( IT( Platform( #1,( and( M1( for( Data(Migration( #1,( and( so( forth;( b)( the( nonIverbal(and( visual( cues( used( in( the( regular( steering(committee( or( progress( meetings( such( as( using(the(color(red(for(high(risk(or(critical(matter(to(be(addressed,( amber( for( pending( action( required,(and(green(for(completed(tasks(or(deliverables(3.( Joys, of, Playing( –(Jazz( music( brings( people(from(different(music(backgrounds( together( in(impromptu( jazz( sessions( with( the( intent( of(celebrating(music(
Reflects( the( culture( of( the( transforming(enterprise( that( is( conducive( to( employees( who(cooperate(in(ITBTs,(with(the(aim(of(contriving(a(transformational(outcome(of(the(business(4.( Passion( ( –( Feeds( the( constant( renewal( of( the(jazz( musical( ensemble’s( emotional(commitment( to( the( creative( process,( which(also(serves( to(connect(and(catalyze( important(shifts(in(process(that(may(be(unfamiliar(
Observed( as( the( commitment( and( tenacity( or(grit( of( the( employees( of( the( transforming(enterprise( in( order( to( successfully( realize( the(vision( of( the( ITBT( in( spite( of( all( obstacles( and(challenges( experienced( throughout( the(transformation(initiative(
Basic!Patterns!of!Events!in!Group!Jazz!Performance!1.( The( nominal( leader(would( call( the( songs( and(their(keys( The( programme( director( determines( the(deliverables(and(accountable(personnel(2.( The(songs(called(by(would(be(standards,(songs(presumably(known(to(most(jazz(players( The( deliverables( would( utilize( an( established(and( known( approach( to( most( accountable(leaders,( such( as( Change( Management(approaches,(Project(Management(methods,(etc.(3.( Each( song( would( have( a( particular(arrangement( on( how( it( will( unfold,( i.e.(progression(of(the(music(from(its(introduction(through( to( the( chorus,( who( will( perform( the(soloing,((
Each( deliverable( would( have( a( particular(arrangement( on( how( it( will( unfold,( i.e.( the(progression(of( the(deliverables( in( the( form(of( a(roadmap,( including(when(they(will(be(delivered(and(by(whom/which(team(4.( There( would( be( no( dragging,( i.e.( no( gradual(slowing(of(tempo( There(will( be( constant( delivery( throughout( the(initiative,(i.e.(maintain(momentum((5.( Musicians( rely( on( the( groove( and( feel( of( the(performance,(which(refers(to(the(resonance(of(embodied( sound( and( communion( among(players(and(audience(members(
Maintaining( the( momentum( of( the( ITBT(initiative( depends( largely( on( the( awareness( of(the( organizational( environment,( both( internal(and(external(to(the(transforming(enterprise,(and(communion(among(employees(and(customers(
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#, Structural,Element,in,Jazz,Music, Resemblance,with,BTM!6.( Jazz(musicians(have(a(riskItaking(attitude(that(refers(to(the(ability(to(move(beyond(the(pull(of(its( past( success,( to( constantly( resist( the(temptation(to(fall(back(on(what(has(worked(in(the(past,(wherein(the(challenge(lies(in(creating(flexible( strategies( that( build( on( but( also( go(beyond(what(has(worked(in(the(past(
Management( personnel( strive( towards(transforming( the( organization( as( a( Game(Changer( or( Ambassadors( in( its( operating(environment69(possess(a(healthy(risk(appetite(to(move( beyond( past( or( best( practice( in( order( to(attain( a( competitive( advantage( that( is( true( to(their(organizational(identity,(vision(and(mission((
Having( identified( the( parallels( between( the( socioItechnical( structure( in( BTM( and(musical( and(social(structure(in(jazz(that(are(essential(to(enable(the(MS(composition(in(ITBTs,(the(next(section(distils(the(mechanisms(to(enable(the(orchestration(of(MS(delivery(for(BTM.(
7.2.2 Improvisation,in,Service,Deliveries,John(et(al.((2006)(applies(the(jazz(metaphor(for(delivery(of(services(to(customers.(In(their(work,(the( authors( describe( improvisation( as( the( act( of,( “Composing( as( one( plays,( rather( than( from(
written(notes(produces(variations(of(basic(themes;(it(depends(a(great(deal(on(the(talent(and(ability(









that(decision.( I( said( I(want( to(be( really( clear(with(you( if( you( signed(up( for(benefits( scope(
review.(And(he(said(no.( I( said( it’s(not(your(decision.(And(we(got( into(a(really(good(debate(
around(that.(I(said(if(you(signed(up(for(the(benefits(then(we(have(to(agree(together(but(you(
didn’t( sign( up( for( the( benefits( of( your( scope.( And( that( was( a( really( interesting( moment(
where(a(point(had(to(be(made(that(we’re(not(working(in(a(hierarchy(position(anymore.’(






















































The(interpretation(of(the(works(of((John(et(al.,(2006)(above(is(that,(TA(MS(is(deemed(to(be(more(appropriate(to(invoke(when(improvisation(is(less(important,(while(TF(MS(is(more(appropriate(to(invoke(when(improvisation(is(more(important.(Thus,(the(implications(of(the(guidelines(above(is(that,( it(not(only( informs(when( to( invoke(what( type(of(MS,(but( it( also( informs( the(nature(of( the(triggers(that(invoke(the(MS,(which(depends(on(the(point(in(time(at(which(those(triggers(occur.(With( the( identification( of(managerial( guidelines( on(when( improvisation( is( deemed( to( be(more(important(or(otherwise,(the(next(section(presents(the(way(in(which(management(personnel(are(to(communicate(when(improvising(based(on(the(case(study(findings.(
7.2.3 Communication,Approaches,in,Each,Jazz,Orchestration,Genre,One( of( the( fundamental( requirements( to( effective( improvisation( in( jazz( is( the( importance( of(listening( (Gold( &( Hirshfeld,( 2005b;( Hatch,( 1998),( which( creates( an( opening( space( for( others’(ideas(and(identify(with(those(ideas(at(a(deep(level(to(facilitate(their(process(without(hindering(the(transformational( performance.( In( addition,( the( act( of( responding( is( also( important( in( jazz(improvisation( as( it( accounts( for( the( accommodation( of( others’( ideas( (Hatch,( 1999).( Managing(ITBTs(is(not(exempted(from(these(critical(acts(of(listening(and(responding(whereby(management(personnel(are(to(spontaneously(shift(back(and(forth(between(the(dual(roles(of(soloing((leading)(and(comping((supporting)(in(the(process(of(facilitating(transformational(change.(However,(what(the(candidate(observed(from(the(case(studies(is(that,(there(is(such(a(thing(as(too(much(listening(and( responding,( as( noted( from( one( of( the( project( leaders( who( claimed( that( they( were( too(accommodating(on(the(requirements(of(the(global(stakeholders(in(order(to(secure(their(buyIin:(
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‘We( were( too( open.( Too( much( listening( to( what( they( wanted,( we( included( their( special(
requirements,( deviating( from( standards( and( building( a( complex( system.( Which( is,( to( a(
certain(extent,(now(causing(us(problems(because(we(have(to(manage(the(complexity.’(As( a( consequence,( the( IT( solution( and( associated( business( processes( suffered( from( numerous(complexities(today(that(are(rather(difficult(to(eradicate.(Another(interviewee(from(the(same(case(study( also( commented( on( the( unnecessary( additions( to( the( system,( and( that( the( paradox(was(that,( if( they(had(not( included(those(additional( functionalities( they(would(not(have(obtained(the(stakeholders(buyIin(for(the(entire(ITBT(initiative.(Another(contributing(factor(to(the(struggle(with(the( buyIin( was( that,( those( project( leads( were( not( perceived( as( being( in( a( position( that( was(powerful( enough( to( assert( their( authority( and( navigate( their( way( around( the( organizational(politics((Robey(&(Boudreau,(1999)(resulting(in(the(lack(of(a(harmony((Abraham(&(Junglas,(2011):(
‘The( guy( (project( lead)( pushing( that( (transformation)( was( not( important( enough( to( do(
that.( They( did( not( have( enough( credibility( in( front( of( the( general( managers,( a( way( of(
forcing( those( twenty( years,( kind(of(history( figures(of(<organization(name>.(And( the(poor(
guy( comes( in( and( say(we( do( it( like( that.( The( response(was( no.( But(we( do( it( in( <country(
name>.(And( they( said(no,( not(here.( You(do( it(my(way(or( you(go(back( to(<headquarters>.(
That’s(what( I( said,( it(was(kind(of(a( really(huge(political(game(here(and(we(spent(a( lot(of(
time( in( doing( this( (buySin),( also( the( new( IT( environment,( and( also( supporting( the( new(
processes.( I(wouldn’t( say(we( really(wasted( our( time( but(we( spent(more( time( because(we(






























P1.(Improvisation(! ! P2.(Tone(Color! ! P3.(Harmony! ! P4.(Break! ! P5.(Joys(of(playing! ! (Bastien(&(Hostager,(1988)! P6.(Jazz(music(theory! ! P7.(Song! ! P8.(Behavioral(norms! ! P9.(Communicative(codes! ! (Hatch,(1999)! P10.(Soloing! ! P11.(Comping! ! P12.(Trading(Fours! ! P13.(Listening! ! P14.(Responding! ! P15.(Groove(and(feel! ! (Gold(&(Hirshfeld,(2005b)! P16.(Risk(taking! ! P17.(Autonomy! ! P18.(Listening! ! P19.(Passion! ! 
Overall,( the( jazz(metaphor(offers(a(plethora(of( features(whereby(its(selected(characteristics(can(be( seen( as( being( applicable( to( almost( any( phenomenon;( however( for( managing( business(transformations,( the( jazz( metaphor( is( particularly( useful( to( describe( two( fundamental(perspectives(of(studying((radical)(organizational(change70:(a) The( depth( of( improvisation( and( the( interplay( of( jazz( musicians( correspond( to( the(characteristics(of(the(transforming(organization(as(a(social(actor(or(an(entity;(and(b) The(concept(of( jazz(composition(and(orchestration(correspond( to( the(characteristics(of( the(
transformation(process(as(a(process(of(organizing(or(emergent(flux.(
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7.3.1 Composition,of,Management,Services,in,BTM,As(introduced(earlier(in(Section(3.5.5,(the(composition(of(MS(refers(entails(the(process(of(creating(the( structure( of( the( business( transformation( initiative( that( includes( at( least( the( principles( of(melody,(rhythm(and(harmony.(MS(composition(embodies(the(identification(and(configuration(of(resources,( i.e.(MS,(during(the(design(phases(of(the(initiative,( in(order(to(provide(the(managerial(capabilities( required( to(manage( the( ITBT.(The(act(of( composing(MS( in(BTM( is(akin( to( that(of(a(composer( in(a( jazz(ensemble( that( is(required(to( identify(and(configure(the(scale( that( the(music(piece(is(based(on(at(the(outset.(Those(principles(of(melody,(rhythm(and(harmony(are(discussed(in(the(following.(
The!Melody!The( melody( principle( in( BTM( refers( to( the( sequence( in( which( the( business( transformation(unfolds(that(requires(the(invocation(of(MS(in(each(wave.(This(is(important(to(know(in(the(earlier(stages( of( the( initiative( in( attempt( to( anticipate( the( necessary( resources( and( managerial(capabilities(required(in(each(wave.(As(every(business(transformation(initiative(differs( from(one(another,(there(will(be(variation(in(terms(of(how(each(initiative(unfolds(due(to(the(need(to(attend(to( different( factors( internal( and/or( external( to( the( business( that( may( affect( the( enterprises’(means(of(BTM.(Still,(through(this(study(the(candidate(has(derived(an(analytical(generalization(of(which(MS(are(required(in(each(BTM(initiative.((In(the(sections(to(follow,(the(candidate(synthesizes(the(implications(for(invoking(the(MS(required(in( each( BTM(wave.( These(MS( are( discussed( in( light( of( their( importance( based( on( the( analysis(conducted( on( all( three( cases71(of( ITBT.( For( the( melody( principle,( the( MS( are( categorized( in(accordance(with(their(dominance(in(BTM,(i.e.(primary(dominant,(which(embodies(those(MS(that(are(of(principal(importance(to(realize(the(deliverables;(secondary(dominant,(which(regulates(the(core(objective(of(each(wave;(and(the(interpolated(dominant,(which(betides(the(transformation(in(each(wave.(





















Overall(for(Wave(1,(the(Strategic(Alignment(Model(of((Henderson(&(Venkatraman,(1993)(appears(to( play( a( prominent( role( for( the( Concept( Development( wave( of( ITBTs.( Furthermore,( the(candidate( also( observed( the( utilization( of( pertinent( concepts( from( the( Strategic( Information(Systems(Planning((SISP),(which(also(appears(to(blend(in(with(Wave(2,(described(next.(




















In(Wave(2,( the(SISP(plays( a( fundamental( role( to( ensure( that( the( strategies( are( in( line(with( the(business( value( to( be( realized( from( the( ITBT( initiative( as( portrayed( by( the( NEBIC( model( of(Wheeler((2002).(As(such,(the(prime(focus(of(the(Blueprint(Design(wave(is(to(identify(the(critical(path(of( the( ITBT( to(ensure( that( the( initiative(yields(not( just( longIterm(benefits,(but(also( shortIterm(gains(when(delivering(the(IT(solution(to(enable(a(business(transformation.((




















The( overlying( gist( of(Wave( 3( suggests( that( delivering( the( IT( solution( to( enable( such( business(transformation( takes( place( over( a( (prolonged)( period( of( time,( which( requires( extensive(improvisation( to(mitigate( emergent( and(unexpected( challenges(yet( at( the( same( time(adhere( to(the(established(governance(structures(and(approaches(to(achieve(the(ITBT.(This(phenomenon(is(explained( as( the( punctuated( socioItechnical( change( (McLeod( and( Doolin,( 2011)( that( suggests(how(a(situated(action( informs( the(decisions(and(actions( that( contribute( to( ITBT(can(yield(both(intended(and(unintended( socioItechnical( change( effects( in(pursuit( of( the( transformation.(What(happens(afterwards(is(explained(next.(
Wave,4.,Table,37,depicts(the(MS(required(for(the(PostITransformation(Wave.(It(should(be(noted(that( the( findings( for( this( particular( wave( was( derived( from( one( case( study.( Nonetheless,( the(candidate(has(endeavored(to(synthesize(such(findings(with(existing(studies(that(report(on(ITBTs(involving(ES,(specifically(ERPs(in(line(with(the(candidate’s(research.(The(findings(suggest(that(IT(MS( is( the(single(primary(dominant(MS( invoked( in(Wave(4(of( the( ITBT(to(provide(IT(operations(and(optimization(services(for(the(deployed(IT(artifact.(A(similar(finding(is(observed(in(the(works(of( Wagner( and( Newell( (2007)( who( mention( about( the( necessity( to( support( users( in( a( more(systematic(and(structured(manner(by(allocating(the(necessary(resources(in(postIimplementation(environments.(The(secondary(dominant(MS(entails(Value(and(Process(MS(that(were( invoked( to(evaluate(and(establish(further(benefits(and(improvement(processes(respectively.(The(case(study(finding(presents( two(sides( to( the(same(story:(on(one(hand( the( transformed(enterprise( realized(the( benefits( of( having( a( global( process( template( for( standardized( operations( throughout( the(conglomerate;( yet( on( the( other( they( realized( that( the( business( processes,( while( beneficial( for(larger( organizations( in( certain( countries,( they( were( rather( too( complex72(for( its( smaller( and(simpler(organizations( in(emerging(market(economies,(and(thus(requires(enhancement( in(terms(of(single(site(ERP(configurations((Markus,(Tanis(&(Fenema,(2000).((
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((72(Also( as( a( result( from( having( too( many( additional( enhancements( added( to( the( system( and( process(configurations(in(Wave(2((see(Chapter(7.2.3(on(communication(in(jazz(where(there(was(‘too(much(listening’)(
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What( is( notable( about( the( MS( invoked( in( each( wave( is( how( they( play( an( interchangeable(dominant(role(throughout(the(entire(initiative.(For(example,(where(Strategy(MS(plays(a(primary(dominant( role( in( Wave( 1,( it( plays( a( secondary( dominant( role( in( Waves( 2( and( 3,( and( an(interpolated(dominant(role(in(Wave(4(–(such(behavior(reflects(the(act(of(soloing(and(comping(in(jazz(that(plays(a(leading(and(supporting(role(throughout(the(musical(performance,(and(similarly,(in( BTM( also.( This( is( important( to( note( in( order( to( ensure( that( the( resources( accountable( for(providing( the( required( managerial( capabilities( are( provided( with( the( necessary( autonomy( to(deliver(the(services(as(necessary(for(an(ITBT.(
Next,( the(candidate(presents( the(synthesized( findings( for( the(second(MS(composition(principle,(which(is(the(rhythm.(
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The!Rhythm!Rhythm( in(BTM( refers( to( the(prominent( type( and( attribute(of( the(MS( required( throughout( the(entire( initiative.( In( this( study,( the(candidate( identifies( IT(MS(as( the(most(prominent(MS( type73,(which(is(mainly(invoked(to(deliver(the(IT((artifact)(and(business(capabilities(that(the(enterprise(endeavors(to(achieve.(TA(MS(is(cited(as(the(most(prominent(MS(attribute(to(ensure(adherence(to(the(scope(at(the(macro(or(Strategic(Management(level,(and(also(to(ensure(timely(delivery(of(the(initiative(at(the(Program(Management(level(as(any(delay(brings(about(significant(resources((time,(cost,(organizational(reputation(or(diminish(perceptual(value,(etc.).(below( illustrates( the(pattern(or( rhythm( of( invoking( the( type( of( MS( in( response( to( the( triggers,( based( on( the( aggregated(findings(derived(from(the(cases(on(the(most(prominent((
(
Figure,61.,Triggers,&,Prominent,MS,Attribute,Invoked,in,BTM,In(Wave, 1,( the( critical( incidents( pertained( to( those( at( the( Strategic(Management( level,(where(value( deficiencies( of( the( transforming( enterprises(were( identified( and( addressed( via( the( ITBT(initiative.(More(TF(MS(than(TA(MS(were(invoked(as(designing(an(appropriate(solution(generally(requires(the(reconfiguration(of(existing(routines,(such(as(when(identifying(a(new(business(vision(and(suitable(IT(infrastructure(to(support(and(enable(the(new(operating(model(of(the(enterprise.(The( TA( MS( on( the( other( hand,( corresponded( to( the( use( of( established( methods,( such( as(approaches(to(assess(strategic(risks(or(analyze(the(existing(business(and(IT(needs.((In(Wave, 2,( there(were(more( Strategic( than( Program( triggers( cited( across( all( three( cases.( The(Strategic(triggers(mainly(concerned(internal(triggers(such(as(obtaining(stakeholder(buyIin(from(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((73(See(full(description(in(Chapter(6.4.4(on(prominent(types(of(MS(invoked(
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FINDINGS 
Critical Incidents in each BTM Wave 
To reiterate, the purpose of this study is to identify how ITBTs unfold, by identifying the critical incidents that 
manifested in the different BTM waves. To address this question, we examined in particular: a) What is the most 
prominent type of trigger in each wave and the most prominent MS attribute invoked in response to those 
triggers; and b) What is the most prominent type of trigger and MS attribute across all waves. Figure 2 
illustrates our findings in r lation to the critical incid ts that make up each BTM wave, and also describes the 
MS invoked in response to those triggers. Our findings indicate that Strategic triggers appear to be more 
prominent in Wave 1, Wave 2 and Wave 4, while Program triggers were most prominent in Wave 3. This may 
imply that the Concept Development, Blueprint Design and Post-Transformation waves require more 
involvement and resources from Strategic Management Level, and that the Solution Delivery requires more 
dedication from resources at the Program Management Level.  
 
Figure 2. Illustrated findings on triggers and MS attributes cited across all waves from cross-case analysis 
In Wave 1, the critical incidents pertained to those at the Strategic Management level, where value deficiencies 
of the transforming enterprises were identified and addressed via the ITBT initiative. More TF MS than TA MS 
were invoked s designi g an appropriate solution gen rally requires the reconfiguration of existing routines, 
such as when identifying a new business vision and suitable IT infrastructure to support and enable the new 
operating model of the enterprise. The TA MS on the other hand, corresponded to the use of established 
methods, such as approaches to assess strategic risks or analyze the existing business and IT needs.  
In Wave 2, there were more Strategic than Program triggers cited across all three cases. The Strategic triggers 
mainly concerned internal triggers such as obtaining stakeholder buy-in from various business units of the 
transforming enterprise and identifyin  investme t benefits via a detailed business case. There were also external 
triggers such as aligning the ITBT’s objectives in response to the market conditions that may influence the 
course of the ITBT, and adhering to legal regulations. For this Blueprint Design wave, more TF than TA MS are 
required for those Strategic triggers. As for the Program triggers, a balance of both TF MS and TA MS is 
required as formulating the ITBT roadmap requires both the reconfiguration of existing routines and re-using 
established methodologies such as program, project, change and IT management frameworks, among others. 
Wave 3, which is the wave bearing the longest duration during the transformation, indicates the only time 
throughout the ITBT initiatives when Program triggers were more predominant than Strategic triggers. This may 
be due to the Solution Delivery wave being focused more on rolling out the IT solution to the transforming 
enterprises, which subsequently triggers predominantly TA MS for both Strategic and Program Management 
Levels. TA MS were invoked to adhere to the scope of deliverables, established governance structures and 
formulated plans such as schedule and resource allocation, while TF MS were invoked to identify mitigation 
approaches for emergent issues that occur during the prolonged duration of Wave 3. 
Wave 4 indicates an increase in Strategic triggers, with a decrease in Program triggers. It should be noted that 
Wave 4 was derived from one case study, as it was the only organization that had completed its ITBT at the time 
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various(business(units(of( the( transforming(enterprise(and( identifying( investment(benefits(via(a(detailed(business(case.(There(were(also(external(triggers(such(as(aligning(the(ITBT’s(objectives(in(response( to( the(market( conditions( that(may( influence( the( course( of( the( ITBT,( and( adhering( to(legal( regulations.( For( this( Blueprint(Design(wave,(more( TF( than(TA(MS( are( required( for( those(Strategic(triggers.(As(for(the(Program(triggers,(a(balance(of(both(TF(MS(and(TA(MS(is(required(as(formulating( the( ITBT( roadmap( requires( both( the( reconfiguration( of( existing( routines( and( reIusing( established( methodologies( such( as( program,( project,( change( and( IT( management(frameworks,(among(others.(
Wave,3,(which(is(the(wave(bearing(the(longest(duration(during(the(transformation,(indicates(the(only(time(throughout(the(ITBT(initiatives(when(Program(triggers(were(more(predominant(than(Strategic(triggers.(This(may(be(due(to(the(Solution(Delivery(wave(being(focused(more(on(rolling(out(the(IT(solution(to(the(transforming(enterprises,(which(subsequently(triggers(predominantly(TA(MS(for(both(Strategic(and(Program(Management(Levels.(TA(MS(were(invoked(to(adhere(to(the(scope(of(deliverables,(established(governance(structures(and(formulated(plans(such(as(schedule(and( resource( allocation,( while( TF( MS( were( invoked( to( identify( mitigation( approaches( for(emergent(issues(that(occur(during(the(prolonged(duration(of(Wave(3.(
Wave,4(indicates(an(increase(in(Strategic(triggers,(with(a(decrease(in(Program(triggers.(It(should(be(noted(that(Wave(4(was(derived(from(one(case(study,(as(it(was(the(only(organization(that(had(completed(its(ITBT(at(the(time(of(study.(Nonetheless,(we(observed(how(more(TF(than(TA(MS(are(required(for(both(Strategic(and(Program(Triggers.(This(is(due(to(the(need(to(consider(emergent(factors( after( implementing( the( solution( such( as( streamlining( process( improvements( and(enhancements( to( the( new( IT( artifact( based( on( user( feedback,( dealing( with( socioIbehavioral(inertia(such(as(ramping(up(user(competences( in(order(to(use(the(system,(or(dealing(with( lag( in(user( adoption,( and( identifying( means( to( leverage( IT( investment,( such( as( embarking( on( new(innovation(initiatives(to(improve(or(offer(new(products(and/or(services(for(customers.(In( summary,( IT( MS( is( required( as( the( predominant( MS( due( to( the( nature( of( the( business(transformation( that( is( enabled( by( the( IT( artifact,( while( TA( MS( provides( the( governance(mechanism(to(ensure(that(the(program(deliverables(are(realized(by(the(business(in(line(with(the(established( schedule( and( benefits( realization( plan.( The( strict( adherence( to( the( program(governance(ensures(that(the(momentum(of(the(program(is(maintained(throughout(the(initiative.((Next,(the(last(principle(of(MS(composition(is(discussed.(
The!Harmony!The( harmony( principle( in( BTM( refers( to( the( integration( of( two( or( more( MS( in( each( wave,(whereby( integration( is(define(as( the( simultaneous( invocation(of( (processIoriented)(managerial(actions(whose(outcome(contributes(to(the(management(of(business(transformation(initiatives.(In(this(research,(the(candidate(observed(how(both(TA(and(TF(MS(are(integrated(in(order(to(address(the( triggers( that( emerged( from( this( study,( viz.( internal( and( external( triggers( (at( the( Strategic(
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Management( level),( as( well( as( influential,( reactional( and( situational( triggers( (at( the( Program(Management( level).(The( lack(of( integration(and/or( the( lack( in(ability( to( invent( typically( causes(tension( or( friction( amongst( musicians( (Hatch,( 1999),( which( bears( some( resemblance( to( the(incidents( in( the( BTM( case( studies( such( as( political( obstructions( embedded( within( the(organizational( culture( and( identity( in( businesses( (Abraham( &( Junglas,( 2011;( Bacharach,(Bamberger(&(Sonnenstuhl,(1996;(Soulsby(&(Clark,(1998;(Wagner(&(Newell,(2006).(As(such,( the(importance( of( having( harmony( in( jazz( is( largely( attributed( to( the( understanding( that( jazz(musicians( do( not( need( or( even( want( to( play( their( structures( explicitly( (Hatch,( 1999),( which(results( in( the( deviation( from( the( known( structure( of( a( particular( song( by( playing( a( particular(chord( higher( or( lower( than( what( is( specified( as( this( ensures( that( every( jazz( performance( is(unique(to(the(audience.((Based( on( the( crossIcase( analysis74(of( the( cases( investigated( for( the( harmony( principle,( the(candidate(seeks(to(identify(those(MS(that(are(most(integrated(in(each(wave,(and(for(each(level(of(management,( i.e.( Strategic( and( Program(Management( levels75,( in( order( to( derive( an( analytical(generalization(of(which(MS( require( integration( in(BTM,(particularly( for( that( of( an( ITBT.(Those(findings(are(summarized(in(the(following.(At(the(Strategic(Management(Level,(the(MS(that(require(the(most(integration(are(as(follows:(a) Wave,1(–(Strategy,MS(requires(most(integration(as(a(TF(MS(with(IT,(Value,(Risk,(Change,(Process,( Project,( Competence( and( Training( MS,( but( not( Program( MS,( as( this( wave(concerns(the(design(on(the(Concept(Development(of(the(ITBT(initiative(b) Wave,2(–(Strategy,MS(requires(most(integration(as(a(TF(MS(with(all(MS(types,(however(there(were(no(integration(required(when(Competence(&(Training(MS(is(TA(MS,(and(when(Project(MS(is(TF(MS(c) Wave, 3( –(IT, MS( requires( most( integration( as( a( TA( MS( with( Program,( Project,( Risk,(Transition,(Value,(Change,(and(Strategy(MS(d) Wave,4(–(Process,MS,requires(most(integration(as(a(TF(MS(with(IT,(Value(and(Risk(MS(







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table(38(embodies(the(collated(illustrations(for(the(melody,(harmony(and(rhythm(in(BTM76(based(on( the( synthesized( findings( of( MS( composition.( Following( this( is( the( discussion( on( the(synthesized(findings(for(the(MS(orchestration,(which(is(presented(next.(
7.3.2 Orchestration0of0Management0Services0in0BTM0As( introduced( earlier( in( Section( 3.5.5,( the( orchestration( refers( to( process( of( improvising( and(synchronizing(those(MS(when(executing(the(initiative(in(realKtime(in(order(to(achieve(a(particular(outcome.( Orchestration( in( BTM( and( in( jazz( music( bears( some( resemblance( in( that,( managing(business( transformations(when( deploying( a( new( IT( solution( (in( realKtime)( is( not( without( any(uncertainty( in( terms(of( the(resulting(outcomes,(such(as(emergent(unexpected( issues( that(occur(when(rollingKout(the(new(IT(artifact.(This(reflects(the(live(performance(of(a(jazz(orchestra(in(that,(there( is(a( lot(of(uncertainty(during(the( live( jazz(musical(performance(as(the(audience(expects(a(different( experience( to( every(musical( piece( that( is( being( performed,( even(with( the( same( song.(Hence( for( both( cases,( i.e.( both( BTM( and( jazz( performance,( an( element( of( improvisation( is(necessary(in(order(to(successfully(deliver(a(transformational(outcome.(




























•  Constrained improvisation within an 
established structure 
•  TF MS to design novel approaches, 
TA MS to enforce existing framework 
•  Context: Complicated  
Postbop 
Jazz 
•  Maximal improvisation within an 
emergent structure 
•  TF MS to look for what works & 
explore new opportunities 
•  Context: Chaotic 
Bebop 
Jazz 
•  Extensive improvisation within a 
basic yet adaptable structure 
•  TF MS to experiment for solutions, 
TA MS to apply established methods 
•  Context: Complex  
Classical 
Jazz 
•  Minimal improvisation within a 
predefined structure 
•  TA MS to apply established, best 
practice approach 
•  Context: Simple  
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Classical0Jazz.(The(MS(in(this(genre(typically(requires(the(reutilization(of(organizational(routines(within(a(fixed(and(predefined(structure.(As(such,(improvisation(is(minimal(as(there(are(repeating(patterns(and(consistent(events,(where(there(is(a(clear(cause(and(effect(relationship(to(the(triggers(that( take( place( in( the( simple( context.( For( this,( TA( MS( are( predominantly( invoked( to( apply(established(and(known(practices(or(approaches.(
Swing0 Jazz.( For( this( genre,( organizations( tend( to( reconfigure( existing( routines,( where(improvisation(is(constrained(due(to(the(established(structure.(Nonetheless,(TF(MS(are(invoked(in(order(to(identify(novel(approaches,(as(the(context(is(complicated.((
Bebop0 Jazz.( This( genre( requires( reconfiguration( of( existing( routines,( as( improvisation( is(extensive(within(a(basic(yet( adaptable( structure.(TA(MS(are( invoked(predominantly( to( identify(solutions,(which(ought(to(be(done(with(regular(communication(or(interaction(due(to(the(complex(nature(of(the(genre.((
Postbop0 Jazz.( MS( in( this( genre( are( likely( to( require( high( reconfiguration( of( organizational(routines(where( improvisation( is(maximal(within( its( emergent( structure.( TF(MS( are( invoked( to(explore( new( opportunities( as( the( context( is( chaotic,( often( coined( as( the( ‘realm( of( unknowns’(where( the( relationship( between( cause( and( effect( are( impossible( to( determine( due( to( constant(turbulence(in(situation(and(no(manageable(patterns(exist.((
Synthesized#Research#Findings#on#MS#Orchestration#in#BTM#Based(on( the(explanations(given(above,(Table(39(provides( the(synthesized( findings(on(how(MS(are(orchestrated(in(BTM(based(on(each(case(study((Exhibits(I(–(III),(and(how(a(consolidation(of(those(similarities(and(differences(leads(to(a(generalization(on(MS(orchestration(as(illustrated(in(the(crossKcase(findings((Exhibit(IV).(0
Wave01.0In(the(Concept(Development(wave,(it(can(be(deduced(per(Exhibit(IV(that(the(MS(in(BTM(can(generally(be(orchestrated(according(to(the(swing(jazz(genre.(The(predominant(invocation(of(TF(MS78(is( purposeful( in( the( Concept( Development( wave( in( order( to( address( the( complicated(context,(where( creativity( plays( a( pivotal( role( in( kick( starting( a( project( among( and(macroKlevel(strategic(activities((Couger,(Higgins(&(McIntyre,(1993).(The(intent(in(this(wave(is(to(reconfigure(organizational( routines( in( accordance( with( the( vision( of( the( ITBT,( which( is( similar( to( jazz(improvisers(as(Barrett((1998,(p.607)(states:(
The&aim&is&to&integrate&ideas,&freeing&attention&so&that&players&can&think&strategically&about&
their& choice& of& notes& and& the& overall& direction& of& their& solo.& (Hargreaves,& Cork& && Setton,&


















































































































Wave0 2.0 Like( its( predecessor( wave,( the( Blueprint( Design( wave( can( be( generalized( as( being(orchestrated( according( to( the( swing( jazz( genre( as( observed( in( Exhibit( IV.( Across( all( cases,( the(configuration(of(routines(varies(from(being(fixed(to(flexible.(While(case(study(Alpha(in(Exhibit(I(shows( a( balanced( invocation( of( TA( and( TF( MS,( case( study( Beta( in( Exhibit( II( indicates( more(invocation(of(TF(MS(where(routines(are(reconfigured(more(than(that(of(Alpha.(This(observation(also(holds(true(for(case(study(Gamma(in(Exhibit(III,(where(Gamma(invoked(more(TA(than(TF(MS,(thereby(reusing(established(routines(to(design(its(ITBT(roadmap(and(deployment(plan(for(its(new(IT( platform.( Overall( though,( existing( literature( recommends( strategic( improvisation(within( an(established(structure((Cunha(&(da(Cunha,(2006),(as(the(implication(of(too(much(reconfiguration(to(produce(social(order((cf.(Wagner(and(Newell,(2006),(especially(for(ERP(software,(can(be(costly(for( the( enterprise(not( just(during( the(design( stages,( but( in( the(postKimplementation( stages( too(where( complexities( arise( at( a(much( later( stage( as( observed( from(Case( Study(Gamma.( Still,( the(positive(outcome(of(improvisation,(as(reflected(by(Beta(Corporation,(is(that(it(provides(invaluable(learning( experience( to( the(organization( (Cunha,(Vieira(da(Cunha(&(Kamoche,( 1999).(Hence( for(Wave( 2,( largeKscale( ITBTs( require( a( delicate( balance( in( both( exploring( new( institutional(configurations( and( exploiting( preKexisting( ones( to( overcome( incoherencies( and( dilemmas(between(the(two(tasks((Chae(&(Lanzara,(2006).(
Wave03.0The(Solution(Delivery(wave(in(Exhibit(IV(shows(that(MS(in(BTM(can(be(generalized(as(being( orchestrated( according( to( the( classical( jazz( genre.( And( indeed,( all( case( studies( have(indicated(the(reuse(of(existing(routines,(and(also(emphasized(the(importance(of(adhering(to(the(program( and( governance( structure,( particularly( in( complying( with( the( constraints( not( just( to(ensure(a( timely(delivery,(but(also( to(ensure(momentum.(As(such,( routines(are( typically( reused,(and( the(structure( is( typically( fixed,(particularly(at( the(Strategic(Management(or(macroKlevel.(At(the( micro( or( Program(Management( level,( the( structure( is( flexible( in( order( to( ensure( that( the(deliverables(are(met,(even(if(it(means(that(the(scope(will(have(to(be(adjusted(or(minimized.(When(there(is(an(urgency(to(respond(to(a(particular(incident(with(a(low(level(of(uncertainty,(planning(is(not(possible(as(there(is( little(time(to(plan;(failing(to(take(immediate(action(will(result( in(missed(opportunity( or( having( an( issue( intensified.( In( dealing( with( such( an( instance,( improvisation( is(characterized(as(having(a(high(level(of(spontaneity,(low(level(of(creativity(and(a(strong(influence(of(prior(experience(and(routines((Crossan,(e(Cunha,(Vera(&(Cunha,(2005).(This(therefore(explains(why(TA(MS(is(mainly(invoked(in(the(Solution(Delivery(wave.(





Management#Services#to#provide#the#managerial#capabilities#in#BTM#This(study(adopts(a(SOV(of(the(enterprise(as(a(theoretical(lens(to(view(the(plethora(of(capabilities(stemming( from( various( management( disciplines( as( MS.( Those( MS( are( abstract( resources( that(contribute( to( the( management( of( largeKscale( ITBTs,( where( they( function( as( inputKoutput(mechanism( and( whose( inner( working( are( blackKboxed,( which( is( in( line( with( the( notion( of( a(service.( The( rationale( for( blackKboxing( those( inner( working( is( because( there( exist( numerous(mature( and(best( practice( approaches( for( each( of( those(management( disciplines( that( stipulates(the(necessary( tasks( to( be( carried(out( by( specific( resources( and( competences,(which( this( study(assumes( largeKscale( enterprises( are( already( equipped( with( (prior( to( embarking( on( a(transformation( initiative).(Furthermore,( the(MS(view( is( in( line(with( that(of(senior(management(who(have(limited(time(to(microKmanage(the(inner(activities(of(those(management(disciplines(that(are( carried(out( by( their( subordinates,( such( as(project( or( IT(managers( alongside( their( business(and(IT(analysts.(With(the(main(focus(of(senior(management(on(critical(decisionKmaking(not(only(for(the(transformation(initiative,(but(for(the(transforming(enterprise(as(well,(this(study(deems(the(MS(perspective(to(be(valid(and(relevant,(thereby(informing(the(first(proposition(for(BTM:(
P1.&& Business& transformations& require& MS& to& provide& the& managerial& capabilities& that& are&
necessary&for&the&management&of&a&business&transformation&initiative.&
Ambidexterity#of#Transformational#and#Transactional#Management#Services#in#BTM#This( study( observes( the( dual( nature( of( the( MS( in( BTM( based( on( the( managerial( capabilities(provided( by( those( MS,( which( reflects( the( integrative( capabilities( as( mentioned( by( Helfat( and(Winter( (2011).( Existing( literature( have( also( identified( organizational( capabilities( for( strategic(renewal(and(growth,(namely(operational(and(dynamic(capabilities.(While( the(studies(state( that(organizational(resources(provide(these(capabilities,(there(is(a(gap(in(knowledge(in(terms(of(how(those( resources( are( conceptualized( to( provide( operational( or( dynamic( capabilities( from(management(disciplines,(particularly(when(articulating(the(provision(of(those(capabilities(in(the(form(of(a(service.(Following(this(line(of(thought,(this(study(stipulates(that,(just(as(how(capabilities(can(be(attributed(as(operational(or(dynamic,(the(MS(that(provide(these(two(types(of(capabilities(too( can( subsequently( be( identified( to( have( two( types( of( attributes,( i.e.( Transactional( and(Transformational(respectively.(Where( operational( capabilities( emphasizes( on( conferring( to( management( decisionKmaking( to(produce(a(particular(outcome,(this(study(identifies(those(MS(that(provide(operational(capabilities(as(being( transactional( in(nature(or(TA(MS.( In(BTM,(TA(MS(are( typically( invoked( to(execute( the(
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mandatory( operations( or( routines( that( transform( the( organization( (e.g.( Project( MS).( Dynamic(capabilities(on(the(other(hand,(emphasizes(on(reconfiguring(existing(capabilities(to(address(the(changing(environment,(thereby(bearing(a(transformational(nature(or(TF(MS((e.g.(Strategy(MS).(As(such,(the(MS(that(provide(operational(and(dynamic(capabilities(are(attributed(in(BTM(as(being(TA(and(TF(MS(respectively.(Hence,(the(second(proposition(is(listed(as(follows:(
P2.&& MS&in&BTM&are&attributed&as&Transactional&or&Transformational.&The(attribution(of(TA(and(TF(MS(also(reflect(the(concept(of('soloing',('comping'(and(‘trading(fours’(in(jazz((according(to(Hatch,(1999),(wherein(soloing(provides(“a(mechanism(for(a(given(musician(to( take( the( lead( in( introducing( new( ideas( that( carry( the( tune( along( after( the( head( has( been(played,”( (Hatch,( 1999,( p.79).( Such( a( role( is( performed( interchangeably( among( the( players((sometimes( the(order(of( soloing( is( agreed(upon( in( advance,( sometimes( it( is(worked(out( as( the(musicians(play),(and(subsequently(reflects(the(resemblance(between(the(improvisational(nature(of(jazz(with(BTM.(As(for(comping,(it(is(a(practice(where(other(musicians(accompany(the(musician(who( is( performing( the( solo.( In( particular,( the( act( of( comping( provides( rhythmic( or( harmonic(support(to(the(soloist’s(improvisation,(and(occasionally(offering((or(feeding)(the(soloist(ideas(that(may( or(may( not( be( incorporated( into( the( solo.( Another( characteristic( of( jazz( that( reflects( the(invocation( of( TA( and( TF( MS( in( BTM( is( the( notion( of( trading& fours& that( refers( to( the( act( of(switching(between(leading(and(supporting.(Such(ambidexterity(of(the(MS(in(switching(from(being(TF(to(TA(MS(and(vice(versa( is(necessary( in(BTM,( in(a(similar(manner(that(soloing(and(comping(vary(in(a(jazz(orchestra.(




Triggers( at( the(Strategic(Management( level(pertain( to( the( transforming(enterprise,( rather( than(the(transformation(initiative(as(such.(Adopting(this(view(considers(factors(that(are(internal(to(the(organization( and( are( therefore(within( the( control( of( the( transforming( enterprise,( viz.( internal(triggers,( as( well( as( those( that( occur( beyond( the( boundaries( and( control( of( the( transforming(organization,(labeled(as(external(triggers.(Therefore:(
P4.&& MS& in& BTM& are& invoked& in& response& to& internal& and& external& triggers& at& the& Strategic&
Management&level&of&the&transforming&enterprise.&Triggers( at( the( Program( Management( level( relate( more( specifically( on( the( transformation(initiative( itself.( Factors( that( trigger( the( invocation(of(MS( at( this( level( are( those( concerning( the(people(of(the(transforming(organization,(which(is(identified(in(this(study(as(situational(triggers.(Another(prominent(factor(that(requires(MS(to(address(relates(to(the(constraints(of(the(initiative(such(as( time(and(cost( limitations,(which( is(known(as( influential( triggers.(A( third(Program( level(trigger( observed( from( the( candidate’s( analysis( and( literature( concerns( the( unforeseen( factors(that(emerge(during(the(transformation(initiative,(coined(as(reactional(triggers.(Subsequently,(the(propositions(concerning(Program(level(triggers(are(as(follows:(
P5.&& MS&in&BTM&are& invoked&in&response&to& influential,&situational&and&reactional&triggers&at&the&
Program&Management&level&of&the&transformation&initiative.&
Business#Transformation#Management#Unfolds#in#Four#Waves#As(ITKenabled(transformational(change( is(dependent(on(the(actions(undertaken(throughout( the(initiative,( the(types(of(triggers(and(their( inherent(context(will(differ(depending(on(the(points( in(time(of(the(transformation,(i.e.(the(waves(in(the(business(transformation.(Consequently,(the(type(of(MS(too(invoked(will(differ,(even(with(the(same(type(of(trigger.(As(such,(this(study(posits(that(the(MS(invoked(will(differ(depending(on(the(waves:(





In(order( to(ensure( that( the(enterprise( that( is(about( to(embark(on(a( transformation( initiative,( it(becomes( imperative( for( senior(management( to( identify(how(can( their(organizational( resources(be(composed(and(orchestrated(in(BTM.((
Management#Services#require#Composition#and#Orchestration#in#BTM#The( different( deliverables( required( for( each( BTM( wave( reflects( the( different( demand( for(managerial( capabilities( in( BTM.( Organizational( routines( are( either( reused( or( reconfigured( to(deliver( the( managerial( capabilities( invoked( by( the( triggers( at( the( Strategic( and( Program(Management(level(of(the(BTM(initiative.(This(implies(that(the(interplay(between(the(MS(would(in(turn(differ( in(accordance(to( the(waves,( thereby(requiring(a(means(to(compose(the(MS(required(for(BTM.(As(such:(
P8a.&& MS&require&composition&in&order&to&respond&or&anticipate&the&triggers&in&BTM.&Figure(63(visualizes(the(association(between(the(triggers(at(the(Strategic(Management(level,(and(how(it(impacts(the(triggers(at(the(Program(Management(level(across(the(four(waves(in(the(cases(studied.( The( interaction( between( the( triggers( and( the( invoked( MS( subsequently( informs( the(composition(and(orchestration(of(the(necessary(MS.(The(model( in( Figure( 63( suggests( three( key( findings.( First,( the( critical( incidents( in( each( wave(inform(those(in(the(subsequent(waves.(For(instance,( in(the(Concept(Development((Wave(1),(the(critical( incidents( at( the( Strategic( Management( Level( denote( the( embarkation( of( the( ITBT(initiative.(This(prompted(subsequent(critical(incidents(in(the(Blueprint(Design((Wave(2)(at(both(Strategic( and(Program(Management(Levels.( Similarly,( the( critical( incidents( at( the(Strategic( and(Program( Management( Levels( in( the( Solution( Delivery( (Wave( 3)( will( influence( those( critical(incidents(in(PostKTransformation((Wave(4).(
(
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Second,(the(way(the(Strategic(triggers(are(handled(in(each(wave(by(composing(the(required(MS(impacts( the( Program( triggers( and( corresponding( MS.( Take( for( example,( how( the( Strategic(internal(triggers(in(Wave(2,(such(as(initiating(the(replacement(of(the(enterprise’s( legacy(system(with(a(new( IT(platform,( requires( the( invocation(of(predominantly(TF(MS((Wheeler(2002).(This(subsequently( induced,( to( a( large( extent,( predominantly( Program( influential( triggers( in(developing( the( ITBT( roadmap( and( deployment( plan( (Shanks( et( al.,( 2013).( Where( TF( MS(reconfigures(routines(such(as(via(process(redesign(projects((Hill(and(Collins,(2000),(TA(MS(reuses(routines(such(as(Project(and(Program(Management(methodologies(to(ensure(alignment(with(the(strategic(initiative((Avison(et(al.,(2004).((Third,(the(inverse(was(observed(to(hold(true,(i.e.(the(way(Program(Triggers(are(handled(in(each(wave(by(composing(the(required(MS,( impacts(the(Strategic(Triggers(and(corresponding(MS.(For(instance,( in( Wave( 3,( when( Program( reactional( triggers( such( as( unexpected( technical( issues(emerge,(management(personnel(executed(an(established(risk(response(plan,(and(also(monitored(and(controlled(the(transformation((Van(de(Ven(&(Sun,(2011)(by(invoking(TA(MS;(these(incidents(at( the(Program(Management( Level( subsequently( prompted( Strategic( internal( trigger( to( ensure(alignment(of( initiative(with(the(overall(enterprise.( In(doing(so,(TF(MS(were( invoked(to(regulate(communication( and( formulate( an( appropriate( response( that( is( not(detrimental( to( the(business(and(the(initiative((Manzoni(and(Angehrn(1997).((Ultimately,( the( underlying( gist( of( such( observations( highlights( the( improvisational(managerial(capabilities( required( in( transforming( enterprises.( This( resembles( how( a( jazz( ensemble(improvises(to(deliver(a(transformational(musical(experience.(Hence:(
P8b.&& BTM&requires&an&improvisational&managerial&capability&&Once(the(MS(are(composed,(they(can(then(be(expected(to(be(orchestrated(in(realKtime,(in(order(to(deliver(the(required(capability(necessary(for(BTM.(As(such:((
P9.&& MS& in&BTM& require& a& composition& and& orchestration&mechanism,& similar& to& that& for& a& jazz&
musical&ensemble.&
MS#Composition#via#Melody,#Rhythm#and#Harmony#Principles#The(concept(of(MS(composition(in(BTM(encompasses(three(key(principles(derived(from(the(jazz(metaphor.(This(study(observes(from(the(findings(and(supporting(literature(how(the(invocation(of(particular(types(of(MS(varies(from(one(wave(to(another(based(on(the(sequence(in(which(the(BTM(unfolds((melody).(Furthermore,(two(or(more(types(of(MS(require(integration((harmony),(where(their( processKoriented( managerial( actions( are( invoked( simultaneously( in( order( to( deliver( the(required(managerial(capabilities(in(response(to(the(Strategic(and(Program(level(triggers.(The(MS(composition(also(identifies(the(prominent(type(and(attribute(of(MS(that(is(required(throughout(all(BTM(waves((rhythm).(The(prominence(of(the(MS(was(identified(as(being(essential(to(realize(the(benefits(and(value(of(the(deliverables(from(the(business(transformation(programme.(Henceforth,(the(three(propositions(reflecting(the(three(principles(of(composition(are:(
Chapter(7:(Synthesized(Research(Findings((((
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P9a.&& BTM&requires&a&sequence&of&progression& for&a&particular& type&of&MS& in&each&of& the&business&
transformation&wave&(melody&principle)&
P9b.&& BTM& requires& an& integration& of& two& or& more& MS& throughout& the& business& transformation&
(harmony&principle)&
P9c.&& BTM&requires&a&prominent& invocation&of&a&particular&attribute&of&MS& throughout&all&of& the&
business&transformation&waves&(rhythm&principle).&
The(synthesis(of(the(MS(composition(concept(indicate(that(those(MS(that(are(prominent(in(each(wave,( i.e.( the(melody,(may(have(some(form(of(association(with(those(that(are(highly(integrated,(i.e.(the(harmony,(as(well(as(with(the(most(prominent(MS(throughout(the(entire(initiative,(i.e.(the(rhythm.( The( association( between( the( melody,( harmony( and( rhythm( lies( in( the( ability( of( the(musicians( –(and( management( personnel( in( BTM( –(to( improvise,( which( is( defined( in( music( as(extemporizing( or( the( creation( of( all( or( part( of( a( composition( during( the(musical( performance((Ciborra,( 1999).( To( improvise( effectively,(musicians( and(BTM(personnel( alike( are( to( be( aware(about( the( conventions( and( rules( of( a( particular( musical( style( that( can( be( recombined( or(reconfigured( to( create( new( instances( of( the( musical( score,( which( subsequently( results( in( reKinvented(music(that(is(simultaneously(unified(and(coherent((Ciborra,(1999).((
MS#Orchestration#via#Classical,#Swing,#Bebop#and#Postbop#Jazz#Improvisation#Genres#Generally,( we( can( appreciate( the( importance( of( improvisation( provided( that( we( view(organizations(more( as( an( onKgoing( process( of( designing( and( sense(making( rather( than( as( the(stable( endKresult( of( a( hierarchical,( functional( decomposition( of( tasks( (Ciborra,( 1999).( The(candidate( draws( upon( the( works( Zack( (2000)( who( specifies( the( different( genres( of( jazz(improvisations,( and( subsequently( the( orchestration( of( those( jazz( ensembles.( The( contexts(embedded(within(each(genre(was(also(identified(with(the(Cynefin(Framework((Kurtz(&(Snowden,(2003)(that(informs(why(the(MS(are(orchestrated(in(such(a(manner.(As(such,(the(MS(in(BTM(are(orchestrated(based(on(the(extent(of(improvisation(required(in(BTM,(where(the(findings(from(this(research(suggest(that(they(are(orchestrated(based(on(the(four(genres(of(jazz:(
P10.&& MS&in&BTM&can&be&orchestrated&with&respect&to&the&classical,&swing,&bebop&and&postbop&jazz&
improvisation&genres.&
P10a.&&MS& in& BTM&are& orchestrated& according& to& the& classical& jazz& improvisation& genre&when& the&
context&is&‘simple’.&
P10b.&&MS& in& BTM& are& orchestrated& according& to& the& swing& jazz& improvisation& genre& when& the&
context&is&‘complicated’.&
P10c.&&MS& in& BTM& are& orchestrated& according& to& the& bebop& jazz& improvisation& genre& when& the&
context&is&‘complex’.&





7.5 Chapter0Summary0In(this(chapter,(the(candidate(has(shown(the(parallels(between(the(how(jazz(orchestras(create(a(transformational(musical(experience(and(how(ITBTs(are(managed(to(create(an(enterpriseKwide(organizational( transformation.( Several( distinguished( attributes( of( jazz(were( derived( in( Section(7.2,(where(the(candidate(has(illustrated(its(application(in(BTM(based(on(the(case(study(findings.(The(candidate(has(also(presented(a(guiding(framework(in(Section(7.3(that(explains(how(business(transformations(are(managed.( In(doing( so,( the( candidate(has(demonstrated( the( richness(of( the(jazz(metaphor(in(explaining(the(management(of(business(transformations(by(highlighting(not(just(the( MS( composition( (Section( 7.3.1)( and( orchestration( principles( (Section( 7.3.2),( but( also( the(underlying(principles(that(govern(the( interplay(of( jazz( improvisation(among(musicians( that(are(pivotal( in(organizations(undergoing(business(transformations((Section(7.2.4).(Consequently,(the(research( framework( constructed( based( on( the( synthesized( research( findings79(can( be( used( to(guide(future(development(on(a(theory(of(composition(and(orchestration(in(BTM.(Future(research(can( also( build( upon( the( list( of( theoretical( propositions( outlined( in( Section( 7.4( in( light( of( the(findings( and( concepts( utilized( in( this( study.( Essentially,( the( concepts( of( MS( in( BTM,( and( the(composition(and(orchestration(of(those(MS,(have(addressed(the(identified(research(gap80(on(how(to(manage( largeKscale( ITBTs( from( the( perspectives( of( the( Program( and( Strategic(Management(level(in(BTM.(That(being(said,(the(next(and(final(chapter(of(this(thesis(discusses(the(implications(and(limitations(of(this(overarching(study.(








8.1 Chapter0Introduction0This( chapter( presents( the( limitations( identified( in( this( study( with( respect( to( the( research(strategy,(literature(review,(case(studies(and(framework(development.(The(candidate(also(outlines(the( mitigation( approaches( taken( to( overcome( those( limitations.( Then,( the( contributions( to(industry( practice( and( academic( body( of( knowledge( are( described.( This( is( followed( by( a( list( of(implications( in( managing( business( transformations( and( recommendations( for( future( research(work(based(on(the(concepts,(research(framework(and(theoretical(propositions(described( in(the(former(chapters.(We(proceed(as(follows.(
8.2 Research0Limitations00&0Mitigation0Approaches0







The( qualitative,( interpretive(nature(of(this(study(may(subject(the( findings( to( researcher( bias,(e.g.( whether( individuals,( apart(from( the( principal( researcher,(would(reach(the(same(or(similar(interpretations,( and(subsequently,( the( conclusions(drawn( upon( considering( the(same( observations( or( data,( i.e.(consider(coding(and(analysis(or(interpretation( of( the( notion( of(MS( and( the( management(disciplines( the( managerial(capabilities( required( emanate(from(
! Regularly( review( data( analysis( protocol( or(approach( with( research( team( and( research(peers,( e.g.( to( ascertain( whether( particular(coding( scheme( results( in( the( same( or( similar(interpretation( based( on( a( stepKbyKstep(documentation( of( the( coding( and( analysis(approach(employed(to(ensure(plausibility(
! Present(sources(of(evidence/references:((
o Where( applicable,( the( candidate( has(included( excerpts( and/or( observations( of(the( ‘critical( incidents’( that( were( noted(throughout(the(case(studies(








The( anonymity( of( the( case(studies( may( hinder( the( ability(for( the( research( audience( to(make( a( judgment( on( whether(the(researcher(has(been(able(to(provide( sufficient( and(substantiated( evidence( based(on( the( interpretations(obtained(from( the( qualitative( data(analysis(
! Illustrations( for( data( coding( and( analysis(method( (see( Section( 4.4.2( for( technical(descriptions( of( the( grounded( theory(coding( technique,( and( Section( 6.2.4( for(application( of( open,( selective( and(theoretical(coding(using(case(study(data(as(illustration)#
! Theoretical(memos( and( documentation( of(steps( with( every( progress( or( iteration( on(the(data(analysis(and(theorizing(process(#
! Contrast( with( findings( of( case( study( data(analysis(with(secondary(data(triangulating(and(sourcing(evidence(beyond(one(source,(e.g.( supplementing( interview( data( with(observations(and(memos,(plus(private(and(public(documentation(of(case(studies#





As( the( concepts( used( in( the(descriptive( case( studies( are(unknown( to( the( interview(participants( (e.g.( concepts( of(MS,(Orchestration,(Composition,(etc.),( the( qualitative( research(findings(may(limit(the(ability(be(independently( verified( by(outsiders( that( can( confirm( the(findings((
• Follow( up(with( case( study( participants( to(validate(documented(findings(by(reviewing(interview(summaries,(conclusions(or(other(inferences(obtained(from(qualitative(data((
• Definitions( of( concepts( are( clearly(identified( with( existing( and( emerging(literature,( and( documented( from( the( very(start( of( the( study,( iteratively( improved,(and( adhered( rigorously( during( the( data(analysis(process(of( the(research( to(ensure(consistency(of(analysis(








The( focus( of( the( BTM( study( is(on( ITBTs,( which( may( limit( the(applicability( and(generalizability( of( findings( to(other( settings,( e.g.( a( BTM(initiative( that( is( ITKagnostic,( or(from(other( domains( other( than(that( of( the( cases( being(examined,( e.g.( automotive,( to(allow( for( assessment( on(whether(the(reported(attributes(match( those( in( other( research(disciplines(
• The( cases( were( selected( and( reported(based( on( the( attributes( specified( in(accordance( with( the( typology( of( business(transformations( developed( from( this(study;( the( reported( findings( were( drawn(based( on( the( similarities( that( prevail( in(spite( of( the( differences(within( and( across(the(analysis(of(those(cases#
• The(cases(were(provided(with(a(meticulous(and( rich( descriptions( of( research( context,(e.g.( documentation( of( key( milestones(achieved( in( each(wave,( including( the( date(or(time(at(which(those(incidents(take(place(–(these( documented( by( regular( journaling((written,( audio,( and( photoKjournaling),( or(other( forms( of( regular( documentation,(electronic( or( otherwise( that( are(maintained( regularly( or( improved(iteratively( throughout( the( candidate’s(study#(Secondly,(the(way(in(which(the(study(is(designed(is(predominantly(structured(around(the(aKpriori(conceptual( framework.(This(can(omit(other(contextual( information(to(the(extent(of(denying(the(emergence(of(pertinent(theoretical( interpretations((Ahrens(&(Dent,(1998).(The(researcher(s)( in(this(study(take(such(limitations(into(consideration,(particularly(in(the(conduct(of(the(case(study(to(ensure(that(the(pros(of(having(an(aKpriori(model(is(leveraged(beyond(the(said(constraints.(Third,(the(theoretical(lens(employed,(viz.(MS,(is(new(and(has(not(been(employed(in(the(context(of(BTM.(This(may(limit(the(effectiveness(of(the(theory(development(process,(as(the(candidate(is(not(able( to( build( upon( existing( literature( that( has( employed( the( same( paradigm,( and( therefore(requires( further( work( to( identify( further( characteristics( that( can( validate( the( theoretical(propositions(in(this(study.(However,(the(concept(of(MS(is(built(on(a(longKestablished(theory,(being(the( RBT,( and( also( draws( upon( the( characteristics( of( services( that( are(widely( employed( in( the(computer(science(and(information(systems(domain.(The(study(is(dedicated(to(the(focus(on(managing(business(transformations(that(are(enabled(by(an(ITKartifact,(in(particular(with(ERP(software.(As(such,(the(scope(of(enquiry(and(ability(to(generalize(
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may(be(limited(to(cases(that(fit(the(same(type(of(business(transformation(bearing(those(attributes(identified(from(the(typology.( In(other(words,( the(findings(may(not(necessarily(be(applicable( for(cases(that(are(IT(agnostic.(Nonetheless,(the(candidate(has(attempted(to(mitigate(this(instance(by(classifying(the(IT(artifact(to(a(higher(level(of(abstraction,(i.e.(routine(technologies,(which(may(be(applicable(for(such(technologies,(and(not(necessarily(for(those(initiatives(that(have(deployed(ERP(software(to(enable(the(business(transformation.(Furthermore,(the(invocation(of(those(MS(depend(on( the( triggers,( where( the( characteristics( of( those( triggers,( i.e.( internal,( external,( influential,(situational,( and( reactional,( need( not( necessarily( be( associated( with( the( involvement( of( an( IT(artifact(in(BTM.(Hence,(the(findings(on(the(MS(composition(and(orchestration(may(be(applicable(to(IT(agnostic(business(transformations.(
8.2.2 Limitations0to0the0Literature0Review0As( business( transformation( is( applicable( not( only( in( the( IS( discipline,( but( also( in( organization(science(and(business(domains,( it( is(not( feasible( to(conduct(an(exhaustive(review(on(all(existing(studies(that(relate(to(the(notion(of(business,(enterprise(or(organizational(transformation(per(se.(Nonetheless,(the(candidate(has(endeavored(to(examine(those(works(that(are(widely(recognized(in(the( field( of( business( transformation,( with( a( particular( focus( on( ITBT( particularly( during( the(development( of( the( business( transformation( typology( –(this( has( subsequently( allowed( the(candidate( to( conduct( a( backward( and( forward( search( that( pertains( to( not( only( the( theories(employed,( but( also( on( the( conduct( of( the( studies( (particularly( case( studies)( that( allows( the(candidate(to(apply(pertinent(practices(and(identify(existing(gap(in(knowledge(that(relates(to(the(theoretical( lens(utilized(in(her(study.(Based(on(this,( it( is(also(arguable(that(the(selected(sources((journal( and( conference( papers)( is( susceptible( to( researcher( bias.( Still,( the( selection( follows( a(systematic(process(as(explicated( in( the( integrative( literature( review(chapter,(where( the(results(were(filtered(based(on(specific(criteria(that(allows(the(researcher(to(conduct(a(thorough(analysis(and(draw(meaningful(conclusions(from(those(papers.(
8.2.3 Limitations0to0the0Case0Studies0The(data(collection,(particularly( for(Case(Study(Beta,(while(providing( the(opportunity( to(audioKrecord,(was(not(able( to(capture( the(essence(of(managing( the(business( transformation( initiative(across( various( scenarios( that( are( routine( and( resourceKintensive( (time,( effort,( etc.).( The(experience( with( Case( Study( Beta( was( unlike( the( experience( in( the( dedicated,( transformation(work(site(from(Case(Study(Alpha,(or(the(weekly(project(and(program(steering(meetings,(monthly(board(level(meetings(as(experienced(in(Case(Study(Gamma.(This(may(cause(the(candidate(to(miss(out( on( the( nuances( of( Beta’s( Transformation( that( can( further( inform( the( attributes( of( jazz(composition(and(orchestration.(Still,(Case(Study(Beta’s( interviewees(had(mentioned(most(of(the(experiences( that( were( experienced( from( observations.( The( candidate( also( captured( those(experiences( from(onKsite( observations( and( interviews( as(much( as( possible( by( transcribing( the(interviews( in(verbatim,(and(noting(subtle(sentiments((positive(or(otherwise)( in( the(candidate’s(
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field(notes(and(memos.(Hence,( the(merits(of( conducting(descriptive(case(studies(as(opposed( to(the(other(methods(outweighed(the(shortcomings(at(time(when(the(study(was(conducted.(Another(potential(limitation(is(the(way(in(which(the(case(study(data(was(gathered(and(analyzed(primarily(by(the(candidate(that(may(cause(the(interpretation(to(be(susceptible(to(researcher(bias.(The(candidate(endeavored(to(mitigate(this(by(consulting(the(research(team(and(colleagues(where(necessary( in(order( to(ensure( that( the(coding(and(analysis(process( is(plausible,( transparent(and(sense(making.( In( addition,( the(utilization(of( a( semiKstructured( interview(approach( implies( that(the( gathered( information( may( be( inconsistent( due( to( time( limitations( and( also( probing( the(respondents(with(questions(that(may(lead(to(a(path(that(diverts(from(the(protocol.(The(candidate(minimizes( such(an( instance(by(preparing(printed(and(electronic( copies(of( the(questions(where(the(key(questions(are(highlighted(to(ensure(that(the(information(gathered(is,(to(a(large(extent,(as(complete(as(possible(and(also(to(ensure(that(the(conversation(stays(on(track(based(on(the(visual(aid(presented(to(the(interviewees.(The(candidate(also(performed(a(pilot(test(of(the(interview(with(a(BTM(expert(in(order(to(ascertain(potential(pitfalls(in(the(conduct(of(the(interviews(and(to(adjust(the(interview(protocol,(as(well(as(seeking(guidance(from(the(expert(on(pertinent(documents(that(may(aid(the(triangulation(of(the(case(study(findings.(
8.2.4 Limitations0to0the0Framework0Development0The( use( of( metaphor( may( appear( to( be( abstract,( if( not( ambiguous( or( disconnected,( from( the(phenomena(of(investigation.(The(metaphor(may(also(be(susceptible(to(researcher(bias.(To(ensure(that(this( limitation(is(minimized,(the(candidate(strives(to(adhere(to(the(existing(theory(building(guidelines,( particularly( that( concerning( the( utilization( of( a( metaphoric( approach.( Another(potential( limitation( is( the( utilization( of( jazz(music( as( a(metaphor( to( describe( how( the(MS( are(composed(and(orchestrated(–(as(jazz(has(not(been(applied(before(in(managing(ITKenabled(BTM,(other(existing(domains(have(drawn(parallels(such(as(in(business(management(and(organizational(change.(Where( applicable,( the( candidate( inherits( those( relevant( applications( in( theorizing( the(propositions( in( this( study.( That( said,( it( is( also( not( possible( to( hypothesize( and( deductively(validate( all( possible( associations( among( the( concepts( available( in( this( study,( e.g.( among( the(triggers,(MS(and(outcome(of( invoking(those(MS.(The(candidate(instead(focuses(on(the(recurring(themes(that(are(emergent(and(in(line(with(the(conceptual(framework,(that(is(explicated(as(being(within(the(scope(of(this(research.(Secondly,( the( data( coding( and( analysis( method( is( informed( by( the( grounded( theory( coding(technique,(viz.(open,(selective(and(theoretical(coding,(which(has(received(several(criticisms(in(the(past(for(those(researchers(who(enter(the(field(with(a(preconception(of(how(the(results(will(look(like.( In(addition,(the(two(strands(of(grounded(theory(also(bears(tradeKoffs(when(employing(one(over(the(other.(The(candidate(attempts(to(mitigate(this(by(employing(existing(guidelines(that(are(especially(relevant(to(the(IS(discipline((e.g.(by(Urquhart,(2013)(as(well(as(other(theoryKbuilding(from(case(study(guidelines(in(IS((e.g.(Eisenhardt,(1989(and(Weber,(2012).((
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One( of( the(more( prominent( criticisms( experienced( throughout( the( researcher’s( candidature( is(the(derivation(on(the(‘important,(‘prominent’(and(‘predominant’(MS(types(and(attributes(from(the(data(coding(and(analysis(process.(The(candidate(ascertains(these(statements(by(counting(the(sum(of(recurring(concepts(that(emerge(during(the(analysis.(The(argument(for(this(is(that,(it(is(valid(to(assume,( depending( on( the( context( of( investigation,( that( a( particular( phenomenon( has( more(prevalence( based( on( the( number( of( times( a( participant(mentions( about( it,( e.g.( one( participant(mentions(how(the(BTM(initiative(they(were(involved(in(was(“purely(a(political(game”,(without(the(researcher( even( probing( about( such( an( instance.( The( participant( continued( to( mention( the(political(aspect(throughout(the(conversation,(which(may(imply(that(politics(is(considered(to(be(an(important( challenge( in( BTM.( To( counter( such( findings( from( the( case( studies,( the( candidate(constantly(contrasted(the(findings(from(the(crossKcase(analysis(against(the(within(case(analyses(to(identify(the(nuances(and(deduce(the(validity(of(such(claims.(The(implications(and(future(directions(for(the(overarching(study(are(described(in(the(following.(
8.3 Research0Contributions0&0Implications0
8.3.1 Contributions0to0Theory0This( study(contributes( to( the(existing(body(of(knowledge( in(BTM( in( line(with( the(key(research(questions( of( how& are& the& MS& composed& and& orchestrated& in& ITBTs.( The( contributions( to( the(academic(body(of(knowledge(are(explicated(below.(
MS#as#an#Alternative#Paradigm#to#Understand#BTM#The( concept(of(MS(builds( and(extends(upon( the(RBT(as(well( as( the(Enterprise(Transformation(Theory.( In(particular,( the( concept(of(MS( conceptualizes( the(managerial( capabilities( required( in(BTM( as( an( output( of( abstracted( organizational( resources( (e.g.( human( capital,( knowledge,(supporting(infrastructure,(etc.),(which(can(be(viewed(by(employing(a(SOV(of(the(enterprise(as(the(theoretical( lens.(Employing(such(lens(is(congruent(with(the(perspectives(of(senior(management(and/or(executives(at(the(Strategic(and(Program(management(level.(As(these(senior(management(personnel( are( already( stretched( with( the( numerous( decisionKmaking( responsibilities( for( both(managing( the( business( transformation( and( the( transforming( enterprise’s( dayKtoKday( business(operations,( they( have( limited( time( to( consider( the( specifics( of( their( program( and( project(managers(who(are(accountable(for(the(tasks(and(routines(required(for(a(BTM(initiative.(Instead,(they(are(more(concerned(about( the( resulting(outcome(of( carrying(out( such( tasks,( thus(viewing(the(managerial( capabilities( as( inputKoutput(mechanisms,( where( the( inner(workings( are( blackKboxed( in( line( with( the( notion( of( a( service.( Furthermore,( the( attribution( of( TA(MS( and( TF(MS(allows(for(the(identification(on(whether(those(routines(require(reKutilization(or(reconfiguration,(which(is(dependent(on(the(context(of(the(situation.((Based(on(the(candidate’s(literature(review(to(date,(the(paradigm(brought(forward(by(the(concept(of(MS(has( yet( to( be( instantiated.( This( concept( in( itself( is( a( contribution( to( the(RBT( in( that( the(
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convergence(with(the(SOV(of(the(firm(allows(for(the(revitalization(of(the(RBT(as(it(is(at(a(critical(juncture( due( to( its( high( level( of( maturity( as( a( theory( (Barney( et( al.,( 2011).( Hence,( the(concentrated( focus( of( the( SOV( in( the( IS( discipline( due( to( advancements( in( technology( (e.g.(Software(as(a(Service,(Platform(as(a(Service,(etc.)(allows(for(the(concept(of(MS(to(be(applied.(This(subsequently( contributes( to( new( grounds( of( research( exploration,( such( as( for( instance,(identifying( the( utilization( of( TA( and( TF( MS( in( business( transformations( that( are( enabled( by(digital( technologies,( or( even( those( that( are( ITKagnostic.( In( any( case,( the( concept( of(MS(has( the(potential(to(be(employed(in(numerous(research(strands,(such(as(Management(and(Organization(or(Computer(Science,(wherein(the(implications(of(employing(such(a(perspective(in(future(studies(may( contribute( to( a( better( understanding( senior( management( practices,( thereby( providing( a(better(understanding( for(better(decisionKmaking(practices( among( senior(management(who(are(accountable(for(business(transformations.(Essentially,(the(way(in(which(orchestration(occurs(is(in(part,(due(to(the(transforming(enterprise’s(integrative(capabilities.0Helfat(and(Winter((2011)(states(that(some(types(of(capabilities(may(have(multiple( variants,( whereby( capabilities( can( serve( an( operational( purpose,( such( as( to( enable(communication( and( coordination( across( organizational( business( divisions;( other( types( of(integrative(capabilities(can(induce(change,(such(by(coordinating(design(and(product(introduction.(Hence,( integrative( capabilities(may(be(dynamic(or(operational,( depending(on( the(nature(of( the(capability(and(its(intended(use,(as(observed(from(the(different(contexts(in(which(the(triggers(are(embedded(in(the(waves.(Nonetheless,(an(integrative(capability(may(serve(a(dual(purpose,(such(as(the(ambidexterity(to(manage(both(new(and(existing(businesses((Tushman(&(O'Reilly(Iii,(1996).(In(the(works(of(O'Reilly(III(and(Tushman((2008),(the(authors(state(that(ambidexterity(relies(in(part(on( dynamic( capabilities( of( senior( management( (Adner( and( Helfat,( 2003)( to( perform( targeted(integration( of( emerging( and( mature( businesses.( In( this( way,( managerial( capabilities( may(contribute(to(an(organizationKlevel(ambidexterity.(
Identifying#Triggers#for#MS#in#ITKEnabled#Business#Transformations#The( trigger( concept( is( by( no(means( a( novel( concept( in( the( field( of( IS( as( several( studies( have(applied( such( a( concept( (see( Section( 3.5.3( for( background( information).( Nonetheless,( the(application(in(ITBTs(to(identify(what(invoked(the(MS(has(yet(to(be(explored,(which(this(study(has(endeavored(to(do((also(see(Safrudin(&(Recker,(2013).(Using(the(triggers(allows(for(identifying(the(critical(incidents(in(BTM,(including(the(level(at(which(they(occur,(i.e.(at(the(Strategic(and(Program(Management( level( (but( not( project).( Essentially,( the( question( regarding( the( triggers( addresses(RQ2a.(What(triggers(the(need(for(MS(in(BTM?(The(case(study(findings(highlights(two(key(aspects:(1. Business( transformation( initiatives( are( generally( driven( by( internal( triggers,( whereby(transforming( enterprises( identify( those( factors( that( are( within( the( control( of( their(enterprise,( such( as( identifying( the( need( to( redesign( their( business( processes( and/or(revamp(their(existing(IT(infrastructure.((
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2. The(triggers(at(the(Program(Management(level(tend(to(increase(over(time,(i.e.(throughout(the( progression( of( the( waves,( while( those( triggers( at( the( Strategic( Management( level(decreases( over( time.( This( implies( that( transforming( enterprises( are( to( consider( the(allocation(of(resources(and(managerial(capabilities(required(to(address(to(those(triggers.(
In(addition,(five(different(types(of(triggers(were(presented(in(this(research,(i.e.(internal,(external,(situational,(influential(and(reactional,(are(used(to(identify(what(invoked(the(different(types(of(MS,(and(the(attributes(of(those(MS,(in(BTM.((
Aggregation#of#Key#Milestones#in#BTM#Waves#The( concept( of( the( waves( in( business( transformation( complements( existing( literature( that(discuss(how(business( transformations(unfold(with(respect(to( the(evolutionary(or(revolutionary(changes(that(take(place(over(time((e.g.(Hill(&(Collins,(2000)(and(how(value(can(be(realized(from(organizational( innovation( over( time( (cf.( Wheeler,( 2002).( While( these( works( are( indeed(invaluable( to( our( understanding( on( the( importance( of( initiating( such( bold( initiatives,( the(classification(of( the(key(stages(and(milestones(as(waves( in( ITKenabled(BTM(based(on(empirical(evidence( and( synthesis( of( existing( studies( has( several( implications( to( the( academic( body( of(knowledge.(For(one,( it(provides(us(with(an(estimate(of(how( long(each(wave(entails( in( terms(of(time.( Second,( it( allows( for( the( pinpointing( of(when( are( the(MS( composed( and( orchestrated( in(BTM.(From(this( concept(of(BTM(waves(we(can(gain(an(understanding(on( the(different( types(of(triggers(embedded(in(the(waves(that( invoke(the(MS,(where(future(work(can(further(encompass(the(resulting(outcome(of(invoking(those(MS(in(response(to(the(triggers(in(each(wave,(which(can(assist(in(identifying(optimizing(principles(that(allows(for(an(effective(and(efficient(BTM.(
Jazz#as#a#Metaphoric,#Theoretical#Lens#to#Understand#Business#Transformation#Management#The(use(of(the(jazz(metaphor(provides(a(novel(way(of(informing(how(the(MS(are(composed(and(orchestrated(in(BTM.(In(particular,(the(concept(of(MS(composition(and(orchestration(constitutes(as( a( key( contribution( not( only( to( our( understanding( on( how( business( transformations( are(managed,(but(also(to(the(vocabulary(of(BTM(particularly(by(the(introduction(of(the(composition(and(orchestration(concepts.(The(MS(composition(identifies(which(MS(are(required,(including(the(attributes(of(those(MS,(and(when(are( they( required( in(BTM.(The(principle(of(melody( describes( the(underlying(approach( to(which(an(ITBT(initiative(unfolds(with(the(key(milestones(embedded(within(the(waves,(where(the(waves( entail( a( series( of( critical( incidents( that( aggregates(both( the( triggers(and&MS( required( to(address(those(triggers.(The(principle(of(harmony(informs(the(types(of(MS(–(and(their(attributes(–(that(require(integration(in(each(wave,(while(the(rhythm(principle(informs(the(prominent(MS(type(and(attribute(required(throughout(the(entire(initiative.(For(the(MS(orchestration,(the(different(genres(inform(how(MS(are(orchestrated(according(to(the(varying(levels(of( improvisation,(which(is(based(on(the(different(types(of(triggers(or(cues&for(the(
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required(MS,( i.e.( TA(MS( or( TF(MS.( The( different( genres( of( jazz( orchestration( include( classical,(
swing,(bebop(and(postbop(jazz.(The(candidate(highlighted(the(context(in(which(each(genre(entails((using(the(Cynefin(Framework),(and(what(predominant(MS(attribute( is(required(to(address( the(different(contexts(in(BTM.(The(notable(finding(regarding(the(exploration(of(jazz(as(a(metaphor(in(BTM(is(not(just(the(wellKknown( improvisation(characteristic(of( jazz(music,(but(how( it( requires(a(particular( structure(or(constraints(that(allows(for(such( improvisation.(Furthermore,( the( invocation(of(TA(MS(or(TF(MS(reflects(the(notion(of(soloing((leading)(and(comping((supporting)(in(jazz,(which(suggests(the(need(to( listen( to( the( communication( or( interaction( in( both( jazz( and( BTM,( in( order( to( apply( an(appropriate(approach(based(on(the(context(of(the(situation,(viz.(simple,(complex,(complicated(and(chaotic.( This( subsequently( informs( level( of( improvisation( required( for( the(MS(orchestration( in(accordance(with(the(classical(jazz,(swing(jazz,(bebop(jazz(and(postKbop(jazz(genres.(While( the( above(discussion(presents( the(merits( of( employing( jazz( as( a(metaphor( for(BTM,( the(next(section(describes(the(merits(of(employing(metaphors(in(BTM(research(and(practice.(
Analogical#Thinking#via#Metaphoric#Approach#as#a#Replicable#Creative#ProblemKSolving#Technique#This(case(studyKbased(inquiry(subscribes(to(the(metaphor(approach(to(explore(the(applicability(of(the(composition(and(orchestration(mechanisms(in(BTM(by(drawing(upon(characteristics(that(are(similar(to(jazz(music.(The(identification(of(those(concepts(in(the(first(place,(reflects(the(very(act(of(analogical(thinking.(Analogical(thinking(is(deemed(from(a(cognitive(psychology(perspective(as,(“the&transfer&of&knowledge&from&one&domain&that&usually&already&exists&in&memory&to&the&domain&
to&be&explained,”&(Gassmann(&(Zeschky,(2008,(p.(97).(Analogical( thinking( is(a(creative(problemKsolving(method( that(needs(a(solution,(which(occurs(when(a( familiar(problem( is(used( to(solve(a(novel(problem(of(the(same(type.(Analogies(can(be(drawn(in(from(various(directions(and(settings.(In(certain(instances,(a(solution(is(discovered(in(one(industry(and(then(applied(to(solve(a(problem(in(another(industry.(In(other(cases,(the(analogy(is(drawn(from(a(solution(looking(for(a(problem.(Still,(in(any(case,(the(search(for(a(solution(is(provoked(by(quite(a(specific(problem.(To( date,( the( notion( of( analogical( thinking( has( been( minimally( discussed( in( light( of( BTM( as( a(creative(problemKsolving(approach,(let(alone(the(use(of(metaphors(to(understand(BTM.(The(use(of(analogical( thinking( to( explore( BTM( using( jazz( as( a( metaphor( constitutes( as( one( of( the( key(contribution( of( this( research.( In( particular,( the( demonstrated( use( of( analogical( thinking( via(metaphors( can( inform(and(motivate(other( researchers( to(pursue(a(metaphor(of( their( choice( in(attempt( to( explore,( better( understand( and/or( articulate( how( business( transformations( are(managed81.( They( can( do( so( by( drawing( upon( the( similarity( of( concepts( (such( as( problems( or(situations)(at(any(level(of(abstraction(to(enable(analogical(thinking((Gassmann(&(Zeschky,(2008).&The(similarity(of(some(basic(elements(between(the(source(where(the(problem(originates((i.e.( in(this(study(the(problem(source(is(the(BTM(domain)(and(the(source(where(the(analogy(is(found((i.e.(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((81(This(also(applies(to(practitioners(to(employ(analogical(thinking(for(creative(problemKsolving(in(BTM((see(next(section(8.3.2(on(contribution(to(practice)(
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in(this(study(the(solution(source(is(the(jazz(metaphor)(is(a(vital(preKcondition(in(identifying(useful(analogies.(Similarity(has(also(been(described(in(a(continuum(from(‘near’(or(‘surface’(analogies(to(‘far’(or(‘structural’(analogies((Dahl(&(Moreau,(2002).(Near(analogies(are(easier(to(identify(than(far(analogies,( because( near( analogies( typically( entail( obvious( surface( similarities( such( as( similar(design,(while(far(analogies(encompass(similarities(in(the(structural(relationships(between(source(and( target( attributes.( The( distinction( is( imperative( as( near( and( far( analogies( require( different(types(of( information(to(be(mapped(and(transferred.(Nonetheless,(the(use(of(analogical(thinking,(as( demonstrated( in( this( study,( has( promising( potential( to( inform( the( use( of( other( types( of(metaphors(for(other(aspects(of(investigation(in(BTM,(e.g.(using(the(transformation(of(a(caterpillar(to( a( butterfly( to( reflect( the( transition( of( an( organization( from( its( initial( to( new( state,( or( the(building( and( moving( into( a( new( house.( This( in( turn,( may( assist( in( our( understanding( and(articulation(of(how(business(transformations(unfold,(and(what(aspects(are(altered(in(the(interim.(
Typology#of#Business#Transformations#This( study( has( identified( the( four( different( types( of( business( transformations,( namely(incremental,( modular,( architectural( and( radical( transformation.( Future( work( may( wish( to(consider( exploring( how( BTM( is(managed( for( the( other( typologies,( including( different( types( of(technologies( (e.g.( digital( technologies,( cloud( technologies)( or( no( technologies( (i.e.( corporate(renewal,(business(turnaround)(by(referring(to(other(publication(journals(regardless(not(covered(in( the( integrative( literature( review( (e.g.( Harvard( Business( Review,( McKinsey( Quarterly,( MISQ(Executive,( etc.).( Researchers( in( the( field( of( management( and( organization( can( seek( further(understanding( on( the( role( of( innovation( in( the( interactions( between( socioKbehavioral( and(technical(systems(in(managing(architectural(or(radical(business(transformations.((




business& transformations&managed,( by( providing( senior(management( involved( in(BTM(with( the(following(contributions.(





Having(an(awareness(on(these(key(stages(in(ITBTs,(including(the(key(milestones,(context,(triggers(and( MS( required( can( better( prepare( senior( management( on( what( to( expect( to( minimize(uncertainty,(and(also(to(identify(effective(and(efficient(means(of(BTM.(
Conceptualization#and#Attribution#of#Management#Services#Senior(management(that(employ(the(concept(of(MS(can(identify(what(type(of(MS(can(be(sourced(internal( or( external( to( the( enterprise,( e.g.( Financial( Management( as( part( of( Programme(Management.(Automation(or(outsourcing(of(transactional(services((cf.(Ulrich,(1995),(and(certain(elements( of( managerial( actions,( e.g.( systems( to( streamline( business( processes( such( as( for( HR(payroll,( project( scheduling,( business( case( templates,( business( model( canvas,( project( charter(report(templates,(program(reporting/minutes(etcetera(that(have(minimal(downtime(or(efficient(processing(time.(The(concept(of(MS(also(has(the(potential(to(reconfigure(business(models(of(both(service(providers( (provision(of(new(and(novel(services( including(service(bundling)(and(service(consumers((what(to(outsource(or(who(to(subscribe(to).(Additionally,(identifying(the(attributes(of(MS(can(inform(what(MS(to(invoke(and(where(based(on(the(context,(triggers(and(waves:(
! Use( of( Transformational0 MS( –( During( periods( that( require( creative( thinking( and(improvisation,( typically( on( an( ad( hoc( basis( and( not( necessarily( requiring( any( fixed(approach,(e.g.(designing(business(vision(and(business(model( in(Wave(1(at( the(Strategic(Management( Level,( or( adjusting( scope( of( program( deliverables( at( the( Program(Management(Level(
! Use(of(Transactional0MS( –(During(periods( that( require(discipline( and( rigor,( including(adherence( to( established( or( known( methods,( typically( on( a( routine,( repeatable,( or(frequent(basis,(e.g.(adhering(to(established(or(transformed(business(model(in(Wave(3(at(Strategic( Management( level,( or( delivering( on( the( program( timeline( at( the( Program(Management(Level(
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Using#Jazz#as#a#Metaphor#for#BTM#Practitioners#The(candidate(identifies(two(key(benefits(of(using(jazz(as(a(metaphor(for(BTM(practitioners.(First,(it(can(serve(as(a(linguistic(tool(to(communicate(with(other(management(personnel(from(various(business( divisions( in( an( enterprise( that( is( about( to( or( are( embarking( on( an( ITBT.( The( jazz(metaphor( –( and( in(particular( referring( to( a( jazz( band( composing( and(orchestrating( its( various(musical(tones(–(can(be(used(to(paint(a(picture(in(the(personnel’s(mind(via(analogical(thinking.(The(jazz( metaphor( can( be( used( to( highlight( the( complexities( and( challenges( embedded( in( ITBT(initiatives,(and(better(prepare(management(personnel(in(light(of(those(complexities.(As(this(study(has( identified,( the(different( contexts(embedded( in(BTM(denotes( the(orchestration(of(particular(jazz(genres.( Industry(practitioners(can(now(be( informed(by(which(predominant(MS(attribute( is(required( to( address( the( different( types( of( triggers( in( a( particular( wave,( i.e.( orchestrating( the(resources(at(the(right(place(and(at(the(right(time,(and(with(the(right(managerial(capabilities.(Secondly,(the(use(of(metaphor,(which(requires(analogical(thinking(skills,(may(have(the(potential(to(foster(creative(problem(solving(among(BTM(practitioners.(While(management(scholars(argue(that(the(use(of(analogies(typically(includes(knowledge(transfer,(where(knowledge(elicited(in(one(situation( is( applied( to( another,( creativity( researchers( have( also( highlighted( how( analogical(thinking(are(a(central(mechanism(in(many(creative(works(as(well(as(product( innovation(due(to(the( ability( to( combine( different( pieces( of( knowledge( (‘combinative( capability’).( Hence,( using( a(metaphor( approach( exercises( analogical( thinking,( which( may( encourage( BTM( practitioners( in(transforming(enterprises(to(view(and(solve(a(particular(problem(from(a(different(perspective.(
Anticipating#Triggers#for#MS#when#Managing#Business#Transformations#Senior( management( can( gain( an( awareness( of( what( triggers( the( need( for( MS,( i.e.( triggers( at(specific(level(and(the(types(of(the(triggers(embedded(within(each(level.(Understanding(how(they(relate( to( one( another( may( better( prepare( management( personnel( (in( terms( of( resources)( to(better(manage(the(triggers(at(the(following(management(levels(in(BTM:(
! Strategic(Management:(factors(that(concern(the(transforming(enterprise(level(i. Internal(triggers(relate(to(those(factors(within(the(control(of(the(enterprise((ii. External( triggers( pertain( to( those( that( happen( beyond( the( control( of( the(enterprise(and(may(emanate(from(its(surrounding(environment.(
! Program(Management:(factors(that(concern(the(transformation(initiative(i. Situational( triggers( relate( to( those( factors( that( have( nothing( to( do( with( the(enterprise(whatsoever,(such(as(that(of(employee(behavior(and(so(forth,((ii. Influential( triggers( pertain( to( constraints( relating( to( the( initiative( such( as( time,(cost,(quality(and(complex(interdependencies(embedded(in(largeKscale(enterprises(iii. Reactional( triggers( concern( those( emergent( factors( that( are( typically(unanticipated,(such(as(unforeseen(technical(hiccups,(system(upgrade(and(so(forth(
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Three#Fundamental#Principles#for#Composing#an#ITKenabled#Business#Transformation#Senior( management( can( consider( the( three( key( principles( as( the( fundamental( elements( to(compose(for(a(BTM(initiative,(namely:(i. Melody(–(the(sequence(of(invoking(the(MS(from(Wave(1(through(to(Wave(4(contributes(to( an( understanding( on( how( a( business( transformation( initiative( unfolds( and( the(managerial(capabilities(required(in(each(wave;(ii. Rhythm(–(the(prominence(of(a(particular(MS(type(and(attribute(required(throughout(the(entire( initiative( contributes( to( an( understanding( on( what( resources( and( managerial(capabilities( are( critical( to( ensure( momentum( or( consistent( delivery( throughout( the((prolonged)(initiative;(and(iii. Harmony( –(the( integration( of( MS( in( response( to( the( Strategic( and( Program( triggers(embedded( in( each( wave( can( be( purposeful( in( identifying( complementary( managerial(capabilities,( such( as( to( address( socioKbehavioral( matters( by( invoking( Change( MS( and(Competence( &( Training( MS,( which( collectively( or( bundled( together,( can( provide( the(managerial(capabilities(to(assist(in(the(transition(of(a(BTM(initiative,(e.g.(via(provision(of(Transition( MS,( which( can( be( sourced( internally( from( within( and/or( external( to( the(transforming(enterprise(such(as(via(consultant(experts(and(so(forth.(
The#Four#Genres#of#Jazz#Orchestration#for#Business#Transformation#Management##Essentially,( the( use( of( the( jazz( metaphor( in( BTM( serves( as( a( linguistic( aid( to( enable(comprehension( among( employees( when( communicating,( embarking( and/or( undergoing( the(transition(journey(from(old(state(to(new(state.(As(the(orchestration(considers(two(dimensions,(i.e.(flexibility(of(structure((fixed/flexible)(and(configuration(of( routines((reuse/reconfigure),( senior(management(will( require( the(ability( to(not(only( listen( to( their( customers,(but(also( to( incidents(that(occur(internally(during(the(transformation(in(order(to(better(respond(to(such(circumstance(and( subsequently,( appropriately( invoking( the( required( MS( in( accordance( with( the( jazz(improvisation(genres,(namely:(
! Classical0 Jazz0–(where(context(is(simple(and(improvisation(is(minimal(which(therefore(requires(TA(MS(to(apply(established(approaches(for(adherence;(
! Swing0 Jazz0 –(where( context( is( complicated( and( improvisation( is( constrained( which(subsequently(requires(more(TF(MS(to(design(novel(approaches;(
! Bebop0 Jazz( –(where( context( is( complex( and( improvisation( is( extensive(which( thereby(requires(TA(MS(to(probe(and(experiment(for(solutions;(and(
! Postbop0 Jazz( –(where( context( is( chaotic( and( maximal( improvisation( is( required( that(requires(TF(MS(to(explore(opportunities.(
Using#the#Enterprise#Transformation#Decision#Matrix##The( Enterprise( Transformation( Decision( Matrix( in( Section( 5.3.5( presents( four( types( of(transforming( and( transformed( enterprise( states.( The( matrix( depicts( the( risk( appetite( of( an(
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organization( (tolerant/averse),( and( the( predominant( Strategic( trigger( for( a( business(transformation( (internal/external).( Based( on( these( two( dimensions,( enterprises( can( identify(themselves(as(being( the(Avengers,( the(Enforcers,( the(Ambassadors,(or( the(Game(Changers.(The(matrix(can(be(used( for( two(purposes.(First,( enterprises( that( seek( to(embark(on( transformation(initiatives(can(identify(their(current(state(by(assessing(whether(internal(or(external(trigger(drives(their(motivation(for(a(business(transformation.(Then,(depending(on(their(risk(appetite,(they(can(identify( whether( they( are( risk( tolerant( or( risk( averse,( which( subsequently( leads( to( the(identification( of( their( asKis( state.( Secondly,( depending( on( who( they( want( to( be( (from( the(transformation(initiative),(those(enterprises(can(then(adopt(the(necessary(attributes(in(order(to(achieve( their( toKbe( state.( For( example,( enterprises(may( identify( themselves( as( the(Avengers( in(their(asKis(state,(where(they(tend(to(be(risk(averse(and(are(driven(by(external(triggers,(typically(in(periods(of(crisis.(In(order(to(achieve(their(toKbe(state(of(being(say,(the(Game(Changers,(they(will(need( to(be(more( risk( tolerant( in(order( to( transform( towards(being( the(market( leaders( in( their(respective(industry((if(not(beyond).(In(another(instance,(enterprises(that(first(identify(themselves(as(being( the(Enforcers(are(risk(averse(and(are(motivated( to( transform(due( to( internal( triggers,(where( they( realize( that( not( transforming(will( cause( them( to( be( left( behind.( In( order( to( be( the(Ambassadors,(they(will(be(required(to(take(calculated(risks(in(order(to(be(more(risk(tolerant(and(subsequently(achieve(a(business(transformation(to(maintain(their(market(stance.(
Using#the#Typology#of#Business#Transformations#as#a#Tool#for#Communication##Senior( management( can( utilize( the( typology( in( Chapter( 5.3.3( as( a( means( to( enhance(communication( among( stakeholders.( The( typology( can( be( used( to( pinpoint( which( type( of(business(transformation(to(embark(on,(i.e.(incremental(transformation,(modular(transformation,(architectural( transformation(or(radical( transformation.(Knowing(the(different(types(of(business(transformation( can( provide( an( understanding( of( what( to( expect,( and( when( to( ramp( up(organizational(resources( in(BTM.(For( instance,(aiming( for(a(radical( transformation( implies( that(the( entire( initiative( will( undergo( fundamental( changes( and( will( be( externally( visible( to( the(ecosystem(as(opposed(to(say,(incremental(transformation,(where(the(degree(of(transformational(change(is(marginal( and(will( be( internally( visible( to( the( enterprise.(Management( personnel( can(also( utilize( the( conceptualization( of( how( business( transformations( unfold( (Chapter( 5.3.4)( in(order(to(communicate(the(critical(questions(for(such(an(initiative,(i.e.(by(having(the(answers(for(the(aspects(they(seek(to(achieve(and(the(aspects(that(they(need(to(consider,(listed(as(follows:(
Questions0To0Achieve0a0Transformation0 Questions0To0Consider0for0a0Transformation0
• Objective:(Who(do(we(want(to(be?(((The(‘Why’(question’)( • Triggers(for(Business(Transformation:((Why(do(we(need(to(change?(
• Means:(How(are(we(going(to(change?(((The(‘How’(question)( • Factors(impacting(Business(Transformation:((What( do( we( need( to( consider( in( order( to(change?(• Outcome:(What(is(the(value(of(the(change?(((The(‘What’(question)(
Chapter(8:(Conclusions((((((
( 242(
Having( presented( the( research( contributions( to( theory( and( industry( practice( in( BTM,( the( next(and(final(section(concludes(this(chapter(and(this(dissertation.(


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• Publications(on(company(1.2(History(of(company(1.2.1(Initial(formation(1.2.2(Number(of(businesses(1.2.3(Number(of(branches(1.2.4(Number(of(employees(1.2.5(Other(supporting(information(1.3(Corporate(mission(and(vision(1.4(Motivation(towards(business(transformation(1.4.1(Employees(and(management(perspective(towards(business(transformation( • Interviews( with( various(participants( of( business(transformation(initiative(1.4.2(Other(major(projects(influenced(by(business(transformation( • Interviews( with( various(participants( of( business(transformation(initiative(
• Project(documentation(
2.0(Synopsis(of(Overall(Business(Transformation(Program(2.1(Overview(of(program(goals( • Program( documentation,( e.g.(proposals,( communication(packs,(etc.(
• Interviews(




• Project(documentation(3.1.1(Program(leadership(3.1.2(Number(of(business(transformation(team(members(3.1.3(Experience(of(members( • Individual( interviews( with(members(
• Members( working(background,(e.g.(via(LinkedIn(3.1.4(Status(of(employment(in(program(( • Interviews(
• Program(documentation(3.1.5(External/internal(employees(3.2(Meeting(intervals( • Meeting(minutes(3.3(Business(Transformation(project(communication(strategy( • Interviews(
• SitQin(meetings(3.3.1(Level(of(input(and(involvement(from(individuals(3.3.2(Length(of(involvement(3.3.3(Issues/consequences(3.4(Core(contacts(from(the(organization( (3.4.1(Personnel(contacted(( • Interview(with(personnel(
• Project(documentation(
• Meeting(minutes(3.4.2(Role(in(the(organization( • Interview(with(personnel(3.4.3(Reason(for(selection/inclusion(for(BT(discussion( • Interview(with(personnel(
4.0(Approach(to(Business(Transformation(4.1(Overall(business(transformation(approach( • Interviews(
• Program(documentation(




5.0(Outcome(of(Business(Transformation(5.1(Evaluation(of(business(transformation(endeavour( (5.1.1(Evidence(of(existing(evaluations(of(the(program( • Interviews(
• Evaluation(procedures(
• Evaluation(results(
• SitQin(observations(5.1.2(Perceived(benefits(from(the(business(transformation(endeavour(5.1.3(Lessons(learnt(5.1.4(Fundamental(success(factors(( • Interviews(
(
Sampling(Frame(
No.( Sampling(Parameters( Potential(Options(01( Participants( • Senior,( middleQmanagers( and( relevant( key(stakeholders(per(management(discipline(
• Process( owners( of( relevant( services( impacted( by(business(transformation(initiative(02( Processes(and(settings( • Project(meetings(
• Training(workshops(



















• To( identify( behaviors( or( attributes(of(the(jazz(metaphor((






•  To( identify( behaviors( or( attributes(of(the(jazz(metaphor!











































Documentations( Description( Rationale(for(Perusal(possibilities(for(future(growth(and(innovation communication,(structural(arrangements,(etc.(Glossary(of(Terms( Microsoft(Excel(document(explicating(definition(and(abbreviations(of(terms(used(in(ITBT Public(media(articles( Local(newspapers,(IT(news(websites,(consultant(white(paper(or(case(studies(–(announcing(progress(and(milestones(of(ITBT(initiative(






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E.1.1( Wave(1(–(Concept(Development!In(the(first(wave,(the(board(came(together(with(views(on(the(issues(faced,(and(how(to(address(them.(In(doing(so,(they( utilized( Strategy( MS( (23%)( where( they( spent( a( year( conducting( analysis( of( the( business( needs( and(maturity(level,(thereby(identifying(a(macroJlevel(definition(of(transformation(concept,(focusing(on(strategy(and(opportunities(requiring(a(case(for(change.(Case(Alpha(then(turned(to(an(ITJdriven(business(transformation(by(opting(to(replace(its(existing(legacy(system.(IT(MS((23%)(was(invoked(to(identify(the(business(and(IT(capability(assessments,(which( in( turn( informed( the( identification(of( the( IT(solution.(Case(Alpha(opted( for(an(Enterprise(Resource(Planning( (ERP)( solution( to( consolidate(all(data(and( information( into(one(centralized(system,(which(subsequently(requires(Change(MS((19%)(to(establish(the(change(agent(networks(and(obtain(stakeholders(input(for(the(transformation(initiative.(They(also(opted(for(an(implementation(partner(to(coordinate(the(programme’s(activities(that(requires(program(planning(and(governance(via(Program(MS((12%).(The(board(then(approved(the(proofJofJconcept(upon(evaluating(the(strategic(risks(involved(for(not(transforming(by(invoking(Risk(MS((12%).(In(developing( the( feasibility(paper,( the(scope(of( the(business(processes( to(be(analyzed(was(explicated,(which(requires(Process(MS((8%)( in( this(early(stage,(and(also(Value(MS((4%)( to(ascertain( the(value(deficiencies(and(benefits( realization( in(alignment(with( the(need( to( transform(Alpha’s(Core(Financial( System.(The(MS(deduced(from(the(interviews(with(Alpha’s(participants(is(illustrated(in(Figure(64.(
(
Figure(64.(MS(Cited(in(Case(Study(Alpha's(Wave(1(F(Concept(Development(















0%& 5%& 10%& 15%& 20%& 25%& 30%& 35%& 40%& 45%& 50%&





transformation,( thereby( invoking( IT(MS( (22%).( Upon( approval( of( the( concept,( the( transformation(was( then(formally(communicated(to(the(general(environment(in(2008,(where(Change(MS((13%)(was(invoked(to(manage(the( communication( pertaining( to( the( transformational( change,( and( also( the( identification( of( relevant(stakeholders( required( for( the( initiative.( Case( Alpha( also( used( Value( MS( (9%)( to( further( plan( and( agree( on(ownership( for( benefits( realization( and( establish( potentials( for( further( benefits,( while( the( execution( and(evaluation(of( those(benefit( realization( results( throughout( the(4Jyear( solution(delivery(wave.( It( is( also( in( this(wave(that(the(implementation(plan(for(the(business(processes(are(identified(using(Process(MS((6%),(as(well(as(Strategy(MS( (3%)( to( develop( an( integrated( transformation(plan( for( the( remainder( of( the( initiative.( Potential(risks(that(may(occur(throughout(the(program(are(also(identified(and(evaluated(using(Risk(MS((3%).(Figure(65(illustrates(the(cited(MS(in(Wave(2(for(Case(Alpha.(
(
Figure(65.(MS(Cited(in(Case(Alpha’s(Wave(2(F(Blueprint(Design(


























the$testing,$disrupts$all$the$process$and$it$gets$very$expensive.”$The( results( from( the(program(deliverables( are( also( constantly( reviewed(and(evaluated(using(Value(MS( (5%)(throughout(the(initiative,(whereby(their(ownership(are(based(on(streams(of(capability,(whose(performance(are(measured( and( reflected( against( a( capability( matrix( to( ensure( that( their( targets( are( reached,( and( that( their(delivery( harvests( value( to( the( business.( Strategy( MS( (4%)( is( invoked( to( ensure( that( the( execution( of( the(initiative( itself( is( crossJfunctional( and(stems( from( the( logical(domain(of( the(organizational( structure,( thereby(requiring( Process( MS( (2%).( Additionally( during( Wave( 3,( Competence( and( Training( Management( (2%)( was(invoked(to(identify(competence(strategy(and(develop(curriculum(and(prepare(employees(for(training.(Quoting(one(of(the(External(Implementation(Partner:(
“A$lot$of$change$management$stuff$changes$towards$the$end$as$we$realize$what$we$deliver$is$different.$I$
mean$ it’s$not$always$different$ in$a$bad$way$or$really$ in$an$ inconvenient$way.$ […]$So$ for$example,$we$
have$an$issue$where$payment$is$not$getting$processed$for$some$reason.$It’s$the$process$of$the$technology$
team,$ we$ get$ them$ to$ tell$ us$ which$ payments$ goes$ on$ and$ then$ the$ change$management$ team$will$
organize$for$all$of$the$people$who$could$get$phone$calls$at$the$call$centre$to$know$which$payments$these$























































E.2.2( Wave(2(–(Blueprint(Design!Per( Figure( 68( in(Wave( 2,( IT(MS( (21%)(was( invoked( as( part( of( developing( the( solution( architecture( and( IT(roadmap( plan.(Workshops(were( held( to( identify( key( business( processes,( where( input( from( global( and( local(process(owners(were(obtained,(reviewed(and(signedJoff(by(invoking(Process(MS((20%).(The(identified(business(processes(were(then(incorporated(into(the(buildJup(for(the(proof(of(concept(of(the(IT(solution.(This(was(done(by(building( cases,( testing( over( 1200( business( scenarios,( and( developing( training( material,( with( the( initial(assistance( from( external( consultants.( Significant( amount( of( effort( was( devoted( to( facilitate( the( change( by(managing( the(communication(among(stakeholders(via(Change(MS((18%).(The( initiative(was(reported( to(have(clear(goals,(roadmap,(deadlines(and(keeping(everyone(inJline(and(informed(on(the(progress(of(the(initiative.(The(team(was(physically(located(within(a(dedicated(office(space(to(facilitate(daily(interactions(and(meetings(for(the(initiative,(where(such(program(planning(and(governance(requires(Program(MS((10%).(Quoting(the(Senior(Vice(President(for(IT(infrastructure(at(Beta(Corporation:(
“With$that$we$had$still$the$initial$scope$agreement$and$we$had$this$executive$report$here$to$get$
to$ ninety$ per$ cent$ of$ the$ business.$ All$ manufacturing$ plants,$ headquarters,$ plus$ the$
replacement$of$all$the$legacy$systems.$That$was$the$initial$scope.$There$was$about$I$think$close$







































40$or$so$organizations$that$run$it$(the$IT$platform).”$As( the( solution( delivery(wave( stretches( over( seven( years,( Beta( Corporation( had( to( ensure( that( the( benefits(realization(were(executed,(reviewed(and(evaluated,(and(potentials(for(further(benefits(established(using(Value(MS( (6%).(They(also(ensured( in( this(wave,( that( the(employees(are(equipped(with( the(necessary(competences,(hence(invoking(Competence(and(Training(MS((5%).(The(Global(Process(Owner(of(Marketing,(and(also(a(member(of(the(Corporate(Management(Group(at(Beta(Corporation,(where(he(is(responsible(for(the(business(excellence(for( marketing( and( sales( business( processes( states( below( about( the( need( to( ramp( up( their( global( team( and(spread(the(value(of(the(initiative(to(enhance(the(business(as(a(whole:(
“We’re$now$able$to$be$innovative$in$one$country$and$if$we$can$prove$the$business$case$we$can$
also$multiply$ that$ then$ for$ the$ rest$ of$ the$ organization.$ $ So$ the$ ultimate$ objective$ of$ <Beta$

























competence$ of$ our$ global$ team$ in$ all$ the$ different$ countries$ and$make$ sure$ that$ the$ entire$
organization$is$working$on$best$practice$level$or$is$moving$towards$best$practice$level.”$Unlike(the(other(case(studies,(Beta(Transformation(was(the(only(one(case(that(this(study(is(able(to(examine(how(they(manage(from(start(to(end,(including(the(MS(invoked(in(Wave(4.(This(is(detailed(in(the(following(section.(
E.2.4( Wave(4(–(PostFTransformation(In(the(postJtransformation(wave,(IT(MS((28%)(was(invoked(to(optimize(the(deployed(solution(throughout(the(entire( Beta( Corporation.( Among( the( measures( undertaken( was( to( freeze( the( implementation( of( the( new( IT(platform(for(the(smaller(countries(and(emerging(markets(as(Beta(Corporation(had(to(upgrade(the(ERP(software(to(a(newer(version(in(response(to(the(technological(advancement(over(the(past(seven(years.(The(business(had(to(assess(where(they(stood(amongst(its(competitors(in(the(global(market(as(upon(achieving(its(transformed(state,(as(well( as( to( establish( avenues( to( leverage( its( investment( for( potential( benefits,( thereby( requiring(Value(MS((27%).(Additionally,(Process(MS( (25%)(was( invoked( to(evaluate( the( implemented(business(processes,(where(certain( functionalities( and( processes(were( identified( for( improvement( and( scoping( for( the( smaller( emerging(organizations.(The(Senior(Vice(President(for(IT(Infrastructure(at(Beta(Corporation(reflects(this( instance(in(the(following:(
“It$(the$ERP$system$and$embedded$business$processes)$was$almost$too$elaborate,$too$complex$






































the$program,$ so$ skilling$ them$up$ in$one$area,$moving$ them$across$ to$another$area.$We$have$




































putting$ that$ in$ place,$ and$ risking$ the$ supermarket$ business$ on$ that$ would$ have$ been$

























develop( a( detailed( business( case,( as( well( as( to( establish( agreement( for( ownership( and( planning( of( benefits(realization.(As(the(new(IT(platform(will(include(the(redesign(and(implementation(of(new(business(processes(in(manageable(chunks(throughout(the(initiative,(Process(MS((7%)(and(Project(MS((3%)(invoked,(in(addition(to(the(identification( for( competence( strategy( for( its( employees( to( be( able( to( utilize( and( adapt( to( the( transformed(business(operations(by(invoking(Competence(and(Training(MS((3%).((
E.3.3( Wave(3(–(Solution(Delivery(In(the(third(wave,(the(focus(is(on(delivering(the(IT(solution(to(enable(the(business(transformation.(Change(MS((20%)( is( invoked,( among( others,( with( a( similar( purpose( to(Wave( 2,( i.e.( to( facilitate( regular( communication(among( the( key( individuals( throughout( the( duration( of( the( initiative,( and( also( to( monitor( the( change( and(performance(of( both( the(business( and( the(project( team.(One( aspect( that(was(noteworthy,( highlighted(by( the(leading(Change(Manager(is(how(the(Project(and(Change(Managers(are(located(physically(next(to(one(other:(
“We’ve$gotten,$where$possible,$sitting$right$next$door$to$each$other$so$that$they$actually$work$
together$to$achieve$this$stuff$[…]$So$the$key$thing$for$me$is$to$bring$them$together$and$having$
some$ tools$ to$ assist$ to$ make$ sure$ that$ the$ things$ happen.$ […]$ Because$ you're$ living$ and$
breathing$what's$going$on,$on$a$dayYtoYday$basis.$And$things$change.$You're$picking$it$up.$You$
know,$you're$hearing$things.$ If$you$don’t$get$ told$ things,$you$pick$ it$up$because$you're$ there.$
You$pick$it$up$that$‘Oh,$something's$changed’$or$there's$a$meeting$on$or$there's$a$meeting$with$
a$certain$person$in$the$business$that$you$didn’t$have$on$your$plan.$And$you$go,$‘Well$hang$on,$
what's$happening$there?’$And$you're$just$in$tune$with$what's$happening.”$Additionally,( the( interview( participants( also( noted( how( the( communication( management( was( significant(beyond(the(project(and(program(management(level,(as(it(was(required(at(the(strategic(management(level(due(to(the(change(in(executive(sponsorship:(
“So$we$spent$an$awful$lot$of$time$in$this$phase$making$sure$these$guys$are$much$more$involved$
themselves$and$upYtoYdate.$ So$ it's$ something$we've$done$a$ little$bit$better.$And$we've$had$ to$
because$to$be$honest,$we$haven't$got$exactly$the$same$level$of$support$at$the$top$level.$It's$good.$






E.4.1( Cross(Case(Analysis(on(Melody(Principle(in(Wave(1(As( shown( in( Figure( 74,( Strategy(MS( (27%),( IT(MS( (24%)( and( Value(MS( (15%)( form( the(primary$dominant$
cluster$in(Wave(1.(Across(all( three(cases,( the(Strategy(MS( is( invoked(to(provide( the(managerial(capabilities(of(identifying( the( business( vision( and( business(model,(while( the( IT(MS( provides( the(managerial( capabilities( to(assess( the( overall( business( and( IT( capabilities( that( is( required( by( the( enterprise( to( transform,( including( the(selection(of(an(appropriate(solution(and(vendor,(based(on(the(baseline(analysis(and(value(estimation(provided(by( Value( MS.( Subsequently,( Change( MS( (12%),( Risk( MS( (11%)( and( Process( MS( (5%)( forms( the( secondary$



























As( the( business( transformation( is( one( that( is( ITJenabled,( ultimately( the( business( processes( will( be( affected(which(therefore(requires(the(invocation(of(IT(Process(MS(to(determine(the(scope(of(those(business(processes(to(be( transformed( in( conjunction( with( implementing( the( IT( artifact.( The( cluster( with( the( least( amount( of( MS(citations( in(Wave(1( is( the( interpolated$dominant$cluster( that( entails(Project(MS( (3%),(Program(MS( (2%)(and(Competence(&( Training(MS( (0%).( The( rationale( for( such( low( citation(may( be( attributed( to( the( need( for( the(initiative(to(be(approved(at(the(end(of(Wave(1(and(as(such,(no(competence(and(training(strategies(need(to(be(identified(as(yet((at(least(not(until(Wave(2),(and(therefore(only(an(early(conceptualization(of(how(the(program(and(embedded(projects(can(be(formulated(at(this(stage,(whereby(the(details(are(crafted(in(the(blueprint(design(wave.(




















Cross-Case Analysis of Management Services 





















Cross-Case Analysis of M nagement Services 
Cited in Wave 1





The(secondary$dominant$cluster(entails(the(Strategy(MS((12%),(Risk(MS((12%)(and(Process(MS((10%)(whereby(Strategy(MS(regulates(the(initiative(structure(via(an(integrated(transformation(plan,(i.e.(to(align(the(structure(of(the(program(with(the(overall(business(objective,(vision(and(model(of(the(enterprise.(Risk(MS(is(invoked(at(this(stage( to( also( identify( and( evaluate( potential( risks( and( issues( that( may( emerge( throughout( the( initiative,(including(the(formulation(of(pertinent(plans(to(respond(to(such(risks.( (Process(MS(is( invoked(in(the(blueprint(design(wave,( to( identify( potential( improvements( and( adding( of( attributes( to( suit( the( business( based( on( the(scope( of( analysis( identified( in( the( prior( wave.( Furthermore,( the( selected( processes( are( mapped( and( the(implementation(plans(for(those(processes(are(derived.(The(interpolated$dominant(cluster(in(this(wave(was(cited(to( include(Value(MS( (7%),( Project(MS( (4%)( and(Competence( and(Training(MS( (2%).( Value(MS( is( invoked( to(provide(a(detailed(business(case(based(on(the(proposals(made(in(the(blueprint(design,(where(benefit(realization(plans( are( subsequently( identified( and( ownership( for( those( benefit( realization( plans( agreed( upon( by( the(identified(stakeholders.(Once(the(overarching(program(and(IT(deployment(plans(are(formulated,(the(Project(MS(is(invoked(in(alignment(with(the(integration(plans(to(identify(the(scope(of(each(project,(including(estimations(of(time( and( cost.( Lastly,( strategies( and( training( need( analysis( for( employee( competences( are( identified( in(alignment(with(the(identified(IT(solution(and(also(the(timing(of(the(projects(being(rolled(out(in(the(subsequent(wave.(
E.4.3( Cross(Case(Analysis(on(Melody(Principle(in(Wave(3(Figure( 76( illustrates( the(MS( cited( to( be( invoked( in( the( solution( delivery(wave.( As( can( be( seen,( the(primary$




















Cross-Case Analysis of Management Services 





















Cross-Case Analysis of Manageme t Services 
Cited in Wave 1
Management#Services#Cited# Primary'Domi nt' Secondary'Dominant' Interpolated'Dominant'
Appendix(E:(Workings(for(Melody(Principle((((
326(
communication( that( occurs( regularly( throughout( the( initiative.( Change( MS( is( also( required( to( manage( the(performance(of( the(overall( business( and( the(project( teams,(whereby( the(monitoring(of( such(activities( is( also(cited(in(addition(to(assessing(change(readiness(of(the(enterprise.(As(the(transformation(initiative(is(enabled(by(an( IT( artifact,( IT( MS( is( frequently( invoked( in( the( solution( delivery( wave( to( deploy( the( IT( platform( via( IT(operations(and(service(optimization,(as(well(as(IT(lifecycle(management.(
(
Figure(76.(Amalgamated(Results(of(the(MS(Cited(in(Wave(3(Across(All(Three(Case(Studies(
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Cited in Wave 1
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Wave(1.(As(can(be(seen(in(Figure(77,(across(all(the(case(studies,(each(case(reflects(its(own(distinct(ways(of(orchestrating(for(the(Concept(Development(wave(as(illustrated(in(.(The(rationale(for(Case(Alpha(is(already(explicated(in(Section(6.6.1,(whereby(there(appears(to(be(a(balanced(approach(in(reEusing( and( reconfiguring( existing( routines( in( a( flexible( structure,( based( on( the( balanced(invocation(of(TA(MS(and(TF(MS(in(Wave(1.(As(for(Case(Beta,(the(corporation(appears(to(employ(a(constrained( improvisation(approach( in(orchestrating( its(MS,(viz.(orchestration(according( to( the(
swing% jazz%genre( where( routines( are( reconfigured( in( order( to( identify( new( approaches( to( the(transformation( that( entails( an( established( structure,( i.e.( established( goals( and( objectives.( Case(Gamma(on( the( other( hand( employs( a(minimal( improvisation( approach( to( orchestration(where(established(approaches(are(applied(for(the(classical%jazz%genre.(





















































Wave( 3.( ( Figure(79( shows(how( the( three( cases( each(orchestrate(differently( in(Wave(3,( yet( all(reside(within(the( leftEhandEside(of( the(matrix.(This(suggests( that( in( the(Solution(Delivery(wave,(routines(can(be(reEused(such(as(by(invoking(TA(Project(or(Program(MS,(among(others,(to(produce(the( intended( transformation( deliverables( using( an( established( methodology.( Case( Study( Beta(demonstrates( its( adherence( to( its( predefined( structure( and( approach( for( its( Solution( Delivery(wave,(where(it(can(be(seen(to(orchestrate(according(to(the(classical%jazz%genre.(Case(Study(Alpha(on(the(other(hand(appears(to(be(orchestrating(for(the(bebop%jazz%genre(where(it(reEuses(existing(routines(within( an( adaptable( structure,(while( Case( Study(Gamma( indicates( a( flexible( approach(while(still( reEusing(existing(routines.(As(such,(management(personnel(can(be( informed(that( the(Solution(Delivery(wave( (where(Program(Management( triggers( are(high),( can( apply( established(methodologies( for( influential( and( reactional( triggers,( and( probe( and( experiment( for( situations(where(the(context(is(fairly(unknown,(such(as(situational(or(external(triggers.(
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